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NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE 
14675 Lee Road 

Chantilly, VA 20151-1715 

10 February 2016 

This is in response to your letter dated 22 June 2015 and 
received in the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) on 29 October 
2015. Pursuant to the provisions of Executive Order 13526, you 
appealed the NRO's 12 June 2015 release determination in response to 
your request for Mandatory Declassification Review of "The SIGINT 
Satellite Story.n 

As the NRO Appellate Authority, I have determined that some of 
the information withheld in the initial 12 June 2015 release no longer 
requires protection. Much of this information that is now available 
f~r release relates to program declassification determinations that 
post-date the 12 June 2015 document release (please see the NRO public 
website at www.nro.gov for additional information in this regard). 
The newly-treated document, as included in this package, reflects 
these updates. 

With regard to information that is withheld in the revised 
treatment, I am upholding the initial determination that these 
portions of the document remain currently and properly classified 
under the provisions of Executive Order (E . O.) 13526i Sections l.4(c) 
and l.4(d). To the extent that the classified information in the 
responsive documents is over 25 years old, I have determi ned that it 
qualifies for continued classification under E.O. 13526, Section 3.3 
(b) (1). In addition, the names of NRO or NSA employees and/or 
information related to NRO or NSA/CSS functions and activities remain 
exempt from public release in accordance with E. O. 13_52 6 , Section 
3.5(c). The withholding statutes in this case are Section 6, Public 
Law 86-35 (50 U.S. Code 3605) (NSA) and 10 U.S.C. § 424(NRO). 

Per E.O. 13526, Section 5.3(b) (3), and the Information Security 
Oversight Office Directive #1, you may appeal this decision to the 
Interagency Security Classification Appeals Panel (ISCAP). Your 
appeal should be addressed to: 

Executive Secretary, ISCAP 
c/o Information Security Oversight Office 
The National Archives Building 
700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Room 100 
Washington, D.C. 20408 



If you have any questions, please c all the Requester Service 
Center at 703-227-9326 and reference case number El6-0008. 

Enclosure: 

Sinc erely, 

St~R:~ 
Director, Information 
Management Services Of f ice 

The SIGINT Satellite Story NRO approved for release 8 February 2016 
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To my dear wife, Bertha, whose strength and gentleness and thought
fulness haue been my great joy in life. During the even.ts described in the 
book she sent me off to work happy and secure,;looking forward to each 
day. And in the writing of this history, she is dgai.n doing that. This is for 

Bertha. 

David D. Bradburn 

To my wife, Theresa, and my daughters, Denise and Diane, who for 
over 35 years haue accepted, without quest{on, the strange hours, mysteri
ous trips, unintelligible telephone calls, a~d all the other incomprehensi
ble aspects of my behavior that haue been/an everyday occurrence since I 
was assigned to the WS-117L SateUite System Office in Inglewood., 
California, in January 1958. Their support, with only meager knowledge 
of where I was or what I was doing moeft of the time, has made an absorb
ing and challenging program a most enjoyable and rewarding experience. 

John 0. Copley 

To my wife. Betty Jean.. who worked .with me putting in many extra 
hours during the early days of this program. She a.nd my children, 
Stephen and Theresa. made many sacrifices and providt!.d much needed 
support during the m.id·1960s and early 1970s when my dedication to this 
program required long hours an.d/u.tensiue travel. A special thanks to 
Dr. loui.ci Tordella, Deputy Director of NSA, without whose trust and sup
port many of the·at:complishmedts and successes would not have been 
possible. · 

Raymond B. Potts 

My contribution to this book, which has been a pleasant cap on my 
NSA career, is dedicated to my dear wife. Jane, who gaue so much love 
and support to me throughout all our years; this was in addition to th.e 
hard work demanded by luJr own career and our family, Peggy, Dauid, 
and Cyndy, and all this W~/$ done without getting back the satisfaction of 
knowing much of what mr work was about. 

EO 13526 3.5(c) 
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This history was undertaken at the request of Jimmie D. Hill, who 
maintained a continuing interest and provided moral support and advice 
as the work went along. The real instigator was Col James C. 
Fitzpatrick, USAF (Retired). who suggested the idea and showed us how 
it was done for the preceding volumes on the CORONA, GAMBIT, and 
HEXAGON imaging systems. Also. Col Frederic C. E. "Fritz" Oder, an 
old boss on the WS-117L project, who had a major role in the earlier his
tories, gave hi$ advice at every tum, which really helped in getting 
started. 

Early on, we decided to write a single volume that would cover all 
the SIGINT satellite projects up to 1975. This was around the time the 
writers were retiring or moving to new jobs out of the SIGINT satellite 
business. It was also the time the main SIGINT satellites were all in 
place, the early versions. So we were writing about an entire set of satel-
1 ites and we were writing about our own experiences. We decided to orga
nize the book. into introductory material, a series of project histories, and 
some summary material. This plan let us show how each satellite came 
into being and then show how the whole set worked together. lt also 
allowed for themes about management and results to be summari~ed at 
the end after the examples have been given. 

Our reader could be an NRO manager, a Congressional staff mem
ber. or a family member ofa long-time NRO or NSAgovemment SJGINT 
satellite project participarit. We have tried to explain the usually threat· 
ening SlGINT business to the non-expert. We owe a big debt to R. Cargill 
Hall, of the Office of History, United States Air Force, for acting as our 
professional advisor on methods and as our constant reviewer and editor 
during the writing process. He gave us his valuable piece, "On Writing 
History," and other references on clear writing. He also kept on his unon
SIGINT-expert" hat and kept challenging us to write for such people. If 
we have succeeded, it is Cargill Hall's digs in our ribs that we have to 
thank for it! 

-~· 

T-..:~
HMwilt: •i• IYf 
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Th · d · h h h l r 
1"*M1 ····-~ e team was organize wit t e e p o of Jand 

Judy Colbert, Jane's secr~tary. We shared the'W't'office for the first 
few weeks of the project and got well started. Then we moved the Los 
Angeles operation across the hall to offices in The Aerospace Corpora
tion, with the help and support of who was our senior 

EO 13526 3 S{c) administrator for the nearly five years of the project. 
'P*'and then!!•'1f1 t 1 facted as our primary management author

ities in The Aerospace Cornoration. !riving us help and encouragement 
when it was most needed. was our secretary in the early 
days, and came in later as our secretary and team helper. 
Near the end of the projectlllllwas our word-processing expert and 
thus made another major 'contribution. took over as our 
secretary for the last two years of the project and. in spite oflots of 
changes going on in the company and in the industry generally, provided 
a serene place for us urdo our work, kept the project on track, and kept 
us paid and happy! 

EO 13526 3 5(c) Our technical editor came on board for the last 
year of the project and was a professional from the start, so the other 
members could concentrate on getting the story together while''1ffl1 

polished the results. 

Our technical artist, was the newest member of 
the team and a great addition, working with and the team and 
getting our ideas for the graphic materials online and onto paper. 

EO 13526 3 S(c) ofNPIC, acted as our scout and contact, helping us to 
set up the very helpful and good working relationship with our publisher. 
So did Director Leo Hazlewood who became the pri
mary person responsible for. finishing the publishing job. Also at NPIC. 
editor and senior designer provided 
invaluable support during the publication process. 

At NSA, we would like to thank some people whose invaluable sup
port made this history possible: 

VAdm William 0. Studeman, USN, Director of the NSA, who pro
vided. support from the start of this effort. 

VAdm John M. McConnell, USN, Director of the NSA, who continued 
that support. 

The SIGINT Satellite Story 
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George R. Cotter, NSA Senior Scientist, who provided senior staff 
support. 

David W. Gaddy, NSA Chief of the Center for Cryptologic History, 
who provided frequent guidance and whose staff provided day-to-day 
support. 

David A. Hatch, NSA Director of the Center Jor Cryptologic History, 
who replaced ·nave Gaddy and eontinuep.-~he ou~tanding support. . . . . 

,': 

Henry F. Schorreck, NSA Historian/who provided valuable data. 

Thomas.R. Johnson. NSA Historian, who provided valuable support. 

EO 13526 3 5(c) NSA 
Adm1mstrat1on, who prov1ded valuable support. 

EO 13526 3 5(c) · NSA Administration, who pro
videa muC"F\needed-support in sending and receiving controlled material. 

EO 13526 3 5(c) NSA Archives, who made a laborious search of 
the arcruves to obtain the photographs used in this history. 

NSA. who provided the valuable RUFFER ll1stordi11 . 
NSA, who provided valuable assistance in gathering 

processing data. 

NSA, the expert who provided all the data on the 
CO MINT target development and mapping satellites. 

Dr. David vanKeiren, NRL Historian, who found and provided pho
tographs for Chapter 3. 

As the book went together, we interviewed many people, each of 
whom typically gave a morning or an afternoon for the purpose. Those 
people included the Directors of SAFSP now living: M~n John L. Martin, 
Jr., Gen Lew Allen, Jr., and BGen William G. King, Jr .• all of whom gen
erously also acted as members of our review group ("Red Team") in 
March 1994. We thank each of our interviewees separately for their time 
and the chance to renew oid friendships: Joe Arnato, George Barthel. 

Top~ 
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James V. Boone, Julian Caballerc • 
Robert E. Conlev. Geonre Cotter, 

Navy Capt Frank Sperberg, 

• c.1rnr1es c. Tevis."'''!••;.••r •Donald Wagner, Albert D. \Vheelon, and 1 10 !.!• 
1 

• 

11. ,Joe Amato, Julian Caballero, Bob Hermann, Jimmie ttill, John 
McMahon. and Bud Wheelan also came back to help on the Red Team in 
March 1994. 

RAdm Robert K. Geiger joined our Red Team in March 1994 and 
added a valuable dimension to our Navy story. 

Sanford Evans and Bob Gaylord of The Aerospace Corporation 
brought their insights to the Red Team in March 1994. · 

We used a number of good histories. which are listed in the refer
ences. The ones that were especially useful were: 

• NSA in Space, April 1975,.BYE-19385-75 <TSIBJTK/COMINT). 
This is an excellent history, giving many details and facts about 
all the projects for the same time period as our history. 

•RUFFER History, prepared by NSA, R321 Program Office, 
30 September 1990, NSA 86594-90. 

• History of the POPPY Satellite System, BYE-56105-78, thought
fully furnished to us by Jim Morgan of Program C. 

EO 13526 3 3(b){1)>25Yrs. EO 13526 1.4(c)<25Yrs 

EO 13526 3.3(b)(1 )>25Yrs, EO 13526 1.4(G/<25Yrs thoughtfully furnished by 
<.1u1wn 1_,aoauero 01 rrogram o. 
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The NRO staff pitched in right from the start. Sharilyn Watts and 
• helped us find files for building our chronology. As we 

got going, SAFSS Policy, was our main source of sup-
port in Washington. When we needed to have a meeting or get some
thing done, we just asked.and it was done. Helping-was-

'f•fff11who prepared materials for our reviews and briefings. 
EO 13526 3.S(c) came on the scene during the la.st year, when we 
were arranging for reviews by the first four former Directors of the NRO, 
a big job. He made all that come together and helped to set the stage for 
some historic meetings. 

The writing was done in a matrix. Each writer wrote about what he 
knew best-for example, all processing by one author, all intelligence 
results by another. This led to chapters with multiple contributors. We 
hope this approach helps the book to be objective, even though we are 
writing as participants and not as historians going back to find out what 
happened. We started with the idea that NRO management was good. 
Wt! t!nded with the idea that the creation of the office of the DNRO wai; 
the defining event that led to the results. This came out of the work and 
was a consensus among those interviewed. 

Our approach was to read, collect information, interview widely, 
write. and ask some senior people-our Red team-to review the book. 
This was done in March 1994. On this team were the first four Directors 
of the NRO, Joseph V. Cbaryk. Brockway McMillan. Alexander H. Flax, 
and John L. McLucas, whom we had not previously interviewed. These 
four also came to a first-of-a-kind Round Table meeting on 26 May 1994 
at which Louis W. Tordella, the distinguished Deputy Director of NSA 
from 1958 to 1974, and Julian Caballero, the distinguished Director of 
CIA's Program Bat the time of his retirement in 1993 and a veteran of 
the from 1965, also took part. This turned out to he 
the high point of the work for the writing team and was well documented 
by video and still photography, thanks to the good work of EO 13526 3 5(c) 

EO 13526 3 5(c) oft.he NRO Video 
Productions Center. 

This has been a satisfying job, with many rewards in sharing experi
ences and in planning and carrying out the work. The authors hope this 
book will be of use and interest to all who can share it. 
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Round Table principals, 26 May 1994 

Front row tlei1 to righll: R. CarRill H.ill. Raymond 8. Pons. loseph V. Charvl<. 
B1ockw;iv Mc\.\iflan, Alex.:iode1 H. Flax. lohn L MclucJs, Col John 0. Coplev. 
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Fron! row llcir ro rightl Jurhors Ravmond B. Ports. Col John 0. Copley, 
MGen D.wici D. Braoburn B.ack row tleh ro rig.hu: 
1echn1cal editor 111>1urh1111advisor ~-Cargill Hall. 
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The way the United States perfected. 
and used space technology to solve intelli
gence problems i~ an i.mportant story; this 
remarkable technology helped ensure that 
the Cold War never tume.d "hot." In paral
lel with the crucially important develop
ment of ballistic missiles for our defense, 
there was the equally urgent program to 
develop reconnaissance' satellites to pro
vide advance warning of enemy military 
activity. Information about military, 
industrial, and political activities in the 
Soviet Union was the key to providing the 
United States with a sur•ivable nuclear 
retaliatory force. The story of the photo 
reconnaissance satellites has been told in 
the three previous volumes in this series. 
This new story involves the challenge of 
collecting electronic signals being radiated 
from the Soviet Union using satellites in 
Earth orbit, some as high as geosynchro
nous altitude; sending those signals back 
to Earth; sorting and analyzing tho.se sig
nals with computers and with people; and 
providing to our national leaders the infor
mation needed to give our country a valu
able advantage in confronting the threat of 
Soviet Communism during the most per
ilous times ·of the Cold War. The story now 
to be told is about the US 
SIG INT satellites.* 

• When an in1ercepled electronic sijtnal is from the transmit· 
ter of a radar RL the 1nform11tion collected is called elec
trnnic intell1rence. or ELINT; when the uilercepted signal 
is for written or spoken communications. the infonnation 
collecu?d,. called communications intelligence. or CO~llNT; 
and wh"n the int .. n:epted !«gnat is from teleme!ry. the 
information being ~ollecued i!!. called telemetry int.e!iigentt. 
or TELrNT. These three epplil;ations arr collecllvely call~-

Top 

Early History 

During World War II, lookouts aboard 
surfaced German submarines used hand
held crystal-video radar receivers called 
ATHOS to detect pulses emitted by sear"h 
radars on Allied warships and aircraft. 
This type of receiver consisted of a tuning 
coil and capacitor to select the approximate 
radio frequency to be received; a crystal 
diode, usually of sil,icon, that acted as a 
one-way gate, or rectifier, and produced an 
audible sound; and a simple amplifier that 
broadcast' the "detected" sounds over a 
headset or loudspeaker. After the war, this 
same technology was adopted and applied 
in the direction-finding systems of 
American warships and airplanes because 
of its simplicity, small size, and ''wide
open" frequency-detection characteristics. 

Sputnik I, the world's first artificial 
satellite, inaugurated the Space Age on 4 
October 1957. On 22 June 1960, another 
satellite, built by the US Naval Research 
Laboratory and containing an ATHOS-type 
receiver in low Earth orbit, became the 
first US military satellite designed to 
intercept signals from Soviet radars. This 
marked the beginning of a concerted cam
paign by the United States to develop 

signals intelligence, or SIGINT. Prior to 1958 the term 
SICINT was used lo mean COMINT alone. and both were 
o~n writLen with only the first letter capit.alized In 1958. 
when ELINT was put under control of the National Security 
AJ!ency. SIGINT came to mean both COMINT and ELINT 
In th.i 1960s. TEUNTi:ame into use and was included 
und~r the ienn SIGlNT. 

·t14t>d/,. ri,1 Brl ·TA.LtNT-KE)'HOU-
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satellites for signals intelligence (SlGINT) 
to listen to and record radar, communica
tions, and telemetry signals coming from 
the Soviet Union, and to transmit that 
data to US intelligence agencies.1 

The SIGINT satellite history is part 
of the larger story of the use of reconnais
sance satellites by the United States to 
provide crucial early warning of a Soviet 
surprise attack on this country, and to 
attempt to solve the larger riddle of the 
Cold War-what was the Soviet Union up 
to? Predicting the quick appearance of 
long-range rockets armed with nuclear 
bombs, Arthur C. Clarke.described the 
potential strategic nuclear dilemma as 
early as 1946: "A country's armed forces 
can no longer defend it; the most they can 
promise is the· destruction of the 
attacker."2 

The problem foreseen by Clarke 
became a reality. Attacked with nuclear 
weapons, a country would have no time to 
mobilize its forces, much less to build new 
weapons for them. For the next 45 years, 
the secrecy of the Soviets, their explicit 
threats to the non-Communist world, and 
their eventual possession of nuclear 
weapons and intercontinental delivery sys
te~s occupied the attention of every US 
President and dominated every major for
eign and domestic decision made by the 
United States. For American leaders, the· 
central question became: How do we pre
vent the Soviets from mounting a surprise 
nuclear attack against·us? Although 
Clarke had described both the nucle·ar 
dilemma and the potentials of sat~llites by 
1946, his writing ·remained obscure and 
was not influential at the time. 

2 The SIGli'!IT Satellite Story 

Within the United States. a scientific 
and engineering team at the RAND 
Corporation contributed to the determina· 
tion that an Earth-orbiting satellite could 
be built that would have utility for recon· 
naissance. The ~D work culminated 
with a 1954 report, Project FEED BACK. 
that provided the rationale and the engi· 
·neering calculations that prompted the 
United States to proceed with reconnais· 
sance satellite development programs.:t 
On the basis of the RAND studies and its 
own in-house work. the US Air Force in 
1955 issued contracts for development of 
military reconnaissance satellites. When 

."the Soviets launched Sputnik I in October 
1957, these projects were already in exis
tence. awaiting only the additi«?nal impe
tus that the Space Age would provide. 

After Sputnik, the Air F~rce recon
naissance satellite work, based in Los 
Angeles at the Air Force's Western 
Development Division CWDD>; was acceler
ated and placed under a succession of dif
ferent management arrangements. It was 
placed first under the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (ARPA), then under the 
Air Force Ballistic Missile Committee 
(AFBMC),* 4 and finally, in late 1960 at 
Presidential· direction, under direct man
agement of the Secretary of the Air Force. 
This decisive move resulted in clean, short 

• The ballistic missile pl'Oj'Tilms under development at the 
Air Foree Blllliatic Missile DiVi&ion lAFBMDI in Los 
Angeles were cunduct.ed und"r a st...,amlinl!d muna~· 
ment process c:alled the Gillette Pro<:ed ures. which pro· 
vided for an Air Force Ballistic Missile Committee 
I AFBMCl and an Office of the Secretary of Defense 
Ballistic Missile Committee !OSDBMCl to expedite pro
gram decisions. The Air Force reconnaissance satellite 
~oject. then called SAMOS, waa briefly placed under 
these Gillette Procedures and managed at the Air Force 
Sectetarial level througn the AFBMC, which was called 
the BMC for Space when in session for these programs. 



decision lines for th.ese important projects. 
Within two years, by May 1962, this same 
central authority was extended to cover 
Navy and Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA) satellite projects, when Under 
Secretary of the Air Force Joseph V. 
Charyk, reporting to the Secretary of 
Defense, became the first Director of the 
National Reconnaissance Office <NRO}. 
The NRO would play a central, crucial role 
in satellite reconnaissance for the remain
der of the Cold War. 

Mission Requirements 

Considering the prospect of a nuclear 
war with the Soviet Union, United States 
leaders in the 1950s had to know two 
things. First, what were the Soviets doing 
in their strategic missile programs? They 
had already demonstrated a nuclear eapa· 
bility with an atomic detonation in 1949 
and a fusion-weapon test in 1953. Could 
they launch a nuclear weapon on a rocket 
over intercontinental distances? Second, 
how effective might Soviet defenses prove 
to be against US forces? Could the Soviets 
detect and shoot down US long-range 
bombers? And could the Soviets counter 
the developing US miss.ile capability? 

Conventional intelligence sources in 
the 1950s collected bits of data on both of 
these concerns; spies. or human intelli
gence, were effective in some areas but 
encountered significant problems because 
of the strict securitv rules inside the 
Soviet Union. One ~early attempt to reach 
deep into the Soviet land mass was by Jim 
Trexler of the US Naval Research 
Laboratory (NRL). He pioneered work on 

-~'' 
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and tests of intercepting rcidar signals 
using the Earth's largest satellite, the 
Moon. He was successful in the late 1950s 
in collecting intercepts from Soviet'MIM 

-(the NATO designator) early warn
ing radars on NRL's 60-foot parabolic 
reflector antenna in Maryland, and then, 
with better reception, on the National 
Radio Astronomy Observatory's 150-foot 
reflector in West Virginia. He proposed 
building a 300-foot and. at one time, a 
600-foot "big dish'' lo collect weaker Soviet 
radars.5 In the early 1960s NSA built a 
special antenna feed for and successfulJy 
tested the 1,000-foot-diameter antenna at 

Arecibo Ionospheric Observatorv, Puerto 
Rico, intercepting and other 
signals.6 This tecnn1que also auowed 
radars to be located with an uncertainty of 
50 miles using multiple intercepts on sep
arate days. 

Listening to radio communications. or 
CO MINT. was somewhat easier. The 
Soviets used short-wave radio bands 
extensively f9r communications. and the 
US military intercept stations, expanded 
from their World War II numbers, heard 
many Soviet-Union-wide operational mili
tary, industrial. and research networks. 
yielding some understanding of the Soviet 
threat. US strategic planners, though, 
needed more specific data on the exact 
locations and capabilities of Soviet mili
tary and industrial installations. 
Attempts to take pictures with bulloon 
overflights proved generally unproductive, 
and conventional aircraft reconnaissance 
was limited to flights around the periph
ery of the Sino-Soviet bloc of states. For 
that reason, in November 1954 President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower approved development 

H~ vi• BY!M ENT·l<fYHOU-
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of the U-2, a highly secret high-altitude 
reconnaissance aircraft, which was rapidly 
engineered an_d put into use in 1956. 

Dwight o. Eisenhow•r 

Eisenhower came to believe that the 
U-2 could overfly parts of Soviet airspace 
at will. But this would have represented a 
clear violation of international law, unless 
the leaders concerned had agreed to such 
flights. On 21 July 1955, Eisenhower pro
posed to Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev 
that the United States and the Soviet 
Union provide 14facilities for aerial photog
raphy to the other country" and conduct 
mutually supervised reconnaissance over
flights. 7 Before the day ended. Khrushchev 
rejected the plan, which came to be known 
as the Open Skies doctrine, as an 
American attempt to "'accumulate target 
information." Eisenhower said later, uwe 
knew the Soviets wouldn't accept it, but we 
took a look and thotight it was a good 
move.''8 The Soviets were thus fore
warned of our U-2 flights and the ground
work was beginning to be laid for the use 

4 The SIGJNT S.ireflite Story 

of reconnaissance satellites. Eleven 
months later Eisenhower approved the 
first U-2 overflight of the Soviet Union.9 

Joseph V. Charyk 

Beginning with the first operational 
flight in July 1956, US analysts found in 
the U-2 data an extensive Soviet air
defense system being built to counter US 
strategic bombers and reconnaissance 
flights, including the U-2 itself. They also 
saw research and development CR&Dl 
installations for long-range missile sys
tems and, eventually, operational missile 
sites. Soviet short-range missiles had 
already flown that same year. Soon, near 
Sary Shagan, U-2 cameras photographed 
what appeared to be Soviet antiballistic 
missile CABM> R&D facilities. Because it 
had a great effect on major US resource 
decisions on its own ABM. intercontinental 
ballistic missile (ICBM), and countermea
sures techniques, the "ABM problem" 
became the US's top intelligence priority, 
and eventually became the main focus of 
effort for SIG INT satellites. 



US reconnaissance satellites. the suc
cessors to the U-2s, were developed 
expressly to provide visual and electronic 
access to the Soviet Union. The very first 
SIGINT satellites. launched in 1960, were 
intended to detect and locate air defense 
radars, to determine the electronic order of 
battle <EOB, which listed: the types and 
locations of Soviet defense system radars l, 
and thus to assist American bombers to 
pass through Soviet defenses to military 
targets in the event of war. The US 
InteUigence Board !USfB}* had not yet 
begun to issue formally documented 
requirements, but the US military and 
intelligence organizations perceived the 
nations of the world aligning themselves 
with one or the other of the superpowers. 
each with its respective spheres of influ
ence. Thus. the US Air Force Strategic Air 
Command (SAC) wanted details on Sino
Soviet targets for attack, data on radars 
and antiaircraft weapons. technical infor
mation for design of electronic counter· 
measures. and exact locations of Soviet 
defensive installations in order to plan 
their aircraft penetration routes. The US 
Navy wanted to determine the threat from 
Soviet surface ships and submarines, and 
the US Army and NATO commanders 
were concerned about Soviet and Warsaw 
Pact air and ground. forces. 

Another driving force in the early 
development ~f SIGINT satellites was the 
electronic and rocket engineer's new 

"1:'ie l:niU>d Sta~s Intelligence Soard IUSJBI was estab· 
hr.hl!d by President Eisenhower on 15 September 1958 to 
esuitilish Priorities for US intelligence activities. It wa$ 
chaired by the Dirt!ctor of Central Intelligence. with 
llll!mbers from the ~partment of Defense. Dep11rtmen1 
orStat.e, the Federal Dureau of Investigation, and other 
11'0~•rnment ag"orncie5. 

technical ability to build more and more 
sophisticated intercept and recording 
equipment in lighter packages. place these 
packages in satellites that circled the 
Earth, and do really useful reconnaissance 
jobs for significant durations of time in the 
vacuum of space. Technology indeed 
moved rapidly in the 1950s. The transis
tor. which would replace the cumbersome 
electronic vacuum tube as an amplifier of 
weak signals, was invented at Bell 
Telephone Laboratories in 1948. 10 The 
first "junction transistor" appeared in 
1951. By 1960, solid-state electronics 
began revolutionizing radio and data pro
cessing, the two fields on which SIG INT 
was based. Electronic hardware suddenly 
could be designed and built in ever smaller 
sizes and operated on lower power and 
would produce much less heat during 
operation. These advances, coupled with 
the new advances toward Jong·rl;lnge rock
ets for military purposes, provided both 
the technology and the lifting capability to 
make possible the design and launch of 
SIGINT satellites. 

US military reconnaissance satellites. 
already well along in planning when 
Sputnik I was launched-and in some 
cases. even with hardware under develop
ment (the Air Force's Advanced Recon
naissance System, Weapon System ll 7L 
[WS-117L] was an example}--would num-

. ber among the pioneers of orbiting artifi
cial satellites. For its reronnaissance satel
lites, the Air Force developed a general 
operational requirement and very specific 
technical specifications based on intelli
gence data, as it did for all its weapons 
systems. Nevertheless, construction of 
WS-117L and the other- early SIGINT . 
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satellites turned on issues of what instru
ment might work, ahd, among those that 
did, which might be most useful as prelim· 
inary collectors of the needed data. At the 
time, ELINT seemed to be easier to try 
than CO MINT, although CO MINT was in 
the minds of some from the very begin
ning. Soon, feedback and crossfertilization 
networks developed among the groups 
building. using, and analyzing the ELINT 
data, from which new priorities would be 
set. The era of SIGINT satellites was 
startlng and would enjoy many and varied 
forms and successes. The formal USIB 
requirements for the intelligence data 
these systems collected ~ould come later. 

Imaging and Signals Intelligence 
Space Systems 

The major effort within the US satel~ 
lite reconnaissance program in the 1960s 
and 1970s featured overhead visual imag
ing systems, which produced information 
not obtairiable any other way. (CORONA. 
GAMBIT. and HEXAGON, the early film
based satellite systems, have already been 
well documented in this series of histo
ries.) But there were important intelli
gence questions that could not be answered 
with pictures alone. The first question 
involved determining the location and 
characteristics of Soviet radars that could 
detect American strategic bombers. The 
second involved the performance capabili
ties of Soviet missiles-ICBMs and ABM 
systems. These two problems led the lii;t 
of reasons favoring SIGINT satellites that 
could listen to and record the signals of 
Soviet radars. radio communications. and 
telemetry systems. 

-· 
6 The SIGINT Satellite Story 

A SIGINT satellite system had many 
of the same elements as an imaging satel
lite system, but with important differ
ences. Instead of a camera and film. a 
SIGINT satellite mounted antennas, 
receivers, and, sometimes. tape recorders. 
Instead of sending its information down on 
film in a reentry vehicJe, a SJGINT satel
lite transmitted its findings by radio link 
in realtime or shortly after passing over 
the target area. On the ground. instead of 
a photo-processing laboratory, technicians 
used a SIGINT processing system, usually 
computerized and immensely complicated. 
to translate the raw electronic signals into 
intelligence listings and reports for release 
t.o analysts. The targets of the SIG INT 
systems were the actual radio signals radi
ated by Soviet transmitter equipment. 
which meant that the satellites had to be 
in the right place, looking in the right 
direction, tuned to the right frequency, at 
the very time the Soviet transmitters were 
on the air. This was an entirely different 
game from the photo-collection business, 
but one with the potential to get different 
and extremely important information. A 
number of different types of SIG INT satel
lites were employed to gather this vital 
information. 

First launched on 22 June 1960 in a 
70-degree-inclined1 circular orbit about 
500 miles above the Earth, the Navy's 
POPPY satellites searched for the main 
beams of Soviet scanning radars and pro
vided wide-area coverage of and locations 
for radars on the surf ace of the Earth. 
POPPY satellites acted as "repeaters," 
encoding each radar pulse as it was 
received and then retransmitting the pulse 
stream in realtime to US-manned ground 



stations located around the oenoherv of the 
EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs. EO 13526 3 

EO 1352614(c)<25Yrs EO 13526 3 3(bi(1)>25Y1:; 

The SIGINT satellites most nearly 
like the photo satellites in their appear
ance and orbits were the WS-117L family, 
the Lockheed Agena-based low-orbiters · 
called SAMOS F-1, 698BK. MULTI GROUP, 
and STRAWMAN. Starting with SAMOS 
F-1 on 31January1961, these satellites 
orbited at about 275 miles in 67-degTee
inclined, circular orbits and searched for 
Soviet radars of all types, attempting to 
intercept the So\'iet radars from high 
overhead and from a direction the Soviet 
radars were not .. looking" (i.e., the "side
lobes" of the enemy radar antenna pat
terns). They operated by reading in and 
recording the radar information while over 
the Soviet Union. and reading out that data. 
by playback of onboard tape recorders, 
when they passed over the ground track· 
ing stations of the US Air Force Satellite 
Control Facility (AFSCFl stations in 
California, New Hampshire. and Hawaii. 
These satellites. developed by the Air 
Force, were the first successful orbit.al col
lectors of the EOB for SAC. They provided 
ELINT technical performance details and 
locations of radars that could threaten· our 
strategic bomber forces. Phased out in 
1972. these low-altitude satellites were 
conceptual pioneers. succeeded by more 
powerful vehicles in different Earth orbits. 

A variety of small electronic boxes 
were attached to the Agena SIG INT and 
Photographic satellites. These boxes, 
sornetimes with antennas of various 

sizes-special kinds of SIG INT collectors 
and experiments-were called AFTRACK 
payloads, due to their positioning on th~ 
aft rack of the Agena launch vehicle. The 
first, named SOCTOP. designed to detect 
tracking of the host vehicle by Soviet 
radars, was launched on 10 August 1960 
on DISCOVERER 13. a CORONA photo 
mission that had a one-day mission life 
and was the first to achieve successfur 
reentry of a photo payload from orbit. 
From this beginning, a single day of opera· 
tion. came a succession of these small 
SIGINT payloads, for many different pur
poses, usually designed and flown on short 
notice for little cost. each remaining 
attached to the host satellite and usually 
operating for the life of the host satellite. 

EO 135261 4(c)<25Yrs, EO 13526 3.3(b)(1}>25Yrs 

load~ peaked in the 1960s. By the 1970s. 
all the AFTRACK payloads were "vulnera
bility"-type payloads. used for detect10n of 
hostile radar act1v1ty 
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two key types of Earth satellite orbits: the 
high. geosynchronous orbits suitable for 
communications, where the satellite's 
orbital motion coincided with the Earth's 
rotation and would enable the satellite to 

8 

• The tenn ·i:eowsitionint( here meant "detel"nlining the 
locatiun ut' a r:it.lar un lh~ surface of th .. Eanh." One 
method 1.! b~ i:eometric reconstruction using the dirt'Ction 
of :irri•·al of the ~ignal at a 1ingle intercepting satelllie. 
"'·ho~ .. loc;i1ion and orientaiion must~ accuruelv 

. kno•.-n. The other method ii "time difference of arnvar 
• TDOA '· which de~nds upM knowing the euct location .. 
but not the orient111ion. of two or n>O~ mtuccpting satel· 
lites and determining the location by measuring the dif· 
ference in times of arrival or a particular signal as it 
tall.es diffo~nl P41tns to the intercepting sau!lit,es and 
then to the retti1:intt station. 

The SIGINT S.11ellite Story 

remain motionless over one point above 
the Earth's equator: and near-polar orbits. 
which would allow reconnaissance satel
lites to cover the whole Earth in successive 
passes as the Earth rotated beneath it. 
each pass occurring at the same local time 
of day on the ground. l l These near-polar, 
sun-synchronous orbits were chosen for 
the photo satellites so that the target 
areas could be viewed in sunlight. Low
orbiting SIGINT satellites. which did not 
need to have their targets in sunlight. 
used lower inclination !about 67 degrees}, 
non-repeating Earth orbits to get the best 
coverage of the target areas over a period 
of days or weeks. At the geosynchronous 
equatqrial orbit ( 22.000 miles high). per
ceived by Clarke as the orbit most suitable 
for relaying of communications from one 
point on the Earth to another, SIG INT 
satellites became signal interceptors. 

EO 1. 4. (c;:) 
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EO 1 By 19i5, the US employed 
low-orbiters. POPPY • __ 13526 3.3(b)(1 )>25Yrs. E 

, EO 135 _ , 1 • EO 13526 3.3(b)(1)>25Yrs, 

EO 13526 3.3(b)(1)>25Yrs EO 135261.4(c)<25Yrs 

EO 13526 3.3(b)(1 )>25Yrs Collectively, they rep
resented an extraordinary, complementary 
set of reconnaissance satellites. 

'SIGINT Data Processing and 
Exploitation · 

Just as solid·state electronic technol
ogy changed the capabilities of SIG INT 
satellites dramatically, the computer revo
lution that began in the 1950s. and that is 
still underway, changed the capabilities of 
computer processing, almost day to day. 
The capability to process SIGINT informa
tion was especially powerful and quick to 
develop, because the SIG INT sateJlites col
lected electrical signals that, with proper 
coding, were in a form that computers 
could work on directly. From 1960 to 1975 
the multiplying effect of improved satellite 
collectors and improved computer proces
sors would provide a many-fold increase in 
operational capabilities. Developing the 
processing methodology was the key. <See 
Appendix A for a discussion of NSA's role 
in computer evolution.) 

It is fairly easy for a trained photo 
analyst to recognize missiles and radar 
structures if the photograph is taken by a 
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properly focused camera with sufficient 
magnification on a clear day, with observ
able shadows. Likewise it is easy for the 
signals analyst or linguist to analyze an 
electronic signal if the signal structure is 
known and the signal is collected by a 
properly tuned receiver with sufficient 
sensitivity and no interference. Unfortu
nately, the SIGINT analyst usually 
encounters noise interference, competing 
signals on the same frequency, and little or 
no knowledge of the characteristics of any 
newly detected signal. Noise or interfer· 
ence impedes signal processing and analy
sis in much the same way as cloud cover 
impedes analysis of photo data. The 
denser the cloud cover in photographic 
data, or interference in SIGINT data. 
becomes, the more difficult it is to process 
or analyze the information: sometimes, 
analysis is impossible. 

Multiple electronic signals intercepted 
at the same time by SIGINT collectors 
appear much the same as multiple expo
sures on a photographic print. Or perhaps 
a better description would be multiple 
transparencies of different pictures 
stacked one on top of the other. Analysis of 
any one signal or picture is virtually 
impossible until the competing signals 
or overlapping pictures are separated out, 
or, as it is tenned by analysts, .. deinterleaved." 

Analysis of complex, structured sig· 
nals such as telemetry or multichannel 

analyzed or processed. This is very much 
like the adjustment process required to 
successfully view a television picture. The 

10 The SIGINT Satellite Story 

proper channel must be selected, the hori
zontal synchronization must be estab
lished, and the vertical hold must be set to 
prevent the picture or frames from rolling. 

Encryption of electronic data to dis
guise their real information content intro
duces another major problem for the 
SIGINT processor and analyst. Encryp
tion adds keying material, known only to 
the users, to the clear or unencrypted 
data, thus producing enciphered data for 
transmission. Anyone gaining unautho
rii.ed access to the encrypted data cannot 
read it without a major effort to remove 
the encrypting-key algorithm, thus permit
ting one to decipher the data. Solving 
encryption problems is much more difficult 
than, but is similar in some respects to, 
the problems faced by photo analysts when 
camouflage paint or nets have been used 
to hide an object from view. 

Before electronic signals can he 
machine processed. extensive manual 
analysis of the captured signals is needed 
to clearly define the characters that are to 
be recognized, identified, and codified in 
special-purpose equipment or in computer 
software. This manual analysis involves 
listening to the signal, making signal mea
surements <often from hardcopy graphic 
representations of the signal), and devel· 
oping an understanding of the signal 
structure <e.g .• pulsewidth, type of modula
tion, pulse repetition rate). As a major 

I. designer, developer, and user of the latest 
·in computer technology, the National 
S~curity Agency <NSA), established by 
President Harry S Truman in 1952 to exer-
cise technical and operational control over 
US COMINT and communications security 

EO 1. 4. ( c) 
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activities, eventually employed computers 
to improve decryption and for handling 
and screening extremely large volumes of 
ELINT. COMINT, and TELINT data col
lected from all sources, including recon· 
naissance satellites. 

Beginning in the 1960s. ELINT data 
were processed to provide EOB of Sino
Soviet radars for the nation's strike forces 
in the Single Integrated Operating Plan 
CSIOPl and for distribution to the military 
intelligence community. NSA eventually 
provided dfrect reporting of the location of 
threat emitters to the field within hoUTS of 
their intercept. ELINT data were also 
used to tip:.aff other intelligence collection 
activities. The technical analysis of 
ELINT allowed assessments ofweapon 
and radar system capabilities to be made 
and electronic countermeasures to be 
designed. 

CO MINT data, often used by NSA lin
guists fluent in the native language of the 
target nation, provided databases on that 
nation's economic capabilities, such as 
manufacturing, technical level of compe
tence, number and types of resources (both 
civil and military), and personal data on 
key people. Most important, COMlNT 

provided indications of target country 
political and military intentions! including 
military planning, deployment of troops. 
policy positions, and threats. NSA fre
quently applied special processing tech
niques to decrypt enciphered communica
tions of target countries. 

TELINT processed by NSA was fur
nished to the CIA, the Air Force System 
Command's Foreign Technology Division 
<FTD), the Army Missile Command (i\.\1CJ 
and other Intelligence Community cus
tomers. which analvzed the data to rleler 

EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs EO 13526 3.5(c), EO 13526 3 3{b)( 

By 1975 these intelligence products 
were being rapidly and routinely reported 
throughout the Intelligence Community.1 
They represented an enormous capo.bi lit~· 
to collect, sort, and distribute information 
that could hardly have been imaiJned as 
the story began in World War II. or even 
by the start of the s.atellite era in 1960. 
The NRO and the NSA, the satellite oper
ator and the processor of the SIGINT 
information, respectively, were the organi
zations that made these things happen. 

• TELINT processing was the responsiboiity of NSA 
althoui;h Lhis a•signmem or respvns1bility wai; not 
accepted by the CIA for a long tLme-unt1J the enrll' 
1970s-because of ClA's interest and ea riv involve;nenl 

EO 13526 3 3(b){1 )>25Yrs, EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs. E 
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Development of SIGINT EOB operational capability 
SIGINT Accuracy of 

Year Satellite locaticm IMilesJ 

1%0 
1961/&2 
1964/65 

1966/67 

1968/69 

1973{15 

POPPY 
696BK----··-····-

698BK 
BIRD DOG 

_ j'_QPPY 
&98BK 

____s_mER 
.------l?O~-
! THRESHER 
i REAPER 
EO 13526 1 4(c) 

E;O 1.4. (Ci 

PL: 86-36/50 USC 3605 

Radar Locations 
Produced Pt>r Year 

Time From Intercept, 
To Delivery, To User 

1-2 months 
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WS-117L UnderARDC and ARPA 

In March 1946 MGen Curtis E. 
LeMay, the first Army Air Forces Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Research and Develop
ment. asked the Project RAND team, then 
part of Douglas Aircraft Company in Santa 
Monica. California, to prepare a quick 
e~gineering study on Earth satellites.I''' 
The resulting report., issued on 2 May 1946, 
was titled Preliminary Design of an Exper· 
imcntal World-Circling Spaceship and 
identified as missions the following: satel
lites to guide missiles. satellites as ~he mis
siles themselves, satellites as "observation 
aircraft." satellites for attack assessment. 
satellites for weather reconnaissance, and 
satellites for cornmunications.2 This 
R..\.ND'report was an important first step 
in demonstrating an independent compe· 
tence in space technology for the Army Air 
Forces <to become the US Air Force in 
1947J and in putting the Afr Force on the 
track toward using Earth satellites for 
reconnaissance.3 In April 1951 RAND 
is.sued an encouraging progress report and 
received authority from Headquarters, US 
Air Force, to place subcontracts for 
detailed subsystem studies.4 In May 1953. 
believing that these studies would lead to 

hardware development, MGen Donald N. 
Yates. Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for 

• In !>:oveml:x-r 194!;. Proi«t RAND was separated from the 
OoUf!las A1tm1ft C.ompany and became lhe RAND Corpora· 
tion. an 111dcpendt'l'l1 nonprofit cnrponuion. in Sanu fllQnica. 

Top Se 

Development, approved a request from 
planners at Headquarters, Air Research 
and Development Command !ARDC), in 
Baltimore, Maryland, to take responsibility 
for "active direction," of the RAND study by 
1 June 1953.s 

In the summer of 1953, LtCol Victor 
L. Genez, ARDC Director of Intelligence, 
was briefed on this study by personnel of 
the RAND "satellite office" at their facility 
in Santa Monica. Genez returned to 
Baltimore convinced that an immediate 
effort should be made to orbit an Earth 
satellite, even if a specific reconnaissance 
system was not y_et available.6 ln December 
1953 ARDC established Project 409-40. 
"Satellite Component Study," and in 
January 1954 established Project 1115 
under a formal R&D system number, Weapon 
System 117L. At that time, pending com, 
pletion of the RAND report, no funding 
was made available. 

In March 1954 RAND published its 
report "Project FEED BACK.• This com
prehensive and f ar·sighted study asserted 
that satellites for reconnaissance of the 
Earth were feasible and recommended that 
the US Air Force should initiate a develop
ment program immediately.? In May 1954. 
with FEED BACK published and based on 
the premise that feasibility of hardware 
development had been demonstrated, 
Headquarters US Air Force <with the 

H~nrll~ "'" 8YfM • A.LfNT-KlYHOLC-
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approval of the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense IOSDJ ), authorized ARDC to initi
ate the necessary studies to implement 
Project 1115, the Advanced Reconnais
sance System !ARS). Shortly thereafter, 
Detachment 1. ARDC. was created at 
Wright Air Development Center (WADC), 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base !AFB), 
Ohio, to accomplish this task. 

Maj Quentin P. "Q" Riepe. then assis· 
tant librarian at WADC, read the Project 
FEED BACK report as soon as it was 

received at WADC and immediately 
became interested in the idea. He began 
lobbying for implementation of the recom
mended developments. His obvious enthu
siasm was rewarded in the summer of 1954 
with his assignment as Chief of Detach
ment 1 at Wright-Patterson. Shortly 
thereafter. he was joined by LtCol William 
G. King, Jr .. the former Chief of the 
Airborne Guided Missile Office at WA.DC. 
King had also read the Project FEED 
BACK report and became equally enthusi
astic after he was briefed on the subject by 
the RAND team. With King now the 
leader and Riepe as his deputy, this small, 
closely knit team of"sp~ce cadets" included 
Capt William 0. CBilll Troetschel: Lt James 
<Jim I Coolbaugh. Lt Jack Herther. Fritz 
Runge (who came to the WS-117L staff as 
the only civil service member I, and LtCol 
James (Jim I Seay. They set out to con
vince the Department of Defense (00Di, 
the Intelligence Community, and. through 
the Executive Branch. the President of the 
United States. that reconnaissance satel
lites were actually feasible and could pro· 
vi de needed surveillance of the interior of 
the Soviet Union so important to the 
defense of this country. This was a vision 
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that not many people yet shared. because 
the first Atlas missile had yet to achieve a 
successful flight, and data about the Soviet 
ICBM program remained sketchy at best. 

Unbeknownst to King and Riepe, 
President Eisenhower had already trig
gered events in a related arena. when. on 
27 March 1954, he asked some of his top 
scientific advisors, including James B. 
Conant and James R. Killian. Jr., to 
develop a solution to the problem of sur· 
prise attack by the Soviets. The probabil
ity of such an attack was increasing at an 
alarming rate. given the Soviet determina
tion to develop nuclear weapons and deliv
ery systems. possibly including missiles. 
Eisenhower asked Killian to chair a 
Technological Capabilities Panel <TCP\ to 

study surprise attack and the US ability to 
meet it. The panel operated with three 
project committees, one on offensive forces. 
one on defensive forces. and one on intelli
gence. Edwin H. "Din" Land. the founder 
of Polaroid. chaired the Intelligence 
Committee, known as Project 3. On 24 
November 1954, during TCP deliberations. 
President Eisenhower approved the devel
opment of the U-2 high-altitude reconnais
sance aircraft; Richard M. Bissell, Jr .. of 
the CIA was placed in charge of this high
est priority project. On 14 February 1955 
Killian and Land briefed President 
Eisenhower on the specific technological 
options that could alleviate uncertainties 
of strategic intelligence. These included 
systems for aerial overflight by aircraft or 
balloon and, somewhat farther in the 
future. satellite reconnaissance systems. s 
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On 27 November 1954, three days 
aft.er the Killian Panel presented its 
interim report to the President. ARDC 
issued System Requirement (SR} 5, calling 
for development of a satellite reconnais
sance system. Indirectly. the Killian Panel 
was possibly a stimulant to this effort to 
define the Air Force's formal requirements 
for a reconnaissance satellite system.9 
On 16 March 1955, Headquarters USAF, 
endorsed SR 5 by issuing General Opera
tional Requi,rement 80. which included 
Appendix 80-2, reaffirming the need for an. 
electronic intercept capability as part of 
the WS- U 7L ARS. 

With this clear authority to proceed. 
the ARDC Detachment l "space ·cadets" 
offered system study contracts to four of 
the major contractors who had been 
j11volved in component studies for RAND. 
'fhree companies accepted: Glenn L. 
:Martin Company, Baltimore, Maryland; 
Radio Corporation of America <RCA) at 
Camden, New Jersey; and Lock.heed 
Aircraft Company, Burbank, California. 
Bell Telephone Laboratodes, Whippany, 
New Jersey, was also solicited but declined 
to participate. Some of the ongoing com
ponent studies that had been initiated by 
RAND were also continued. One of these. 
with the Ampex Company in Redwood 
City. California, was a small tag-on to the 
RAND studies aimed at developing a wide
band video recorder for photo missions. 
Ampex was spending a great deal of com
pany money to develop the recorder for 
domestic TV use and this seemed like a 
great way to .. get in on the act." Capt Bill 
Troetschel of ARDC Detachment 1 had 

another use in mind: magnetic-tape 
recording of wide-bandwidth ELINT for 
technical analysis. lo 

The Air Force was not the only ser
vice interested in outer space. In April 
1955 the Naval Research Laboratory 
iNRL) in Washington, DC, prnposed a 
.. Scientific Satellite Program" for the 
foternational Geophysical Year, to be 
known as the Vanguard Program. When 
this was approved in August 1955 the US 
was well on its way to establishing the 
principle in international law of "Freedom 
of Space."ll The Vanguard activity looked 
attractive to Howard Lorenzen and his 
electronic payload development team. also 
at NRL. Just as WS-ll 7L looked to the 
Atlas as a booster, the NRL electronics 
group saw the Vanguard as an excellent 
way to boost a small ELINT payload into 
orbit. Although there was no military 
mission involvement in the Vanguard 
Program, Lorenzen began some electronic 
intercept system studies, which led to a 
later Navy proposal for an ELINT satellite 
payload. 

In the meantime. in Ohio. King and 
his Detachment 1 team were on the brief
ing trail. In the fall of 1955 they briefed, 
among others, Gen Curtis E. LeMay at 
SAC headquarters on the reconnaissance 
satellite. They took along Maj Sidney 
Greene, who had a contract with the 
University of Iowa to investigate w~ys to 
put a grapefruit-sized payload on the 

; Moon. LeMay sat in the front row, a par
ticipant recalled, chomping his cigar, and 
at the conclusion asked, "How did you get 
TDY money to tell me this crap?"12 This 
was a response typical of seniol' people 
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who received briefings in these "pre
Sputnik" days. Most were skeptical. even 
Gen LeMay, who 10 years before had kicked 
off the RAND satellite studies when he 
was the first R&D Director for the Anny 
Air Forces under Gen H. H. "Hap" Arnold. 
BGen flater advanced to Gen I Bernard A. 
Schriever, first Commander of the Air 
Force's Western Development Division 
(WDD) in Los Angeles, convinced LeMay 
that the "space cadets" were developing a 
viable program. Six years later, in 1961, 
when LeMay became Air Force Chief of 
Staff, he ·was a strong advocate for Air 
Force space reconnaissance programs.13 

BGen Bernard A. Schri~r 

Shortly after the LeMay briefing, 
BGen Schriever requested a briefing at 
WDD because of concerns at the national 
level (ICBM Scientific Advisory Group) 
that an Air Force space program wo.uld 
compete for boosters with the missile pro
gram. King's boss at Wright Air Develop
ment Center <WADC! was Bekn Howell M. 
Estes. who had become unhappy with the 
satellite effort partly because of its cool 
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reception at higher levels and partly 
because of bad public relations. including 
a letter from Governor Harold Stassen of 
Minneso~a complaining that his con
stituents did not want a space satellite 
~spying on their activities.~ Stassen had 
been advised on overflight risks precedent 
to development of President Eisenhower's 
"Open Skies" proposal ot 1955 by Col 
Richard Leghorn. who was familiar with 
RAND's studies on the political risk of 
high-altitude overflight. M As a result. 
Estes insisted that King develop a script 
for the briefing in Los Angeles and told 
him to give it verbatim. King was more 
than surprised when. looking out over the 
audience, he saw LGen Donald S. Putt, 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Development, 
Headquarters US Air Force. During this 
briefi.ntr. which took place in Sep_tember 1955, 
BGen Schriever turned to Simon Ramo of 
the Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation. techni
cal staff for the ballistic missil~ program. 
and asked, "What do you think. Si?" Ramo 
is ~aid to have replied, ~Let's do both space 
and missile work in Los Angeles, so we can 
avoid interference with the missile pro
grams.'" Schriever took Ramo's.advice. 
This was a vital decision. as it separated 
the satellite work from the Air Force's reg
ular development chain of command at 
WADC and placed it under the special 
team established in Los Angeles in 1954 to 
develop the country's ballistic missiles.15 

In October 1955, at Schriever's 
request, Air Research and Development 
Command (ARDC) leader LGen Thomas S. 
Power directed the transfer of the WS-
l 17L Program Office from Wright-Patterson 
AFB in Ohio to the WDD in Inglewood, 
CA. The move took place in January 1956. 

-.----



Schriever picked Commander Robert C. 
Truax, a member of his staff and that year 
President of the American Rocket Society. 
to be head of the WS-117L Program Office. 
LtCol King stayed at Wright-Patterson as 
Project Officer for the SNARK guided mis
sile project. 

1n November 1955 a Source Selection 
Board chaired by the WS-ll 7L Office 
chose the Glenn L. Martin Company, RCA. 
and Lock.heed to compete "for a reconnais
sance satellite development contract. 

From 12 to 20 March 1956 <after the move 
to WDD>. ajointARDC/Air Materiel Com
mand <AMCVWDD/WADC contractor eval
uation board met at WADC and recom
mended that Lockheed be selected for 
the WS-117L development contract. 
Subsequently. on 2 April 1956. WDD 
published the WS-117L Advanced 
Reconnaissance System Development 
Plan, calling for R&O funds in the amou.nt 
of $7.0 million for FY56, s:~2.1 million for 
FY57. and $75.6 million for FY58. On 
24 July 1956 Headquarters USAF approved 

Adv~ced reconnaissance system management transition planning meeting, Inglewood, California, 
27 ~ovembt!r 1 956 

RJd row deir to ri~htl: Capl Willi.>m 0. Troctschcl. USAf. Wrii:ht Air Development Cen!er iWADCJ, Qh,o; 
W ' 1 wADC. l~r !.t John C Herther. USAF. WAD(; ltCol William C. King. Ir .. WADC: 
inr~llig~nce Jnu f.let·rronit: Waridre Laboralory ll&EW Lau!. Rome Air Develop·ment Cen1er rRAOCJ. New 
Y.ork: C.1p1 Jame<i Suctie. USAF. l&EW Lab. RADC *fW M 1&EW La.b. RADC: Capl lames 5. Coolb.iugh. 
USAF. W"DC: Cape frank Ja~n. USAF, WADC Front row flen to righ11: Frill Runge, WADC: Capt Richard 
p Berry. USAF. RAOC; Cmdr Robert C. Truax. l.JSN. We\1em Oeveiopmen1 Divi~ion. A.ir Research olnd 
D~l.'lopml:'nr Command, lnglewoon. C.tlifornia ~WADC; LrCol George P. !ones. USAF, Ail 
Frnre CJmhridi:e Research Center, ,\.\.1s>acbuset~Rr,DC 
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the plan, but the DCS/D Development 
Directive, published 3 August 1956, allo
cated only $3.0 million for FY57. This low 
level of funding was continued until the 
launch of Sputnik on 4 October 1957. 

Based on this initial funding 
approval. on 29 October 1956 the Air 
Force awarded contract AF 04(64 7)·97 to 
Lockheed to proceed with initial system 
development studies. Secretary of the Air 
Force Donald A. Quarles, who wanted the 
Intel'national Geophysical Year satellites 
to be first into orbit, insisted that this was 
to be for engineering studies only and that 
"no tin would be bent." By the summer of 
1957, a total of$10 million had been allo
cated and Quarles had relented enough to 
allow mockups to be constructed. It was 
anticipated that $35 million might be 
uvaila·ble in 1958. The first launch would 
not be before 1961. 

FY57 funds were sufficient to initiate 
studies in all the subsystem areas, includ
ing Subsystem F (S/S Fl, the electronic 
reconnaissance, or "ferret," system. An 
excerpt from the introduction to the win
ning SIS F prupusal of the Airborne 
Instruments Laboratory <AIL), Mineola, 
Long Island, New York, dated April 1957, 
shows that this new job was taken seri
ously: "The contri;ictor who develops the 
ferret portion of the l l 7L system assumes 
a responsibUity to the country that cannot 
be lightly considered. In many ways this 
is an ideal vehicle: if the designer. does not. 
make the most of the unique opportunities 
afforded to him. he will have failed." The 
proposal described the three essential ele
ments of an effective reconnaissance 
system: knowledge of the intelligence 

requirements; .ability to develop the collec
tion system induding limitations and 
growth potential; and the ground data
handling necessary to provide a useable 
product. Based.on their experience in 
building many electronic-warfare systems 
for the government, Winfield .. Win" Fromm 
and his AIL team knew that past collection 
systems had sometimes been built without 
processing capability or, in some cases. 
knowledge of intelligence requirements. 

. The early SJGINT satellite programs were 
to be helped and shaped by these insights. 

Following the Soviet launch of 
, Sputnik.I. the WS-ll 7L Program received 

a great deal of national attention as the 
us scrambled. to counter the Russian SUC· 

cesses in space. President Eisenhower 
faced the problem of gaining control over 
the ri"'.alry among government agencies 
seeking to lay Claim to one or another area 
of space operation and reducing, if possi
ble, the media speculation about their 
efforts. On 7 February 1958, he formed 
the Advanced Research Projects Agency 
<ARPA) to undertake basic research and to 
direct R&D projects within the Depart
ment of Defense <DODl, as assigned to 
ARPA by the Secretary of Defense. As its 
main job, ARPA was to oversee all US mili- · 
tary space programs from the DOD level. I& 

In the spring of 1958, ARPA Director 
Roy W. Johnson issued an invitation to all· 
military organizations to propose satellite 
systems whose development would further 
their goals. The Chief of Naval Operations 
CCNO) relayed the query to all Navy 
scientific and technical organizations._ ask
ing ... All hands consider how they could 

Tops.tret 
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use space in their design ideas for the 
Navy." Howard Lorenzen at NRL pro
posed an ELINT syste~ to the CNO that 
was a very straightforward extension of 
existing airborne ELINT systems. This 
became the DYNO program that tlew pig
gyback with early Navy TRANSIT satel
lites and became the first US satellite 
ELINT system. 

The ARPA space era commenced offi
cially in Los Angeles on 30 June 1958 
with ARPA Order 9-58, which said that 
Secretary of Defense Thomas S. Gates, Jr., 
had assigned responsibility for WS-117L to 
ARPA under DOD Directive 5105.15. The 
Air Force Ballistic Missile Division 
(AFBMDl, successor to WDD, was to sub
mit a Development and Financial Plan as 
soon as possible. This directive was fol
lowed by an 18-monih period of continuous 
change . .indicative of the national uncer
tainty in the arena of satellite reconnais
sance policy. During this period funding 
fluctuated wildly, responsibility for WS-ll 7L 
was transferred by ARPA from AFB MD 
to ARDC then finally to US Air Force 
Headquarters. 

To remove .. weapon system" from the 
designation and suggest a purely defensive 
system. in 1959 the program identifier 
was changed from WS-117L to SENTRY. 
This effort was then divided into DISCOV. 
ERER (scientific research system, Thor 
boosted). MIDAS ([R system. Atlas 
boosted J. and SENTRY (reconnaissance 
system, Atlas boosted). All of these pro
grams were to be developed at the DOD 
SECRET security level. This included. the 
Scientific aspects of DISCOVERER, · 
although this program was actually the 

cover effort for the covert CIA CORONA 
Photo Recovery Program. which had been 
approved by President Eisenhower in 
early February 1958.* On 6 August 1959, 
to provide additional security for the 
SENTRY Program, it was redesignated 
SAMOS. in order to ". . identify recon
naissance program with an innocuous 
name that does not, repeat not, have mis
sion association."I7 The name SAMOS was 
actually selected by ARPA Director 
Admiral John Clark. in reference to the 
Greek island of the same name. Most people 
thought the new nnrne was an acronym for 
"space and missile observation system.~ 
and the attempt to choose a name without 
mission association was not successfu l:o t!:l 
There were several reprogramming 
actions, driven by problems in the SAMOS 
photo payload, Subsystem E ($/S El, devel
opment. particularly the tradeoffs between 
read-out a,nd recovery type systems. Since 
the ferret system was always considered 
essential but. not as imponant as the 
photo system. it neither attracted the 
attention nor suffered quite the wild varia
tions that plagued the ~hoto programs. 

• A coinrihuting rP.a'*ln for nppm,ing the CORONA program 
was that review suggested WS· l17L was too cluborale. 
too complex lo achieve an early operational capability. 
which was not a high priont~· 1in the Air force'. This 
led to mare f0cu&ed programs that were !cs• 0111bitious 
and more likely lo provide early. useful data. See 
Jo$eph V. Charyk comments. SJGINT Satellite History 
Round Table. 26 lllay 1994. · 

t Samos is a Greek Island wht!re the astronomer 
Aristarchus lived 1310·230 B.C.l, referred to bv 
Archimedes and Plutarch. He hypothesiud th;u the 
heaven5 Qfthe •fhcecl stars· remain at n1st, and the Earth 
ro•vo!v.,$ in an.obliq"" cirdl' about th" Sun. while it 
rotat.es. at the same time. about its own axis. The inter· 
pretation o( SAt.IOS as an acronym for -space and mis
sile oh~ervation syst.,m" wn originated by the press and 
became the aixepted interpretation among the undearrd 
pop\llation in and around the Pentaeon and Washington. 
Wit.hin the cle11red circles. it became a joke, as an 
acronym for ·same old SENTRY.· 
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Evolution of the National 
Recom:1aissance Office (NRO) 

Suite 4Cl000 in th~ Pentagon became 
the location for some of the most secret and 
important activities in the US satellite 
reconnaissance programs. At the time of the 
Sputnik I }aunch, 4C 1000 was occupied by 
the Air Force Office of Guided Missiles 
CAFCGMl, headed by BGen Robert E. Greer, 

BGen Robert E. Greer 

whose responsibility was primarily the 
development of air-laWlched guided mis
siles. *19 The AFCGM staff also served as 
the secretariat for the AFBMC (a part of the 
special arrangements for managing the Air 
Force ballistic missile programs in Los 
Angeles), an activity that provided Greer's 
staff with insight into missile and space 
developments. In the Pentagon, most other 
R&D staff work was the responsibility of the 
Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for 

• ~CIODO wa~ <on """cuLiv ... J.,v~I confe~n"" room u....J bv 
the senior Air Staff and the Air Fon:e Secretaries for . 
many conrerencrs. Greer's AFCGM offices adjoined this 
conference room. When SAFMS was established, thev 
simply anne.xed the 4C 1000 conference room and thal 
door became the entrance to 'he reconfirured •UiU!. 

-~· 
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Development, LGen Roscoe C. Wilson. As 
ballistic missiles achieved operational status, 
they became the responsibility of AFCGM. 
When the MX-770 became the Atlas and 
deployment to operational sites began in 
1958, LtCol Edwin J. Istvan became the 
Atlas project officer in AFCGM. Later. he 
and Greer calculated that an entire Atlas 
sustainer stage could be placed in law Earth 
orbit to counter some of the bad publicity 
engendered QY the Soviet lead in space. 
They obtained President Eisenhower·s 
approval to install a payload playing 
Christmas carols and a Presidential greet
ing l plus telemetry J. Thousands of listen
ers around the world heard the message 
and the carols during the satellite's brief 
three-day lifetime. This became project 
SCORE. an Atlas-B ICBM launched into low 

· . Earth orbit on 18 December I95s.:m Due to 
the extreme secrecy of the arrangements. 
this probably qualifies as the first operational 
"black" payload, With the successful launch 
of project SCORE, emphasis in AFCG.M 
gradually shifted from missiles to boosters. 
then to the satellites boosted by the missiles. 

On 26 May 1960, in the aftermath of 
the l May 1960 shootdown of F. Gary 
Powers' U-2 over the Soviet Union. an 
event that involved terminating all aerial 
overflights of Soviet territory, President 
Eisenhower asked his new science and tech
nology advisor, George B. Kistiakowsky, to 
form an ad hoc group and assess the 
nation's defense intelligence requirements, 
the ability of the SAM OS Program to meet 
them, and the Defense Department plans 
for employing the system.21 On 10 June 
1960 Ei8enhower gave the job formally to 
Secretary of Defense Thomas Gates, Jr., 
who appointed a committee consisting of 
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Under Secretary of the Air Force Joseph V. 
Charyk, the Deputy Director of Defense 
Research and Engineering John H. Rubel, 
and science advisor Kistia.kowsky. 

The findings of this group were pre
sented to and approved by the President 
at a meeting of the National Security 
Council on 25 August 1960. Among the 
actions ordered were that" . . this (recon
naissance) program be managed with the 
directness that the Air Force has used on 
occasion, with great success. for projects 
with overriding priority. This can best be 
accomplished by direct line of command 
from the Secretary of the Air Force to the 
general officer in operational charge of the 
whole program ... ,"and that ..... the so
caUed F payloads for gathering electro
magnetic intelligence should be given 
lower priority than that assigned to pho
tography. "22 This action was implemented 
on 31 August 1960 when the SAMOS 
Project Office was established at AFBMD, 
El Segundo. California, with BGen Robert 
E. Creer in charge. reporting directly to 

Under Secretary Charyk.23 

The Pentagon office. 4CIOOO. became 
the home of the Air Force Office of Missiles 
and Space (SAFMS>. headed by BGen 
Richard Cunin, who had served at.AFBMD 
in Los Angeles and in the office of the 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Development in 
Washington. Curtin's ffio!ssion was to pm· 
\r\Qe direct staff support to Charyk and 
function as the Washington staff for Greer. 
l'he 4C 1000 staff served the vital function of 
~roviding liaison to other militacy organiza
tions involved in military space programs: 

On 6 September 1961. the National 
Reconnaissance Program <NRPJ was for
mally established, with Charyk named 
.. Assistant for Reconnaissance" to the 
Secretary of Defense, in charge of Air Force 
Satellite Reoo~aissance Programs. and 
Richard M. BisselL Jr .. CIA Deputy Director 
for Plans. in charge of the CIA programs. 
The staff in 4Cl000 became the Office of 
Space Systems cSAFSSl, continuing to sup
port Charyk as Under Secretary of the Air 
Force and Greer as the Director of the Air 
Force Office of Special Projects (SAFSPL 
Greer's earlier title, "Director of the SMI OS 
Project Office." had been dropped in fa,:or of 
the less revealing "Director of Special 
Projects. "24 On 2 May 1962 Charyk was 
designated Director of the National Recon
naissance Office ( DNRO l on the basis of a 
DOD/CIA agreement, signed by Roswell 
Gilpatric. Deputy Secretary of Defense. and 
John A. McCone, Director ofthe CIA<DCli.:!5 
This agreement established a single Director 
of the NRO. responsible directly to the DCI 
and the Secretary of Defense for manage
ment of the entire NRP. It also established 
the NRO itself and designated the Under 
Secretary of the Air Force as the Director. 
This was made effective within the DOI;> on 
14 June 1962.*'l6 On 23 July 1962 Cha.ryk 
established the internal NRO structure 
and responsi~ilities. He also arranged for 
participation within the NI:to by the CIA. 
the National Photographic Interpretation 
Center <NPIC>, the National Security 
Agency (NSA>. the Navy. and the Army 
through provision of qualified personnel 

•Since the NRO wu 11 covert !"black") fncilitv, in the oven 
•-Whitt"l world jt w:u known as the Offit<e .;fSpace 
Svstems; Office of the Secretarv of Lhe Air. force 
tSAFSS>. and the ONRO, a "black" title. was known in 
the "white" world as iand actuallv wasi th<' Cnder 
s .. cretary oftbe Air Foret ISAFUSI. 
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from those agencies and services to serve 
full-time tours on an interagency exchange 
basis. Charyk designated the Air Force 
NRO projects as Program A, the CIA pro
jects as Program B, the Navy projects as 
Program C, and the overhead covert aircrnft 
<U-2 and SR-7ll as Program 0.21 LtCol Ed 
Istvan inherited the Electronic Systems 
position on the NRO staff in 4C1000 and 
handled all SIGINT matters until his 
retirement in 1963. Although the NRO 
was to face many reorganizations in the 
years to come, the stage was now set for 
the development of a series of satellite 
reconnaissance programs that were to 

become inqispensable to the security and 
defensive preparedness of the United 
States. 

Evolution of the National Security 
Agency (NSA) 

NSA can trace its earliest beginnings 
as a national organization to a proposal in 
1943 to merge the Army and Navy radio
intelligence units. These Army and Navy 
intercept organizations dated back to the 
early 1930s. when they were separate 
groups, usually competing vigorously for 
the collection and processing of diplomatic 
traffic. *!8 Their merging was "delayed 
until the cessation of hostilities [in World 
War III because of the inevitable disrup
tions which occur as a result of major 
reorganizations . ., 29 

· Japamost> PURPLE is one example. In the area~·of 
J:ip:1neu or C.-nnan Arm)' and Navy traffic. little ~r
ation Wll6 pos,.1bie be~aUlll' of l~ l!a&ilv r1!<'ogni;,.etJ Uili· 
tin.,tive characteristics of the respecti,;e opponent Servire 
traffic. Post-World War IJ, the cort1111on or "emrally 
controlled supply of rR11:f5ian1 rumruunicatiun Sl!Curity 
doctrine tnade traffic source n!c:ognition quite difficult 
and a cooperative attack cAFSA. then NSAI fea,.ible and 
clesirable. 

Also during World War II, the 
Army/Navy Radio Intelligence Coordina
ting'Committee was established under the 
,Joint Military Chiefs of Staff This group, 
set up by a purely verbal .. gentleman's 
agreement," later became the Army/Navy 
Communications Coordinating Committee 
of the Anny/Navy Communications 
Intelligence Board. In 1945 the Department 
of State was added, because much of the 
COMINT collected during the war 
involved diplomatic targets. and the group 
was formalized as the $tate/Army/Navy 
Communications Intelligence Board 
!STANCIBl. 

In early 1946 Gen Hoyt S. Vandenberg 
and Adm Thomas B. Engles of STANCIB 
met with J. Edgar Hoover to arrange for 
FBI membership in STANCIB.30 On 
13 June 1946 the US Communications 
Intelligence Board CUSCJBl was established 
to replace STANCIB and to carry out the 
same functions: to coordinate. develop pol
icy for. control. and assign requirements 
for COMINT.31 

In 1947 President Harry S Truman 
signed Public Law 253, "The National 
Security Act.of 1947," which created·the 
Secretary of Defense as a cabinet post over 
the National Military Establishment and 
the t~e "co-equal" Secretaries of the Army, 

· Navy, and Air Force. The 194 7 Act also 
established the National Security Council. 
the National Security Resources Board, and 
the CIA. The first Secretary of Defense was 
James V. Forrestal. During this period 
Congress also established an executive 
organization study group, and President 
Truman appointed former President 
Herbert Hoover its chairman. The Hoover 
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group produced 19 reports, which included 
196 recommendations, in two years. In 
1949, by an amendment to the 1947 Act, 
DOD, destined to become a large and pow
erful institution, was formally created.32 

The CIA, established by the National 
Security Act of 194 7 from the Central 
Intelligence Group (ClG), was the succes
sor to President Roosevelt's_ Wodd War II 
quasi-military Office of Strategic Services 
COSS), which was organized and led by 
intelligence coordinator, collector, and ana
lyst William J. Donovan. CIA's resp'onsi
bilities were defined in Secret NSC direc
tives. The first DCI, Admiral Sidney W 
Souers, had already been heading the CIC 
since Ja~uary 1946. In 1947. the second 
DCI, Air Force Gen Hoyt S. Vandenberg, 
began to influence COMINT planning as a 
member of USCIB. although there were 
very few formal procedures for intelligence 
collection or reporting at that time. Adm 
Roscoe H. Hillenkoetter and. in the early 
l950s. Gen Walter Bedell Smith. former 
Chief of Staff to General Eisenhower dur
ing World War II. continued to strengthen 
the role of the CIA in the Intelligence-
and especially the COMINT-Community.33 

In the years after World War II. tradi· 
tional turf battles between the Army and 
~avy intensified when the new Air Force. 
the State Department. and the new CIA . 
were added to the list of intelligence con
testants who would be involved in 
COMINT activities. In 1949, based on rec· 
0 rnmendations bv several joint service 
committees and discussions with the mem
bers of the USCIB, Secretary of Defense 
Louis A. Johnson established, by executive 
Qrdet, the Armed Forces Security Agency 

-~-· 

(AFSAJ. This put all COMINT under one 
military organization consisting of the 
Army and Navy radio intelligence groups 
as well as the new Air Force's own Air 
Force Security Service <AFSSl. The Air 
Force had been created mainly from the 
Army Air Forces. so the Army's Signals 
Intelligence Service also had a piece split 
off to form AFSS. But AFSA only made 
matters worse; CIA and State were cut out 
of COl\UNT and the military services were 
subordinated to a new agency. 

On 24 October 1952. having received 
much criticism of A.FSA, President Harry 
S Truman signed an Executive Directive'' 
making COMINT a national. not just. a 
military, effort; this Directive ·changed the 
name of AFSA to the National Security 
Agency (NSA> and gave to the Director of 
the NSA, who reported to the Secretary of 
Defense, technical and operational control 
of all communications intelligence 
resources as well as responsibility for_ all 
"communications security" activities.-;
This Presidential directive, like the earlier 
AFSA, was resisted at first· by the Army. 
Navy, and Air Force because it placed NSA 
firmly in control of their CO~lINT activi
ties. From the CIA perspective. the new 
plan effectively took the CIA out of the 
COM£NT chain by making CO MINT a 
business of the DOD. There was also a 
process in which the Secretary of State 
and the Secretary of Defense, as a "Special 

• President Truman sent a memo dated 24 October 1952 to 
Secretary of Stme Dean Acheson and Secretary of 
Defen~e Robert A. Lovett outlining the mi.ssion of NSA: 
on the same day National Sec11rity Council lntelliitence 
Directive No. 9 was issued, assigning NSA the COMIN'T 
mission for the US Govemmeat. 

t C:oromunications security is defined f.I~ making US mili
tary and other high-level govemrnent communications 
secure from unauthorized readers. 
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Committee," coordinated on sensitive 
national security matters and at times 
kept out the DCI and CIA. After the 1952 
decision. in spite of resistance and with 
some exceptions, the bulk of the CO MINT 
remained under NSA.34 On 4 November 
1952, LGen Ralph J. Canine, US Army, 
was named the first Director ofNSA and it 
was under his strong leadership that NSA 
becarne a truly national communications 
intelligence and communications Security 
organization. 35 

On 10 July 1953 newly elected 
President Dwight D. Eisenhower. following 
the lead of his predecessor, Harry S Truman. 
once again called upon former President 
Herbert Hoover !under Congressional 
mandate of PL 108) to study the complete 
reorganization and streamlining of the 
Federal Government after 20 years of 
Democratic control. This second Hoover 
Commission operated for two years, stud
ied 60 agencies, and made ·314 recommen
dations to Congress, many relative to 
reducing costs. A special task force, headed 
by General Mark W. Clark, investigated all 
the intelligence activities of the govern
ment and was charged to make appropri
ate recommendations. On 25 May 1955 
two reports were submitted. An unclassi'
fied report recommended that President 
Eisenhower appoint a committee of private 
citiz:ens to report to him periodically on 
foreign intelligence activities; this was 
to become the President's Board of 
Consultants on Foreign Intelligence 
Activities 1 the Killian Board>. A classified 
int.elllgence annex called for expansion of 
the COI'VIINT effort Mduring .an era when 
not only our national security but our 
national survival as well may depend on 
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adequate intelligence." The [ntelligence 
Task Force also obs~rved that the 
"national interests will be better served. 
and more economical and efficient opera
tion will result, if ELINT is placed under 
NSA."36 

On 13 July 1955 Secretary of Defense 
Charles E. Wilson issued DOD direc:tiv~ S-
3115.2, on ELlNT. Although the Hoover 
Commission had recommended that 
ELINT be assigned to NSA. this directive 
assigned implementation responsibility in 
the ELINT field to the Secretary of the Air 
Force, pending the issuance of further rec
ommendations by the USCIB and the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff.37 

President Eisenhower·s Executive 
Order of6 February 1956 established the 
President's Board of Consultants on 
Foreign Intelligen<;e Activities I the Killian 
Board. later the President's Foreign 
Intelligence Advisory Board !PFIABJJ, 
chaired by Dr. James R Killian. President 
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
to review and make semiannual reports on 
the foreign intelligence activities of.the 
government. In its report of 24 October 
1957, the boa.rd recommended that the 
functions of the USCIB and the Intelligence 
Advisory Committee be combined into a 
single body, the US Intelligence Board 
<USIB), and that this new board be 
chaired by the DCJ.36 

While considering the Killian Board 
recommendations in February 1958, 
President Eisenhower requested USCIB 
to look again at ELINT management. 
Responding to his memorandum the board 
established a special ELINT task force, the 
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"Strong Committee," with retired US 
Marine Corps BGen Philip G. Strong, then 
of the CIA, as chairman.39 Other mem
bers on the committee were Robert F. 
Packard, State Department; Louis W. 
Tordella. formerly Chief of NSA'.s Office of 
Analysis. then DOD Office of Special 
Operations. and soon to become Deputy 
Director. NSA; Col Russell H. Horton, US 
Anny; Capt Charles M. Bertholf, US 
Navy; and Col Linscott A. Hall, US Air 
Force. The committee studied the US 
ELINT organizational structure and sub
mitted its report on 11 June 1958. The 
Strong C,ommittee concl.uded that there 
should be a single national operational 
and technical authority to direct and con
trol all US ELINT activities and noted it 
was "logical, desirable, and feasible~ that a 
single na~ional authority direct and control 
both the COMINT and ELINT activities of 
the US Government. to wit, NSA.40 The 
President approved these recommenda
tions, and on 15 September 1958 this 
action was directed by NSC Intelligence 
Directive <NSCID1 No. 6. AJso issued on 

this dat~ were NSCID No. 1. which cre
ated the US Intelligence Board and incor
porated USCIB's COMINTIELINT respon
sibilities into overall responsibility for 
national intelligence requirements and 
also described the national responsibilities 
of the DC( inch.Jding his chairmanship of 
the USIB; NSCID No. 5 dealing with the 
CIA; and NSCID No. 7 for Critical 
Communications. 41 

Secretary of Defense Neil McElroy 
signed the implementing directives for 
NSCID No. 6 on 19 March 1959 <DOD 
S-3115.4), officially assigning NSA opera
tional and technical control of ELI NT. 
NSA had no organization at that time to 
accept this responsibility for ELINT 
except for the National Technical Pro
cessing Center (NTPC), which had been 
formed previously from the World War ll 
Army-Navy Electronics Evaluation Group. 
NTPC processed ELINT and TELINT col. 
lected from conventional military ground 
and airborne sources. CIA continued to 
operate the U-2 and to pro\'ide data 
lselected on CIA's determination of need
to-know l to members of the Intelligence 
Community.-12 

At this time <the late 1950s), some 
NSA personnel in the ELINT processing 
organizatio~. the Soviet and European col
lection organization, and the R&D organi
zation had become aware of the ELINT 
satellite work in the Navy and the Air 
Force. Those NSA employees who used 
the U-2 photography to verify and collate 
SIG INT intercepts were among the first to 
be exposed to the possibility of satellite 
reconnaissance. ·Some with Navy contacts 
learned of the NRL effort to orbit the 
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DYNO satellite and the Navy's plans to. 
use NSA's cryptologic stations on the 
periphery of the Soviet Union and China 
for reading out the data. Some in NSA 
R&D were tracking the RAND Corporation 
•Project FEED BACK" work for the Air 
Force and thereby learned of the WS-117L 
Reconnaissance Satellite Program Office 
and its activities. These individuals 
became aware that the satellite program 
had been well undeiway in the Air Force 
before NSA re~ived clear responsibilities 
for ELINT in 1958. 

Many ELINT policies had already 
been initiated, plans developed, responsi
bilities assigned. and close working rela
tionships established in the Air Force 
ELINT satellite programs before NSA 
became involved. In 1955, DOD Directive 
3115.2 had given responsibility for ELINT 
to the Air Force. In March 1955 the Air 
Force had started design studies for 
WS-ll 7L. On 29 October 1956 the Air 
Force awarded co~tract AF 04(647)-97 to 
Lockheed Missiles and Space Division 
CLMSD> as prime contractor for the WS-
117L program. This contract included 
development of processing equipment for 
ELINT data located at the Vandenberg 
Tracking Station and the Satellite Test 
Center in California.43 Because of 
progress made in these early activities, 
NSA had difficulty being accepted as a con· 
tributing team member. These difficulties 
were compounded by security rules and 
the limited distribution of NSCID No. 6 
and the DOD implementing Directive S· 
3115.2 <Rev). 

NSA personnel.had aJso begun to look 
at the possible use of satellites for COMIN'I'. 
In August 1959 NSA issued a pioneering 
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"Study Report on COMl;\IT Collection from 
Satellite Vehicles."TECHDOC No. 33.144. 
which showed that the "'basic philosophy 
and some of the equipment of Subsystem F, 
the ELINT reconnrussance portion of the 
WS-117L program, is generally adaptable to 
the requirements ofCOMINT data collec
tion." An artide b.J that 
summarized the report concluded that. the 
then-imminent low-orbit satellite system 
was technically capable of COMlNT collec
tion and suggested that higher aJtitude 
C0~1INT satellites would be most practical, 
should be very specialized and not duplica
tive, and "based on careful consideration of 
the value of the expected end-product."44 

At the crucial meeting of President 
Eisenhower and the NSC on 25 August 
1960, which resulted in the formation of 
what would become the NRO reporting 
diTectly to the Under Secretary of the Air 
Force, Eisenhower also authorized another 
eva]uation of all US intelligence agencies. 
On 15 December 1960 a "Joint Study 
Group Report on Foreign Intelligence 

: Activities of the U~ted States Government," 
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the Kirkpatrick Report, was issued. Chaired 
by Lyman B. Kirkpatrick, Inspector 
General. CIA, this group had studied the 
most effective and efficient use of intelli· 
gence resources. The group recommended 
that DOD unify ELINT resources under 
the operational and technical control of the 
Director of NSA and that DOD strengthen 
NSA control over the service cryptologic 
agencies. As had the Kistiakowsky 
survey earlier, it also .. cautioned about 
military domination of t~e intelligence 
process. "45 

Resolution of NRO and NSA Roles 
and Missions 

Both the NRO and the NSA were 
formed for the same basic reason; to con· 
solidate fragmented national intelligence 
efforts to face the challenges of a rapidly 
expanding Cold War. It was soon appar
ent that the NRO charter to develop and 
operate reconnaissance satellites, includ
ing SIGINT satellites, would overlap the 
NSA mandate (NSCID No. 6J to control all 
national SIGJNT efforts. 

On 18 January 1961, two days before 
Eisenhower left office. the NSC recom
mended approval of a revised NSCID 
No. 6, "Communications Intelligence and 
Electronic Intelligence," proposed by the 
Secretary of Defense. in regard to collec· 
tion and processing of COMINT and 
ELJNT. Thnugh never issued. this tevi
sior:i specified that "only the Secretary of 
Defense may exercise or delegate author
ity to perform these functions within the 
Department of Defense."46 This would 

.I 

enable the Secretary of Defense to control 
SIGINT activities, roles, and missions." 
and the revision was resisted at NSA. 

Infighting and power struggles 
ensued. On 17 February 1961 NSA 
Director VAdm Laurence H. Frost sent a 
memorandum, "Development of Advanced 
Intelligence Collection Programs." to the 
new Secretary of Defense, Robert S. 
McNamara, citing NSA's responsibilities 
and authorities to task COMINT/ELINT 
resources, especially satellites. Frost also 
asserted that NSA had approval authority 
over military research and engin.eering 
programs involving COMINT/ELINT. 
Frost's memo pointed out the unique 
authority of the Director ofNSA in CO MINT/ 
ELINT .operational pinnning and collection 
tasking. It was intended to assert NSA's 
authority over COMINT/ELINT 
satellites. ~7 Frost's memo did not lead to 
any changes within the Office of the 
Under Secretary of the Air Force <later the 
NRO), nor did the USIB change any of its 
then-current delineations of existing roles 
and missions. However, the Under 
Secretary of the Air Force Oater Director, 
NROl, Joseph V Charyk, sent a memoran
dum on 21 March 1961 to NSA Director 
Frost inviting NSA to work with and assist 
the Air Force in planning and executing 
the national satellite reconnaissance pro
gram. Frost accepted the invitation in 
memorandum Nl093, dated 31 March 
1961."8 This exchange strengthened the 
DNRO's hand, but more work would be 
needed to define NRO and NSA roles. 

. •'•• ·-.-.··· 
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Eu$ene G. fubini 

With the 6 September 1961 agree
ment between CIA and DOD to establish a 
National Reconnaissance Program <NRPJ. 
Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara 
turned to the interagency tension in the 
SIGINT area. On 7 September 1961. to 
provide an arbitrator for some of the 
SIGINT trouble spots, he appointed Gene 
Fubini. from the office of the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense for Research and 
Engineering< DDR&EJ, to examine all 
matters pertaining to SIG INT satellite 
programs. Fubini formed a study group to 
attack the problem. with himself as chair
man. The group met first on 14 September 
1961. Included were Herbert L. Conley 
of NSA as alternate chairman, Walter G. 
Deeley of NSA as recorder, Howard C. 
Barlow ofNSA, LtCol Edwin J. Istvan of 
SAFMS. Howard A Stadermann of 
DDR&E. Cmdr Frank R. Sperberg 
10P94G), William E.W. Howe from Navy 
{ ONil. l\'1aj Abram V. Rinearson, III, of 
Anny, and Harold Willis. CIA 

The Fubini group produced a blue
print, "Space Vehicle Electronic 
fnielligence Program Responsibilities ~nd 

. To,S« 

Resources," which was approved by 
Roswell Gilpatric, Deputy Secretary of 
Defense, on 20 October 1961. This docu
ment required the Air Force and NSA to 
work together to support the Air Force 
responsibility for development and opera
tion of SJGINT satellite collection systems. 
In turn, NSA assumed the responsibility 
for processing and analysis of SIG INT 
satellite-collected data and provision of 
results to the Intelligence Community. 
Technical Instruction 1301 was provided to 
the NRO by NSA in 1963 to establish data 
formats, information requirements, and 
procedures. This arrangement continued 
essentially unchanged until the 1972 revi
sion of NSCID No. 6 when NSA was given 
the responsibility for payload tasking 
while the·NRO retained satellite technical 
tasking to maintain vehicle integrity. 

To further strengthen the ties 
between NSA and the NRO, a meeting was 
held on 25 May 1962. and was attended by 
DIRNSA Frost. Deputy Director of NSA 
Louis Tordella, and Herbert Scoville. Jr .. 
Deputy Directc;>r for Research, CIA. The 
purpose of the meeting was to further clar
ify the NSA and NRO roles in respon~ing 
to national requirements as determined by 
the US Intelligence Board <USIB l. They 
agreed to cooperate in the implementation 
of a collection and processing program 
based on stated USIB requirements.49 In 
response to paragraph 2b of this agree· 
ment of NSNs 
ELIN 1. processing organization, who had 
become a chief architect of NSA participa
tion in satellite ELINT. moved over to the 
Pentagon SAFMS staff in June 1962. He 
was t.o assure that NSA recommendations 
were fully available to NRO planners at 
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all times. !proved to be an invalu-
able asset in planning and executing a 
system approach to determining and rec- . 
onciling SIG INT collection and processing 
developments. 

After more months of discussions. 
mostly between DOD and CIA. another 
agreement between the DCI and Secre.tary 
of Defense on the roles and relationships 
of CIA and NRO operations was signed on 
2 M:ay 1962. On 13 March 1963, still a 
third agreement was issued: "AGREE
MENT BETWEEN THE SECRETARY OF 
DEFENSE A.1'\l"D THE DIRECTOR OF 
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE ON MAN
AGEMENT OF THE NATIONAL RECON
NAISSANCE PROGRAM." The agree
ment stated. in part: "To carry out his 
responsibilities as Executive Agent for 
the National Reconnaissance Program. the 
Secretary of Defense will establish as a 
separate operating agency of the Depart
ment of Defense. a National Reconnais
sance Office, under the direction, author
ity and control of the Secretarv of 
Defense .... With respect to SIGINT, this 
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agreement said the NRO should provide 
for~ ... decomrnutation. conversion. tech
nical correction ·and reconstruction of the 
collected electronic signal data to yield a 
usable collection product, and de!ivery of 
such collection product in proper format 
together with associated data necessary 
for exploitation to NSA or other user."50 
The definition of how SIGINT should be 
handled was essentially in place.'; 

A major reorganization of the N RP 
occurred in 1965 with the formation of the 
NRP Executive Committee ( ExCom J com
posed of three high-level officials-the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense. the Director 
of Central Intelligence, and the President's 
Science Advisor-with sole authority to 
approve or modify the NRO budget. This 
arrangement gave the DNRO ~·needed 
management mechanism, especially with 
respeet to issues involving the CIA. In 
1967 and 1968 the Eaton Committee 
under DCI Richard Helms made another 
study of US SIGINT. and in 1972 NSA and 
NRO roles and missions were modified to 
give NSA a little more control over satel
lite collection. Most of the time, though, 

• To carry out the ntte!!ary liaisons among the 
Intelligence Community membcf'S and the NRO. e.ipe
ciall}" on the subjttt of national requirements. spe<:ial 
committns clime into being. The earliest forerunner of 
this kind of coordination of operations was the "Special 
Committee· 1>f th~ Secrelarv of Defense and th~ 
Secretary of State m the early 1950s; thi3 arrangement 
did not indude the DC! or th11 CIA. In 1958. with the 
formalion ofUSIB out of the earlier USCIO. CO.MINT 
was made the responsibilit:» of the SIG INT Com mitt~ of 
USIB, and thus moved to a po.<iition of relativel.v less 
importance in thr intelligence world. In the early 1960s 
all SIGTNT satellite requiremems were made the respon
sihility of the US!B'~ Committee.on Overhead 
Reconna1sson~ 1COMORl. lo 1963 this r~pons1bihty 
was placed under tile COMOR SIGINT Working Group 
tCSWGl. lo 1967 the CSWG be<:ame the SIGINT 
Ov"rhcad Recunnaissanc:e Subcommittee> tSORSI of the 
SIGINT Commntee of the USlB. an arTBngement that 
has continued for many years. 

Top~et 
HJ<tdJr,-i•8Vl1> . "(EN1·1'lYHOLC-

COMN . . .. <;~'1<f'I! iQm1I~ 
BfE,9191/9~ 
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especially at the working level, there was 
so much enthusiasm for what was being 
done in the new era of space SIGJNT that 
institutional prerogatives were forg~tten. 
The next chapters detail the systems that 
were built and operated with this team 
spirit.* 

• Appendix E contains the full t.eXl of documents refer. 
enced in this chapter . 
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~e Navy Program (Program Cl 

tl~~~~ . 
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The DYNO Concept 

The Navy SIGINT Satellite Program, 
conceived in early 1958 by personnel of the 
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), com
bined the NRL's long experience in the 
fieids of radar and electronic interceet sys
tems with the more recent space experi· 
ence gained through their development of 
the Vanguard Satellite Program. Thus. 
Navy personnel could take full advantage 
of a call in early 1958 from the newly 
formed Advanced Research Projects 
Agency <ARPA) for military space~related 
projects. The Chief.of Naval Operations 
(CNQ) relayed the query to all Navy scien
tific and technical organizations, asking, 
·All hands consider how they could use 
space in their design ideas for the Navy."1 

This call struck a Tesponsive note 
with Reid Mayo, an engineer in Howard 
Lorenzen's electronics group at the. NRL. 
Mayo proposed that a crystal-video receiver, 
such as the ones they were installing in. 
submarine periscopes, be mounted in a 
Vanguard-type satellite in orbit around the 
Earth. When connected to an appropriate 
antenna on the satellite. such a receiver 
could "see" (intercept) th.e ~main beam" 
from radar antennas on Earth whenever 
the antennas were pointed at the satellite. 
lie further reasoned that if this signal 
""ere sent from the crystal-video receiver to 
a transmitter on the satellite. it could be 

Howud Lorenzen 

returned to any ground station in view of 
the satellite or, in other words. to a ground 
station with a line-of-sight path to the 
satellite.2 

By the late I9.50s, the US intelligen~ 
. services responsible for intercepting hostile 
I (primarily Soviet> radio and radar signa~s 
l · had established a ground network of inter
' cept stations ringing the Soviet Union on 

all sides except the Arctic north. It was 
possible, by locating satellite data-receiving 
equipment at intercept stations in coun
tries such as EO 13526:J3(b)(1 )>25Yrs EO 13526 1. 

to see a satelhte at a tff-degree-mclmed, 
500-mile-altitude orbit, for ma:oy hours 
every day.a At the same time, the satellite 
could see the main beam signals from the 
radars in the Soviet Union. This concept 
of real time "transponding" of radar signals 

~~ .. ·-····-.~· 
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to peripheral listening posts became the 
foundation of the Navy satellite program, 

EO 13 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs, EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs 

R~idMaiyo 

The response to the· ARPA request, 
sent by NRL to the CNO in March 1958, 
featured a "transponder" designed by 
Mayo and his fellow engineers of Ho~ard 
Lorenzen's electronics group. The 
transponder was mounted in a spherical 
satellite. 20 inches in diameter, designed 
by engineers of the Vanguard Program 
Office under. the leadership of Marty 
Votaw. The receiver section of the 
transponder. the ELINT system, utili:z;ed 
six monopole antennas deployed around 
the surface of the sphere in such a way as 
to provide omnidirectional coverage of all 
radar beams impinging on the satellite. 
E:ach of these antennas was connected to a 
single crysta I-video receiver consisting of a 
filter to determine the frequency coverage 
and a detector and amplifier with 
adjustable sensitivity. The receiver sys
tem was adjusted to assure that it was 

s~nsitive only to the main beam signal 
from each radar as the radar looked in the 
direction of the satellite. 'Mle time between 
looks would determine the rate of rotation. or 
"scan rate," of the radar. This adjustment 

Marty Vouw 

also provided a "threshold" to mask out 
lower power signals that could cause inter
ference to the desired main beam inter
cepts. Since the satellite was not stabi
·liied in any plane, great care was take.n to 
assure that regardless of the direction of 
arrival, all pulses would be received wit.h 
the same amplification. At the output of 
the receiver, each pulse was "stretched" to 
a length of 450 microseconds, permitting it 
to be transmitted to the ground stations by 
a narrow-bandwidth transmitter con
nected to an omnidirectional turnstile 
antenna. In that way, any ground s~tion 
in line. of sight could receive the signals, 
but they were almost impossible to detect 
by an adversary if the satellite downlink 
frequency was not known with great accu
racy. This technique provided a great deal 
of security from Soviet intercept (but not 
as great as standard encryption could). 4 
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In addition to the transponder, the To utilize the facilities of the existing 
satellite contained a power system consist· ~· ground interi:ept sites, maintain security • . 
ing of a storage battery plus six 9·inch- and minimize interference with on~oing 
diameter round patches of 156 solar cells activities, the DYNO ground stations were 
located symmetrically on the surface of the installed in self-contained transponable 
sphere, so that one watt of power would be sbelters known as Earth satellite vehicle 
available for any orientation of the satel- (~SV) huts. These were lightweight. alu-
lite. A telemetry system provided engi- minum structures designed for worldwide 
neering data on the status of the satellite service conditions. All equipment was 
as well as the state of comttlanding of the installed at NRL and the huts were 
transponder. The command system con- shipped as essentially standalone facih-
sisted of a receiver and decoder that trans- ties, transportable by helicopter, aircraft, 
lated tones transmitted from the ground truck, raiJ, or ship. Once at the sites they 
command 'station into relay closures. con- were mounted on concrete pedestals, pave-
trolling such functions as "data link on/off" ment, or on elevated platforms equipped 
and "timer start" to turn on the transpon- with carport-type canopy roofs. All that 
der. The command system shared the was required was electrical power and 
turnstile antenna with the data link trans- they were ready to go! Multielement Yagi 
mitters and could receive commands antennas (similar to those used for com· 
whenever it was in view of a ground sta- mercial television rec~ption) were installed 
tion having a command transmitter.5 on the roof of each hut and were rotated 

manually from inside the hut to paint in 
1· The Naval Research Laboratory the direction of the satellite. Standard 

(NHL) proposed to place this satellite in a military vacuum-tube radio receivers 
67-degree-inclined, circular orbit, at an (R-390/URR> with crystal-controlled con· 
altitude of 500 miles, as an added payload verters were u·sed to tune in both the radar 
along with the much 18.rger TRANSIT IIA signals iransponded from the sate1lite .and 
navigation satellite. According to the plan, the telemetry signals containing the satel-
it would be launched from the Cape lite's status. A two-track magnetic-tape 
Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida. recorder was provided for recording the 

! Ground stations to receive the data trans· intercept data. One track contained the 1· 
: mitted from the satellite were to be located radar signals, and the other track con-
I 

.it Intelligence Communitv interceot sites tained both the operator's comments prior 

11:-·Pt• to tum on of the intercept receiver and a 
digital representation of time during the 

ELINT mission was very straightforward: intercept period. A chart recorder was 
to intercept and identify known types of 

I 
installed to indicate the strength of the 

radars in the Soviet Union and to discover ~ signal from the satellite as well as the 
and describe new types of radars not previ- I state of the equipment on the satellite. A 
ously intercepted by peripheral ground, I 250-watt transmitter provided the ability 
sea; and airborne means. A further ELINT I to send commands, in the form of audio I 

goal was to locate these radars as accu- tones, to the satellite via a second Yagi 
rately as possible. r. anten~a mounted on the ESV mast along 

l 
~. ~---··~·-
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with the receiving ant.enna. The plan was 
to deploy these transportable ground sta
tions to ground sites operated by the Naval 
Security Group tNSG), headquartered in 
Washington, DC. 6 

According ~ the NRL plan, these 
F.SV sites would be manned and or)erated 
·by NSG while the funding for operation 
would be provided as part of the Consoli
dated Cryptologic Program through NSA. 
In order to obtain adequate coverage of the 
Soviet Union it was also proposed to locate 
some of the huts at stations manned by 
the Army, Air Force-Further
more, the data, coll~gnetic tape, 
would be forwarded through the Anned 
Forces Courier Service to the National 
Technical Processing Center (NTPC) at 
Headquarters, NSG. This center was 
shortly to be relocated and integrated into 
NSA in accordance with National Security 
Council Directive No. 6 (NSCID-6) dated 
15 September 1958, which assigned 
responsibility for national ELINT data 
Processing to NSA. In 1959, NTPC was 
moved to the NSA operations building_ at 
Fort Meade, Maryland, where it became· 
Pllrt of the fledgHng ELINT organization 
With tbe office symbol COSA-5. Here the 
data would be interpreted and distributed 
lo intelligence users as required. 

On 29 July 1958 the National 
Aeronautical and Space Act became law, 
and on 10 October 1958 the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration 
fNASAJ commenced operation, charged 
'Nith responsibility for all of the national 
Tlon·rnilitary space programs. Vanguatd 
fit this category and was officially assigned 
to.NASA early in 1960. The DYNO 

program was directly impacted by the 
departure from NRL of Marty Votaw and 
other spacecraft designers along with the 
Vanguard program. Most importantly for 
this story, the Navy, though it retained 
responsibility for the TRANSIT and 
DYNO military programs through the 
Applied Physics Laboratory rAPL1 at 
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 
Maryland, now found it necessary to find a 
military bo<>Ster. The Thor missile, with a 
second stage added in a configuration 
called Thor/Able-Star, was the booster 
selected. This combination could launch 
the DYNO satellite as a piggyback payload 
on the much larger TRANSIT satellite. Ed 
Dix of NRL took over design of the DYNO 
satellite and coordinated the launch 
efforts at Cape Canaveral. 

Howard Lorenzen, along with Jim 
Trexler of NRL. worked on this new plan 
and coordinated with other organizations 
to provide for interagency participation. 
the use ofSlGTNT stations for data collec
tion. and forwarding of the data to NSA for 
processing and product dissemination. 
With Lorenzen's and TrexJer's support. the 
Office of the Director of Naval Intelligence 
CDND undertook: the task of obtaining pro· 
gram approval through DOD, ARPA. and 
the Executive branch of the government. 

GRAB/DYN0-1 Development 

RAdm Allan Reed of the Office of 
Naval Intelligence <ONI) shepherded the 
NRL DYNO proposal through the Navy, 
ARPA, DOD elements, and the Executive 
branch to obtain final approval by 
President Eisenhower in August 1959. 
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The DYNO program was to be conducted 
at the DOD SECRET security level under 
the code name TATl'LETALE.7 

The DNI, who was designated as the. 
DYNO program manager in August 1959, 
fonned a Technical Operating Group 
(TOG) to function as the steering commit
tee. The TOG consisted ofrepresentatives 
from NRL, NSG, NSA, and the ONI Scien· 
tific and Technical Intelligence Center 
<STICJ at Suitland. Maryland. The NRL 
member of TOG was designated a.s the 
project manager/technical representative. 
NRL was responsible for the overall sys
tem concept as well as satellite and ground 
station development and support; in addi
tion, NRL provided engineering and tech
nical direction through the operational 
exploitation phase, training of mission 
ground station per~onnel, .and launch/ 
on-orbit monitoring of spacecra~ status 
and data quality. 

The NSG member was designated the 
project operational representative. NSG 
was responsible for directing and coordi-· 
nating all mission ground station opera· 
tions (jncluding c:Ommanding the satellite 
operations); it acted as the focalpoint for 
all efectrical communications associated 
with the operation~ of the project; and it 
prov.ided sites, support facilities, and oper
ating and maintenance personnel at the 
NSG mission ground stations. 

The NSA member of the TOG was 
designated the adv~sor to the staff. NSA 
authorized the allocation of service crypto
logic personnel to man and operate the 
mission groq,nd stations; it also processed 
all intercept data and disseminated the 

ELINT product to the Intelligence 
Community. With. this responsibility. NSA 
also interpreted national intelligence col
lection and processing requirements. made 
recommendations for' ~ommanding satel· 
lite collection periods (tasking), and fur
nished the magnetic tapes for reco.rding 
data at the mission ground stations: 

The STIC member provided intelli
gence requirements to the director. pro
vided signal analysis support to NSA. 
monitored the signal analysis program. 
and disseminated quality control technical 
data to the mission ground stations.s 

William E.W. Howe 

The TOG initially met at NSG 
Headquarters at the Naval Security 
Station in Washington, DC. Early mem
bers of the group were Navy Capt Fred 
Weldqn of OP-94, representing the DNI; 
William E. W. Howe. a senior analyst from 
STIC; Chief of COSA-5 
<ELINT Processing Organization), NSA; 
Howard Lorenzen, DYNO Program 
Qirector at NRL; and Cmdr Frank R. 
Sperberg, ~presen~in~ NSG. 

PL 86-36/So µsc 3605 
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DYN0-1 was designed to receive in 
the radio frequency range oJ 
MHz. This was the most densely popu
lated range of frequencies and covered a 
variety of radar types, including deriva
tives of many widely used US, West 

· European, and Soviet World War II "S-band" 
early warning and seareh radars. In the 
more recent JAN Electronic Warfare 
Frequency Channel Designators, these 
radars are designated "E-band." Since no 
formal national requirements for satellite 
ELINT collection had yet been established, 
·it was up to the TOG to determine the col
lection requirements for this first satellite 
ELlNT mission. Intelligence Community 
representatives felt that intercepts from 
this frequency range, which contained 
many descendants or'World War II proto
types, would yield a very productive har- · 
vest of significant radar information. The 
success of DYNO- l proved this to be a very 
accurate prediction. 

The initial mission gr:ound stations 
for DYNO WPrP lnr::itP<i ::ti 

".' lo collect data, but only EO 13526 3 3(b)(1) 

could transmit commands to direct the 
satellite when to turn on 81ld off. Whenever 
the collection system was turned on, all 
the sites within range could receive the 
data. NRL also maintained an engineering 

data readout and interrogation site at 
Hybla Valley, Virginia, 

.Unfortunately, the DOD SECRET 
security system did not provide adequate 
security protection for the TATTLETALE 
program, and shortly after program 
approval in August 1959, The New York 
nmes printed a complete program descrip
tion. Given President Eisenhower's inten
tion of achieving "Open Skiesn through a 
national policy stressing peaceful uses of 
space, it was necessary to cancel the pro
gram at the DOD SECRET level to avoid 
any further disclosures that could lead to 
unwanted international repercussions. To 
ensure no further disclosures· of this kind, 
the program was reclassified as TOP 
SECRET, and security control was to be 
exercised by the ONI under the WALNUT 
security system. Access required the 
approval of ONI, ARPA, or the Office of the 
Special Assistant to the Secretary of 
Defense for Special Operations and was 
limited to individuals with a strict need
to~know. Those individuals granted access 
were required to execute a project secrecy 
agreement. to 

Additional security was provided by 
adding an NRL scientific experiment as a 
cover. The experiment was designed by 
Marty Votaw to telemeter mea~urements 
of soiar activity in X-ray, Lyman-Alpha, 
and ultraviolet radiation above the Earth's 
atmosphere. This cover experiment became 
the first of a series of SOLRAD satellite 
experiments designed and exploited by the 
NRL. The cove~ name GRAB (galactic 
radiation and back.ground) was used for 
the combined DYNO intelligence mission 

Top Seen 
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and SOLRAD scientific mission. In the 
classified world the first satellite became 
known as GRAB/DYN0-1, but in the 
unclassified world it was simply GRAB- I. l l 

GRABIDYNO Program Launches 

On 22 June 1960 the first US SIGINT 
satellite, GRAB/DYN0-1, was launched 
from Cape .Canaveral, Florida, by an Air 
Force Ballistic Missile Division CAFBMD, 
at El Segundo. California.I team headed by 
Maj James S. "Jay'! Smith with Maj David 
D. Bradburn as guidance officer. The Air 
Force team was supported by a Space 
Technology Laboratories (STL> launch 
vehicle integration team headed by Adolf 
K. "Dolr .Thiel. The GRAB/DYN0-1 space
craft, a piggyback payload attached to 
TRANSIT IIA and the whole mounted on.a 
Thor/Able-Star booster, attained a 330-by 
565-mile orbit. inclined at 66.7 degrees to 
the equator, with an orbital period of 101.6 
minutes. Although DYNO did not ~epa· 
rate from the TRANSIT II.A. this caused 
no problems since the two sateUites had 
no common command or data links.12 · 

Following the shootdown ofF. Gary 
Powers' U-2 on 1 May 1960, President 
Eisenhower directed that no reconnais
sance overflight of the Soviet Union could 
collect intelligence information without his 
specific permission. Because of this strict 
limitation, at the President's direction, the 
DYNo oavload could be turned on for only 

periodsduringthetttttttl 
11tetime of the satellite. On 4 July l!U>V, 

e1cactly four years after the first u.2 mis· 
sion, the payload was tumed on and the 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )> 

ELINT capability ofGRAB/DYN0-1 was 
checked out at Wahlawa. Hawaii, well out 
of Soviet ground statio~ range.13 

Adolf K. Thiel (c~ter) and Capt David D. Bradburn 
(righlJ pictured with Werner Von Braun and model of 
Thor/Able launch vehicle, lngle~ood. Californi.a, 1958 

Despite the limited tasking, the col
.lt!<:tion technology of the satellite and the 
functions of the mission ground stations 
were clearly demonstrated. Processing 
and analysis of data received from the first 
D"YND SIGINT satellite system. arid the 
following POPPY satellites, was an inter
esting and challenging adventure. In the 
beginning, the best "all source" estimates 
of the signal environment an~ the volumes 
of data· available for analysis were far 
short ofreality. The real magnitude and 
complexity of the processing and analysis 
job was not understood until ihe first 
satellite was on-orbit, collecting data. 
Each successive satelHte had new and/or 
expanded Capabilities and presented new 
challenges. For the fi~t few years, the 
development of the processing systems ran 
behind .the power <:urve. Frequently, pro
cessing was planned and developed based 
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on poor estimates of expected data. 
Processing systems then had to be modi
fied, or sometimes actually invented, to 
handle the data collected by satellites 
already on--0rbit. Fortunately, the early 
satellite collection systems were fairly sim
ple and had short operational lives. This 
allowed for an evolutionary development of 
ground processing and analysis systems 
and for feedback to the design ofthe satel-. 
lite collection system, which did result in 
later successful total collection/processing 
systems. 

Processing consisted of manual analog 
data analysis performed at NSA by the 
personnel of the.former NTPC, which 
was now COSA-5, the ELINT processing 
group at NSA, Fort Meade, Maryland. 

was in charge of ELINT 
processing at NSA and directed the DYNO 
processing effort. Technical advice and 
recommendations were provided by Bill 
Howe, STIC supervised the 
manual analog analysis effort with maior 
assistance frorr: ~d
'IM" botn of whom superviSea a num-
ber of military and civilian analysts .. This 
group provided technical feedback to the 
mission ground stations to assist them in 
evaluating their operation. This manual 
data analysis allowed the determination of 
radar characteristics of pulse repetition 
frequency, scan rate. and radio frequency 
band. A very rough approximation ofloca
tion could be determined by comparing the 
first and last time the radar was inter
cepted .at different ground stations and 
noting signal up and down times.14 

EO 13526 3 5(r) 

lPL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

Soviet early warning radars were 
found to be numerous and extremely pow
erful. Signal density was more than four 
times greater than anticipated. This high
lighted the need for some form of auto
mated data processing. Howard Lorenzen, 
NRL DYNO Program Director, knew that 
computer processing could be used very 
effectively for this type of data, and early 
in 1961 he approached Lotiis W. Tordella, 
the Deputy Director of NSA, for assistance 
in developing such a capability. 

o ot w 

been involved in development of missile 
and space processing, to join them to dis
cuss the problem. Earlier, in April 1960, 

1"'#"had published a technical article, 
"Determination of Missile and Earth 
Satellite Trajectories from Radar Obser
vations." This article was an unclassified 
mathematical treatment of the determina
tion of orbital plane and the least squares 
estimate of position, subvehicle point, and 
predictions, including perturbations due to 
Earth oblateness.15 Lorenzen showed the 
assembled group a roll of visacorder paper, 
a tracing showing a longitudinal analog 
presentation of a few minutes of GRAB/ 
DYNO collected data. EO 135::'6 3 5(c) 

were given the job of a g 

reduction and processing,16 NRL devel· 
oped the original analog-to-digital con
verter to convert the anafog signal int.ti 
digital format for input to the NSA BoQART 
computer."' 

• BOGART was a spedaJ·purpqse computer designed by 
NSA and built by Engineerinil' ~arch Associates 
<ERAl, later UN!VAC, in St. PauL Minllesota, for effi. 
ci11nt data conversion and forniauing. It was a 24-bil 
machine using diode/magnetic-ton! logic. with memory. 
cycle time of 20 microseconds illld !BM 727 magnetic 
tap!! for storage and input. BOGART led to tile de&ign of 
UNJVAC and Control Data Corporation's ICDCl commu· 

• .. --· cialcomputers. 
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DYN0-1, aperatinit on freguenc1es 
bet ween 'intercepted 

unidPnt1fied radar types were intercepted, 
which indicated the accuracy of US intelli
gence regarding high-power Soviet emit
ters. Altogether. 612 emitters were identi
fied, 42 of which were located approximately 
and correlated to known installations.17 

On 30 November 1960 the second 
GRAB/DYNO was launched using essen
tially the same configuration as GRAB/ 
DYN0-1. Unfortunately, the Thor booster 
burned out 12 seconds early and was 
destroyed by the range safety officer. 
Fragments landed in Cuba and killed a 
cow in a farmer's field.18 This incident 
was memorialized as, "The herd shot 
round the world" (a takeoff on Ralph 
Waldo Emerson's heroic line," ... and fired 
the shot heard round the world"). The 
incident resulted in the prohibition of any 
future launch trajectories that passed over 
the land mass of Cuba, thereby causing 
subsequent launches to include a dogleg in 
the launch sequence in order to obtain the 
desired 67-degree orbital inclination. 

EO 1.4.(c) 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

Since this required more booster energy, 
it resulted in a reduced payload weight 
capacity.* 

The third launch, designated GRAB/ 
DYN0-2, occurred 29 June 1961. It con
sisted of GRAB/DYN0-2 from NRL, and 
INJUN. sponsored by Dr. James Van Allen 
of the State University of Iowa. The two 
smaller satellites were connected together 
and mounted on top of the larger TRANSIT 
IIIB satellite. It was launched by a Thor/ 
Able-Star booster from Gape Canaveral. 
An orbit 475 by 540 miles was achieved. 
inclined 66.8 degrees with a period of 
103.8 minutes. Separation from the 
TRANSIT IIIB occurred, but the INJUN 
and GRAB/DYN0-2 failed to separate 
from each other. Because tl!e two satel
lites shared common up- and down-lmk 
radio frequencies, it was necessary to 
operate the two sateUites on alternate 
days, thereby cutting the collection time in 
half.19 

In 1961, because of the apparent 
worldwide acceptance of overflight by 
peaceful satellites, the requirement for 
Presidential approval of each ,reconnais
sance c:;ollection period (read-in) had been 
lifted. t However, operating ad"'P'' 
•The possibility of a.ny acciden• im-olving Cuba was eiven 

an ·extrern•t ,.view before the launch. Only when 
·somewhat simplified and somewhat biased anal.vses· 
showed an extremely low probability was the ni2"ht 
authoriied. Fortunately, the consequences were not 
m&Jor. See J1>11eph V. Charyk's commenl.s, SIGJNT 
Satellite History Rqund Table, 26 May 1994. 

t The decision ror special .seeurity for satellite programs 
was in part to avoid international reaction& to what some 
would claim were "non-peaceful applications.•· It was 
believed the Soviets understood nnd supported the con· 
eept since ot~rwise they would be forced politically to 
protest. · Jt would dearly add problems to _their own 
effort.! t,o. develop such capabilities. Special security 
helped both efforts. To President Eisenhower. the results 
of the F. Cary Powers shootdown and the impart on the 
•ummit meeting in Pari• were ftipeci.Uly sen11itiv•. See 

. - .l~V. Charyk's corrunem.s. SIGINT Satellite History 
Round Table, 26 May 1994. 
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GRAB!t)YN0-2 col
lected very littleuseful data. The altemate
day tasking accounted for this iri,part. and 
the choice of the intercept radio-frequency 
bands accowited for the balanc~.20 Since the 
launch ofDYN0-1, a national requ'irement 
for satellite SIGINT collection had been 
published by the US Intelligence Board 
(USIB-D-33.6/8, dated.5 July 1960l. To 
satisfy this requirement to search for new 
and unusual signals, particularly those 
associated with the ABM network. the 
radio freouencv ruu1.d~ 

EO 13'J2633(b)i1 J>25 

EO 13526 3 3(h)(i )"'2 were'selected by the 

l .c meal p ting Group (TOGHor 
GRAB/DYN0-2 collection. To identify the 
frequency band of the. i:dtercepted signals, 
a different-length stret¢hed pulsewidth 
was used on the down-link transmissions 
for each band. On subsequent launches. 
when more than two b.nds were inter· 
cepted, a separate pulsewidth would be 
assigned to each band. The satellite con

tinued to operate untrnr•txe 
although the lower ban gradually Jost 
sensitivity as the mission progressed. 

EO 13526 1 4(c)<-25Yrs EO 13526 3 51c) 

Magnetic tapes with data from this 
flight.were sent to NSA where. in addition 
to analog analysis, a new analog-to-digital 
converter called AUDICO, capable of digi· 
tizing data with a time interval accuracy 
of 67 microseconds for each count or 
machine unit, was used to prepare the 
data for computer processing. These out-

AUUILU runs. ~hort-term tape-speea 
variations were a problem. Comparisons 
with analog analysis did not produce very 
satisfactory results.22 Quality~control 
efforts instituted in the conversion process 
and at the collection sites helped improve 
this situation. Deinterleav1ng and scan· 
sort techniques and programs wer~ contin
ually improved over the years and were 
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applied to processing all ELINT data col
lected by POPPY and all other SIGINT 
satellite systems. 

Early attempts to identify radar loca
tions from the GRAB single-satellite sys-

did not produce very accurate or 
ust~ful locations. 

Because of political pressures within 
the Intelligence Community and lack of 
confidence within NSA, the US Air Force 
Strategic Air Command's 544th Reconnais
sance Technical Group <RTG) was pro
vided copies of the GRA.B/DYN0-1 tapes. 
thus duplicating processing as a backup.~ 
SAC processing at this time was primarily 
visual analysis of the filmed version of the 
stream ofinterceot oulses. Late in 1961 

'PL 86-36/50 use 3605 

During this same period NSA devel
; oped a,,, __ locati~n system_ 

called
1
• :: .. • • -~ ~ars with stable 

I rotation rates lent themselves to this tech
nique of analyzing their rotation rate 
doppler. With this technique a location 
was iteratively determined that yielded 
the best fit to the observed sequence of 
scan periods bv the method of least squares. 
But the system also pro-
duced unreliable results with large uncer· 

; tainty in the radar location. 

The satellite ground stations were 
improved along with the sateJlites on
orbit. The first change was transfer of the 

ground station in the . 

The fourth launch o~curred from Cape Canaveral on 24 Januflry 1962 using a 
Thor/Able-Star booster, and ·it was intended 
to launch five satellites into orbit using a 
single booster. The launch was unsuccess
ful when the guidance system on the Able
Star upper stage failed.26 When the 
National Reconnaissapce Program (NRP) 
was formed on 16 Sep~ember 1961, the 
Navy ELINT program was made part of 
the NRP and redesignated as the POPPY 
project. Thus, the launch was assigned 
the name POPfY·l. 

FL 36-36/SO USC 3605 
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The fifth launch. ?OPPY-:?. on 26 
April 1962 was from V~mdenber~ArB in 
c~1lifornin and US<~d n Scout vehiclt' as a 
booi-tcr. Thest• cliange;; were made to 

.'.lVnid the launch sequence dogie~ neces· 
sar~· al Cnpe Canovero.l and to pro\'ide a 
dedicated launch ,·ehicle for the DYNO 
satellite. In thi:1 way. the near-polar orbit 
most suitablt.• for rec:orinaissance could hi' 
,;cleet.ecl. Thi» l:1unch .. too_ wa;.; :i foil11re: 
bec:1mw of a prnct.>dural m·en;ig-ht. tht.• 
Scout fourth stagl• <'Ont::iinl'd no altitude• 

rnntrn; !!:t~- and lht: entir\' ,;\'Stern plunged 
intn ; IW Pncifir Oce;.in within ,;i~ht of tlw 
lnunch pad.'.!: 

The POPPY Project 

On :?3 .J uJ.'· 196~ the Dii-ector- oft lw 
!\:RO 1 DNROt_ .Jo.c;eph \I. Char_vk. formall.v 
t.>::tnhlished NRO Program C n:< an oq:;mi· 
1 .. mionnl component to continue opcirntion 
and mnnngement of the POPPYELINT 
sntl!lliw:-:. Tlw Dirl'ctor nf N:wal lntelli
irencP wai- dcsignatt•d to continut· ~1,.; 

Di~ctor. Program C. anti fundinf! !Ormerl.'· 
pru .. ·ided hy AR-PA nnd tlw Nn\'y w:i .... 

transforr~d LO the National Rt>eonnai:<-_ 
,-ancl' Proi,'Tan1 <NRP1 a~ of fiscal Vl'ar t96a. 
The Nnv~· Bureau ofWeapu·n~ fRUWEPSt 
provided a fiscal rt>prusentati\'£' to lhi.· 
Tt•chnicnl Operating Group 1TO(i1 whD 

was responsible for preparing the annual 
budget. disbursini:r funds to tht• NRL. and 
,-ubmitting record~ of expenditure~ w the 
Director. Program C. NSA continued tund· 
ing_ through the Consolidnted Cryptologic 
Program I CCPL for mnnnin~ and :;upport 
or mission ground ,i;tations. magnetic-tape 
costs. and NSA processing and anal_vsis. 
-ri,, .\ir ForrP\ Prom-Am A was a.!;signed 

tht.> responsibility for bunchin:.: Program C 
satellites and for launch v.ehidelsatellittt 
imcgrnlion.:!.' 

C.lpl fr;>nl. R. SpE""rhl'•I'· USll.' 

In 1962 the President's Foreign 
lntcllil!Cncc Advisorv Board t PFIABt con
curr<.'cl in DNRO Choryk"s rc.>commenda
tion that ·· ... till smcllite projects of the 
NRP ~hould be handled in the ::;ame 
manner by a sinf!le operations unit of the 
NRO stnfT:':.!H ThP Satellitl' O~rations 

Center l SOC1. in ronrn 80944 of Lhe 
Pcrita~on. commenced operations in Apnl 
19fi2. primarily to dii-ect operations of the 
photographic satellite5 of Programs A and 
B. To ussure coordination of NSG laslung 
~fthe POPPY satellites with US lntelli· 
gence Board <USIBi requirements. the 
Director of Program C transferred Crodr 

I , 

I 

· 1Jater Capt! Frank Sperberg. VSN. from 
the NSG Operations Center to the NRO 
ofliccs in the Pentagon to work with the· 
SOC personnel. Sperberg·s primary 
responsibility was to irnsure that com· 
manding of the POPPY system was 

responsive to requirements as initially 
stated by both the USIB's Overhead _J 



R.ronnats~anc~ 1 COMORJ und SIG INT 
[ommiuees. usm direction was further 
cLinfiKI in the ~pring of 1963 when the 
:ilGL\T (h·e-rhead Reconnaissam.:~ 
Subcommittee 1SORS1 oftbe COMOR was 
farmed lO ronsolidate the respon~ibility for 
.ill ~atelli1e SIGINT requirements. The 
Oper:irions Center for translating the SOC 
lll!lrprecation of these instructions into 
laual commands rn the POPPY network 
rrmatned at :-.ISG Headquai-ters. 111 

Bv December 1962 .the BYEMAN 
~rity svstem was com pie red for 
Program C. whose EL!NT :;atellitei; were 
desi~ated as the POPPY series. The 
BYE~L\;'\J-compartment. formed 
b.vcomominP' the codename trom-

111191-•iflM•l'I . . , ••-•-•with the Program C code-
name POPPY. supers~ded the·e::lrlier 
WALXUT stturitv ;;vstem.:11 The final 
:~tejJigence prod~ct~ ai:; delivered by NSA 

•1e Uliers. would be handled under the 
P'E "" NT-KEYHOLE ;:;vstem. which had 
~n initially institu't~ for photo results. 
The Primary reason for t hi:) arr:m~ement 
was to make it pos:iibie to deliver the dara 
to cleared personnel of the Intelligence 
Community, while U\'.Oiding· the neeessitv ef . . . • 
. Providing them access to BYEMAN 
informati-on about satellites and collection 
operations. 

With the arrival or the BYEMAi"'l SVS· te . . -
1'11. mission number~ in the-.;eries 

were assigned to POPPY launches. :\ 
SIVtt h . c from the Scout to the ThorlAgenn 
booster. launched from Vandenberg AFB 
on the West Coa;:;L. p~rmim~d multiple 
P()ppy :>atellite bt;nchP~ with much 
r?'eater weight capabilit.\'. Additionally. no 
over Pa.vloads were required since then• 

were frequent milltury Thor/Agena 
l:iunchei; from Vandenberg that were not 
:mnounced in the press except •is dussified 
launches nbout which· no details could he 
1·e \'C!;.tled. 

booster from Vandenberg . .\FB. The :\1.!cna 
\'l'hicle failed lo cut·OfJ at th~ ~nd of lir<.:l 

burn. producing n very ec:een tric orhi t of 
l:!-l by LiOO miles at 10.:3 dei.,rrees intlina
rion. This.ma.de receptwn ofdatu •H tht• 
)._'Tnunrl sites difficult. hut it did rrnduce ;1 

;-0atellite lifetime of over'm gr The 
objective nfthe mission wns to se::irl'h 
pans of the radio frequency 1.RF1 band 
liet wel'n for new 
radars and RF bands in use by thelmlfl 
Soviet Bloc. · 

This Thor/ Agena launched another 
Vun Allen fN.JUN payload ~md two other 
,.;cientific satellites along with the two 
satellites of The POPPY 
. ..;atellites were ,;omewhnt !ari~er than 
DYNO due to the addition of a four-inch
diameter ."belly band" to accommodate 
o.dditional capabilities. which made the 

·spherical satellites slightly thicker in the' 
middle. 

, ' ', -



first POPPY/Thor/Agena launch, Vandenberg Air force Ba5e, 13 December 1962 
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freste<l when the Pre.-;ident's Scientific 
Advisory Committee tPSACl initiated a 
special study in 1963 to stimulate new 
ideas in emitter location finding. Richard 
Garwin of IBM. representing the PSAC, 
chaired a series of meetings at NSA with 
personnel from SAC and NSA who had 
been working on techniques to produce 
emitter locations from POPPY data. 
These discussions were very open. Many 
hours were spent at the computer, with 
lots of explanations, lots of "what ifs," 
and lots of worry about what had been 
overlooked. 

Following the launch of POPPY 1, 
and as a result of the 1963 meetine-s with 

Top 
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EO 13526 'l '.l(b )( 1 )' 2 and then retording. them 
on separate tracks of a GR-2500 instru. 
mentation magnetic-ta~ recorder. These 
recorders had been· installed in late 1961 
as upgrades to the mission ground sta
tions. The analog tapes were later dig]. 
tized by AUDI CO at NSA u'sing the stable 
reference tone recorded on the tapes at the 
time of collection to control the digitizer 
clock. The digitized data were processed 
on an IBM 7094 computer to deinterleave 

the signals and form 

S4 The SIGINT Satellite Story 

·Eo l. 4. (c) 

PL 86-3€/50 USC 3605 

Early attempts involved considerable 
manual effort using electromechanical 
Frieden desk calculators to assodate 

be a major problem. In the early 1960s. 
orbit determination programs were very 
elementary. Vanguard· I was placed in a 
highly eccentric orbit on 17 March 1958 
and transmitted its signal for over six 
years. This stable orbit with constant 
transmission from the satellite ~rmitted 
the first long-term o_bservation of orbital 
dynamics. This resulted in a series of 
sophi_sticate.d modeling efforts of the oblnt_e 
Earth's gravity field, which were impor· 
tant for predicting satellite po~itions ver
sus time. This early ·work in orbital 
dynamics was essential to the develop
ment of accurate emitter locations. 

Papers appeared in many publica· 
tions in the open literature providing new 
tiravitational constants, new closed-form 
solutions, new estimates of the size and 
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shape of the Earth, and many ideas on 
bow atmospheric drag would affect the 
orbits. Arnone the earlv imoortant con
tributors was of NSA, 
who published an article, "Maximum 
Likelihood Estimation .of an ·orbit," in 
1961.34 Orbital elements were available 
from the Navy Space Surveillance Center 
INAVSPASUR>. established at Dahlgren, 
Virginia, on 9 April 1960 to operate NRL's 
space surveillance system. North Amer
ican Air Defense Command (NORAD) also 
produced orbital elements. NSA attempted 
to use the NORAD data, but at that time 
the data were frequently incomplete, not 
timely, or. in some cases, inaccurate. At 
first, none of the calculated orbital ele· 
ments were consistent. 

1'1'*111' To help solve the problem.1••-• '!t!'f1 and a group of mathematicians 
trorn NSA visited Hunt Small at Lockheed 
Missile and Space Company (LMSC) and 
met with John V. Breakwell at Stanford 
University. As a resuit of these discus
sions, NSA arranged for NAVSPASUR to 
Provide magnetic tapes containing the 
satellite location and velocity vectors on a 
regular-time grid. NAVSPASUR was able 
to provide accurate orbital data, greatly 
aiding NSA. NSA also pn:pared the pre
dictions for the POPPY orbits that the 
Naval Security Group (NSG) sent to the 
sites to guide the antenna steering}S 

Top 

was very similar t<
but consisted of three satellites anc-
'f•''tt1RThe Ifiission covered in_ !arge 
part Kl' bands hot covered bylllcont1nu
ing the mission of discovering new radars 
and frequency band usage. The launch 
occurred on 15 June 1963 from Vandenberg 
AFB. This time, the Agena cut-off properly 
a~er the first bum but failed to circularize 
the orbit by means of a second burn. The 
resulting orbit was 95 by 495 miles, at an 
inclinatwn of 69.9 degrees. The low perigee 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 

! severely limited the orbital lifetime and the 
satellites reentered the atmosphere afterllll 

11111 As a consequence, very few data were 
collected. 37 

In the meantime, ground station 
upgrades continued, and in 1963, various 
site facilities were equipped to do field 
stteening and analysis. The POPPY callee· 
tion positions in the portable aluminum 
shelter huts had a playback capability but 
limited analysis equipment. However, by 
1963, all of the original magnetic-tape 
recorders had been replaced by 
instnnnentation-type machines with seven 
tracks using 112-inch magnetic tape. 

H-ndilo ,.;- QrtMA AttNT·~'lYHOL f-
COMiNf Chirnnri,./Oindv 55 
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Solid-state digital-time generators also 
EO 13526 3 3(b )( 1)>25Yrs 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1)>2:.Yrs 

led to advancements in the technical anal· 
ysis of the analog data. As successive 
satellites were equipped with more RF 
bands and data links, analysts noted the 

EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs EO 13526 3 S(c) 

The new collection tape recorders at 
the POPPY ground stations enabled the· 
NSA playback recorder to use a frequency 
synthesizer to play th~ tapes at the same 
speed with which they were recorded by 
t.he field station during collection by using 
the 50-kHz reference signal. Other equip
ment could be used to record and repeat
edly cycle through a short segment of data, 
to stop the recorder and display the pulses 
on the scope. or to print a chart of pulse 
amplitude versus time. This eQuipment 
aided in the EO 13526 3.3(b)(1)>25Yrs. EO 135261.4 

EO 13526 3.3(b)(1 )>25Yrs. EO 13526 1.4(c)<25Yrs, EO 13 

EO 1352633(b)(1) .·In April 1963 NS opera
tors began searching for and repQrting ne'!' 
or unusual signals detected from analog 
analysis.38 · · 

A Memorandum of Understanding 
governing Navy processing and analysis of 
POPPY data was signed by ONI and NSA 
in July 1963. _NSA provided planning 
support and furnished tapes to the Naval 
Scientific and Technical Intelligence 

;'EO 1. 4. c 
~f~ 86-36/50 USC 3605 

~nter <STJCl for processing and technical 
analy~s. NSA also provided support and 
gijidance.39 

Some of the POPPY sites also had 
been equipped with an operator position 
dedicated to. checking the quality of the 
data. These positions were installed in 
permanent biiildings where proper secu
rity could be maintained for the SlGINT 
data.' 'These .quality-control positions were 
used by collection operators for post-pass 
playback of recordings to verify verbal 
annotations, the presence of data, and cor
respondence with collection logs. With the 
aid of training tapes sent by NSA. collec
tion operators were trained to listen for 
and recognize signals with the desired 
characteristics. Collection operators noted 
in their logs occurrences of 

After a 
collection pass, analog analysts at the 
gro~nd stat10ns played back the tapes at 
their analysis and quality-control positions 
and performed audio and visual scans of 
each of the recorded data links. Param
eters of these signals of interest and 
unidentified signals were measured and 
tabulated. Additional collection time was 
prpvided by the installation of an interro

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1)>25Yrs gation caoabilitv a 
ll•!Stf''!r~-;;,,:~.;bital passes not avail
able from thE 
site. 

EO 13526 3 3(b )( 1)>25Yrs, EO 13 
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set pnont1es for the processing and teChni
cal analysis of the POPPY data after t_hey 
were couriered back to NSA. 40 

launched on 11 
January 1964 from Vandenberg AFB, 
achieved for the first time a planned near
circular orbit, 490 by 506 miles at 69.9 
degrees inclination; This was the first 
mi5sion boosted by a thrust-augmented 
Thor (TAT), which permitted heavier 'and/ 
or more payloads, This was the s-econd 
three-satellite launch, with some overlap
ping Rf coverage on satellites 

Although the continued to 
operate for a record and 
.lost battery power after • All 
Of the satellites used a ~olar array/battery 
Combination power system; the solar 

arrays ~ere used to charge the batteries 
and the systems operated from battery 

Mission 7104, launched on 9 March 
1965, achieved a 490- by 506-mile circ.ular 
orbit, inclined 70.1 degrees. This was the 
first simultaneous launch of four POPPY 
satellites. The ?4-inrh-di::lmf'tPr ..;:.IPllitPS 

were launched • • • 

This activity was 
limited by the failure of the batteries in 

Unfortunately, the satellite stabilized 
on its side, thereby making it impossible 
t-0 conduct the micro thruster test. The RF 
coverage was extended without a gap to •r•pr1nAfter a s.atellite commanding 

' capamniy was installed atfa•,1111 
• • Im March 1966, th!!••~••.;..: 

'facility was deactivated. !'or these 
missions, NSAin-house processing was 
upgraded to and 
to accommodate the large volumes of data 
being collected. Appendix A shows 'the 
increasing volume of data processed. The 

Ef• 1. 4. {c) 

PL ~6-36/50 USC 3605 
Tep Se 
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earlier laborious manual correlation efforts 
using 1950s mechanical desktop calcula· 
tors by now had been converted to auto
matic computer processing using the IBM 
7094 computer at NSA. The computer pro-

More accurate digital data 
were available from the new AUDI CO z, 
analoe:-to-diirital converter. oroviding more 

EO 13526 3 3<b)(1)>25Yrs, EO 13526 1 4(c)<2 This 
improved .significantly the listings of 
Soviet electronic order of battle ( EOBl in 
terms of accuracy and timeliness:'2 For 
example, in 1965. usine: 
NSA used lhe 

Raymond B. Potts, Chief of Special 
Projects at NSA, establishe~ a .. last-in/ 
first-out" priority system for signals analy
sis to ensure that the most recent data was 
processed first. which resulted in signifi· 
cantly improved timeliness of ELINT tech
nical reporting. Efforts by NSA to distrib
ute the increasing SIGINT satellite 
processing workload also resulted in an 
agreement with SAC in August 1966. 
negotiated by Potts, who headed a three
division organization called K-4/SP. One 
of the divisions (K-46) was devoted to pro~ 
cessing POPPY ELINT data. Under the 
agreement with SAC, NSA orocessed all 
PQPPY data except for 

58 Th,, SIG!NT Sa1elli1e StoN 

/EO 1. 4. tc) 
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Riymond 8. Po!ts 

which was assigned to SAC for processing. 
EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 \>25Yrs 

14 

In December 1966 NSA started shift
ing workfrom its IBM 7094 business com
puter at Fort Meade. Maryland. to a CDC 
6400 scientific computer. which had a 60-bit 
word that could accommodate' processing 
of the digital representation of each pulse 
in one cycle of 1.1 microseconds per pulse * 
Other technical features such as expanded 
memory and disk storage made the CDC 
6400 computer between three and four 
times faster than the IBM 7094 in process· 
ing POPPY data. These features further 
streamlined processing to reducP. manual 
. ' .,.,.,.,, 
interventions when the1• •••-••>oft-
ware was converted to the CDC 6400 
computer. 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs, EO 1 The ::>rogram 
' 

became tully operat10na1 m ll:Jbt> and 
EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 worked well against radars 

•The IBM 7094 had i 36-bit word that required two cycles 
of(:otnputer operation at 1.4 microseconds each lo 
process the digital data for each puJl'lf!, 
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The regular satellite and processing 
system upgrade process was i.,..Jven a great 
boost on 18 November 1966 when the 
USIB approved an urgent requirement for 
satellite SIGINT collection directed 
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MHz, within which the Davis Committee 
believed the systems 
would be found. 

Just six months after this dir~cti~n. 
the launch of on 31 May 
1967 from Vandenberg demonstrated that 
the NRO space and NSA ground technol- · 
ogy had come of age. The four satellites 
were launched into a ,near-perfect 500- by 
sos.-mile orbit, inclined at exactlv 70.0 
d D . h I :rrrl.,, egrees! unng t e a most he-
time of this mission a major advancement 
in system performance was realized. 1'he 
previously used spherical configuration of 
the satellite was replaced with a multiface 

-designfor thE EO 13526 3 3(bi(1 )>25Yrs 

increa~ing their diameter to 27 inches and 
average weight to 180 pounds. 1\vo of the 
satellites used 

Anhydrous ammonia 
crystals were heated in the satellite to pro
duce control gas for thrusting whenever a 
correction was required_. This thrusting 
system worked so well that it was used in 
all subsequent satellites. Other innova-

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs, EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs EO 13 

/EQ 1.4.(G) 
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EO 13526 3 3(b)(11>25Yrs EO 1 J526 1 4(( )<25Yrs. EO 1 

On the ground. to meet the
reqmrement. an analog-to-digital conv~r
sion system !ADGS> was installed to con-' 
vert the analog down~Hnk data to computer
processable digital data at the EO 135213 3 3(bl( 

EO 1352633(b)(1 p25Yrs This change allowed · 
on-site digital processing. Also, by this 
time a program to move all equipment 
from the original Earth satellite. vehicle 
(ESV) huts into permanent facilities was 
well underway. This move included 
installing remote control.of the .antenna. 
adding ·elevation control, and doubling the 
number of Yagi antennas. Vertical polar
ization was added to the existing horizon
tally polarized Yagi antennas to further 
improve signal reception from the satellite 
regard less of the polarization or the signal 
from the satellite !which might vary from 
vertical to horizontal depending on posi
tion of the satellite relative to the ground 
station and/or the attitude o.f the satellite I. 
fo 1967 the engin,eering data readout and 
commanding facility operated by NRL was 
moved from Hybla Valley. Virginia, 

Starting in 1967, EO 13526 3 3(b)(1)>25Yrs 

• 1""P""•!.,'""'?,..f""•-=-p developed at NKL. repJaceCl the 
World War II-type R-390A/URR receivers 
that were used in the Qriginal huts for 
reception of the sate1lite down-links. Each 
receiVer'was calibrated to minimizf'. any 

t between receiving 
i · channels. The -half amplitude threshold" 
j included in this re~iver design also elirni
: na~d all time measure~ent error associ-

ated with amplitude variations in the data 

TopS« t 
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Flight 5ummary: Program C, Projecl POPPY satellites 

MISSION 
NUMBER 

NIA 

,H/A 

NIA 

NIA 

PROJECT 
and 

PAYLOAD 

GRAB/ asm 
__ OYN0:1 

GRAB/ 
OYN0-2 OSITl 
-GRAB!- . ~1 --

_OYNQ ___ -------

POPPV-1 osm 

OPERATIONAL LIFETIME 

-----.---.--~I -1983 I 1... I 1e•s i 1966 I 

GS • Oent-r•I Se•rc:h EOB c EJectronic Olde1 al Blttse 
TI .. Toct-inical lnlJJ\llgence 



Flight summary: Program C, Project POPPY satellites (continued) 

GS -=- Genual Sc••i::h 
TI =- Ttc:hnte•I tnl•Ul9tnc~ 

EOB • Uechor»c Order or Be:nlie
,a,eM • AnUbalbHc ~iHile Aada-1 
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stream and in both the recording IJ'Od the 
playback systems. 49 The highly stable 
data were furnished to the ADCS, which 

zation significantly reduced time varia· 
tions and the resulting digital taj>e was · 
forwarded to NSA.50 

With the high priority of the ABM 
radar search requirement directed by the 
DN-RO at the recommendation of the 
Harry Davis Committee, NRL procured a 
System Engineering Laboratories SEL-
810 computer in three weeks, developed 
software to conduct ABM search, and 
deployed the computer-aided manual 
search 1 CA!vIS l svstem to the site at 

11
•
1p'!ff'.-rour months prior to 

tne launch ot-mMay 1967.Al ·Halle·r, 
Raymond and Brown, later HRB-Singer 
.Company of State College, Pennsylvania, 
was given the contract to develop the 
computer-ai(ied manual data processing 
system for the SEL-810 computer. 

V. HeUrich of NRL was the architect 
of the SEL-810 computer configuration. 
L M. Hammarstrom of HRB-Singer speci·. 

, tied th~ requirements for the initial field 
EO 1352f, 1 4(< ) ~software .. R. Daniels ofHRB-· 
.:i1nger developed the initial algorithms/ 
software. Refinements and additions in 
the years following were made by Navy 
Lt Ronald L. Potts* !no relation to NSNs 

• In r~allini,? the~e "'·ents. Ronald Potts said. ·When J think 
Of the conLributon LO the Navy program over the yean, I 
....,ember Reid Mavo most gTatefully as the gentle man 
Whu inspired and challenged so many people in the field. 
Ht Would come to the st.ations and tell us whu the nation 
llee<icd and whtit we could dO l.D help. and it would be il• 
1hou11h lie "·ere corn1nJ di,...i:tly to us from the CNO or the 

Lt Ronald l. Potl~. USN 

Rav Potts) and Petty Officer C. Jorger, at 

'W-!M. Keebaugh. J. Riale. w. 
Bick am, and R. Daniels of HRB-Singer: 
and Ens L. A. Eichel, at ;;·2 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1)>25Yrs EO 135261 4(c)<25Yrs EO 1 

ot interest, many ind1v1duat ractars were 
located. Although originally these inter
cepts required manual analysis to deter
mine the actual radar characteristics and 
location, by 1969 the analysis routines had 
been automated by HRB-Singer personnel 
and could be selected on demand. 

The CAMS system was installed in 
in April 1969 

in late 1970. Processing 

DllL"ISA or the NSC. ~id would lister: and act on our 
' ne9ds for \'qU1pmen1 Or r.tthnieal information or loi\•tics 

supPOrt or e\'en a w11~rcooler. At any hour you might find 
him sitting the posh with the 1>8ilOTs. and we could talk 

' about signals with him as though they were mutual· 
acquaintanc6. • 
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results were reported by teletype message 
to NSA at Fort Meade and to selected mili~ 
tary organizations, with emphasis on those 
requiring time-critical signals. NSA, in 
tum. reported them electrically as prelimi
nary ELINT technical reµorts (ELTs> to 
the Intelligence Community. 

The.se improvements in the ground 
station receivim:: svstem made it possible 
~rNS~s ~d 
·-·--·---··-

l..dlHe al u1e ena 01 1.,,napc.er l snows Lne 

increases in location accuracy achieved 
from satellite ELINT data over time as 
improvements were made.SJ 

The rapidly increasing volume of data 
to be' processed from POPPY satellites 
began to tax analysis capabilities, and NSA 
adjusted processing priorities in 1967. 
This adjustment required Navy ground 
stations with analog analysis capability to 

~.· 

·Eo 1.4.(c) 
·PL 86-36/50 use 3605 

do on-site screening of collected data and 
report results to NSA. Only those tapes 
carrying signals of special interest were 
forwarded to NSA for technical analysis. 
Since several ground stations collected the 
same da~. only tapes from the station 
with' the best coverage were forwarded for 
EO 13526 3 3(b)(1) by machine processing. 
NSA identified in advance which POPPY 
site had the best EO 13526 3 3(b)(1)>25Yrs 

'W'tff processing. This site was then 
notified which tape to forward fod** 

11•ff)1 processing. NSA also requested 
ail POPPY tapes coll.ected at the same 
time that other collectors interccpt~d sig
.iials of interest or when a h1gh-1mer'O'st 

'event took place. Recordings not for-
warded were retained for 90 days anc then 
reused, unless requested by ;\/SA for anal
ysis. By this time the POPVi'1,..11fsys
tem at NSA had been validated. The system 
was basically an all-automatic computer 
process that routinely produced 

TOii ... 
Hind~ v~ 8\' ·Tltl£NT·l(lYHOtE-

Tilt' SIGINT Sc11elli1e- Slory COMIN1 Dwl~1$ Je>ii'tlll' 
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The SEL-810 conversion of data pro-

cessing inlf•fftmm'~'·~from ana
logto dq:.,rital iD 19()-;' hiit e?ar-reacbing 
tonsequences totally apart from the AllM 
problem. Because the accuracy of the d1gi
tai rnanwulation of the data µerrnitted the 

EO 1.4.(c) 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

analyzed, and iocated on a not-to-interfere 
basis sufficiently often to show feasibility 
and establish processing techniques. 
However, major emphasis was placed on 
t:he 

In July 1969 NSG obtained authoriza· 
tion and directed-station to use 
suitably tasked passes and ordinarily 
untasked fringe pas!;es Lo locate and 

Throughout this penod. Adm Thomas 
Moorer, CNO, was being briefed periodically 

Chapter J &S 
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on the POPPY capability to identify and 
track ships at sea and on the results of 
these preliminary tracking exercises.59 

~o 1.4.(c) 
PL 86-36/50 use 3605 

EO 13526 3 31bJI1 )>25Yrs 

total of was 
On 27 August 1969 the USIB SORS. 

responding to the CNO, made ocean 
surveillance an official function of POPPY 
in SORS 10./96. BYE-1565-69, "Mission 

launched from Vandenberg AFB on 30 
September 1969 into a 491· by 506-mile 
orbit, with an inclination of 70.0 degrees. 
It consisted of four multiface satellites 
weighing an average of 235 pounds each. 
Five other scientific satellites uu>r<> "kn 

launched on.the ~m~_booster; 

Four transponded pulsewidths were 
used on each data link, thereby doubling 
the col lectlon capability. By tryis time. the 

EO 13526 3 3tb1(1)>25Y1·, 

ground stations had been closed, conclud
ing the participation of the AFSS in the 
POPPY Program. This left. • improved 
ground stati~ns in the network: 

Top 

EO 135 

EO 13526 3.3(b)(1)>25Yrs 

was launched on 14 
December 1971 mto a nearly circular 530-
by 540-mile orbit. inclined 70.0 degrees. It 
was to be the last POPPY launch and con
sisted of four multiface satellites weighing 
270 to 280 pounds each. contnrn1ng a total 
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Key accomplishments, Proj• 
POPPY 

• Fint SIGINT satellite, 1960; demon· 
strated intercept of foreign radars using 
the realtinie transpond technique to 
relay signals directly to US stations. 

• Discoverecl.radars very dense 1n 
1
•-

1 
._ ussR. 

In July 1970 author:ity was granted 
by VSIB SORS for ongoing---- t 
'""to engage in ocea~ _ 
in support of US fleet commanders. · 
Specifics of this mission were stated by ' 
COMNAVINTCOM in August 1970 .. By 
this time USIB mission guidance added 
search for new or unusual emitters in 

EO 1.4.(c) 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

·==== launched simultaneously, 1962. 

• First ocean surveillance ofshlpbome 
radars, 1967. · 

NSA added a CDC 6600 computer in 
1968 to be used full time with the CDC 
6400 computer to handle the increased 
volume of POPPY data being collecte'd. 
NSA machine processing with the 6600 
comnuter produced and reported over 
• radar locations, with accuracies of 

or less in the first 15 
rnontns ot its operation. Many new/ 
unidentified signals reports were issued 
and technical measurements made.6.1 
During the first five months of Qperation. 
information was developed by NSA 
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EO 1.4.(c) 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 
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RAdm Robert K. Ge~r 

POPPY Project director functions were to 
be performed within the System Project 
Office CSPOl of PM-16.* . 

Picking up on earlier planning that 
had been started by the Director. Naval 
Security Group in July 1969, Geiger car
ried out some ru·nded studies to determine 
which ELINT technology would be most 
effective in an 

During a trip to Europe in late 1971, 
DNRO Mr I·""'"" vi.:ited the POPPY site at ll•!!tn'·-Th. . .. at eventng, m 
<1 notel 3~ DNRO McLucas, 
Robert J. Hermann of NSA. Col David D. 

. . 

•For a 1'urther dtscription of the POPPY t)'Stem mana'1"'· 
meru rela1ionsh1ps stt NROINSAICWUSN Management 
Arri!emtnt for the POPPY Svsttm. 5 Novrmber 1971 
'APPendix E1. . . . 

;, 

-Bradburn of the NRO Staff. and Capt 
Geiger worked out the 
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PL 86-36/50 use 3605 
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Meanwhile, on the .POPPY front, in 
September 1972 a further improvement 
in intercept capability occurred when the 
new POPPY Automated Processing 
System (PAPS) w·as a.dded to the 

FO 13526 331b)l1)>25Y This NlU/HRB.Singer . 
development used the SEL 86 computer to 
achieve the goal of a higher volume of 
EO H';2b 3 31b)(1 )>2 The new computer made 
poss101e processing in a continuous 
stream. PAPS was fed by either digital 
tape or for online processing by a priority 
data extractor !PDE). The system became 
operational two weeks after receipt at the 
site. About two months later, DNRO 
~cLucas was r;hown the speed and ease of 
PAPS operations when two Soviet Naval 
combatant ships were located and reported 
EO 1352633(b)(1 )>25Yrs 

In June 1973, the Navy's PM· 16 was 
redesigriated PME·l06 of the Na\t'al 
Electronic Systems Command, with its 
manager con:tinuing as Director, Program 
C. Coordination continued with the Naval 
Intelligence Command, and NRL contin
ued to be responsible for technical develop-
EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs 



POPPY's strengths stemmed from its 
utilization of traditional concepts and 
methods and an insistence on proven 
hardware and techniques not only to guar· 
antee success, but also to hold costs to a 
bare minimum. Between 1959 and 1re 
the development cost amounted to only 
-The costs of launch and of the 
Consolidated Cryptologic Program !CCP> 
are not included in this calculation. 
POPPY utilized existing personnel and 
facilities whenever it was reasonably pos
sible, and although innovative in many 
ways, the designers added only those 
improvements that involved ~inimal risk 
to the program. It grew from a single 
satellite with limited BLINT capability to 
a sophisticat.ed-S:;atellite con
figuration per launch, which comprised an 
overhead ELINT reconnaissance system 
caoable of ocean surveillance. search and 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1)>25Yrs. EO 13526 1.4(c)<25Yrs, EO 13 

cnaractenst1cs. 1 ms 1ow-cost success 
story is unlikely ever to be duplirat~d."' 

PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 
EO 1.4.(c) 

• Thla account of POPPY!MMW!covers the high· 
lights of the projects. A<1<1111ona1 inlonnation can be 
found in the History of the POPPY Satellitt Syrum. 
BYF>S6105-78. whieh has t:-:n extensiv.,ly referenced 
here. 
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_TOjljeftt 
N~·ORCON 

~-... 

A:~ 
{,ire Air Force WS-117L-Derived Projects 

all . 

-~ 

SAMOS E-lJF-1 <WS-117L and 
Project 102) 

The requirements for the Advanced 
Reconnaissance System, Weapon System 
117L <WS-117Ll, were incorporated in 

· Sy~m Requirement No. 5, published by 
Headquarters, Air Research ·and Develop
ment Command (ARDC), on 29 November 
1954, and were validated in Generai 
Operational Requirement 80-2. issued by 
Headquarters, US Air Force, on 15 March 
1955. At that time ELINT was the respon
sibility of the US Air Force, as speUed out 
in DOD Directive S-3115.2 issued on 13 July 
1955. Intelligence requirements for the 
BLINT satellites ofWS-117L were devel· 
oped under guidance from Air Force 
~istant Chief of Staff for Intelligence 
<AFCINl, MGen James Walsh. On 29 
October 1956 the Air Force awarded con· 
tract AF 04 1647 )-94 to Lockheed Missiles 
and Space Division <LMSDJ in Sunnyvale, 
California. for initial system development 
studies on WS-117L. In June 1957 LMSD 
awarded the first contract for US ELINT 
satellite payloads to the Airborne 
Instruments Laboratory CAIL) at Mineola, 
Long Island. New York. The work on con
tract was Subsystem F <SIS F), the ELINT 
Payload of WS-117L. 

Because the US did not have radar 
data from the interior of the Soviet Union 
at that time, the requirements for WS-117L 

wer~ stated in very general terms. 
Consequently, the SIS F ELINT payload 

i designs were based on various national 
estimates of the Soviet radar environment. 
These estimates were contained in the 
RAND Corporation's Report 280, "Signal 
Density Study," published 1 September 
1955; the Air Force Technical Intelligence 
Center <ATIC} report, "Handbook of Soviet 
and Satellites RADAR Equipment," 9 Novem
ber 1955; and in estimates by the Planning 
Research Corporation. a subcontractor to 
Ramo-Wooldridge, Inc., under contract to 
the Air Force for development of the WS-
117L Intelligence Data Processing Sub· 
system I (S/S IJ. These estimates relied on 
peripheral intercepts from ground sites. 
airplanes (including limited U-2 collec· 

J. tionl, and ships. Radar data collected by 
1 the early satellite ELINT payloads !Navy 

GRAB/DYNO in 1960 and Air Force ferret 
systems in 1961) showed that the actual 
density of radar data collected over the 

'I Soviet interior was many times greater 
• than anticipated. Accommodating this 

large volume of data slowed the develop· 
ment of data processing systems, changed 
payload-tasking plans, and resulted in 
some payload modifications. 

! 
I The first true source of national 
I requirements for satellite reconnaissance 
: systems was published by the US Intelli-
11\ gence Board CUSIB) in USIB-D-33.6/8_, 
t "Intelligence Requirements for a Satellite 
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STRAWMAN operational concept 

f'rogr~m A: Projuts 102, 6988k, & 170 
(SUAWMAN utdtlle shown) 

Orhil•I indin.ition1 
Orbil.tl •lli!ud.: 
Orhil•I shopo: 
Ciruund l.VWC'r~.: 

Cullutio11 t.chniqu•: 

67•. 75• 
275 inilrs 
Cir(ut.r 
l lKl..,.D•-<liMl1der drcl• 

Rt.ad·in - dffi~ •ru, 
rtcorcl, ....i re.ad.ul 111 
SCf rentulot lr•cking 
station• . 

. Circul•r h<>tm for high 
freq.-ncr. Lagarllhmlc 
cunkal 'fllrol for VHf/UHf 
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Reconnaissance System of which SAM OS 
is an Example," 5 July 1960. It stated, in 
part, "There are important problems 
toward which electronic reconnaissance 
could contribute critical information d\lr· 
ing the research and development phase ... 
One of the most important of these is the 
search for emissions associated with an 
ABM system." Pa.ragraph le. stated, 
&Additional types of directed coverage may 
be required. Provision should be made to 

procure such equipment by Quick Reaction 
Capabilities (QRC>." Also ..... a dose · 
working relationship between the R&D 

. organi:iation and the intelligence commu
nity is required."1 

Co.I John O.Copley 

Prior to the publication of USIB
D.·33. 6/8, Maj <later CoJ) John 0. Copley, 
the Air Force WS-117L Project Offi~r for 
SIS F at the Air Force Ballistic Missile 
Division 1AFBMD). Inglewood, California, 
had worked with LtCol John Poe of the 
AFCIN staff. Capt John Marks of the 
Headquarters SAC Intelligence staff, and 
Jim Foreman and Art Thom, who were 
senior analysts at ATIC. Wright-Patterson 

'· 

AFB. Ohio, to determine collection 
requirements.for the SIS F payloads. The)' 
decided that the urgent requirement of 
SAC for an electronic order of battle <EOBl 
was the most important factor guiding 
payload design. These da~ were essential 
to SAC in planning bomber penetration 
routes. Next in order of importance were 
the detailed technical characteristics of 
these radars, especially for the early 
warning and ground~to·air missile sys
tems. The F-1 and F-2 ELINT payloads. 
with thejr compressed digital description 
of the radar intercepts, were designed for 
the EOB an.d general-search missions . 
while the F-3 payloads, with their wide
band (6 MHzl analog output, provided the 
fine grain techr:iical characteristics of 
selected radars. 

The 5 July 1960 USIB guidance 
appeared to validate the design of the SIS F 
payloads, if a QRC effort were indude.d. 
The QRC requirement was met by a sepa
rate series of relatively simple, single
mission payloads that could be developed 
rapidly and mounted on the aft rack of the 
Lockheed Agena spacecraft. 

The SIS F payloads were mounted on 
the front rack of the nose-down, vertically 
stabilized Agena, which was continuously 
Earth-oriented when in orbit. The three
axis stability.of the vehicle was provided 
by control moment gyros supplementing 
the natural gravity-gradient force that 
tended to orient the vehicle vertically. 
Nickel-cadmium batteries supplied the 
power, limiting average spacecraft life to 
five or sjx days. depending on the weight 
of batteries that could be carried. 
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The SIS F-1 payload covered the fre
quency range of 2.5 to 3.2 and 9.0 to 
10.0 GHz. ~se frequency bands were 
the popular World War Il 5-band and 
X-band in which most of the area search. 
air-to-air, and ground-to-air missile radars 
were still operating. One additional fre
quency band, from 100 to 400 MHz, was 
used by the higher power, gro_und-based 
early warning radars, but the F-1 vehicle 
was incapable of carrying an antenna of 
sufficient size to be effective in that radio
frequency range. This was remedied in 
the follow-on F ·2 payloads by extending 
frequency coverage down to 59 MHz. 

The F-1 superheterodyne receiver 
scanned the radio frequency bands, mea
suring two pulse repetition intervals 
(PRlsl, pulsewidth (PW), radio frequency 
lRFJ, and time for each signal intercepted. 
This information formed a digital word for 
each intercept that was then transmitted 
at a IO-kilobit rate via a very ~gh fre
quency (VHF) down-linl:t to the tracking 
stations. The data could be transmitted in 
realtime or stored on a magnetic-tape 
recorder oyer the target area and played 
back when the satellite was in contact 
with a tracking station. Spacecraft and 
payload status data were transmitted on a 
second VHF telemetry link using pulse 
amplitude modulation of various tones to 
frequency-modulate the down-link 
<PAM/FM). Commands were sent to the 
vehicle via a 3,200-MHz trapsponder on 
the Agena vehicle, which was also used for 
tracking. 

The payload intercept antenn'as were 
nadir-pointing directiona~ arrays, with a 
coverage circle on the ground about 100 
miles in diameter_ at the center frequency 

Top 
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of each band.• Additional nondirectional 
antennas performed an.inhibit function. 
preventing signals originating outside the 
coverage circle of the directional antennas 
from reaching the payload via the side-

. lobes of the directional antennas. The sys
tem was known as a "sidel_obe" intercepter 
because it intercepted the sidelobes of the 
ground radar antennas using its own main 
beam while, at the same time. it rejected 
signals (mostly main beams) from other 
ground radars that entered its-sidelobes. 
The payload intercept antenna main beam 
looked only at the zenith lobes (sidelobes) 
of the ground radar, thereby eliminating 
the scan rate of the ground radar main 
beam as an influence on the ·probability of 
intercepting the radar. This system was 
the reverse of the Navy DYNO payloads, 
which depended on seeing the main beams 
of the ground radars. In both sy-stems the 
sensitivity.of the system was adjusted very 
carefully to assure reeeption of only the 
portion of the ground radar antenna power 
that was desired (sidelobes for S/S F and 
main beams for DYNO). 

The SIS F and follow-on payloads 
were built by the AIL at Mineola and Deer 
Park, Long Island, New York, under the 
direction of Win Fromm. The F-1 payload 
used components of a vacuum-tube-type 
ELINT receiver, the AN/APR-9, which AIL 
had developed for the Air Force in 1948. 
This equipment was exteni;ively modified 
to operate in the space environment and 
was unique in being the only vacuum
tube-type ELINT payload ever flown in 
space by the United States. F-1 used 
motor-driven mechanical CAMS for fre
quency scanning, which was also unique to· 
satellite~bome ELINT systems. 
• t'or a fued antenna siu. the diameter of the covera~e 

.... ,-circ~ is an inverse fu:nction of frequHH:y. 
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Puticipanrs in tM dedication ceremony of the Airborne lnslrumrnts Labor<1torin, Inc.; facility al Mdville, 
Lo1>g lsl•nd. New York, where Subsystem f •nd subsequent ft98BK paylo1ds were built, 1 J October 195 9 

1Part1<1I hsltn~ 1rom leiO; Don Clark. Phil D. D~rsam !lh•rdl, Geo~e P. Minalga <iounhl. Pele Sielm<Jn 1,;1xthl. 
Maj Walt ~I. 'Spindler <ei~hth1. John L. Hyrne 1nir11h1. Eui:el'll' Fubini I 1.1 rhl. Ma1 Bill Bean 11 :!lhl. Sid H,\~5.n . 
ll J1h1. Geo1ize W. P1ice l l.Jrhl. Gl!Otjte Heiniger t l 51hl. Bol> Hun1er t:?Othl. William M. Harris'(24th1. l.lntl~ J. 
foreman 12f>thJ, Col Will Roly 1l7rh). C<1p1 Don Wipperm;m C!81hl. LtCol Robt!rt Yundt 1291h1. UCol john E. 
Pot> 1JOth1, M.:ij John O. Copley 1Jlsr1. M.:ij Donald Fvrr ll2nc:ll. Winiield E:Fromm 1JJrd1. Ken KnO\)t' IJ.Jthl, 
Jim ~leven~on 1J5tht, l.lck Wt~land 1371h1, ane CreGg S1evenson r381h1. ' 

To translate the 10-kilobit data 
stream received at the ground tracking 
site at Vandenberg AFB, California, into 
the actual PRI. PW, and RF of the individ
ual intercepts. an F-1 ground data handler 
was furnished by AIL. This equipment 
used logic circuits constructe.d of hardware 
components to interpret the data stream 
and produce an output that listed PRI. 
PW, RF, and time of each intercept for 
each readout ofthe payload. This infor· 
mation was used at the tracking station to 
determine the payload status, particularly 
on rea!time readouts. that contained data 
from special LMSC-operated calibration 
vans and known local radars. A second F-1 
gtound data handler unit was located at 

the Satellite Test Center (STCl at 
Sunnrvale, California. to provide input 
data for the CDC-1604 computer. The 
readout data. recorded on magnetic tape 
at the Vandenberg tracking station, were 
tr:ansported by courier to the STC. There 
the data were translated by the F-1 
ground data handler in the same manner 
as at Vandenberg and were processed on 
the CDC-1604 computer. The computer 
contained acceptance criteria to validate 
the individual intercepts and. using the 
spacecraft ephemeris, translated the time 
of intercept into the location of each valid 
intercept. These data were then manually 
checked against th~ characteristics and 
location of known ground radars and the 
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calibration van transmitters to evaluate 
the accuracy of the output data. It was 
planned that readout data played back 
from the vehicle recorder, consisting of 
data intercepted over the Soviet Union or 
other areas outside the coverage circle of 
the ground tracking station, would be 
recorded at the tracking station and fur· 
nished to the processors at the Strategic 
Air Command (SAC) Headquarters at 
Omaha, Nebraska. There, functions simi· 
lar to those used at the STC would be per· 
formed using the WS-117L Subsystem I 
Data Management System to develop fin· 
ished intelligence data. 

When the SAMOS Program O~ce 
(SAFSPl was formed at Los Angeles Air 
Force Station, California, on 30 August 
1960, two development areas were defined. 
Program I included the readout projects of 
Subsystems E and F. The E·l, E-2, and E-3 
photo payloads Cin increasing order of 
groll.nd resolution) became Project 101, 
while the F-1, F-2, and F-3 EUNT pay
loads became Project 102. Program II was 
reserved for the photo recovery projects. 
In Program l, the SAMOS 1 payload was 
uniqu~. combining as it did the F-l ferret 
and E-1 photo readout payloads. This 
arrangement was developed during the 
regime of the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (ARPA) as a cost-saving measure. 
The F-1 was mounted in front of the E-1 
lens: that lens looked Earthward through 
a hole cut in the S·band horn antenna of 
the F-1. This novel arrangement severeJy 
viinetted the view of the E-1 camera. The 
problem was solved by installation of a 
squib which, when fired on orbit 2i, detached 
the F-1. thereby providing the E-1 a full 
field of view. 
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To determine the accuracy of the PRI. 
PW, and RF measurements made by the 
payload it was necessary to use the real
time mode to collect radar signals with 
·known parameters and then check the 
payload measurements against the signals 
being transmitted. The SIS F Project 
Officer, Maj John Copley, remembered that 
in his previous assignment as the QRC 
Officer at Rome Air Development Center. 
New York, he was responsible for the mod
ification of several AN/GPQ-Tl training 
sets, which were van-mounted radar 
receivers and simulated radar transmit
ters used by SAC for training electronic 
warfare officers. Since the radar transmit· 
ters could simulate known radars. they 
seemed an excellent choice for calibration 

~· vans. or "cal vans," to transmit radar sig
nals to the satellite receivers. Copley 
located three vans in Air Force inventory 
and they were provided to LMSC to modify 
for this use. These vans were used for sev
eral years until requirements for radar 
simulation became too sophisticated for this 
relatively ancient equipment, originaHy 
built for the Korean War. In 1965 they 
were replaced with m'Ore modern equip· 
ment mounted in modified tour buses. 

The SAMOS l used an Atlas booster 
to lift the Ageria vehicle into a low Earth 
orbit. The first ignition of the Agena main 
engine placed. it in an eccentric transfer. 
orbit with an apogee of 275 miles. A sec
ond ignition at apogee circularized the 
orbit at 275 miles. Polur inclinat.ion of the 
orbit assured coverage of the entire Soviet 
land mass. 



Despite all obstacles, on a clear, crisp 
day on 11October1960. Copley, George 
Price (the LMSC payload manager), Vince. 
Henry (the AlL F-1 specialist), and the 
rest of their crew stood in the Vandenberg 
tracking station parking lot looking out 
over the launch base. The great day had 
arrived and SAMOS 1 was on the pad, 
ready to launch. They watched it rise· out 
of a plume of white smoke in a picture
i)erfect launch until it was out of sight. 
Jubilation reigned momentarily until they 
reentered the tracking station control 
room and discovered that, during the 
1aunch; the umbilical connector had stuck 
to the c'old-gas bottle connection, thereby 
releasing all the attitude-control gas. 
Because this gas was needed to control the 
vehicle during the burning of the orbital 
engine, the Agena did not attain orbit. 

The launch of SAMOS 2 a few months 
later was somewhat different. It was a 
gray. rainy day on 31January1961 and 
thl:! launch pad was not even visible from 
the tracking station. This did not deter 
the launch crew. and vehicle 2102 was 
launched into the desired orbit with both 
the E-1 and F-1 payloads working as 
expected. On orbit 8 a realtime readout at 
the Vandenberg tracking station produced 
the first orbital intercept data from the 
F-1 system. These data were processed on 
the F-1 ground data handling equip~ent, 
Which transformed the 10-kilobit data 
Stream into individual intercepts. This 
"'as done at Vandenberg and the STC in 
Sunnyvale. Output of the F-1 ground dnta 
handler at the STC was processed on the 
: 604 computer, producing 69 identifiable 
intercepts of signals from US West Coast 
radars ond the cal vans. This verified 

' 

beyond doubt that the AIL concept had 
produced a working system. The 2-kilocycle 
inverter in the payload power supply 
failed shortly thereafter and no more 
intercepts, friendly or otherwise, were 
made. 

In the meantime the E-1 photo pay
load was collecting pictures through the 
hole in the S-band horn and there was 
great elation at the tracking station as the 
E-1 ground processing system produced 
100-foot-resolution pictures on many 
orbits. even though they were rather 
vignetted. There was great anticipation of 
bigger and better pictures when the squib 
was fired on orbit 21 to remove the F-1 
payload. but the results suggest that a 
catastrophe had occurred. The spacecraft 
was 'never heard from again. 

1 This proved to be the only successful 
SAMOS Atlas/Agena readout program 
launch. and it was only a partial success. 
The third E-lJF·l was cancelled to save 
money for the E-2 launch the fqllowing 
spring. Unfortunately, in April 1961 the 
Atlas booster for that vehicle blew up on 
the pad; consequently, shortly thereafter. 
the photo readout program was cancelled 
in favor of the more promising photo 
recovery programs <the already successful 
CORONA, and GAMBIT, approved for 
development). The third E-1/F-l payload 
was placed in storage until the F-1 was 
resurrected and used as the Group 0 pay
load in the upcoming Project 102 missions. 

I The F-1 payload worked long enough 
I to produce 69 in~rcept words, but that 
i was not the whole story. Just as impor-
1 . tantly, under the leadership of Frank 
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SA MOS 2/ Atlas/ Agena launch, Vandenberg Air force Base, 31 January 1962 
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.,.ii~g. th~ LMSC crew at the STC pro
cessed 'the data on the CDC 1604 com· 
puter. !using known West Coast radars 
and the cal van signals for verification. 
they proved that a workable system had 
been developed. Not only could the data 
be collected. but the data could also be 
processed and a usefol output produced. 
The approval of the follow-on SA.l\.10S 
Project 102 ELINT missions on 9 March 
1961 by the Under Secretary of the Air 
Force, Joseph V. Charyk, was very 
strongly influenced by these fnctors.'2 

The F-2 and F-3 Thor-Boosted 
Projects: 102, 698BK, and 770 

On 23 December 1960. even prior to 
the successful E-1/F-l launch of January 
1961. Under Secretary of the Air Force 
r 1k directed modification of the 

AOS ELINT Project 102. as follows: 
"The use of Atlas boosters in the flight test 
Program for subsystem F-2 will be termi· 
nated. Subsystem F-2 and F-3 flight test 
Wilt utilize Thor boosters in combination 
with the Agena vehicle, and will be con
ducted as an integral part of the SAMOS 
Program. The initial F-2 flight test should 
be scheduled at the earliest practical date. 
In planning for the F-3 development and 
Oight test. consideration should be given 
to include provisions for secure transmis
sion of analog readout data through 
encryption or other techniques. "•3 

' ~nng lh' SIGl~'T S:n.,llitc Hi~to~· peer review in 
n:h 1994. BG.in Willi:im G. Kin11. Jr .. who pla~ed a 

bl'l>nl•nent rvl~ in this hi•tory . .aid. "Th" curt nature of 
.;· Charyk 's direction to redirKl Project 102 was typical 

the opliciL :ind direc-t mstnK'tions we received in lhe 
tld. Sug..,.1 you hi~h.ii~ln thi,; facl. h probably wu 

••c IO the DN HO manarement approach.· 

BGen Willia~ G. kinl!,. fr. 

The switch from Atlas intercontinental 
ballistic missile <ICBM) to Thor intennediate
range ballistic missile <IRBM l boosters was 
a logical step in light of the rapid develop
ments in solid-state electronics and digital 
circuitry. Use of these techniques, plus 
new lightweight materials, resulted in an 
F-2 payload less than two-thirds the 
weight of the F-1. The F-2 covered more of 
the radio frequency spectrum using three 
frequency bands. as compared to the two 
on F-1. Nonetheless. Col (later BGenl 
William G. King. Jr .. the Project 102 direc
tor. recommended four F-2 and four F-3 
launches, using an Agena vehicle patterned 
after the Agena of the DISCOVERERrrhor 
program. Having first-hand knowledge of 
the failures that the DISCOVERER program 
had overcome. he felt that four launches of 
each payload would provide adequate 
assurance that at least one of each would 
be successful <DISCOVERER had finally 
been successful on the 13th launch}. This 
philosophy, along with the success ofF·l, 
was convincing enough to gain Charyk's 
approval of an eight-launch program, with 
the first launch in February 1962. 
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On 9 Marc;h 1961, Charyk allocated $35 
million in FY62 funds as an· initial incre· 
ment for Project 102, schedlJ:led to launch 
four F-2s in 1962 and four F-3s in 1963:' 

The new Project 102 required.names 
for each'payload more specific than F-2 
and F-3. To accomplish this, Copley and 
his counterpart, LtCol Edwin J. Istvan of 
the Air Force Office of Missiles and Space 
fSAFMSl staff, devised a system that iden
tified payloads by the type of output data 
they produced Ca digital data stream or a 
wide-bandwidth analog signal l and by the 
radio frequency bands that they inter
cepted. The frequency band configurations 
were numbered l, 2, or 3, and the term 
"digital" was adopted for payloads with 
digital output and "analog" for those with 
analog output. For example, Group 2D 
provided radio frequency coverage from 
0.059 to. 0.130, 2.5 to 3.2, and 8.2 ·to 12.4 
GHz and produced a digital data stream as 
the output. whereas Group 2A provided a 
wide-bandwidth analog output covering 
the same frequency bands. Payloads with 
digital output were EOB and general 
search <GS> co11ectors. Their output was a 
10-kilobit digital data stream. Payloads 
with wideband analog output collected 
technical intelligence (Tl) to determine the 
fine-grain characteristics of radars of the 
highest priority. Their output bandwidth 
was 6 MHz and they utilized the analog 
magnetic instrumentation equipment 
tAM':IEl wideband helical scan video 
recorder developed by RCA for on-orbit 
recording. 

f\J; a further cost-saving measure. the 
third SA.MOS E-lJF-1 Agena vehicle, 2l03, 
with the E-1 photo components· removed, 

--

was redesignated 2301 and reconfigured 
for launch on a Thor booster. The F-1 pay
load became Group 0. the first of the 
Project 102 Thor-boosted launches. 

Although it was conducted as part of 
the SA.MOS Program, Project 102 had 
much more in common Wlth DISCOVERER. 
which was the cover name for the "bla'ck" 
CORONA photo recovery project: They 
both used the same Thor/Agena launch 
configuration and had many common sub· 
systems, they were both under contract to 
LMSC, and administration of the ~white" 
elements of DISCOVERER had been 
'tr!!nsferred to the SAMOS office on 9 Sep
tember 1960. 

It soon became clear that operating 
Project 102 as part of the SAM OS office 
required duplication of most functions of 
the DISCOVERER office except for pay
load operation. As a result, in April 1961 
BGen Robert E. Greer moved Project 102 
from SAFSP to the nearby DISCOVERER 
office, both of them located at the A.ir 
Force El Segundo complex. Thi~ essen
tially meant that Maj Copley and his sec
retary Katherine Holt moved in with Col 
Lee Battle and the DI.SCOVERER devel· 
opment team. The arrangement worked 
out very well with Copley handling the 
SIGINT payloads and Capt Bill Johnson 

, handling the photo payloads. Most other 
! su~ystems :were common _to both pro-
l grams, and from external observation it 

·Was impossible to tell the difference 
between a SIGINT and a p}loto launch. 
There was a difference i.n the security clas· 
sification of the payloads. The photo pay· 
loads were·developed and operated using 
the CIA'scovert ("black") CORONA security 
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system, whereas SIGINT payload~ were 
DOD S~CRET, with strict "need-to-know" 
enforced. 

That this combination of the two pro
grams worked well was proven when, 
instead of the minimum t.wo-out·of-eight 
successes King ha·d predicted, by the end 
of 1965 the SIGINT program had wown to 
nine launches, all of which had been sue· 
cessfuL Lee Battle believed that one man
ager per subsystem or element was more 
than adequate and steadfastly refused to 
fill extra billets that were made available 
to him. The succei;s of the DISCOVERER 
and· 102 proj~cts certainly valida_ted this· 
position. 

When the joint CINDOffagreement 
was signed on 6 September 1961, forming 
the NationaJ Reconnaissance Program, the 
administrative bond between the photo 
and SIGINT sections of the DISCOVERER 
Project Office was strengthened further.s 
The most notable effect was that the ClA 
CORONA payload was now procured and 
Operated under the new joint-agency 
covert DOD-CIA BYEMAN system, which 
included both the CIA's CORONA compart
ment and the Air Force "black" compart
ments (GAMBIT for the photo recovery 
system an~-for SIGINT pro
Jectsl. The Air Force ELINT payloads in 
Project 102 remained DOD SECRET, with 
a strict ~need to know," and were assigned 
'mission numbers~ in the TALENT
KEYHOLE intelligence product protection 
security system. starting with 7151 for the 
Group 0 launch of January 1962. 

__ _,. 

Top 
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By December 1961Project102 was 
settling into its ne~ environment. Due to· 
funding limitations, ev.ery effort was made 
to simplify the configuration and the pro
ject was cut back to seven flights, four in 
1962 and three in 1963. There wquld be 
no Group 2 analog payload and no flexible 
on-orbit programmer for the analog mis
sions. Encryption for the wideband analog 
down·link was still requited .. A project 
ceiling of $33.4 million for FY62 was 
imposed.6 To meet.this ceiling, Copley 
worked closely with George Ptice, the 
LMSC payload director; to assure that 
the Project 102 payload designe'rs were 
imbued with a "no-frills" attitude. Digital 
Group 0 was not a problem since it used 
the last F·l payload and was compatible 
with the subsystems of the Agena vehicle. 

The new digital payloads used many 
of the F -1 techniques including frequency
sweeping supe_rheterodyne receivers; but 
with lightweight solid-state components 
that provided improved versatility and 
reliability. Electronic frequency scan and 
switching were a great improvement over 
the former electromechanical methods 
employed for these functions by the F·l 
payloads. The digital output continued to 
be a 10-kilobit data stream similar to that 
of F -1. The frequency range from 59 to 
12,500 MHz was covered in three configu
rations !Groups 1 through 3). To provide 
the wide-bandwidth TI needed to under
stand the operation of new Sovie~ ABM 
and ground-to-air radars, operation of the 
analog payloads was necessarily more 
complex. Recording of radar intercepts 
was accomplished by the AMIE recorder 
developed for this task by RCA in Camden, 
New Jersey. To obtain the 4-MHz 
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bandwidth of the early models, a helical 
scan machine was developed using four 
recording heads scanning sequentially in 
exactly the way present-day video cassette 
recorders CVCRs) operate. To obtain maxi
mum utilization of the wideband record
ing capability of the AMIE recorder. it was 
necessary to stop the frequency scan of the 
receivers and dwell on the frequency of 
interest whHe making the recorcting. The 
receiver had to either recognize a signal of 
interest (at least, the presence of a signal) 
or be pretuned to suspected frequencies of 
interest. Becaus.e the AMIE recorded only 
when the receiver "recognized" a specific 
signnl. the recording time per orbit was 
frequently very short and used a small 
fraction of the tape available. To avoid 
wearing out the tape by constantly using 
the first few minutes of tape recording 
time, it was necessary to allow the analog 
payloads to co1lect for many orbits before 
reading out the data. This often caused 
the analyst processing the data great diffi
culty in identifying the segment he was 
looking at, particularly when (sometimes 
inadvertently) another read-in occurred 
before all the previous data had been read· 
out. To ease this problem, in later pay
loads the digital data word describing the 
signal characteristics, in addition to time, 
was recorded on the AMIE recorder tape 
along with each intercept. 

I 

I 

The Agena support systems were very 
similar for all DISCOVERER flights 
except that the photo-mission spacecraft 
were horizontally stabilized. while the 
SIGINT missions were vertically stabi
lized, with the front rack of the Agena 
vehicle nadir-oriented. The Agena space
craft would naturally assume a vertical 

.. 
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position with respect to Earth while in 
orbit due t.o the gravity-gradient effect. 
This made the attitude control for the 
SIG INT spacecraft much less complex 
than for the photo systems, which had to 
make constant adjustments. The command 
and control systems were very similar 
except that the SIG INT vehicles had two 
encrypted 10-k.ilobit down-link transmit
ters on the digital missions and an encryp
ted 10-megabit down-link for the analog 
system. Actually, it was not technically 
feasible to encrypt the full 4-MHz band
width of the analog recorder at that time 
(it would have required at least a 40-megabit 
down-link), so the first analog mission 
returned 750-kHz bandwidth of analog 
data via the 10-megabit down-link. This 
system was flown on the first analog mis -
sion, 7156. on 27 February 1964. Afterward. 
the Director ofNSA reviewed the situation 
and determined that, due to the complex
ity of wideband analog data, encryption 
would not be necessary for future analog 
down-link data. 

Both the digital and analog payload 
commands were transmitted via the 
S-band (3.2 GHzl transponder used for 
tracking the Agena. The command instruc
tions for each orbit were generated by the 
Mission Control Center tMCC) in the STC 
for the F-1 and Project 102, Group 0. Only 
off/on commands were available at this 
time and the normal commanding was to 
tum the payload on as it came within 
sight of the Soviet-Sino Bloc and tum it off 
as it exited the area. Command instruc
tions became more complex for the Project 
102 payloads. starting with the Group .2·D 
launch on 18 June 1962. · 
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On 2 May ·1962. the National 

Reconnaissance Office (NRO l was formally 
created and in' July 1962 the Director of 
the NRO <DNRO). Joseph V. Charyk. 
defined his support staff, known as the· 
Office of Space Systems, Office of the 
Secretary of the Air Force (SAFSSt An 
operations staff, SS-4. headed by Col Tom 
Herron, was responsible for working with 
tbe appropriate committees of the USIB to 
translate their requirements to specific 
payload operations and to advise these 
boards of present and planned capabilities 
of the NRO. By this time, the SA.i\(OS 
Program Office at Los Angeles Air Force 
Station had been repamed the Office of 
Special Projects, Office of the Secretary of 
the Air Force <SAFSPl, and was still 
headed by BGen Robert E. Greer. who 
reported directly to Charyk. Greer gave 
his operations staff at SAFSP the office 
symbot== 

DNRO Charyk proposed and received 
an approval from the President's Foreign 
lntelligence Advisory Board rPFIABl in 
1962 that." ... all satellite projects of the 
National Reconnaissance Program (NRP) 
should be handled in the same manner by 
a single operations unit of the NRO 
Staff."7 A Sateliite Operations Center 
lSOCl was created as part of SS-4. an 
office in SAFSS, and w.as located in Room 
BD.944 in the Pentagon. Initially, the 
~OC,was concern~ primarily with task
ing the CORONA and GAMBIT photo pro
grams and exercised minimal control over 
the SICINT satellites. which, like the 
Photo, satellites. were controlled from the s . . 
atelhte Test Center rSTCl in Sunnyvale. 

In the SIGINT acena, the initial function 
OfSQc was to translate USIB requirements 

PL 86-36/50 use 3605 

into mission requiremems fdr specific pay
loads. The National Security Agency 
rNSA> representative who 
had joined the NRO staff as part of the 
1962 DNRO agreements. became increas
ingly involved in this process. In 1964. as 
the SIG INT satellite payloads. and conse
quently their commanding or wtasking" 
<planning and controlling their collection 
opcrat

1

ions) became more complex]dSf 

-~f NSA was added to the SOC staff 
to oversee the SIGINT tasking require
ments. These requirements were tr.ans
mitted to-in Los Angeles where, in 
conjunction with the MCC perso.nnel at 
the STC, they were translated into specific 
tasking for each mission. Lock.heed tech
nical personnel at the STC ensured that 
operation of the satellite vehicle support 
subsystems was optimized. 

The lifetimes of the early vehicles 
were limited to between six and 20 days 
depending on the weight of the batteries 
that could be carried. In ]ate 1962 the 
"standard" Agena D satellite development 
was initiated at AFBMD, basically to con
trol cost. This vehicle made it possible for 
each project to choose "accessories". to CUS· 

tomize the standard Agena bus. This 
improvement. plus the thrust augmented 
Thor <TAT) program, which added three 
solid rockets to the Thor booster. increased 
the available on-orbit weight and flexibil
ity of the Agena. Lockheed incorporated 
solar arrays starling with vehicle 2702, 
launched on 19 July 1965. ELINT payload 
life gradually increased from 51 days for 
2702 to over one year for the follow-on 
MULTIGROUP and STRAWMAN payloads. 

. ~ ·····-··· 
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The Group 0 digital mission, vehicle 
2301, mission 7151, was launched on 
21 February 1962 from Vandenberg AFB. 
California. The tube-type F-1 receiver 
operated successfully for six days in orbit 
until the spacecraft batteries were depleted 
and the mission was terminated. It became 
the first Project 102 mission to collect data 

· from the Soviet Union and read-out data 
at the New Hampshire and Hawaii remote 
tracking stations CRTSs> as well as at the 
Vandenberg RTS. Data were processed in 
essentially the same _'way that the F -1 data 
had been handled. The output from the F-1 
ground data handling equipment in the 
STC was processed on the CDC 1604 com
puter to validate each intercept and. based 
on the vehicle ephemeris, translate time of 
intercept into geoposition. 

Development of the data handling 
subsystem. SIS I ofWS-117L. was under 
way prior to the formation of SAFSP. It 
was designed to process the data from the 
wideband photo readout (RF down-llnked) 
surveillance system on film and the data 
from the ELINT readout systems as they 
were recorded on magnetic tape at the 
tracking stations. When Acting Secretar)' 
of the.Air Force Joseph V.' Charyk directed 
the change of prograrn emphasis from 
readout to re<:overy on 4 November 1960, 
he also cancelled Subsystem I.B This left 
the S/S F ELINT data users ·with no sys
tem to process the SIS F data. The LMSC 
data processing·ofrealtime readouts in the 
STC for engineering evaluation was the 
only capability available to produce vali
dated and geopositioned intercepts from 
the Group O payload. By applying the 
LMSC processing ·system to all of the data 
(rather than just 'the realtime readouts), it 

Top 
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was possible to provide both the NSA and 
SAC with verified intercepts containing 
emitter parameters and locations. 

During 1961. increasing emphasis 
was placed on protecting the security of 
Project 102 .data and mission operations. 
John G. Schaub. the Lockheed Project 102 
manager. recognized the difficulty of pro
tecting both the hardware and the data in 
building 104,' the heart of the Lockheed 

.building complex at Sunnyvale,.Califomia. 
whieh was surrounded by a myriad of 
unclassified activities. To provide a facil
ity where good security could be main
tained, he convinced Lockheed manage
ment that an isolated location was required. 
This led to the construction of-

- in a.n isolated area of 
Sunnyvale formerly occupied by tomato 
fields. For many years this area was 
known as the 
.housed tlie unclass1hed spacecraft 
development and test activities, and
- provided a secure area to conduct 
the classified development program, check 
out the payload, and process the recon
naissance data. 

Th.e buil~ings were completed in 
January 1962, shortly before the launch of 
vehicle 2301, and included an F-1 ground 
data handler and CDC 1604 computer f9r 
processing the·data. The original plans for 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1)>25Yrs 

·-called fora single stairway at 
• one end of.each building. Realizing the 

inconvenience this could cause when an 
individual.on the stairless end wanted to 

go from floor to floort Scha~b insisted that 
there be stairways on both ends of the 
buildings. When he won this battle, the 
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a name it presumably retains 
to this day. 

The data from mission 7151, Group 0, 
was checked in by comparing 
the computer output with manually 
processed data from the calibration vans. 
The STC capability was used primarily for 
realtime data evaluation for mission con
trol purposes. Preprocessing of mission 
7151 data at both the STC and"m 

.produced 4.800 intercept words of 
high-quality corrected data, which were 
serit to NSA on IBM 727 digital tape for 
processing at their operations building at 
Fort Meade, Maryland. Initial processing 
was done on the IBM 7090 computer and 
later on the IBM 7094. Each intercept 

NSA processors to refine the radar charac· 
teristics and determine a common area in 
the individual circles of coverage, thereby 
itnproving the location accuracy and 
enhancing identification of the intercept. 

The NSA operational ELINT organi

zation, headed by'l":i!lftr .. 1 used 
MILGO plotters to displa\hi overlapping 

• EO 13Ei26 3 3( 

uata, which were provided to the Defense 
Intelligence Agency <DIA) for EOB listings 
and to othe~/customers for their direct use. 

But early location accuracy produced by 
the overlapping circles was generally poor, 
with a circular error probable lCEPl as 
great as'j•11t•• By the conclusion of 
mission 7152, in Jun'e 1962, the LMSC 
team inf--ad refined s,c. lected 
data to a•n• • • • _p1mp•p1~nd 
concluded that this was about the limit of 
the system as then constituted. The pre
processed ELINT data were also sent to 
the 544th RTG at SAC Headquarters. 
Offutt AFB, Omaha, Nebraska. fqr further 
processing on their Finder { AN/GSQ· l) 
computer system. The ·ou~put of this pro
cessing was added to the Single Integrated 
Operations Plan (SJOP), which SAC used 
to control all their borrtbing missions, 

Ed Stillman, one Of the earl~ LMSC 
pro~essing team members, recalled that 
his first assignment at Lockheed was in 
EO 13526 3 3(b)( working w,ith Jack; Shepherd. 
also of Lockheed, to handle the ground 
segment of this mission and also mission 
7152. flown in June 1962. To v~ri(v the 
accuracy of the data, Stillman used loca
tions. of known radars in Alaska I such as 
~e -MSQ-1) to correct the biases in the 
EL~NT reconnaissance data. The first 
thing that Stillman discovered in the data 
from vehicle 2301 <mission 7151} was that 
the arithmetic signs of spi;icecI'aft pit.ch 
and roll had been entered :into the com
puter reversed. Once this was corrected, 
Stillman was able to correlate the data. 
He discovered this error tnrough manual 
analysis a,nd has since co~e to believe that 
m9,nually checking computer data (at least 
the initial and unusual datal;is really 

.. mandatory.' 
·-, ...... 

• Ci~l~;'emr,pnibabl• ICEP;~.• ,term for ...:curacy. It 
means tha' 50 Pei'tl!ni.arall l.t1e ~alions reported will be 
within this distance of th'e·co~t IQaltion. 
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Vehicle 2312, Qtission 7152, was 
launched on 18 June 1962 carrying the 
first Project 102 digital payload, Group 2-D. 
This first all-solid.:state system had many 
advantages over the vacuum tubes and 
mechanical scanners oCthe Group 0 !F-1) 
payload. In addition to extended fre
quency coverage, this system was much 
lighter, more reliable, and used consider
ably less power. Expectations for a long, 
·useful life, however, were dashed on the 
·second evening of operation lat about four 

and his Lockheed payload engineers could 
not deliver the Group lD payload by the 
November 1962 launch availability of the 
new Thor, so Battle substituted .a photo 
bird. When it was launched on 16 November 
1962. one of the solids failed to fire. promptly 

·dumping the payload into the Pacific Ocean. 
The next flight, vehicle 2.'313, missiop 7153. 
with a Group 1 digital payload. lau~ched . 
on 16 January 1963 using a Thor. was suc
cessful. However, the mission lasted only 
two days due to a battery failure. It col-

a.m.). In those days program office J)er- . 
aonnel felt obligated to be in the Mission 
Control Center CMCC) of the Satellite Test 
Center (STC) to supervise the conduct of 
all orbital operations until everything was 
checked out and became routine .. When 
the satellite was .. acquired" on orbit 26, It 
appeared that the tape recorder would not 
read-out during the pass. What actul;llly 
happened was that a "read~in" command 
had been sent by mistake. So, when the 
program office decisic;n to send another 
read-out command wa.s executed, the tape 
recorder tried to operate in forward and 
reverse simultaneously. This ended the 
mission and caused .an immediate redesign 
of the recorder cominand system. It also 
terminated the continuous presence of pro
gram office personnel i.n the· MCC (with· 
out. at least, some occasional sleep). 

EO 13526 3.3(b)(1 )>25Yrs, EO 13526 1.4(c)<25Yrs. EO 

The Douglas Corporation, which man· 
ufactured the Thor booster, invented a 
method of increasing the booster's thrust 
by strapping three XLR-81 solid rockets to 
its base. Lee Battle of the DISCOVERER 
team decided that vehicle 2313 would be a 
good one to use for testing the new booster, 
which was called the thrust-augmented 
Thor <TAT). Unfortunately, George Price 

the Soviet Union. Some months before. 
shortly after he was designated DNRO, 
Joseph Charyk changed the project identi
fier from 102 to 698BK. This mode vehicle 
2313 the first launch under the new pro-. 
gram number and changed the security 
classification to DOD SECRET. SPECIAL 
HANDLING. 

Vehicle 2314. mission 7154. a Group 1 
digital payload, was launched on. 29 j'une 
1963 using a TAT booster, as did all subse
quent 698BK launches. It established a 
program record of 10 days of orbital opera· 
tions and produced approximately 140,000 
good intercept words. The first wideband 
analog mission. 7156; was launched on 

1 
vehicle 2316. 27 February 1964, with a 

t mission life of 12 days. The value of the 
' data was degraded by erratic operation of 

the wideband AMIE helical-scan tape 
recorder, mostly caused by tape "gunking~ 
of the recording heads, resulting in fre· 
q uent loss of data from one or two of the 

.fo~.:~~()_r~~f}~~~d~:.~~d_ow~~link~~1\~~----
EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs, EO 13526 3 5(c) 
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limited the analog data bandwidth to 
about 750 MHz and further degraded the 
data. A previous payload named HAYLOFI', 
mission 7210, had been orbited as an aux
iliary payload on the POPPY Program 
launch of 11 January 1964 as a test bed for 

·the AMIE recorder and KW-26 encrypt0r . 

Project 698BK, vehicle 2316, also car
ried a.n auxiliary payload that was to 
become an il'ltegral part of future Project 

. 770 missions. The story ofthis P.ayload 
began in Garland, Texas, a little over two 
years earlier, at the Electronic Systems 
Division of Ling-Temco"Vought (LTV). By 
the summer of 1962. Maj Copley had insti
tuted regular monthly meetings to review 
the status of all the Program A SIGINT 
projects. Frequently these meetings would 
be held at the facility of a payload contrac
tor. Organizations and representatives 
typically attending. in addition to Copley 
and/or his newly assigned assistant. Capt 
John O'Connell, would be '"m from 
the Office of ELINT <OELl at CIA (who 
was assigned to assist Copley in interpret
ing requirements and evaluating payload 
configurations). from NSA, J 
Eldon Sasser from SAC, Don Wipperman....---"-~ 

, from the US Air Force Security Service 
f~f;,:~;:r~;:;~;:: .. ::'.:'.":::,::::~:. 

IAFSS), and on ·occasion, representatives 
from other government organizations. plus 
LMSC and the payload subcontractors. 
George Price, Bill Harris. and Vince Henry 
ofLMSC would present the project status, 
which would be followed by a discussion of 
problems or changes necessary. It was not 
unusual for new payload ideas to be pre
sented at these meetings, followed by dis
cussion of their merits. 

Intr:oduction of the new auxiliary pay· 
load came about in exactly this way. Gene 
Kieffer, President of LTV Electronic 
Systems Division Hater E-Systems) in 
Dallas, Texas, had approached both Price 
and Copley about an interferometer-type 
payload that promised to obtain rwrr19 
location accuracy from a 275-mile-high 
orbit. At a meeting in October 1962 at the 
LTV E·Systems facility, Kieffer presented 
the results of ar: aircraft 
test that supportea tn1s accuracy predic
tion when translated to a EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yr 

. space payload targeted against the new 
EO 13526 1.4(c)<25Yrs, EO 13526 3.5(c) 

l 
EO 1.4.(c) 
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I 
version of the S-band system that shot 
down F. Gary Powers' U-2l. The payload 
idea gained wide acceptance and was 
named BIRD DOG for its pointing 
a.ccuracv. Desoite some concern for sensi-

EO 13526 3.3(b)r1 )>25Yrs EO 1Vi261 4{c)' 2'5Yrs, EO 1 

I 

orn.u UV\...Y was mctuaea as an aux111ary 
payload on 2316 and the following three 
vehicles, 2315 and 2317 of the 698BK 
Project and 2702 of the 770 Project. 

The interferometer used phase mear 
surements to describe the angle-of-arrival 
of a signal based on intercept of a sing!(! 
pulse. A digital word was formed in the 
payload, identifying the location cell bi 
the phase measurements of the intercept. 
New digital words were formed for each of 
the multiple hits on the same radar while 
the emitter was in the spacecraft·fiel4-of
view. Digital words that described toe 
same signal parameters and whose cells 
were in an approximate straight lin~ PJlr· 
allcl with the flight path of the spacecraft 
were combined to produce more accurate 
locations than was possible with a single 
direction-finding hit. The digital payload 
output was preprocessed at LMSC to cor- · 
rect for vehicle attitude and receiver and 
antenna calibration. These data were sent 
lo NSA, where intercepts were combined 
and emitters identified. SAC also received 
and processed the same data for .direct 
entry into the SIOP. BIRD DOG produced 
the first high volume locations with accu-:ciesOetter thru.._, 

ere oft.en as good as 1 
I 

iE.J 1.4. (cl 

'PL 86-36/so use 360-5 

Vehicle 2315, mission 7155, a Group 2 
digital payload. was launched on 3 July 
1964. It operated for 17 davs and oro-

EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs EO 13526 3 5(c) 

The last Project 698BK digital pay
load, 2317, mission 7157, carrying a Group 
3 digital payload, was launched on 3 
November 1964 and operated for four 
days. In addition to the digital output. to 
supplement the technical intelligence !TI l 
output of the wideband analog missions. 
the detected video output from the 
receivers was recoTded in analog format on 
a 100-k.Hz bandwidth Leach magnetic 
'recordeT. The analog data proved to have 
limited value since the r~dar pulses had to 
be "stretched" to fit the 100-kHz band
width of the recorder, thus preventing 
effective analysis of the "fine grain" char
acteristics of the radar .pulses needed for 
the TI mission. The location accuracy of 
the 698BK digital data provided to SAC 
and NSA had improved to aporox1mateiv 

EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs. EO 13526 3 5(c) 

Also launched on vehicle 2317 was 
the auxiliary payload BIRD DOG 3. This 
version used an inflatable antenna system 

EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs, EO 13526 3.S(c) 

the antenna proved to be incapable of 
withstanding orbital conditions and col
lapsed, completely ending thoughts of low
frequency BrRD DOGs. A powerful 
ground camera snapped a picture of this 
subsidiary payload in orbit and it was an 
ugly, wrinkled sight! 
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I 
After the earlier June 1962 laup.ch of 

the Group 2 digital payload, mission 7152, 
all of the Project 102/698BK digital data 
were preprocessed by Lock.heed in 1ptm1 
•using their CDC 1604 computer. In 
preparation for the processing of 7152 dig
ital data, it was necessary to update the 
previously used F-1 processing capability 
to match the new payload format. The F-1 
ground data handler was not useable 
without major changes in hardware logic, 
and it was recognized that, with the 
advances iri data processing technology, 
writing computer softwar(1 was much more 
effective. than constantly rebuilding hard
ware logic circuits to match new formats. 
A program was written for the CDC 1604 
computer to translate the 10-kilobit F-2 
down-link data into radio frequency, pulse
width, pulse repetition rate, and tlme data 
for each intercept. A second program vali
dated this data and translated time into 
geolocation using the vehicle ephemeris. 

Since the project number was still 
102 at that time. gi~en the contemporary 
!>Opularity of a St. Louii; beer known as 
Brew 102, it wasn't strange that these 
computer software programs became 
known as BREW 1 and BREW 2. In the 
summer of 1962 when the CDC 1604 com
puters were upgradecho much more capa· 
ble CDC 3200s and the pl'()ject name was 
changed to 698BK. it seemed only logical 
to change these program names io the 
rnore conventional ferret system terms. 
ROOK ancl'•f'tW' 

The validated ELINT output of these 
software programs was sent to both NSA 
and SAC. Once NSA had assumed the 
responsibility for processing ELINT data 

in the fall of 1961, NSA and SAC had 
become parallel processors. A Memorandum 
of Understanding between NSA and SAC 
was signed on 11 September 1962 that 
clarified these ELINT processing arrange
ments. SAC would process certain space 
vehicle ELIN"!' signals data ·in response to 
the llperational intelligence need and in 
satisfaction of tasking instructions 
provided by NSA. NSA would provide 
planning and technical support and 
gujdance.ll 

M<lj Eldon Suser 

· A practical demonstration of this 
cooperation occurred late in 1962, when 
Raymond B. Potts of NSA Research artd 
Development <R&D> met with Maj Eldon 
Sasser and Capt Donald Wagner. SAC 
544th Reconnaissance Technical Group 
<RTG). at NSA, Fort Meade, Maryland, to 
discuss a SAC requirement for a special
purpose signal deinterleaver and photo-

! 
graphic .output to process U-2 arid satellite 
data collected in dense s~gnal environments. 

;j The deinterleaver consisted of special· 
I purpose equipment that accepted analog 
I signals on magnetic tape and used digital . 

ChaJ)ter 4 95 
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counters and hardware logic to separate 
overlapping signals <deinterleaving them> 
of the same pulse repetition interval < PRI) 
before filming the analog data for analysis. 
Mitford Mathews, Assistant Director for 
NSA R&D, approved the development of 
the special-purpose deinterleaver and pro
posed to develop an analog-to-digital 
converter and the necessary computer so.ft. 
ware to provide an automated analysis 
system for .SAC. Mathews personally 
developed the software and Potts directed 
the development of the analog-to-digital 
converter in-house at NSA. Fort Meade. 
Potts also obtained a five-channel photo
graphic scrip film unit to photograph the 
output from the special-purpose deinter
leaver from Space·Technology LSboratories 
!STLl in El Segundo, California: The work 
at STL was under the direction of Douglas 
Royal. This equipment was instaUed at 
SAC headquarters in Omaha, Nebraska, in 
early 1965. • l2 

\ . 
Since .the initiation of the 698BK 

Project in June 1962. the project had been 
operating under the security of SECRET. 
SPECIAL HANDLING, even though the 
balance of the NRO projects by now were 
all operating under the BYE.MAN securitv 
system, including the POPPY project. In· 
order to achieve uniformity, 698BK was 
brought under the BYEMAN svstem in 
November 1963 and the progra~ number 
was changed to 770. ·Since the contracting 
was switched from Air Force SECRET, 
SPECIAL HANDi..ING to SECRET/ 
BY:EMAN, it was necessary to change the 
vehicle numbering system to disguise the 
connection between 698BK and 770. The 
first 770 Agena vehicle became 270 l. 
which was a POPPY Project launch in 
March 1965. 

As a consequence of these changes, 
Copley had been moved from the 
DISCOVERER Program Office back to the 
nearby Air Force Special Projects Office 
tSAFSP> in El Segundo in November 1962. 
Within SAFSP, all the SIGINT projects 
were assigned to the SIGINT Project 
Office.ml with Col Robert Yundt as 
chief. Copley became Chief of the Payload 
Section•wr1 In Juiy 1964 Copley was 
tr.ansferred from Los Angeles to Andrews 
AFB. Maryland, and.Capt John. O'Connell, 
~ho had joined Copley during the DIS-

. COVERER days, took charge or'"'1 To 
provide O'Connell with adequate support, 
in the summer of 1964 Yundt requested 
technical assistance from The Aerospace 
Corporation, similar to the support that 
firm was providing the photo programs. 
An Aerospace group under Sandy Evans 
was formed for this purpose. He assigned 

• Thi< spe:ci~l-purpa!'e drinurle11ver· was a harrlwa~ logic 
devire that would open logic car.es or windows so that all 
tht analog pulses from a particular radar would ~ avail
abl11 for film•ng on Qnf channel Or track Dn the film. This 
systern would separate up to.live signal~ from five differ· 
ent radars with the sam•.PR!. The filming deyice would 
prest'nt fiye parallel tracksofd1ti~.ne ~~~.h dein: ·····---·· 
tcrlea\'~r output. 
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Col Rohm W. Yundt 

lop~ 
~·OlCON 

following a series of monthlv trios to 
Sunnyvale, California, 
assigned to reoresent.~ ~ 

undt was U:nsure of 
NSA motives and required that 

'every time he visitedmand 
to log in arid .out when he did so. Even
tually,-.convinced Yundt that 
~rts were desirable and this 

· unneceSS<'\ry prohibition was lifted. 

Daymond Sp_eece to support software devel
opments. Maj.John G. Kulpa was assigned 
as Chief of-shortly thereafter: 

The first :Project 770 mission was 
vehicle 2702, mission 7158, laµ.nched on 
16 July 1965, the legacy of vehiclt! 2316. 
miss.ion 71S6. which had been the firsL 
wideband ~na)og payload Cit was launched 
on 2·7 Febt1.lary 1964). I~ was a Group 3 
configurati1m covering 640 MHz to 8.28 
GHz. It operated for 51 days and marked 
the first eff~ctive ~se of solar arrays,op a 
SIG INT vehicle (vehicles startjng witn 
2316 had solar arrays, but battery prob
lems prevented effective use or very long 
life). NSA had been pl~nnin~ to process 
these data since late in 1962, when NSA's 
Ray Potts re:i;ponded to a requirement 
from NSA o~etatidns and conducted a 
study of the ?11alog-to-digital conversion 

To further improve relationships 
.etween the NRO and the NSA in their 
collection and processing activities, the 
DNSA proposed on ?~-~~i:!_~a_ry ~~E)';lto 

! needs to prodess the analog data that 
. i l would be coll~~ted \ly the 698BK analog 

:c System. A sP,e~ia~ high-speed analog-to-

.. 

digital conve~er.HEERMAN, was pro
posed and sul;>sequently developed in
house in 1963, by NSA R&D . 

.The BEEll1-JA-N eqµipment had been 
operated 'in th~ Il&D spa~s at NSA to 
support the mib~ipn 7156 and 7210 launches 
in 1964; a~d i~'.u,sed the R&D CDC 1604 
computer as t~eibuffer tape controUer to 
provide te111pof11ry digital-data storage 
and control for\~he digital-tape recorders . 

•·.···---··· . ·. J 
.PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 
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The Bf:_§~~'J analog-to~digi~al convert~r 
EO 13526 3 3(b)t1)>25Yrs. EO 13526 1 4(q<25Yrs EO 13 

into a digital format for computer process-
EO 135261 4(c)<25Yrs, EO 13526 3 3!bJ(1 )>25Yrs EO 13 

operations served a useful R&D function. 
but due to the short life of the missions 
and relatively narrow 750 kHz bandwidth 
of the unencrypted data, very little useful 
product was collected. BEERl\1AN was 
installed in operational spaces at NSA in 
late 1964 after the specially designed 
buffer tape controller was delivered by 
Control Qata Corporation. Potts. mean· 
while, moved from NSA R&D to NSA 
Operations as Chief of Special Projects 
i K-4/SPl in May 1965 and was responsible 
for processing, analysis, and reporting of 
data collected by SIGINT satellites. 

Everything was in place to support. 
mission 7158, the first mission whose out
put data would record predetection in 6-MHz 
bandwidth analog form and transmit to 
the ground without encryption. Computer 
programs had been written by NSA to pro
cess this data and to produce locations and 
identifications. The computer printouts 
were also used to scan the data for signals 
analysis. Considerable manual analysis of 
the analog data and the computer output 
was required to produce useable results 
from this first wideband analog mission. 
Experience gained in processing and ana
lyzing the data from this mission in 1965 
provided valuable design information for 
follow-on systems. la 

98 The SlGINT Satellite Slorv 

The last F-2 type payload was mission 
7160. carried on vehicle 2703, a Group 3-D 
payload launched on 9 February 1966. Tt 
also carried a 100-k.Hz bandwidth Leach 
magnetic tape recorder of the ·same type 
used on mission 7157 for analog-signal 
detection. Altogether, 736 readouts of digi
tal and 429 readouts of analog data were 
collected during the seven-month lifetime 

', of the payload. Several thousand updates 
· to the EOB data were furnished to DLA 

and SAC, but the analog data suffered 
from the same bandwidth restrictions that 
plagued th~ mission 7157 data. and little 
t~chnical intelligence fTJ) was produced. 

Vehicle 2703 also carried an auxiliary 
payload proposed by LTV E-Systems as., 
follow-on to the BIRD DOG series. This 
vers10n. known as SE"lvfER, was desig-ned 

EO 1.4.(c) 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 



the best achieved to that date. A byprod
uct of this best-ever accur<1cy was the dis
covery by Ed Stillman of LMSC that the 
vehicle was yawing in response to the 
interaction of the vehicle's magnetic field 
with the magnetic field of the Earth. 
Duane Scott of the guidance department 
was able to calculate these forces and com" 
pensate for them by placing magnets 
appropriately on the vehicle structure to 
counteract the natural forces. This proce-

. dure was used to damp unwanted oscilla
tions on the following MULTI GROUP and I 
S1'RAWMAN missions with great success. 

i 

By the end of 1965 it was becoming 1 
increasingly obvious that'p* Ob . 
bursting at the seams. Moreover,
.was not designed to provide the elec
tronic security required, particularly for 
personnel involved in data analysis at the 
product level and for the CO MINT pay-
loads, where testing and processi°" of sen
sitive data were very difficult. The need 
for a more secure facility, adequate to sup-

1
, 

pon expanded testing and processing 1 

requirements, became obvious tq contrac-
tor and government personnel alike. Bill 
Harris and Bill Troetschel, LMSC, respon
sible for the AFTRACK packages; George 
Price, LMSG, in the 698BK area; Jerry , 
r.h.-;~•:--•en. LMSC, in processing-
-US Army, representing N.:;,n,; 

~George Barthel, US Air Force, . 
representing SAC. all lobbied John 
Schaub. LMSC Program Manager. to press 
for a new building adequate for all their 
activities. Schaub listened and with the 
hacking of Fritz Oder, LMSC Vice President 
for Programs, and Jim Plummer, also an 
LMsc Vfoe President, convinced Dan 
llaughton. LMSC Chairman of the Board, 

~PL a6-36/5o use 3605 

to invest in an aoorooriate facility. Thus, 
constru.ction ol ..vas initiated 
in the LMSC complex at ~unnyvale. 
California, and was completed just in time 
to process the output of the first of the new 
MULTIGROUP payloads, launched 28 
December 1966. 

-EO 1.4.(c) 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

MULTIGROUP Launches 

By the summer of 1962 it was becom

ing clear to many on the 698BK develop
ment team 'that improvements could be 
made in the design oft.he 698B.K payioads. 
which had a set of fixed frequency combi-
nat . 1, 2, or 3 and cover-
ing that had to be 
selected long before launch. No other fre· 
quency coverage was possible w1thout 
major payload modification. This was pri
manly because· the antenna configurations 
were very difficult to change without 
major redesign and testing. Additionally, 
the command and control support systems 
were limited in flexibility by the small 
number'of commands available. 

To develop a payload more responsive 
to changing requirements, LMSC and AIL 
initiated proposal activity to develop a 
new payload, configuration to be called 
MULTI GROUP. It would have eight fre
quency bands, each with a matched 
antenna. Any four bands could be flown 
on any given mission with minimal 
turnaround time_ It also would be capable 

EO 13526 1 4(c)~25Yrs, EO 13526 3 5(c) 

system and an on-oro1t programmer would 
also improve system flexibility. 
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In June 1963. LtCol John Copley, 
along with George Price, Chief of the 
LMSC Payload Office, briefed the mem· 
bers of the Washington NR.O statf~SAFSS) 
on details of the itew payload project. In 
.November 1963, approval to initiate devel
opment of the MULTIGROUP project was 
received from Brockway McMillan, who 
had replaced Joseph V. Charyk as the 
DNRO in April 196.3. In April 1964 
McMillan approved launch of the first 
MULTI GROUP for April 1966, plus three 
additional launches fo'FY67. This was 
later reduced to three total launches when 
the successor STRAWMAN project was 
approved in September 1966. 

The configurat_ion of the first Projec~ 
. 770 MULTIGROUP vehicle 2731, mission 
7161, was similar to the previous Project · . 

i 
I 

·1, 770 Agena launch vehicle 2703 with the 
exception of the new payload and improved 
UHF command system. It was the last 
Project 770 mission to use the TAT booster 
of the former 69~BK project. The launch 
date slipped .to 28 December 1966, mostly 
because of changes caused by concerns 
over the technical characteristics Of the 
payload. The numbers and density of 
Soviet radars were increasing rapidly, and 
signal overlapping and interference were 
becoming diffictilt to deal with. Additionally. 
th·e presence of high-power continuous-
wave <CW) signals <such a_s television ·and 
high-power point-ta-point communica- · 
tions) had made processing of698BK pay
lond data even more complex. These sig-
nals tended to overpower the antenna's 

EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs, EO 13526 3 5(t,) 

signal-processing programs To address 
these technical problems, the bandwidth of 
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EO 13526 1.4(c)<25Yrs, EO 13526 3 5(c) 

mak.mg tt possible tor the data processors 
to, at a minimum, detect the presence of 
interference. 

EO 1.4.(c) 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

MGt"n Jahn L. Martin, Jr. 

BGen !later MGenl John L. Martin. 
Jr .. named Director of Special Projects at 
El Segundo. California, on l July 1965. 
became· concerned about the efficacy of 
performing a system test of the integrated 
payload and vehicle system in EO 1 35.26 :Uth)(1) 

at Sunnyvale and then disassembling it for 
shipment to Vandenberg AFB for launch. 
This required reassembly of the system at 
the Vandenberg vehicle assembly building 
and retest prior to launch. Not only did 
this process cause excl;lssive wear and tear 
on the system, but it also made very 
attractive the option of shipping the pay
load and Agena from Sunnyvale with prob
·1erns ("open items") that presumably would 
be solved or fixed at Vandenberg. After · 
co,-isiderable study. a new, more rapid fac
tory-to-pad system of processing the pay
load and vehicle as.a unit was inltiated for 

.: ... ...- .. 



I 
Agena vehicle 2731. Named FASTBAJ,.L, 
it set as a goal 17 days from receipt of the 
payload at Vandenberg AFB to launc~. 

LtCol Jack Sides, who had replaced 
Yundt as the .. Project Direetor, felt 
confident enough to direct the launch on 
29 December 1966, just 25 working days 
after 2731 had arrived at the ha.Se. 
Despite the misgivings of many of the con· 
tractors and launch crew, and' much to the 
delight of Sides. the launch was perfect 
and the spacecraft operated with no prob
lems on orbit. Sides, who was retiring 
from the Air Force at the end of December, 
considered this an excellent Chri!itr.nas 
present! His successor, Col David D. 

· Bradburn, presided over the remaining 
two MULTI GROUP launches with equal 
success. 

Project 770 MULTIGROUP Ageria 
Vehicles 2732 and 2733 were boosted into 
orbit by an improved Thor booster using 
CASTOR solid rocket motors replacing the 
former XLR-8 ls. The extra thrust made it 
J>Ossible for vehicle 2732 to carry an add
on payload called DONKEY.- which used a 
6-foot parabolic "wrapped rib• dish 
antenna that deployed pn orbit, in addi· 
tion to the originally scheduled SETI'ER 
lA.and MULTIGROUP 2 payloads. 
MULTIGROUP set new records for. length. 
of on-orbit operation. Vehicle 2731 lasted 
over five months. the DONKEY payload 
0n 2732 went a few days longer, and 2733 
Produced data for almost 15 months! A 
great deal of this success is attributable to 
improved solar arrays and batteries devel-
0Ped for the Agena D vehicle. 

PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

The more sophisticated commanding 
and programming capabili'ty of these pay
lOads, which permitted many different 
aqjustments Of the payloads during each 
o~b~tal collection pass, stimulated iin effort 
to use the collection system in the most 
effective way. In July 1961 of 
NSA joined the staff a't the Satellite 
Operntions Center <SOC) at SAFSS and 
became a part of the effort to translate 
USIB guidance into vehicle operations 
responsive to this direct.ion. NSA tasking 
messages were sent to the STC from the 
SOC, pr,oviding both long-term and imme· 
diate operating direction. These "ITE~rr· 
messages. as they were called, combined 
NSA and NRO interpretation of USIB 
guidance .. Alerts to upcoming Soviet activ
ities were provided by NSA through their 
Defense Special Missile and Astronautics 
Center COEFSMACl so that payload task
ing could be responsive. 

In. the late summer of 1966, the 
Director; NSA, LGen Marshall S. Carter. 
US Anny, and Ray Potts visited the 
SAFSP contractor facility at LMSC while 

was under construction. The 
poss1b1t1ty ot exp~nding NSA's participa
tion with the Air Force and its contractor. 
was discussed with the local SAFSP repre
sentative and witH"'tlP?'the NSA 
representative at LMSC. On 28 October 
1966 NSA forwarded to the Director SAFSP 
a concept paper regarding the establish-· 
ment of an NSA Support Detachment 
(NSDi at Sunnyvale, 'Califomia.16 

Completed in December 1966J,.!'tti 
-was put to immediate use. Vince 
~f LMSC. now manager of the"'1f""•f ... 1""y~Z'ly 
payload program, had established a need 
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for a secure test and checkout area. This 
need dovetailed.well with the g?vernrnent 
need for a secure data-analysis facility. 
The DNSA forwarded a letter to the 
Director, SAFSP. on 14 February 1967 
describing the scope and nature of a West 
Coast NSD at-and advising 
that SAC had agreed to participate in the 
detachment to support NSA processing 
and to serve as the SAC liaison officer.11 
The NSA Assist~t Director for Production, 
Oliver Kirby, subsequently forwarded a 
memorandum to DNRO Alexander H. Flax 
on 29 February 1967, informing him of the 
plans aqd rationale for the detachrnent.18 
On 15.March 1967 the Director SAFSP 
concurred with the objectives and func
tions outlined for the NSD and agreed to 
arrange for contractor support by LMSC. 19 . 

The NSD was established in Julv 
withlll 

ad resigned 
1rom the Army in March 1967 and con-
verted to civilian status with NSA. report
ing to Potts <K4/SP>. ·Assigned t< 

was a1so assigned as an NtsA 
intelligence information research techni-
. . ...... 

t1an. Also working for•••• - ••were 
Maj Bob Jackson. US Air Force. and Maj 
Billy Thornton. US Air Force, of Operating 

·Location 65 <0L65);SAC. TWo analyst 
P<>sitions I operating stations) were quickly 

•

SP• up using M!ncom 1-MHz recorder5 that. 
'obtained." although the recorders were 

\Jnginally intended for Georg~ Cotter, 
already a senior official at NSA! Later they 
were replaced by projierly_ordered recorders, 
and Cott~r got his Mincoms back. This 

:_g 

capability was augmented by signals anal
ysis support from LMSC that was later 
expanded by the establishment of an 
Ll\ISC Special Signals Analysis Team 
(SSAT), headed by John Riley, which did 
in-depth analysis of new and unusual 
intercepts. The initial mission for tbe 
NSD was to prescan data and do prelimi
nary analysis on signals of interest. In 
addition, the detachment was to support 

I' all West Coast NSA operations and inter
faces witl:t the SAFSP and their contrac· . 

'1 
I 

! 

tors located on the West Coast. To do this, 
the detachment had direct communications 
with K4/SP at NSA using a dedicated 
secure teletype link known as the 
..SUNCOM.~ 

The NSA Support Detachment <~Sm 
activities pretty well filled up one side of 

was built 
essentially in the form of two mirror 
images, with space between the two halves 
of the building to park and check out the 
calibration vans. On the processing side, 
the new building made it possible for NSA 
to delegate certain ELINT data processing 

Top I __ 
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and analysis activities to LMSC pel'50nnel, 
under NSD direction. In December 1966 
.LtCol Jack Sides .• and Potts agreed 
to place an NSA engineer as an integrated 
member of the SAFSP staff in El Segundo 
to manage the SAFSP processing opera
tion at LMSC in Sunnvvale (both NRO and 
NSA responsibilities}. 
was assigned from NSA, .K.4/~l-'. and 
arrived atlmlin February 1967. He was 
welcomed by Col David D. Bradburn, who 
by then had succeeded Sides as head of 

- This action coincided with the 
i=:'mentation of the Mission and Data 
Services {MADS) contract with LMSC to 
support processing activities in!Mltltt 

llflland also to suooort analvsis activities 
EO 1352b 1 4(ei<25Yrs. E() 13526 3 5(1 

An action occurred on 29 September 
1967 that illustrates the spirit of coopera· 
tion engendered by the close working rela
tionship of Bradburn.- and Potts. 
NSA K4/SP was notifiea by message from 

- that the Air Force budget would not 
permit their support ofNSA processing 
operations at LMSC. Three and a half 
hours later Potts sent.a message tclllll 
coordinated. through all appropriate senior 
officials and NSA Deputy Director 
Tordella, transferring $370,000 to fund a 
compatible computer facility intwns .to process data for NSA.20 This led to 
the negotiation of a formal a£reement 
between Bradburn-Find P-0tts 
entitled. "SAFSP SuYYUtCT i<'OR NSA 
PROCESSING OPERATIONS." It pro
vided for a compatible Data Processing 
Facility implemented as a joint NRO/NSA 

PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

activity at which was essen
tially parallel to the satellite data process
ing capability within NSA. 

This combined payload development 
and processing facility in pro-
vided the flexibility necessary to make 
maximum and effective use of personnel 
and equipment on a mission-by-mission 
basis. Additional benefits included 
improved timeliness in processing. improved 

··. feedback for tasking operations. optimized 
. interaction of processing considerations in 
'~e design ofSIGINT payloads, and signif
icant economies by having an integrated 
approach ·to collection and processing oper· 
ations. This effort was provided by the 
SAFSP MADS contract with LMSC. The 
individual task orders under the contract 
were defined either as NRO or NSA data
processing functions. 

NRO processing included payload 
SUP-Port and preprocessing. NSA, through 
the-MADS contract, provided techni
cal direetion and selected processing and 
analysis by LMSC. This was the first use 

PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 
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of contractor processing by NSA. Contractor 
signals analysis support had previously 
been.established and used by NSD in early 
1967 .21 NSA arranged for special funding 
and transferred funds tom&\he NSA 
sh!ire of the costs. Withir~1a 
was responsible for technical surveillance 
of the MADS contract. Potts was respon· 
sible for the NSA participation in the 
program. 

EO 13526 3 S(c) Within the SAFSP 
·Assistant Deputy for Field Operations. Lt 
Col Rich Gray, was responsible to--' 
for all data-processing operations e -
formed on-site. The detachment chief,11 
-and other NSA representatives 

as appropriate, prqvided the technical 
guidance for ihe NSA data processing and 
were technically responsible for contractor 
performance and 11:cceptability of the final 
product. A Data Handling and Operations 
Plan \DAHOPSJ identified resp0nsibilities', 
milestones, effort, and equipment required. 
Software that had been· developed by NS.I\ 
was provided to the MADS contract. NSA 
sent knowledgeable personnel to assist the. 
contractor in getting the system opera· 
tional anq in training personnel for the 
patticular job.22 The establishment of the 
joint processing facility in LMSC
-with the Air Force, ~SA, and the con-
tractor working closely together soon 
removed most. if not an. the suspicion~ 
and distrust that had previously existed. 

On the digital processing side, NSA 
provided a CDC-6400 computer. initially to 
handle MULTIGROUP digital data <Ray 
Potts intervened with CDC President Bill 
Norris to secure the computer on time). 
The CDC-6400 compu~er was installed in 

.•. 
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'P"C' in the fall of 1967. NSA 
~!!.~1~~ft~are developed to Process 
r MUJ..TlGROUP/SETTER 
! ' ' ,,.., " ,• ' • ' ' J•' . ' 

SETI'ER data were the first to be com-

database. 

To handle the wideband analog, RCA 
model TR~22 CVR predetection recorders 
were used at the ground sites and process
ing centers. The TR-22 recorders were 
commercial television recorders modified 
for continµous video r~eording <CVR!. with 
improved technical characteristics to meeL 

' the requirements for predetection instiu· 
mentation recording. NSA specified the 
recorders to be used and a combined pur
chase was made for all recorders by 11111 
Special processing and analysis eqmpment 
was developed jointly by NSA and
NSA, throughlltllflacquired a special 
RCA one-tenth-speed TR-22 CVR recorder 
to be used for detailed signal analysis. 

H•rrdt• lllJ BYEMA ENT·KEYHOLC-
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The predetection analog data, along 
with other payload digital data from 
MULTIGROUP, were filmed at
.Jsing a continuous strip of~ 
graphic film. NSD and LMSC (under · 
detachment direction) selectively analyzed 
the film using the Analog Processing 
Equipment CAPE) developed by Ben 
Gardner of Gardner Associates, San Oiego, 
California. The original analog tapes were 
sent to NSA for technical analysis. At 
NSA the analog tapes were processed 
through the BEERMAN analog-to·digitfl.I 
converter, which was modified to accept 
the payload time and. receiver data, which 
were merged to provide a digital tape out
put for computer processing. The com
puter printouts were used to produce 
radar locations and to scan the data for 
signal analysis. Considerable manual 
analysis of the analog data and the com
puter printouts was required to produce 
useable results. 

The technical analysis efforts at NSA 
and at---were very closel_y coor· 
dinate~volume of data 
required the combined efforts of all the 
technical analysis people available. Both 
analysis groups screened the data for sig
nals of interest. NSA used tip-off from 
other sources or data and the results of 
intercepts from POPPY and the-to 
identify dates and times of particular 
interest to be examined. Duplicate analy~ 
sis was generally avoid~d, except in those 
cases where the combined expertise of all 
the analysts and the payload .designers 
was required to resolve analysis problems 
Presen~d by unusual signals. 

EO 1.4.(c) 
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A.ii excellent example of these com
bined efforts OCCllITPri in t hP :.n:. Iv"'" nf" 

Improvements to thi: digital EOB 
payloads resulted in significantly more 
accurate radar locations. Back in 1960-61, 
the origjnal SAMOS collected three suc
cessive pulses from the cone of coverage. 
Processing of the data from each three
pulse group using overlapping circles pro
duced locations with accuracies of about 
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Flight summary: Program A, Agena-based low-orbit SIGINT satellites 

MISSION 
PROJECT MISSION OPERATIONAL LIFETIME LIFETIME and (AH payloads -- -· --

NUMBER PAYLOAD are EUNT) 1!111G 1961 19fl2 111113 1964 1965 Day. 

NIA 
SAMOS1 GS 10/11 Booater 

(f·1 PAYLOAD) ·1 talluro --' ------··· 

NIA SAMOS2 
(F-1 PAYLOAD! 

GS 1131.211 1 

7151 
102 E08 2121

1
2m 6 GrounO·D 

7152 102 EOB 611, 
1 

--- Groue_ ~:!!. 
7153 &!HIBK 

Group 1-D 
eoe 1/16.1118 2 

7154 698BK EOB 
'6129 719 

10 nrnui:U:!L. I 
7158 

6988K 
DC/TI I 212{ •31'1 12 

--··-- ~~~-1-=~ -
1=-::-11 

·--~ ---- .' ~----
7212 BIRD 0002 2/27 .3113 15 

7155 
&988K EOB m. 1n 5 GrouD2·D I _---.: ------ - -.. 

7211 BIRDDOQ1 ·-· 713 718 5 - I 

7157 
698BK 

EOB 
11f3

1
11n .. Groun3·D. 

BIRDOOG3 VHf 11/31 Antenn1 
7213 

EOB fallvnt -------
7158. no DCf11 T/16 915 51 

·-- -~r~~p_1__ - - Power-

7226 81RDDOG4 111r. ~~ 
GS wi G.enefll Searoh 
TI T •chnie:itl ln1cUigeoce 

EOB • Electronic Otder of Baute- OC • 01r.ected Cov•ra9e 
A~M • AnlibaUistic Mitslle VHF -. Very High f'equen.ey 



Flight summary: Program A, Agena-based low-orbit SIGINT satellites (continued) 

MISSION PROJECT._ MISSION OPERATIONAL LIFETIME LIFETIME 
NUMBER and (All payload• 

Dayal PAYLOAD are ELINTI 196& 19117 1988 t969 1970 --. 7180 710 £08 219 918 
.~up3-D 7mo• ---

7228 SETTER1 l-llAHO 219 3122 
40 day• EOB • 

7161 
. nDMULTI- GSIDC/11 12121 . li/17 6mn GROUP1 EOB -7229 SETTER2A 1-BANO 1'1111 6119 . 

S '"oa EO.B -
7162 noMULll- GSIDCIT1 712.4 12128 5mos GROUP2 EOB 

7230 SETTERtB MAND 7124 12/2 s lll09 E08 -
7\113 

770MULTI- GSIDC/Tl 1/17 413 14 mo• GAOUP3 EOB 

7232 SETTER1B S-llAND t/17 Ml. 14mo• EOB 

71114 . rsTRAWMAN t; GSIDCll'I 10/5 lfllTI 12mo• THRESHER2 E<?8 
- ... 

Cl6IOCITI 10/5 911.7 7233 REAPER 1 1Zmo• E08 .. -
7238 CONVOV1 AllM 10/l!i . 9127 \Zmo• DC/Tl 

7165 STRAWMAN2: G!llDCITI 7131 9127 
13 mos 

THRESHER 2 EOB 
-~- --

·7131 .9127 
7234 REAPER 2 G!llDC/TI 13 ino• EOB 

""""-

7/31 ~ 7239 CONVOY 2 
AllM 31 deya DC/Tl -· -

GS =i Gel'M'f&I Se•rch 
Tl , Trchnteai lnlelflg•nc• 

!OB = El~clrootc Otdet of Battle DC :: 01recled Coverage 
A8M ::1 Antihatffs.tlc Miss.de 
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Flight summary: Program A, Agena .. based low-orbit SIGINT satellites (continued) 

MISSION ! PROJECT MISSION OPERATIONAL LIFETIME LIFETIME ·r .... d , (AH payloadt 
NUMB~ "",., PAYL()AO ' araEUHT) 1870 11171 1972 1973 Morlt1111 

. 71~'; STRA~:~1N 3; OSIDCITI 11126 211 \ 17 ;-'THRESH R3 EOa 
:~ •. -.:..' .. 

GSIDCltl 8126 ·211 
7235,· REAPER3 • eoa 17 .. STAAWMAN4; GSIDCm 7118 3123 
.7167 THRESffER!i EOS 17 

72311- A£APSl4 GSIOCITI 7116 "'"3 18 EOB 
;" ,. 

' 
- . 

7116 1~8 
,. 72~0 HARVESTER OS ...... _ 5 .. 

• t ·,' STRAWMAN 6; ! J1111: . THR"'""1ER 5 PROGRAM CANCELLED - NO FLIGHTS !• •· .,.. .. 
7237 REAPER5 

GS • ~et .. Sean:ll i:oa = Eloclronlc Order Of Batlle DC " Olrocted Cov•m•ge 
Tl • Tecllnlcol ln!elllgene• ABU ,. AnllbalHstlc Ml••lle Rfdar 
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The technical capability provided by 
MULTIGROUP wide band predetection 
collection and the c.'Ombined analysis by 
NSA headquarters, the NSD detachment, 
and UvtSC of the collected data resolved 

. An important development occurred 
•n the spring of 1968 when data on SA-2 
•urface-to-air missiles and other defensive 

;.J~o 1.4.(c) 
i P·l- !:}6-:3s1so use 36os 
i , 

STRAWMAN Lawiches 

Even before the first MULTIGROUP 
launch in December 1966, the payload and 
its support systems had been outdated by 
the rapidly changing electronics technol
ogy and collection requirements of tP.e 
1960s. The expectation that interchange
able receiver and antenna modules would 
give MULTIGROUP more.flexibility did 

Chap1er 4 111 
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not hold up when the realities of preparing 
the spacecraft for launch were confronted. 
A testing program at both the subsystem 
and system level was absolutely required 
to qualify any payload for launch. Once 
the system had been subjected to vacuum. 
thermal, mechanical, and electrical quali
fication testing; there was no wa~ a 
receiver and antenna module could be 
changed (for: different frequency coverage) 
without repeating the entire test process. 
Although MULTIGROUP did have differ
ent configurations on each mission, the 
configuration had to be determined six to 
eight months in advance. In the case of 
Agena velUcle 2733, the last'MULTIOROUP, 
there was time to change th~ configuration 
to make the payload collection more 
responsive to the ABM/ AES threat. It 
would have been desirable to change 2732 
also, but the necessary six· to eight-month 
sl_ip in schedule was unacceptable: 

· n t e summer o . .; I h f 196 .. rrr 
-from NSAJomea L an inte

grated member of the payload staff, aQd at 
approximately the same time Bob Yund,t 
requested technical support from The · 
Aerosoace Conwration. By the summer 6f 
1965-llong with S~dy Evans of 
Aerospace, through both an in-house effort 
and contractor studies, began defining an 
improved payload that would combine the_ 
capabilities of the MULTIGROUP payload, 
built by Airborne Instruments Laboratory 
at Deer Park. New York, and the SE'ITER 
payloAd, built by E.-Systems at Dallas, . 
Texas. Although these payloads flew 
together on ail the MULTJGROUP mis· 
sions, they operated independently, 
t~ereby requiring considerable duplication 
of support-system functions. The SETTER 

ill The SIGINT Satelli\e StOJY 

payload provided excellent emitter loca
ti.on accuracy(+/- 5 mi1esl, but it could not 

j operate at frequencies lower than 2 GHz 
l due to excessive size of the multiple anten-
1 nas required for an interferometer-type 

I 
I 
J 

! 
i ,: 
! 

·payload. MULTIGROUP used single spi
ral antennas that divided the target area 
into· sectors and used single-pulse phase 
comparisons to achieve geolocation. 
Though not as accurate as SETTER. it , 
was capable of determining location within 
+I· 20 miles at frequencies as low as 59 l'vllb.. 
Using improved versions of these, pa.Yloads 
sharing a new' solid·state core memory for 
the digital data and an improved tape 
recorder called a, data storage unit, for 
the wid~band analog data, the proposed 
STRAWMAN payload ofTered inbreased 
flexibility combined with improved pay
load performance, Moreover, room -would 
be available for one additional paylqad 
that could share the recorders and other 
new support systems. 

Improvements in the support systems 
now included adoption of the new S-band 
Space-Ground Llnk System ISGLSl devel
oped for the Satellite Control Facilities. 
This provided a pulse code modulation 
down-link operating at 128 kilobits per 
second (kbps) and an infligbt-loadable pro
grammer capabie of 1,021 commands. 
There was also a backup comman·d link -

, ~ith 32 discrete commands. For the first 
ti_me it would be possible to ~ncrypt these 

1 links using.NSA-provided KGR-29 and 
I KG'f-28 equipment. The 6-MHz wideband J down~link remained unencrypted. 

f',, 
i ·,, · Ari improved booster. the THO RAD, 
! allowed an increased on-prbit weight of 
i the Agena spacecraft and ELINT payloads 

\Pl 86-36/50 USC 3605 
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of 3,850 pounds, and a new bat~ry/solar 
array system provided 270 ampere-hours 
per day. Because it was subject to quick 
revision if necessarv. the new confirora-

t'ro1ect LJJTector at the time. t:Jneletl 
the STRAWMAN concept to DNRO Flax 
on 1 April 1966. On 6 June 1966 Flax 
gave his approval to protect lot:lg-lead·time 
items. In September 1966 Flax approved 
the project and.initiated project con
tractual act1on with LMSC. The project 
was to consist of five flights, with the first 
launch in October 1968. There would be 
one flight p,er year thereafter through 1972. 

Key accomplishments, Agena-based 
Prime payloads 

° First scanning superheterodyne receiver and 
on-orbit radar signal digital processing of RF 
and pulsewidth and interval measurements 
with location information, all aboard a 
three-axis stable ELINT platform, in t 961. 

•First wide band magnetic-tape recorder ·on
orbit, in 1964, provided a technical ELl~T 
capability, which led to the following 
accomplishments. 

The first two STRAWMA.!'1 missions 
carried an auxiliary payload designed to 
determine detailed characteristics of ABM 
radars. The first was called CONVOY 3nd 

'.The first STRAWMAN launch. 
another in the PrQject 770 series. was Agena 
vehicl~ 2734 on 5 October 1968. All of thP 

payloads and support systems operated 

- Intercepted many new, unique radar ;Signals 
other than ABMs. 

- First very accurate location-finding .(less 
EO 13026 1 4(c)<2 processed on-board, in 

I ':lbb; tor !JAMS in Vietnam (with less than 
EO 13526 1 4\c)<25Yr . data were prov,ided in 

near-rea1t1me (hours) to us field comman
ders in 1968. 

- Auxiliary payloads in 1968-71 collected 
even more detailed ABM and SAM radar 
data, such as CW capability and measured 
power. 

·Eo·1.4.(c) 
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for a little over ayeal", twice the.planned 
lifetime of six months. Agena 2735, 
launched on 31 July 1969, operated for 
over 13 months, resulting in a projection of 
at least a nine"month lifetime for the fol· 
lowing launches. Agena 2736 continued 
the record by lasting for almost 18 months 
after a launch on 26 August 1970. The 
final vehicle, Agena 2737, was launched on 
16 July 1971 and laste~ over 20 months; 
On this mission the antenna connector to 
the lower band antenna of HARVESTER 
failed_, thereby eliminating any chance to 
intercept the SA-5 signals at 5 GHz. This 
was the only major failure of any of the 
four vehicles, making STRAWMAN ,by far 
the most successful ELINT system to date. .. 

By 1970 NSA had expanded the pro· 
cessing facility at Fort Meade for satellite
collected SIG INT to three CDC 6600 com
puters, in order to handle the greatly 
increased volume of data from the POPPY 
and-mission~- Concentration on these 
programs at Fort Meade was possible 
because of the resources available at :w...-=.....,,--All 
~}JWiM. 'ttMftf.t<, and J:{t;APER 
dig}tal data were processed for NSA by 
LMSC under the-MADS contract in 

EO 13526 3 3(b)( using the same arrangements 
that were established for MULTIGROUP 
and SETTER. The necessary software 
modifications to take advantage of collec
tion system improvements to provide more 
accurate locations were developed under 
the MADS contract for NSA as a joint NSA · 
and LMSC technical development effort. 

In 1970 a CDC 6600 computer replaced 
the CDC 6400 computer at LMSC to pro· 
vide the needed three-times increase.in 

. ·, 
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processing capacity and speed to handle 
the increased volume of datii being col
lected by the new satellite sy~tems. At the 

S"'!""·titne, a-t WU 
negotiated b: .he NSA 
integrated member of the staff. This 
contract provided the needed ne;.cibility t,o 
cover premature failure or the extended 
life of a payload being processed. It also 
providt;id for the addition of a new payload 
to be processed. The funding for the com
puter and the MADS contract was ·split 
betweenlllla.nd NSA based on cost
s~aring agreements worked out for each 
mission.· 

The THRESHER digital EOB collec" 
tion and processing system produced radar 
locations with a 15-mile accuracy. The 
processing of data from THRESHER 2. 
launched 31.July 1969. produced 9.444 
radar locations, includiog 183 radar loca
tions reported electrically to US forces 
iz:i Vietnam within hours of intercept. 
THRESHER 3, launched 26 August 1970, 
prodt:i-ced 11,519 .radar locations with 
15-mile accuracy in. the first four months 
of operation. During this same four.month 
period, REAPER. 3, a part of the same 
STRAWMAN mission, produced 33,915 
locations with a 5-mile accuracy.25 

J . All ELINT payloads that were a part 
of the STRAWMAN collection system
THRESHER. REAPER, CONVOY, and 
HARVESTER-were connected to the pre
detection analog recorder in the prime . 
payload. ·The predetection analog data 
analysis was split between NSA and the 
LMSC Special Signal Analysis Team. 
(SSAT}, which was working for the NSA 
detachment <NSD) to make efficient use of 

........ 
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the limited number of technical analysts. 
The signal analysis efforts were comple· 
mentary except for combined efforts on 
special signa]s of interest. The all-source 
and multiple-satellite-source technical anal
ysis was generally done by analysts at ;'\ISA. 

By 1968 the Grab Bag data syS.tem 
was developed by Joyce Warnkassel'or 
LMSC to store all "left over" satellite data. 
This included all intercepts that were 
geolocated but did not meet NSA reporting 
criteria as valid emitters. This provided a 
very valuable database for comparison 
with other data and intercepts to find new 
high·interest signals for technical analysis. 

- For example. Grab Bag made it possible tO 

identify and correlate data from a fre- : 
QUency agile radar that transmitted sig
nals at different radio frequencies hut ·• 
never stayed on one frequency long en<>\lgh 
for the payload to make a pulse repetitibn 
interval f PRI) measurement. ' 

Technical intelligence produ~d by 
STRAWMAN included ABM radar details u.nz 1 ""' l nese are out a Jew ntghllgnts 01 

the technical contributions ofSTRA\V!lvlAN. 
The data processing experience gained 
from the S.TRAW'MAN predetection data 
analysis provided the basis upon which 
the 1'

1
"

8 !data analysis system was 
developed. 

The extensive QRC reporting from 
THRESHER/REAPER to military forces in 
Vietnam and Europe continued the project 
PENDULUM effort initiated with MULTI
GROUP/SETTER. All QRC reporting was 
in less than 24 hours from time of inter
cept, with the average time from collectio.n 
to 1'8J10rting -being about 5 112 hours. During 
1969 there were 41 projeet PENDULUM 
reports and 18.3 in 1970. 
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In the spring of 1970, DNRO John L. 
McLucas reassessed the SIGINT satellite 
programs in view of budgetary constraints. 
Considerine- the desien caoabilities of 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs 

the capab1ht1es ot other 1ow-orb1tmg 
ELINT satellites f POPPY and-), the 
STRAWMAN capability seemed redun- . 
dant. He therefore directed the cancella
tion of vehicle 2738 an,d all further cievel
opment work. Under this plan, the 
STRAWMAN system continued operations 
through July 1972. 

116 The SIGINT Sateliite Story 

STRAWMAN represented the culmi
nation of a development effort that started 
before the first spacecraft was launched 
and incorporated many pioneering con
cepts. STRAWMAN's legacy could be seen 
not only in the development of spacebome 
equipment but, even more importantly, in 
the development of ELINT predetection 
technical analysis techniques and equip
ment used by practically every follow-on 
system. 

r 
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Pi{,.e Air Force AFTRACK and 
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The Origins of Quick Reaction 
SIGINT in Space 

ln the summer of 1957, Col Frede.ric 
C. E. "Fritz" Oder, Director of the WS-117L 
Project Office at the Air Force Ballistic 
Missile Division <AFBMDl, Inglewood. 
California, struggled wi,tb a very difficult 
budgetary crisis. Funds for missile and 
space activity had fallen victim to an aus
tere DOD budget. providing only $10 million 

Col Frederic C. E. Odn 

for FY57, wjth promise oflittle more in 
F'Y58. Oder and BGen Osmond J. Ritland, 
the Deputy Coqimander of AFBMD, 
decided a new approach was required to 
obtain effective support for the project. 
'lOeir previous associations with the CIA 
on the U-2 project led them to the belief 
that a covert approach would be more 

palatable and effective, particularly in 
view of President Eisenhower's desire to 
secure .. Open Sk.ies." The plan would 
involve the concept of covert overflight 
from orbit. participation of the CIA, and a 
definite project acceleration. Oder's secre
tary Betty Hawk.ins called it the "second 
story" because she was required to keep 
the details in a file separate from the 
WS-117L documentation. 

The centerpiece of the plan was a 
covert ·photo payload with a recoverable 
film capsule. to be launched on Thor boost
ers, earlier than the already plannerl Atlas 
la~nches. On 7 February 1958 President 
Eisenhower, in a meeting with James 
Killian, approved the plan. Eisenhower's 
decision was prompted in part by the 
launch of Sputnik I in October 1957. 
Richard Bis.sell. Assistant Director of the 
CIA and the U-2 Project Director. had 
agreed to head the CIA effort that would be 
responsible for the covert security system 
and procurement of the photo payload. 
Also in February 1958, President 
Eisenhower established the Advanced 
Research Projects Agency tARPAl to con
solidate all military space systems develop
ment. Since ARPA would be responsible 
for the "white" developl_llent of the recon
naissance sp&cecraft. booster, and all sup
port systems. Oder arranged for his assis
tant on WS-117L, Capt Bob Truax. US 
Navy, to be assigned to ARPA to assure 
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adequate coordination between the w)\ite 
support systems and the "black" CORONA 
payload. ARPA named the COV!!r for the 
capsu·Je recovery project DISCOVERER 
and assigned to it biomedical and other 
scientific activities to disguise its re!Jl 
mission. 

In NoveD'l:ber 1959 the DISCOVEREI.l 
project was reassigned from ARPA to the. 
Air Force as a:n ·•operationar project. 
When BGen Robert E. Greer became 
Director of the SAM OS Project in August 
1960, he used the authority of his "second 
hat" as Deputy Commander of AFBMO 
to incorporate Col Lee Battle and the 
DISCOVERER Project Office into his orga
nization. To the unwitting ("white") Air 
Force and to' the world at large it appeared 
that DISCOVERER was an AFBMD scien
tific project. 

Harold Willis 

These events set the stage for the 
invention 'Of the Agena AFI'RACK Project. 
Harold Willis, who worked for George 
Miller in the Office of ELINT tOEL>° at CIA 
Headquaners in Langley; Virginia, was 

120 Th~ ~IGINT $iltt"lliW Story 

briefed on the CORONA project in 1959 
because of concern in the Intelligence 
Community abOut the electronic seeurity 
of the DISCOVERER Agena spacecraft's 
comqianding and tracking subsystems. It 
was thought that the Soviets might be con• 
str'uc.ting antiballistic .missile !ABM! or 
anti-Earth-satellite (AESl radars that 
could be used to track or even' interfere 
with the US tracking of DISCOVERER 
satellites. 

Willis was aware of the role of the 
Lockheed Missile and Space Company 
!LMSCl, not only.es the system engineer 
for development of the DISCOVERER 
Project. but also for the Air Force SAJl.10S 
Project, which included an ELlNT capabiJ; 
ity called Subsystem F IS/S Fl. 'If a Soviet 
radio frequ~ncy !RF) transmission or.inter
ference threat existed, there was a good 

. chance that' in.several years SIS F would 
be capable of detecting it. But Willis felt 
the Soviet RF tbr~at could develop much 
sooner and that waiting several years to 
detect' it was a very risky proposition. In 
discussions with Bill Harris of the LMSC 
SIS. F payload staff and Maj John Copley, 
the Air Force SIS F SAMOS payload man
ager. Willis ~oncluded that a small. self
conta:ined electronic payload permanently 
attached to the aft rack of the DISCOV
ERER Agen~ vehicle would be capable of 
detecting any Soviet tracking or interfer
ence with the S-band beacon used on the 
Agena vehicle. This critical beacon was 
used for tracking and commanding the 
vehicle through US Verlort ground radars. 
Copley 'obtained approval and the minimal 
funding necessary for the payload develop
ment, test, and incorporation on tl\e aft 
rac~ of the Agena . .Willis briefed Bissell 
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and obtained CIA approval of the scheme 
in November 1959. The small AFTRACK 
project was underway. 

Although SIS F procurement was done 
in the white world at the DOD SECRET 
level, there was general &greement that, 
in keeping with the covert nature of the 
CORONA payload, activities associated 
with.the AFTRACK project should be han• 
dled on a strict need-to-know basis. In 
the same way they had provided the Hiller 
Aircraft Building as a cover for thE) 
CORONA development,'.LMSC arranged 
office space on Hanover Street in Palo 
Alto, California, for Bill H~rris to conduct 
payload development and integration 
activities. Only those people directly ~:isso
ciated with the project were made aware 
of its existence'. 

From this modest beginning, the con
cept of a quick reaction capability 1QRCl 
payload that was sm.all, simple, and 
~uired minimal development. time 
caught on rapidly. QRC developmental 
activities for intercept of ELINT had a his
tory in the Air Force dating back to the 
Korean War, when radar technology was 
advancing at a rapid rate and collection 
systems that required. years of normal · t 
development time were hard pressed to 
keep up. The plan was to build systems 
that could be developed in less than·iiine 
months, did not necessarily conform to all 
military standards (even commercial parts 
were allowed), but could operate ~liably 
f0t a long enough period to answer urgent 
questions and pro~;de inputs to the lntelli" 
fence Communitv and to the desigit of col· 
~tion systems then under development. 

e Program had started at Wright-

Patterso.n AFB. Ohio. at the Wright Air 
Dev.elopment Center <WADC} in the early 
1950s for airborne equipment !primarily 
in the area of electronic warfare l. The 
ground QRC program was initiated. at 
Rome Air Development Center in 1955, 
and Copley was chosen as the first ground 
QRC officer. This background provided 
the ·necessary basis for the concept of 
simple. rapidly developed, and effective 
AFTRACK payloads fixed to the 
DISCOVERER Agena vehicle. 

The aft rack of the Agena vehicle was 
well suited to this ·application. There was 
considerable vacant space available; the 
real problems·were power and weight. 
Small. simple, lightweight payloads requir:
ing minimal power were 'ideally suited to 
this application. A few extra telemetry 
points were always available for narrow
band data to.be down-linked and a simple 
on/off command did not overtax the com
mand system. The Agena vehicle develop
ers had only one mandatory requirement: 
there must be a fuse in the power line of 
the SIGINT payload so that there was no 
way the primary payload power system 
could be jeopardized. Since the DISCOV
ERER Agena vehicle flew with its major 
axis perpendicular to nadir (so that the 
CORONA camera, mounted at right angles 
to the long ~is of the Agena, would always 
point toward the Earthl, it was no problem 
io install Earth-pointing antennas on the 
aft rack. 

Initially the DISCOVERER vehicle 
had a lifetime limited to five or six days, 
owing to complete reliance on battery 
power. This limited th~ collection time for 
the AFTRACK payloads but it w.as long 
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enough to collect useful data. When the 
CORONA Program developed a capability 
to return two recovery capsules, a system 

it was necessary to add an independent 
progTammer and data link. This·was done 
and many later AFTRACK payloads did 
operate during the----Very 
early in the AFTRA~orders 
had been added l where the telemetry 
recorder was not adequate) so the payload 
could collect data over the Soviet Union 
and return it to the remote tracking sta· 
tions <RTSs) Of the US Satellite Control 
Facility !SCFl in Sunnyvale. 

Security was a serious concern, as 
mentioned earlier, not only because of the 
CORONA payload on the same vehicle, but 
also to avoid providing the Soviets with 
ammunition to attack President 
Eisenhower's .. Open Skies" efforts in 
space. Initially the project was handled at 
the DOD SECRET level and strict need-to
know was enforced. The initial DOD/CIA 
partnership agTeement to participate in a 
National Reconnaissance Program CNRP) 
in September 1961 required stricter secu· 
rity. The SAMOS ProgTam Office in El 
Segundo became the Office of Special 
Projects <SAFSP). LtCol Ed Istvan, who 
had been assigned responsibility for Space 
SIGINT Systems on the SAFSS staff in 
Washington, was tasked with developing a 

more secure system-access control. After 
struggling mightily with Air Force 
Security Regulation 205-1 !the SIGINT 
program was still under DOD security con
trol), he came up with the codeword 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 to protect AFTRACK pay-
equired all Personnel requir-

ing access to sign a security 

agreement. and a list of cleared personnel 
was maintained. Documents were stamped 
"SPECIAL HANDLING," in the same 
manner as the Air Force black GAMBIT 
photo project. The National Reconnaissance 
Office (NRO> was fonneq on 2 May 1962. 
In December 1962 the BYEMAN system 
was applied to all SIG INT Programs 
except 698BK which re_mained "SPECIAL 
HANDLING" until November 1962. A new 

replaced the Air Force 
and Navy POPPY designators. 

r rom tnat time on all space reconnais
sance programs have been conducted by 
the NRO under security control of the 
BYEMAN system. 

In December 1962 Copley was trans
ferred from the DISCOVERER Progra_m 
Office to the newly formed SIGINT Project 
Office of SAFSP as ChierJ"'Y')ivision. 
responsible for payload development. In 
November 1963, a new progTam number, 
770, was assigned to disassociate the new 
BYEMAN effort from the previous DOD 
698BK progTam. Boosters. Agenas. and 
associated support equipment continued to 
be procured in the white world, but since 
that time all payloads have been procured 
through black BYEMAN contracts. 

Five days prior to t)le launch of the . 
first AFI'RACK payload' on DISCOVERER 
13, 1() August 1960. the US Intelligence 

lop ~c -
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Board <USIB) issued the first national
level SIGINT re.quirements document, 
USIB-D-33.6/8, "Intelligence Requirements 
for a Satellite Reconnaissance System of 
Which SAMOS is an Example," 5 July 1960. 
Paragraph le. stated: " ... additional 
types of directed coverage may be 
required. Provision should be made to 
procure such equipment by Quick Reaction 
Capabilities <QRCJ." Also" ... a close 
workii;ig relationship between the R&D 
organization and the intelligence 
Community is required ... The AFTRACK 
project personnel felt that the program fol
lowed this direction '!ery closely! 

Col cc Battle and his staff at the 
ui,:,cOVERER Project Office brought it to 
the attention of Maj John.Copley, who 
~Ponsored the fixed AFTRACK oavloads. 

EO 13526 3 3(h I( 1 )>25Yrs 

development eventually led to the ph::isrng 
o·ut of the fixed aft rack payloads on the 
Agena vehic_le except for the "vulnerability 
payloads," which were continued on the aft 
rack of all photo missions to detect. hostile 
radar tracking of the ve~icle. The last of 
the SIGINT AFTRACK payloads. mission 
7225, SQUARE TWENTY. was launched 
28 October 1965 on vehicle 1620. Although 
the 72XX series of mission numbers was 
continued after this time for secondary 
payloads, none were mounted on the aft 
rack during the time frame covered by this 
history. 

. 
The AFTRACK Program 

In early 1960. concern was growing in 
the US Intelligence Community that the 
Sovie_t Union was building not only missile 
systems but also systems to counter US 
misailes and satellites. u.2 photography 
had shown that large ground radar sites 
were under construction at the Soviet Sary 
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Shagan R&D test site in the vicinity of the 
missile launch pads. The Soviets also had 
5everal ships and trawlers equipped with 
large radomes whose purpose was not 
known. In February 1960, Harold Willis 
of the CIA Office ofELINT (OEL>. having 
recently been briefed on the CORONA 
photo satellite program, contacted Maj 
Copley and told him of these concerns. He 
expressed the national-level fears that the 
Soviets might in some way interfere with 
the operation of the CORONA command 
and tracking subsystems. 

Copley was responsible for the con
tract with LMSD to develop the ELINT 
subsystem, SIS F of the SAM OS System, 
for the Air Force with the Airborne Instru
ments Laboratory CAlL) at Mineola, Long 
Island, New York, as the subcontractor. 
Willis had discussed with Bill Harris of 
the LMSD S/S F office the possibility that 
support might be available on the aft rack 
of the CORONA Agena spacecraft for a 
small electronic "black box" that could 
detect any electronic interference to the 
rnission. Willis had also discussed the 
Problem with Gene Fubini of AIL, who 
became an enthusiast~c supporter of the 
AF'I'RACK concept. and suggested a small 
Payload called SOCTOP, which received 
signals in the 2.5- to 3.2-MHz frequency 
band in which the Agena S-band beacon 
0Perated. It required only an on/off com· 
rnand and a few telemetry points to encode 
its output. Copley was able to obtain the 
ltlinirnal funding required, and Willis 
arranged for authoritv to· mount SOCTOP 
0

" lhe aft. rack of the DISCOVERER 13 
Agena vehicle. The presence of SOCTOP 
~ea~ verv little notice when DISCOV-

RER 13 w.as launched on 10 August 1960. 

Most of the attention was focused on the 
recovery capsule that attained fame as the 
first object to be recovered intact from an . 
orbiting spacecraft !som~thing the Soviet 
Union had not yet achieved>. 

The immediate analysis of the SOCTOP 
data was almost as remarkable as the cap· 
sule recovery. It showed what appeared to 
be Soviet tracking of the CORONA space· 
craft on almost every readout by a US
operated tracking station I there was no 
recorder. so data could he received only 
when the spacecraft was in view of the 
tracking stations!. That Soviet tracking 
was so extensive worldwide was a surpris
ing and alarming discovery; Willis quickly 
passed the "tracking" story on to the 
Intelligence Community. However. further 

· anatysis of the data revealed that SOCTOP 
actually was receiving signals from US 
Vertort radars at the remote tracking sta
tions <RTSs) as they tracked the space
craft. _Despite the embarrassment to Willis 
and others caused when the error was dis
covered, the small AFTRACK payload for 
QRC response tO urgent ELI NT questions 
did catch on! 

SOCTOP was the first of a long series 
of"'Vulnerability" payloads, so called 
because of their part in an NRO program 
to determine susceptibility of reconnais
sance satellites to hostile Soviet <or other) 
activities. Eventually this type of payload 
flew. on almost every Program A low
altitude reconriaissance satellite 
launched. The objective was to determine 
if Soviet or other hostile radars were actu
ally tracking or trying to interfere with the 
electronics on the vehicle and the degree of 
success they achieved. A byproductof this 
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activity was verification of the tra~king 
radar characteristics or discovery of new 
variations in their patterns not seen previ
ously. The payload configuration changed 
as new and improved tracking radars 
appeared and as collecti()n payload tech
nology improved. 

In early 1963, following a series of 
SOCTOP launches, a competition was held . 
by the Special Projects Office to design a 
more sophisticated payload capable of 

receiving and returning characteristics of 
signals in the frequency 
range. A recorder was to be included, 

EO 13526 1.4(c)<25Yrs, EO 1 l52fi 3 Sic) 

Pitsenbarger and his team at Electronics 
.Defense Laboratory <EDL>~Sylvania in 
Mountain .View, California, won the com· 
petition and produced the new version, 
known as STOPPER. This initiated an 
era, continuing through 1975, in which 
EDL produced all of the electronic vulnera· 
bility payloads that were installed on most 
photo and SIGINT satellites. 

to u11s trequency range. Hy this time the 
NRO had been formed.and the SAFSP in 
El Sei{Undo. California, had been given 
responsibility for the development of a sur
vivability program for all NRO vehicles. 
Accordingly, sponsorship pf these "BIT 

Top S..C 
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boxes" was transferred from the SAFSP 
ELINT office to the SAFSP vulnerability_ 
office. 

M:aj Murray J. Sherline developed the 
concept of tailoring the frequency coverage 
of the BIT boxes to the known radar threats. 
rather than duplicating the mission of the 
ELll\;l' satellites of looking for new threats. 
The data from the STOPPER missions was 
processed at the EDL-Sylvania plant at 

EO 13526 3.3{b)(1)> 

Many versions of the BIT boxes were 
developed as new radar data were received 
and as payload construction techniques 
improved. BIT I throu>!h rx versions were 
built as more data on • 

co11ectea. in l~blj tne tHT boxes were con

solidated under the titlE EO 13526 3 3(b)(1)>25Yr 

with configurations 
tailored tu the mdiv1dual launches. 
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The BIT oox output was. distributed 
to NSA and other i·nterested agencies and 
was also used to program the operation of, 
and sometimes to aid in the design of, 

. other SIGINT sateqite payloads. NSA.had 
no responsibility for processing the vulner· 
ability Qavloads but did benefit from the 
results. 

Following the first AFT.RACK pay- · 
load tSOCTOP 1), flown in August 1960. 
Gene Fubini and his AIL team came up 
'kith a simplified version of the forward 
rack SAMos Project 102 payload <F-2) 
l~t would simply scan the 0.-4- to l.5-GHz 
~~d to.detec~ radar activity in the Soviet 

nton, including suspected ABM/AES 
radars. Its mission was almost the reverse 
ofSOCTOP (detection of ground radars 
rather than radar tracking of the satellite) 
so, naturally; it was .named TOPSOC. It 
~~the F-2 high-gain sui>er-heterodyne 
et:eivers and, essentially, omnidirectional 

antennas. Since TOPSOC lacked the 
directional antenna of the F-2 payload. but 
still retained the sensitivity, it scooped up 
a large number of interleaved signals, 
horizon to horizon. including sidelobes and 
main beams! Although an RF band had 
been chosen that was thought to b~ rela·
tively quiet (400 to 1,600 MHz); the first 
TOPSOC, launched on 12 September 1961, 
eru:ountered a signal environment in the 
Soviet Union that proved far too populated 
and active to be &uccessft!lly processed by 
any.automatic or manual techniques avail· . 
able at that time. The first lesson in 
matching the collection system to the pro
cessing system had been learned! It wos 
also clear that, in the 1960s, there were 
many more radars in the Soviet Union 
than previously -thought. Another thing 
learned was·that unless the intercept is 
unique and of very high priority, an inter
cept without a location 'has very little 
value Cat the same time, Navy POPPY 
satellites were !?roving this same axiomL 

The TOPSOC launches occurred in 
the summer and fall of 1961. but sometime 
before this another approach to th€ QRC 
AFTRACK pay~oads had developed. In 

. those days, the Air Force sponsored an 
annual review at the Stanford Electronics 
Laboratories CSELl in Palo Alto, California. 
of SE L's activities in support of ELI NT, or 
more precisely. the electronic warfare com
munity. These were called the Technical 
Ad,•isory Committee (TAC) meetings. 
Almost all contractors and government 

. agencies involved in the development or 
use.of electronic warfare systems attended 
regµlarly, making it one of the premier 
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ELINT events of the year. Until this time, 
of course, ground, sea, and airborne plat
fonns were the extent of the discussions. 

Bill Harris, the LMSC AFTRACK 
payload manager; Phil Doersam, LMSC 
SIS F manager; and Maj Copley attended 
the TAC meeting in August 1960 in search 
of concepts for A.FTRACK payloads. At the 
meeting, Jim DeBroekert of SEL demon
strated a newly developed miniaturized 
·receiver. With the receiver connected to a 
power meter, he had been flying it in his 
Cessna airplane around the San Francisco 
Bay area to demonstrate radar-location 
techniques. Harris asked DeBroekert if 
his receiver could be adapted to an 

inc1uaea a tape recoraer, maKmg 1t tne 
first AFTRACK payload with this capabil
ity. Bill Rambo. in charge ofSEL at the 
time. was intrigued with the simplicity of 
the concept and even made a short 8-mm 
movie to illustrate it. This was the begin
ning of a long association between SEL, 
LMSD, and SAFSP that ended only when 
pacifists protested SEL's involvement.with 
the military during the Vietnam war. 

Don Grace. who became the SEL 
manager for AFTRACK payload$, set up a 
small lab in the basement of their building 
on the Stanford campus where Don 
Eslinger built (essentially single-handed) 
all the SEL payloads ( 10 total). Other very 
capable members of their staff were John 

Top Se 
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Hunter, Tony Taussig, Tom Miles, and 
Chuck Schoens. DeBroekert. Miles. and 
Hunter went on to fonn ARGO Systems 
when the university gave in to protesters 
in the spring of 1967 and closed SEL 
Eslinger went to Georgia Tech. Schoens to 

Stanford Research Laboratories lSRil. and 
EO 13526 3 5(c) by 
way of Applied Technology, Inc (ATil 

The SEL policy was to design and build 
the first of a new series and then turn 
production over to industry. Following 
TAKI, WILD BILL was invented in the 
spring of 1961. (Neither Grace nor 
DeBroekert would admit which BiU-
H" rri" nr n,.mhn--it W""' n"m»r1 ,.ft,.,r'l 

would 11t1l1ze. The first WILD HILL was 

launched on 7 July 1961 and operated for 
two days with :lO important interc.:epts. 
The second. designated WILD BILL 1, was 
launched on 27 February 1962 and oper
ated for only two orbits with no significant 
results. Later versions of WILD BILL 
were built by ATI, which had been fonned 
in the Palo Alto area by John Grigsby, 

EO ·1.4.(c)' 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 
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a.aother former SEL engineer. LMSC··had 
contracted with Grigsby to build the follow· 
on versions of SEL payloads. 

Top Secre 
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to provide an output compatible w1th the 
ELINT processing system called FINDER. 
which had been designed to process d41ta 
from the U-2 and 9ther airborne collec.tion 
syst~ms. PLYMOUTH ROCK 1 was 
launched on 24 November 1962 and ·achleved 
at least two firsLc;: it was the first AFTRACK 
payload to receive a mission number, 7201, 
in accordance with the new BYEMAN pro
cedures, and it was also the first space 
payload to use a sweeping yttrium-iron
gamet (\'Iv) filter for frequency discrimi- · 
nation. Two more PLYl\iIOUTH ROCKs 
w~re built by ATI. the last of which had 
the further distinction of being the only 
AFTRACK payload EO 13526 3 '.:l(b)(1 i>25Yrs EO 1 

The outputs from the AFTRACK pay
loads included commutated ~ata from 
selected points on the primary mission 
telemetry commutator and also, at times, 
recorder output from the AFTRACK pay
load. Each payload was unique and pro· 
duced different processing and analysis 
challenges. LMSC processed the data ~o 
evaluate payload performance and as$isted 
NSA and SAC in their processing and anal-
ysis effort. · 

tJO Th~ SIGINT Satellit' Story 
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Data from TAKI. WIW BlLL. TOPSOC. 
PLYMOUTH ROCK, and LONG JOHN were 
processed at NSA on an electronic machine 

d1tlerences m data format for each mission 
required extensive programming effort. to. 
write and extensive machine-time to check: 
out the computer programs for each indi· 
vidual package. Frequently more time 
was spent in developing the processing 
than was required to process the data. For 
example, once the basic computer pro
grams for a TAKI mission were written 
and checked ~mt, 1t took a relatively small 
amount of time to process all the format· 
ted data from that TAKI mission and any 
subsequent identical TAKI mission. 
Unfortunately, most missions were not 
identical because the AFTRACK payloads 
had to compete for points on the primary 
mission telemetry commutator. so da~a for
mats changed frequently. Analysis of the 
data still required extensive manual effort 
after or in parallel with the machine pro
cessing. 

SAC processing and analysis of data 
from the AFTRACK payloads were fre
quently done by LMSC in EO 13526 3 3lb)(1)>25 

Sunnyvale, for SAC with ;::,t\\.... parnc1pa
tion. LMSC provided space and equip-
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elements of the US Intelligence Community 
to function a.s a part of the Soviet ABM 
system. 

While the AFTRACK ELINT story 
was unfolding, other parallel efforts were 
underway in the COMINT ar~a. Interest 
in r.oMTNT h:Hl <::11rfari>r1 1n <::PVPr:;ll 

r 01 S-11 iL might be adapted to 
COMINT collection, but he felt that feasi
bility needed to be demonstrated. 

It was Capt Don Wipperman and his 
associates at Air Force Security Service 
iAFSs), San Antonio, Texas. who came up 
~th the first COMINT satellite concept. 
l'ogether with the AIL team, they pre
sented an idea for an AFTRACK oavload 
l!apable ofinterceptinE 
communications signai mar was men 
lhoUght to be from the prevalent air/ground 
(A/Qi communications system in the 
Soviet Union. This resulted in the TEXAS 
PINT IAFSS was in Texas>. Its only draw
back was that when launched on 30 August 
1~1. it showed tha·1P"'nad been 
' 11Ptrsed.ed by m~te advancef!ZMtrtjj' 
COnununicat10ns systems. It mo provme a 
gOOd look at the VHF environment over 

PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 
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the Soviet.Union. These data were used 
extensively in !atcr payload designs. In 
the summer of 1961, Sanders Associate::; at 
Nashua. New Hamosh1re. teamed with 

In another area of the COM INT 
scene, Wayne Burnett of HRB-Smger at 
State College, Pennsylvania, came up with 
a concept to intercept, encode. and record · 
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payload launched on 4 December 1962 had 'I 
pretty ~uch tbe same results. A final ver· 
sion, OPPO~OCKITY r~it tunes but 

Two more payloads, SQUARE 
TWENTY and DONKEY, launched in 1965 
and 1967, completed the storyof AFTRACK 
COMINT collection. With th~ expenence 
to date, the concept of copying content 
from low orbiters was losing its attraction. 
and accurate location was becoming a 
more important consideration. SQUARE 
DVENTY. designed to locate the Soviet 

One other AFI'RACK payload that 
was actually integrated into the front rack 
along with MULTIGROUP 2 and SEITER 
lB was DONKEY. lnunched on 24 July 1967. 
This payload was part of a program initi
ated by Col John Copley, who was then 
assigned to the Manned Orbiting Laboratory 
<MOU staff at US Air Force Headquarters. 
The payload activities were handled under 
the BYEMAN program, but through a 
unique management arrangement, the 
overall effort was managed by the Air 
Force. Back in February 1965, Cop~ey had 
been assigned to determine if there were 

any SIGINT applications that might be 
enhanced by the mann~ aspect of the 
MOL. Several ELINT applications were 
examined. but rn the area of f'.Oj\ff NT 1 h., 

coulrt a so e collected trom the .,;1de10 es. 
however, intercept thries could b.e length
ened appreciably and might permit inter· 
cept of ac:ijacent emitters on the same link. 
thereby provid.ing the necessary continuity. 
This is what DONKEY attempted to 
demonstrate. 

A program developed by the team of 
E-Systems in Garland, Texas. and EDL
Sylvania, usinir Soviet-transmitter 

'fi . • ... _ -·· J d spec1 1cations1 - • mvo ve 
airborne testing against a simulatedf•''i 
terminal insta~led at the. E-Systems facility. 

. An Air Force helicopter was used to fly a 
payload in an intercept pattern through 
the main beam and sidelobes of the 
microwave antenna. Phil Fyre and a. team 
of analysts at EDL analyzed the data and 
made recommendations for mission pro
files. The results were sufficiently encour
aging to convince the team that a satellite 
test should be performed to verifv the· 
flight-test data. 

but the need for a 
three-ax.is-stable plat orm indicated the 
Agena vehicle was the appropriate carrier. 
Vince Henry. the AFTRACK and-

-..:..~- ..... ~.- .... 
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Fll11ht summary: Program A, Project AFTRACK SJGINT payfoads 

MISSION* PROJECT 
and 

NUMBER PAYLOAD 

NIA l SOCTOP f* 
--r-!__ . ...!.-..-·?·-----· 

" NIA TAl<i'1 

NIA Wlf..DBILL 

NIA ~ TEXAS PINT 

NIA TOPSOC1 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA i 

NIA 

NIA 

TOPSOC2 

TOPSOCI· 

·TOPSOC4 

GRAPE· 
JUICE1 

WILOBILL2i 

GRAPE· 
JUICE2 

TAKl2 

NEW 
JEASEY1 

Oiiie:r 
I 

7n-I 
I 
11/GH/ 

I 

1117-1121 
I 
10/13-10/1 

I 
1115.11n 

I 
12112· 2/13 

I 
2127 
I 
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LIFETIME 

Daya 

2 

2 

2 

5 

--- ·--1----1 

4111-4122 
I 

·7/5 i 

2 

2 

1 

2 orblla; 
0.15 

5 

1 

NIA ' 
GRAPE 
JUICE3 

l--+---1---+---·· - - --r--

09 i:i: GmeretS~ COPY • todi•on Copy eon.ent 

• .... _ ......... _._.......,.,.....,ac~-......... -•lili 
... l°'9W--~ ...................... ... 



w .. Flight summary: 
..... 
l 
~ 
0 

MISSIO ! NUMB 
IC 
!. 
.i 
l 7202 

7203 VIN01 

7204 TAKl3 

7205 NEW 
JERSEYll 

7208 VINOll 

7207 

7218 

7208. 

72111 

1218 

7210 

7222 

7224 . t 
a-s • C.nlffal SHrct. 
TI • Twchlllcll M1e1li,o.nc• 

~·- .. ··· t(' '-· 

Program A, Project AFTRACK StGlNT payloads (rnnlinued) 

OPERATIONAL LIFETIME 

1963 1963 1963 1964 1984 

2128 
1 (Fiiied to or~ll) 

7(20' 

6129 7/11 • 

. 6113 612 -

·-·¥ 
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Day• 

5 

3 

3 

8 

8 

0 ik 13 0 

" 35 

12 

1& 

20 

19 

23 

13 



Flight summary: Program A, Project AFTRACK SIGINT payloads (continued) 

MISSION PAOJECT 
NUMBER and 

PAYLOAD 

OPERATIONAL LIFETIME 

i;:;.-; ~;:;s'", ·;;;-~~:·Ji~;; ·~;;;. "' 
7215 OPPOR.· 

l<NOCICITY 

7223 
NEW 

HAMPSHIRE CllflClllled due to technlc.I problemll 0 

7225 
SQUARE 
TWENTY 

10/2 11/8 
20 

7231 DONKEY 
. 7124 1/28 

190 

~: noa ..... 8!AC DOCI. ~IR. COHYOT. and H~M'ESTEJIJ .,.,. t!Mam.d .. leeftndw)' Pt!, ..... 
Oft IM8K,nO. andlntAWllAH P~. ~......, ll!Md •ltlt tNm. 

'col'\" "' LOIO .. ·Un CQfSy COR'9nl 
lOC ., locete"' 1'!1. 111'1"-11• 

EO 1.4.(~) 
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I' ,. 
manager at LMSC, determined that a loca
tion on the fo~ard rack was the only prac
tical place to mount the 6-foot expandable 
parabolic antenna required for the mission. 
Agena vehicle 2732. scheduled to launch 
the MULTIGROUP 2.and SETTER 1B 
payloads in July 1967, would have new. 
more powerful CASTQR II solid rockets, 
providing greater thritst than the pr~i
ously used thrust-augmented Thor (TAT> 
booster. This made it a logical choice for 
the addition of DONKEY. Installation of 
all three payloads (including three out
board expandable antennas) required very 
innovative engineering. This may have 
b~n the point at. which the payload was 
named DONKEY (for lack of a better 
explanaLion ). In any case DONKEY 
boasted an independent down-link and 
when launched on 24 July 1967 ·operated 
30 days longer.(for a total of 182 d_aysl 
than the other payloads following the fail~ 
ure of their data link transmitter. 

DONKEY was unable to perform the 
sidelobe intelligibility mission on orbit due 
to the failure of the pointing mechanism 
on the 6-foot dish antenna. This did not 

EO 13526 1 4(c)<2tiYrs EO 1J:,JG35(cl 

1u111lldJY L-v1v1t.1'I 1 Ud.t...a wt:!'r~ va1uau1~ u1 

rmssion planning for the 

in ract. rne 1mua1 a1roome mr.e1ugi- . · 
b1!ity program convinced Gen~ PitSenbarger 
of EDL and Vince Henry (and his boss, 

EO 13526 3 31b1(1)>2 

emitter as the low-orbiting MOL flew 
swiftly over the Soviet Union lthis may be 
another explanation for the name of the 
DONKEY COMINT AFTRACK payload l. 

The locations produced by 
SQUARE TWENTY. DONKEY, and the 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1)>25Yrs 

AJl of the data from the COJlvllNT pay
loads were· analyzed at the contractor facil
ities and at NSA, mostly by rather labori· 
ou,s manual processing. The information 
gained from the early TEXA;:l PINT. NEW 
JERSEY, GRAPE JUICE. and VINO pay
loads was minimal except for the develop·· 
ment of a healthy respect for the interfer-

~.,,.....,.. ,. ...................... . 
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The AFTRACK payloads had run 
their course by the time of the SQUARE 
TWENTY launch in 1965. The much more 

EO 1 J526 3 3\b)(1 p25Yrs 
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by LMSC, took over the original QRC-type 
missions of the AFrRACKs, and went on 
to greater capabiHty, utility, and inevitably, 
the accompanying and ever-increasing cost. 

Key accomplishments, Agena 
AFTRACK payloads 

.. ,_, ..... 
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Mission Requirements 
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During the late 1950s. the Inte\ligenn 
Community's weapons system analysts 
began io realize that overhead photogra
phy alone could not do a complete job of 
assessing the Soviet missile threat 
Though crucial for strategic indications 
and warning O& W). photography was 
essentially static; it showed the number 
and kind of launching pads but revealed 
little about the missiles themselves in 
terms of actual in-flight performance. The 
information of greatest value to US missile 
intelligence analysts was that used by the 
Soviet missile designers themselves. Like 
their US counterparts; Soviet missile 
designers put instruments on board their 
vehicles to monitor various internal func• 
tions during the missile development and 
test phase. These data were transmitted 
to Earth in coded-signal format, called 
telemetry, for engineering evaluation and 
assessment. Because of the design and 
function of telemetry, US intelligence agen· 
cies made special efforts to collect this 
information, along with beaconry and 
other electronic emi$sions from rocket test 
vehicles. all of which came to be called for
eign instrumentation signals, or FIS. The 
collection and analysis of such signals for 
intelligence purposes is called TELINT. 
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The Project Story 

On 27 July 1963; the Hughes Aircraft 
Company's SynCom Ii' became the world's 
first successful ~quatorial geosynchronous 
satellite. Located 22.000 miles above the 
Ellrth's equator and orbiting around the 
Earth once each day at the same periph
eral velocity that the Earth's equator 

Tep 
H.omw w. avi 

,,..,,..,. 

turned beneath it, the equatorial geosyn
chronous satellite appears to an observer 
on the ground to remain motionless in the 
sky, This is a perfect orbit for a satellite 
designed for reJaying information from one 
place on the Earth to another-ideal for a 
communications satellite or a CO MINT 
satellite. SynCom JI marked the birth of 
the era of communications satellites and it 
also set in motion the idea for a p,roject 
that.was to play center stage at the CIA 
and the National Reconnaissance Office 
rNROl 

Albrrt D. Wh~OI\ 

Albert D. "Bud" Wheelon was one of 
the original bright young engin17ers hired 
by Simon Ramo at the Ramo-Wooldridge 
Corporation, the technical ·manager of the· 
US Air Force ballistic missile program, in 
November 1953. By the late 1950s Wheelan 
was irivolved in Ramo-Wooldridge's analy. 
sis work o~ the capabilities of Soviet mis
siles. He became acquainted with Presi
dential Scienc.e Advisors Jerome Wiesner, 
James Killian, and Edwin A. "Din" Land. 
·In June 1962, at the invitation of Herbert 
"Pete" Scoville, Jr., he joined the CIA. 
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Then, at the request of Ray Cline. Deputy 
Director for Intellige~ce <DD{), and over 
Scoville's objections, Whe~lon was assigned 
as Assistant 'Director fe1r Scientific Intelli
gence and head of the Office of Scientific 
Intelligence <OSI), reporting to Cline. and 
Chairman of the Guided Missiles and 
Astronautics Intelligence Committee 
tGMAIC) of the US Intelligence Board 
{USIB). These were the dark days of the 
Cuban Missile Crisis. CIA's reputation for 
innovative excellence, built on the recon
naissance successes with the U-2 aircraft 
and CORONA photo satellites. was now 
being overtaken by the failures oftbe Bay 
of Pigs. At the highest levels of govern
ment, CIA's repu~tion and influence were 
dedining. In August 1963 Wheefon was 
appointed Deputy Director for Science and 
Technology <DDS&T> of the CIA by 
Director of Central Intelligence <DCI) John 
McCone. Wheelan was given McCone's 
mandate to put the CIA back into the 
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f°'n111ititt 1SA.SC1. the Hause Apprvprialionli Committee 
~Cl. the Senate Appropriations Committee ISACl, lhe 
IH use Pennanenl SelKI Commit~ on Intelligence 

1 l'SCll. and the S..nate Selt<el Committee'"' 
"~llicence tSSCll. 

To 

tOuustandin11 high·Khool graduates wilh a dl!'monstr:ated 
a ptH ucte for foreign language werP hired and trained 
be.cause the militarv SP.rviccs ·could not recruu ennuch 
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rured as (;$.;)s. promote<! lo GS-4• upon sl.ICCll'ssful com
pletion of the first six months of the program. and pro
moted to GS-5s upcm completion of tit. int.insive one-year 
program. Many went on to get a college degrtt in lan
guage from a local colll'ge or university while continuing 
to work for NSA. 
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Gclusions and Accomplishments 

v 
The SIGINT Satellite System Mix 
as of 1975 and Why It Was Effective 

By -19i5 the National Reconnaissance 
Office <NROl SIGINT satellite world con
sisted of an effective set of complementnry 
space vehicles. The low-orbiting POPPYs 
were busy searching for new signals and 
usi.ng their elegant relay techniques to pro
vide the Navy. especially, with up-to-date 
locations of radar-equipped ships any· 
where on the surface of the Earth. Going 
through a constant evolution from launch 
to launch, POPPY proved to be the best 
system for intercepting ship-based radars. 
which w.ere sometimes only on for a few 
fleeting moments as the commanders used 
special tactics to avoid detection. This 
same main-beam intercept capability was 
immensely powerful in determining the 
PQwer and scan properties of any ground· 
based radar that happened to illumin_ate 
the POPPY satelJites As a main-beam col
lector POPPY was the best and,W"" 

was assured of an 
important continuing role. 

EO 13526 3 3\b)(1 p25Yrs 

~L 86-36/50 USC 3605 
EO 1.4. (c) 

·Alongtheway.theongrnal \VS 117L 
low-orbiters helped pave the way. but had 
been retired by the early 1970s. The.v were 
replaced by a new ensemble that could 
bring back signals faster. locate them more 
accurately, and make reports almost a~ the 
events were happening. 
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By 1975. the NRO had a strong capa
bility in.basic SIGINT satellite systems. 
The mix of orbits and capabilities proved 
an important quality. 

They cov

ered the frequencies of interest and each 
of them carried out missions that were 
easy and natural to do from each orbit. 
This ensemble. developed thoughtfully 
over time in response to various perceived 
Problems was actually a good set of archi
tectural pieces. efficient and technically 
clever, that met real intelligence needs. •l 

Budget pressures prompted efforts at con~ 
~lidation. usmg fewer basic satellite sys· 
tems B~t no such effort at consolidation 
was to be successful because, despite some , 
tnutually reinforcing overlaps in capabil
ity: each of the-systems possessed a 
unique basic function that the others could 
?ot perform at all-a testimony to the 
ingenuity and insight that put them there. 

'ONR l 0 Aluander H. flu said. '"Jnere was a plan. 
~~hough like all long-range pfannini it evolved over 1ime 
~ArllCUlarly'" COl\llNT coll..-tion>. but in many 
fro Peets the architecture was envisioned in crude outline 

111 thr beginning.· 

EO l. 4. (c) 

PL B~-36/50 use 360S 

The NRO Program Offices as 
Man•gers of Satellite Projects 

The NRO SIG INT Program OfficE.>s 
shared n short chain of command. high 
motivation, a sense of team spirit. and a 
sense of urgency. They also worked in 

total secrecy. It was a management envi
ronment that the participants say was 
unusually rewarding and unlikely ever to 
be repeated. 

In SIGINT satelljte development, the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense staffs and 
the Army and Air Force staffs <but not the 
Navy, initially> were removed from the 
management chain by the establishment 
of the SAMOS Project Office <later the Dir
ector of Special Projects. SAFSPl, reporting 
to the Secretary of the Air Force. in late 1960. 
This Presidential decision effectively froze 
out all other participants and provided for 
a short chain of command and quick decj
sions. first for the Air Force's SAMOS 
Project. This organizational precursor 
became the NRO. established formally in 
1962; From 1962 on, all SIGlNT satellites, 
including Air Force, Navy, and CIA satel
lites. would be developed and operated by 
the NRG. 

The creation of the NRO, and in par
ticular. the office of the Director of the 
NRO CDNRQ), harnessed the creative 
technical energies of the nation. The 
DNRO was empowered to work on the 
whole problem of providing satellite recon
naissance for the country. That job, being 
covert, did not in itself. require the DNRO 
to do anything except work on the problems 
of developing and operating the nation's 
reconnaissance satellite fleet. The tying of 

I 
H-lftd~ "'a Bl' TllU!Vf·KlYHOtl-

l>ntlol C~'-'' lomtlv 
8YE·'ll'll'"14 
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re!Search and development <R&DJ with 
operations. all under the DNRO. became 
the key to the whole plan. The genius was 
in defining the job in this way. It provided 
a single forum to focus on how systems 
would work together. Consideration of 
engineering principles, along with cost and 
the desires of the individual participants, 
was possible. This approach allowed system-"' 
Jcvel and architectural deeisions to be 
made cleanly. It saved valuable time in 
putting new designs into orbit and it 
ensured that the reconnaissance satellites 
of the United States would be technically 
superior. 

DNRO Alexander H. Flax said., "In my 
mind. tying R&D to operations under the 
DNRO was essential. The NRO never had 
a pure R&D launch; all had some opera
tional objective. Feedback from operations 
to R&D was almost instantaneous. Given 
the rapid pace of the technologies involved, 
these characteristics were invaluable.-2 
Eugene Fubini reinforced this view: "'l'he 
NRO was designed to relieve stresses: the 
fact that it has survived so long is a testi
mony to the wisdom of those who set it up. "3 

This management approach rnade 
possible the creative work by the Directors 
of Programs A, B. and C, who similarly 
had both operational and R&D work blended 
under their operating charters. Within the 
NRO, then. the work came to support the 
primary missions of the. organizational ele-

"men ts that were to carry it out. 

The covert Air Force ($AFSP> ele
ments. Program A. based in Los Angeles, 
California. developed the WS-1171-derived 

fop Se 

low-altitude systems !SA.MOS F-1. 698BK 
MULTIGROUP. and STRAW!\1ANl 

Thpse prOJt'Ct;:; 

all originated in Air Force needs and inter
ests. They were mostly carried out within 
the SAFSP offices in Los ~geles. with 
support easily arranged from the non
covert, or "white," Air Force organizations 
for launch services, tracking, and commu
nications. The DNRO was also the under 
Secretary of ihe Air Force" and this was 
the key to a simple and effective manage· 
ment arrangement f9r Director, Program A. 
He was working on projects of interest to 
the Air Force and he reported to the top of 
the Air Force's statutory chain of com· 
mand. Since the DNRO occupied an overt 
position.,.......usually Under Secretary of the 
Air Force-he had the obvious authority w 
provide the necessary direction to elements 
outside the NRO. This arrangement worked 
well but at a price. The Air Force people 
in Program A came to view themselves. 
and to be viewed by the rest of the Air 
Force, as .. outside the system."7 The DNRO 
was also in a difficult position. ha\•ing to 
exclude from the management chain senior 
Air Force officers i:ind others throughout 

• DNROsJ05eph V Charyk 1 l962-63l. Brockway McMilla11. 
rl963-65l. and John L. MeL11t'as . .Jr. 1 l969-i31. served a• 
Under Secretary of the Air force; McLucas later served 
as Secretary of the Air force I 197J.75t DNRO FlllJI 
0965-691 w111 Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for 
R~surch.and Dev~lopmenl. and unnged for spei:ial 
authorities to carry out his job. Other ONROs ha"e 
serv&d as ei1her Secretary. Under Secretary, or Assistant 
Secreiary of the Air F'o~. 

~All Directors Gf Program A. except one. retirtd in the 
rank held 1hrigadier general or major general! as Director 
of Special Projects <SAFSPl. ~Allen, Jr .• was the 
exceplion: after 5erving as Director of Special Projects 
1major general. 1971-721. he serv.d as Director. NSA 
!Jieut.enant general. 1973-77), and Chi~f of Slaff. United 
States Air Force !general. 1978·ilZ1. 
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1 
the Department of Defense who would 
normally be able to offer good counsel but 
who were excluded and knew it.* 4 

At the CIA, the Director of Program B 
had a different set of problems and mot1-

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs 

~ -

and conceptual victory within the NRO. 
But the CIA Director of Program B, with 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )-"25Yrs also lived in 
a complicated world. alienated from the 
larger CIA because of his affiliation with 
the NRO. He. too. had his own problems 
of reporting to a line boss, the Deputy 
Director for Science and Technology in the 
CIA. and by dotted line to the DNRO. an 
official of the Defense Department. His 
management chain was not as clean as for 
Director. Progy-am A. but he had an advan· 
tage: Director, Program B, was in the ClA 
and therefore was cloliier to the require
ments side of the Intelligence Community 
than v.ere the other proirram managers. 

·Tht DNRo rollaterally reponed to the ..enior Air Forre 
;:"nagemtnt. but for most SRO matters. reporting was 

the ~cretary or Oeput~· Secretary of Defpnsf.. 

The Navy's POPPY. originalJy 
designed to collect against land-based 
emitters, came under NRO control in 1962. 
and the role of ocean surveillance. late in 
1970. fit in well with the interesls of Navy 
sponsors outside the Program C offices. 
Still, the Director of Program C also had 
the problem of dual allegiance: he reported 
to the Chief of Naval Operations. either 
through the Director of Na val Intelligence 
or, later. through the Chief of ~aval 
Materiel.6 His reporting line to the DNRO 
was a dotted line to an office that was 
really in the Air Force. So the Director of 
Program Chad a slightly more compli
cated life than Director of Program A. 
But the POPPY project proved of interest 
and value to the Navy and gtmerally was 
well supported by both NRO Navy leaders.:-

These charters. arrived at through 
historical experience and by executive 
decisions of the DNRO, turned out to be 
very practical and productive. The 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs 

effective set of~IGJNT satellnes mar. 
engineering and analytic sense and also 
matched the interests of their sponsoring 
develqpment and acquisition agencies. 
Altogether. the NRO management team. 
consisted of highly mission-oriented pro· 
ject offices, with extremely short lines of 
'control to the decision makers. 

NSA. while not a builder of satellites, 
played a central role in the decision pro
'cess for new SIGINT systems. Gen Lew 
Allen .described. it this way: "If the DNRO 
wants to make a major decision in the 
SIG INT world. he should have NSA on his 

laP. m 
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side and the CIA not opposed." From 1960 
to 1975. that set of conditions was always 
present. The DNRO had NSA working 
with him. supporting the recommended 
plan. 

the ClA got into the p!annmg 
discussions too and did not question 
DNRO decisions after they were made.s 
So long as the DNRO did his homework. 
he could make his decisions stick. 

With the NRO jobs assigned and the 
organizational relationship established, 
the actual design and building of satellites 
in Program A and Program B were carried 
out by industrial contracwrs. The Navy's 
Program C POPPY satellites were built by 
the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL1: 

were first 
built by NRL and subsequently manufac
tured by industrial contractor teams. In 
Program A. the SAFSP SIGINT project 
offices in-1sed a few people i~ the 
office for each project. In a matrix form of 
organization, each project team was sup
ported by an SAFSP procu'l"PmPnt t.l'!Am 

EO 13526 3.3(b)(1 )>25Yrs 
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1p11R"tpl a budget te 
and an operations team 
worked with the tracking and communica
tions network of the Air Force Satellite 
Control Facility <AFSCF) sites. Launch 
vehicles-the Atlas, Thor, and Titan deriv· 
atives-were procured by sending money 
to the "white" Air Force project offices in 
Los Angeles. This arrangement allowed 

-project managers to concentrate on 
the SIG INT mission part of the job, which, 
because it revealed that reconnaissance 
was being carried out, was bought with 
covert or "black .. contracts. 

2t.o The SIGINT Soitellite Storv 

j . 

The black contracts were adminis
tered so as to comply with all procurement 
roles contained in Federal Statutes-the 
law-but with waivers from any of the 
implementing or reporting instructions of 
the US Department of Defense or the US 
Air Force that would have required disclo· 
sure of the existence of the contracts to 
persons who were not working on them. 
The Director of SAFSP, as head of a con
tracting agency, held his own warrant as a 
contracting officer and signed in that 
capacity on large procurements. These 
arrangements gave him effective control 
over every aspect of the reconnaissance 
side of his job and a way of getting support 
for all the other space-related needs 
through the uwhite~ Air Force. which oper· 
ated the tracking network and the launch 
bases at Cape Canaveral and Vandenberg 
Air Force Base .. 

The Air Force-Jroject manager 
viewed himself as the head of a task force. 
with his main JOb being the leading of a 
tearn made up mostly of industrial con
tractors. To motivate that team he used 
performance incentive contracting, devel· 
oped for the photo satellites by BGen John 
L. Martin, Jr., tthe "Martin Incentive") and 
then first applied to SIGINT satellites by 
BGen David D. Bradburn with Martin·s 
close supervision. Under this approach, 
good performance by the contractor was 
linked to successful mission performance. 
If the project succeeded. the fee would be 
hjgh. If the project failed. the fee would be 
low. This direct coupling of the project goals 
turned the contract into an important 
instrument of delegation. The contractor 
team became an .extension of thE .. pro· 
ject office. 



Under the Martin Incentive, objective 
measures of performance, such as total 
days of successful operation and the per
centage of usable information. were worked 
out m advance. With this system. if the 
satellite needed more testing on the ground 
to ensure it would work right in orbit, the 
contractor would do the testing on his own 
initiative. When all were confident, the 
launch would proceed. 

The Air Force. through-became 
responsible for operating ea~gram A 
satellite as it went into orbit. From that 
time on, the incentive provisions were 
especially useful. because contractor team 
members, experts on the mission, were on 
duty at the mission ground stations, pur-: 
suing the same goals in the contract origi
nally laid out by the government project 
manager. If the Air Force manager 
decided to operate t.he satellite in a way 
that would place the vehicle at risk, the 
contractors affected by the planned action 
could cpoose either to accept the risk and 
leave their incentive fees riding or to 
&elect the "no-fault" option. with fees lower 
than for a full success 1but not zero) for 
the remainder of the flight. 

This Performance -Incentive contract
ing method made for simple, short con· 
trans. Air Force managers spent much of 
their time negotiating and administering 
these incentive provisions. Senior managers 
of the contractors also spent their time on 
the incentive provisions. before and during 
the life of the contract. This was time well 
'i>ent because it constituted the heart of 
the delegation process. When all had 
agreed on the incentives. there was then 
no need for detailed government contract 

H.lntllf> ,;,, II 

specifii:ations, and contract changes could 
be made without fear by the government 
that some important performance goal 
might be lost. Government offices to 
administer the black projects were much 
smaller than equivalent offices adminis
tering similar white programs because the 
more detailed specification process (Called 
"configuration management" on the white 
side I was not applied on the black side. 

To reiterate: The Program ASlGlNT 
projects used a team approach. incentives. 
moti\·ntion, and simple contracts to dele
gate the work to the contractor teams. In 
this way they made the contractors part of 
a task force. with the same priorities as 
the government managers. 

A set of special circumstances not usu
ally found in the Air Force. in the opinion 
ofMGen John Martin, Jr .. helped make 
this management structure successful: 

1. The effect of the increased respon· 
sibility which such limited and com
partmented management places on 
each of the participants. SAFSP cap
tains typically had more responsibil
ity than many colonels. 

2. The extent of continuity realized 
within the system. There were 
changes of station and specific jobs. 
while maintaining essential continuity 
for both individual development as 
well as the organization's effectiveness. 

3. The extremely beneficial effect of 
many key people being in place long 
enough for the 'chickens to come 
home to roost'-to see the direct 

Ci Control C~• louiil• 
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results produced by the decisions 
which they made or in which they 
participated. 

4. The unique benefit of working in a 
closed-loop enterprise, where the end 
results· are evident to all-where. 
although it's nice to be told that one's 
work is good, it's not necessary in 
order to know, for the entire results 
tell all there is to be told: technically, 
operationally, financially; the ultimate 
in work incentive and job satisfaction.9 

Secrecy was probably a help, on bal
ance, especiaJly during the formative days 
of the NRO, between 1958 and 1962, when 
steps were taken to exclude the military 
services and the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense staff from the management chain. 
The freedom not to be involved in routine 
R&D administration. more a question of 
short decision-making channels than of 
secrecy as such, motivated those on the 
inside. The disadvantage was d\e ill will 
engendered among those on the outside, 
who v.•ere not taken into confidence. and 
·whose cooperation was sometimes difficult 
to arrange. This was a continuing prob
lem, particularly in the Air Force, because 
the SAFSP organization did not report 
through the A.ir Force Systems Command 
or the Air Force Staff in the Pentagon: to 
those on the outside, it often appeared that 
th~ .SAFSP people and their CIA friends 
were using secrecy to keep others away for 
personal convenience rather than for any 
legitimate purpose. This difficulty-there 
were outsiders who knew generally wh?t 
was going on and wanted more access and 
less secrecy-was a manageable problem 

_...._~.· 

Top 
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at the time but, with the passing of the 
Cold War, will lead to new looks at security 
poli~y. 

In this history, the real argument for 
short.management channels was the 
urgency of the SIGINT satellite mission .. 
The real argument for secrecy was the fear 
of Soviet diplomatic intervention or 
attempts to interfere with the satellites: 
there was also the concern for compromise 
of intelligence sources and methods.:__the 
possible drying up of a SIG INT source 
when the So\'iets became aware of our 
ability to use the radio frequency <RF1 sig
nal. Secrecy made the job easier in most 
cases and helped to ensure the privacy of 
the short management channels .. Both fac
tors were probably important to the 
results that were achieved. 

The NRO project teams, charged· with 
building and operating SIG INT satellites. 
brought these new spacecraft into exis
tence in a short time and brought them to 
bear on the intelligence problems of the 
nation quic_kly and effectively. POPPY 
typicaJly achieved new models w1t.hrn one 

These short times from concept to 
operation were remarkable and a testi
mony to the dedication and skill of their 
government and contractor teams. These 
records were achieved in Unique circum· 
stances-a one-time blending of threats to 
our national survival and technolo~cal 
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opportunity~and were made possible by 
an astute decision about how to organize 
for the job.* 10 

NRO and NSA Working Together 

In 1958, National Security Council 
(NSCl Directive No. 6 <NSCID No. 6) 
placed NSA in charge of coordinating all 
US ELINT activity. This decision put NSA 
in a business it had not been in before; up 
to that time NSA people were really 
CO~UNT specialists. not ELINTers. This 
new assignment for NSA was resisted by 
many of the rank and file in the CIA and 
in the military services. who were the tra· 
ditional ELINT collectors. users, and oper
ators. By the 1960s, NSCIO No. 6 also led 
to a conflict between NSA and the NRO 
o~er roles and missions: with the NRO in 
charge of satellite reconnaissance.and 
NSA in charge of ELINT, who would be in 
charge of ELINT sate~lites? This question 
came up again. and with more import.a.nee, 
When COMINT satellites became a reality. 
The answer was usually worked out by 
NROINSA teaming arrangements and 
llgreements on a project-by-project basis, 
along the lines suggested by Gene Fubini 
in 1961: typically, the NRO would build 
and operate the satellites, and NSA would 
be the resident SIGil\'T expert and process 
the satellite data for analysis by the 
Intelligence Community customers. 

At the end of the 1950s, NSA was 
recognized as the processor of satellite
Collected SIGINT and that, too, was not 

•!;,~ "'~n: no dedicated R&O nights and no formal ten 
~o~alua11on night proirrams. This alont dlstmruished 

Programs &om almost all oth~r R&D programs. 

Top 
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senously questioned thereafter. although 
EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs 

LnsKmg -that is, giving detailed com
mands to the satellites to direct their col
lection operations·--<m the other hand. was 
more painfully sorted out. Eventually. 
tasking was defined in phases; authority 
ultimately resided in the US Intelligence 
Board 1 USIB>, which delegated the 
detailed work of target selection and prior· 
ities to its committees. The committees 
discussed and wrote the official require· 
ments and set priorities which. in some 
cases. became extremely detailed, even 
awkward. and. at least in the early 1960s. 
inefficient. The NRO acquiesced to what 
many felt was an intrusion and. in 1962. 
set up the Satellite Operations Center 
tSOCl in the Pentagon. NSA, in turn. saw 
the SOC as usurping a traditional NSA 
role in managing the tasking of S1GINT 
collectors. Later in 1962, NSA personnel 
were integrated into the NRO. both on the 
collection side (satellite planning and bud
geting> in the Office of the Secretary of the 
Air Force, Space Systems (SAFSS), and on 
the operational side, in the SOC. Then. m 
an evolutionary step, in 1968 the SIGINT 
part of the' SOC provided a represen\ative 
to NSAoffices at Fort Meade, Maryland. 
An' amicable arrangement evolved: USIU 
was in titular control. t NRO was in con
trol of the sate Hite vehicles, and NSA 
orchestrated target collection and, of 
course, did or arranged for all the SIGINT 
processing. 

-:- Actually. when one reviews the voluminous detail in the 
more recent USIB fllt-.s on SIGINT satt'llitt's. particular!~ 
their ·Guidonce on lhe NRP" published annually and · 
then for'live and then 10 years in advance. one could con· 
elude that USIB. if not in control. (ertai.nly spent a lot of · 
time nnd rnoun:es atti>mpting control of SIGINT satellit~. 

CO/l.1t1' r Im! Ch#~J kJinflv 
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The mission ground stations (MGSsl 
were important to the collaboration between 
the NRO and NSA. The GRAB/POPPY 

used the Air Force 
Satellite Control Facility <AFSCF) sites 
built by the Air Force for thP im;u:rinP" :.nrl 

SIGINT satellites. In 1966 

Jop Sec 
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it t e advent o e 1gh·a itude. 

and also realtime, SIG I.NT satellites. NSA · 
did in fad rnake a determined and successful 
effort to gett>ack into the business ofSIGil'tr 
operational ·control. On 10 February 1968 
the Director ofNSA, LGen Marshall S. 
"Pat" Carter. approved the establishment 
of the SIG INT Satellite Support Center 
(SSSCl at NSA Headquarters. Fort 
Meade. Maryland.14 This was a special
ized tasking center to focus and centralize 
all tasking for'f•1 't1''l conceived bv 

EO 13526 3 5(c) Charhe Tevis and headed by 
who had developed much of the software 
himself. The SSSC was originally manned 
by approximately eight people to handle 
C0~1INT, ELJNT, and TELINT. In 
January 1972 two representatives from 
the NRO/SOC were integrated into the 
SSSC to operate certain· phases of NRO 
tasking at NSA By the summer of 1972 
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there were at least four NROISOC repre
sentatives. mostly Air Force personnel, 
working jointly with NSA personnel in the 
sssc.• 1s 

The timing and personnel were just 
right for the SSSC to go into operation. 
The spirit of cooperation between NSA and 
the NRO was high under Carter and his 
Directors of Operations, Oliver Kirby and 
later MGen John E. Morrison. Jr., US Air 

EO 1 ~1526 3 'i\CJ Force. Az 
the Direct 

NSA assistant to 
marked, NSA 

could not unilaterally have developed and 
begun operating its SSSC as part of the 
NRO satellite control and tasking system 
either before or aft.er the late 1960s: earlier. 
the NSA wasn't capable: later. the NRO 
was better organized and probably wouldn't 
have relinq.uished control of SIG INT satel· 

Later, much of the task 

The SSSC was ahead of its time. but 
it was not politically acceptable in the 
Intelligence Community. The US Inte!Ji. 
gence Board <USIBl hierarchy-its SIGINT 
Requirements Subcommittee, especially
did not like the SSSC, even though it wns 
intended to provide a mechanism for con
solidating NSA recommendations on the 
SJGINT satellite collection requirements. 
As a part of an internal NSA reorganiza
tion, the SSSC was formally disestablished 
on 18 September 1974. The 24-hour watch 
operations in SSSC were assimilated into 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs 

+ The Opl!rations Center for Mission Control <OC~ic1 w11s 
established al NSA by a memo si~ by John McMahon. 
Deputy Director of Central lnteU:gence, in 1984 
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The good times were when the lime
light was shared-when each participant 
respected the other. 

o This sharing started in the early 
years, from 1958, between the Air 
FnrrP imrl N.SA, as John Copley and 

remember so well. 

" Charlie Tevis and Raymond Potts 
remember that the good times over· 
whelrningly outnumbered the bad. 
and both cite the enthusiastic sup· 
port of Deputy Director of NSA 
Louis Tordella as crucial through· 
out all those years, until Tordella's 
retirement in 1974. He set up 
direct access/short-chain management. 

0 NSA Director LGen Pat Carter, 
1965 to 1969, of course, encouraged 
team play. 

• DNROs Joseph V. Charyk I 1962 to 
1963 ), Brockway Mcl\.lillan ( 1963 to 
1965), Alexander H. Flax C 1965 to 
1969), and John L. McLucas (1969 
to 1973l also added to the coopera· 
tive spirit. 

• SAFSP key team leaders in the 
1960s. and 1970s were BGen Bill 
King, Col _Bob Yundt, LtCol Jack 
Sides. and MGen Dave Bradburn. 
Bradburn was among the first in 
SAFSP senior management to 
establish a close collaborative 
working relationship between 
SAFSP and NSA. 

L 
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• LMSC leaders such as Bill 
Troetschcl. Bill Ha 
Price, and were team 
players who often acted as exten
sions to the SAFSP project offices. 

" Bob Hermann, as NSA Chief. c high 
altitude> Satellite Programs in the 
1970s. then as Director of all NSA 
R&D. from mid-1973 to 1975. 
advised NSA not to try to take over. 
He was instrumental in resolving 
NSA/Air Force and NSAICIA . 
problems. 

,. NSA Directors VAdm Laurenct> H. 
Frost i 1960 to 1962), and VAdm 
Noel Gayler 11969 to 1972) tried to 

· get control, while the Afr Force and 
'Army Directors of NSA, LGen 
Gordon Blake, US Air Force I 1962 
to 19651, Pat Carter, US Army 
0965 to 1969>. Samuel C. Phillips. 
US Air Force 119721, and Lew 
Allen, US Air Force ( 1973 to 1977 t. 
fe\t comfortable without getting 
complete control. 

So there w~s an ebb and flow of NSNNRO/ 
CIA cooperation. George Cotter says he 
will always consider SIGINT satellites as 
the only Slf'.gram where NSA was 
noL master. and Potts believe that 
some Air Force and Navy airborne military 
SIGrNT also belong 
in the same <NSA not driving) category. 

The CIA. from the early days of Bud 
Wheelon'~ arrival from the academic com
munity and iitdustry, was a technical tiger. 
As Wheelan said, .. Killian and Land got to 
P~sident Kennedy after the Bay of Pigs 
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when Allen Dulles was fired in November 
1961; so CIA was not gutted; instead. its 
technical capability was preserved and 
expanded.''" The Air Force and NSA then 
had real comj>etition. So, tensions were 
bound to develop; they were resolved only 
when personalities allowed for cooperation 
or when the excitement of the job over· 
whelmed the spirit of competition. ln the 
interviews conducted for this history, an 
opinion freque11tly proffered was that in the 
late 1970s and later years, interagency 
relations became more formal and difficult. 
This oomt of view tactually in!Wrtf 

-!words~ could be summarized this 
way: "There are too many middlemen and 
we won't ever get back to the simple days; 
the systems are so large we can't do some 
very important jobs the way we used to do 
with small systems-we have lost that skill; 
and organizations have bece>me so large. it 
is easier not to do at. all what. in the old days, 
was accomplished with a short discussion."' 

Concluding Thoughts 

The story of the SIGIN'.f satellites is 
first the story of decisions by national 
leaders: The creation of a Department of 
Defense. a Director of Central Intelligence. 
and a National Security Agency by President 
Truman: the arrangement to have the 
Director of Central Intelligence take full 
charge of setting priorities for mi~itary and 
civil intelligence operations by President 
Eisenhower; Eisenhower's creation of the 
VS lntelligence Board CUSlB), the 

• Wheelon wa' the first CIA ~puty Direct(lr for Sc:imce 
and Technology •DDS& TI; preceding WhHlon were Herb 
1 Pete' Sco"ille o.nd Don Chamberl:un. who wert th• first 
and s.cond ClA Deputy Directors for Resean-h. 

President's Scientific Advisory Committee, 
and the President's Foreign Intelligence 
Advisory Board; and Eisenhower's initiation 
of what became the National Reconnais
sance Office cNROJ. which brought cre
ative minds to assist the President in his 
stewardship over these crucial national 
security activities of the country. These 
decisions can now be seen as legacies of 
the very first importance-actions that 
shaped the manner in which the Cold War 
would unfold. 

The objectives of President Eisenhower's 
"Open Skies" proposal were actually achieved 
at greater altitudes above national air
space by the US space reconnaissance sys· 

, terns. Even though the Soviets never 
agreed to permit US reconnaissance air
craft to overfly their airspace, they did per· 
mit US reconnaissance satellites to overfly 

. the Soviet Union and benefited by the 
same access for their satellites over the 
United States. This tacit cooperation was 
made possible by Eisenhower's three-track 
approach to organizing and carrying out 
the US space effort. Assigning the manned 
(lnd scientific space work to NASA. the 
standard military projects to the military 
services. and all space reconnaissance 
under a separate and covert organization 
was a brilliant organiZ,ational plan. By 
hiding the US reconnaissance effort under 
the NRO, the United States kept the diplo
matic pressure off. Neither the Soviet 
Union nor the United States had to admit . . 
publicly that it was overflying the territorY , 
of the other or that the sovereignty of its 
own territory might be .. violated." The 
tacit agreement served well. These initia
tives and activities would have been hard 
to negotiate and even harder for leaders to 
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agree to in public. So the plan was good, it 
worked, and it suited the sp~iol circum
stances of the Cold War perfectly. 

The SIG INT satellites that were built 
were good. too. They made a complemen
tary set and provided our leaders with the 
information they needed to make crucial 
defense decisions. Especially on the Soviet 
ABM-the big question as to whether the 
Soviets could actually defend themseh•es 
against incoming US missiles (they could
n't!h-the answers were vital and they 
were provided in time to preserve the con
fidence of US leaders in the deterrent 
power of their forces. 

These results meant that the leaders 
of the United States could wait and not be 
led by uncertainty into the disaster of a 
nuclear exchange. For the United States, 
this made possible the successful outcome 
of the Cold War. 
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Role of Digital Computing in 
SIGINT Satellite Collection 
Systems 

The role of digital computers in the 
development o( SIG INT satellite collection 
systems can be appreciated through a 
review of digital computer development 
and the application of this developr:nent to 
processing of SIG INT data collected by the 
various overhead satellite systems. 

The time line in this appendix pre· 
sents a brief outline of computer develop
tnent from 1935 to 1975. 

Chart I depicts the improvement in 
Processing capacity at the National 
Security Agency tNSA) frorn 1960 through 
1971 as more powerful computers were 
developed and applied to the processing of 
SIGINT data from the first mostly experi
mental programs of the early 1960s to the 
lllore sophisticated programs of the 1970s. 

Chart 2 demonstrates a similar trend 
tn t;u:. nrnf'>occ-inrl' ,. .. '".ln':lhll,tu ~a'1olnru::a,rl hv 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs, EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs, EO 1 

, Chart 3 is a measure of the increas-
ing data produced by the POPPY Program 
as its collection progressed from a single 

satellite with a single frequency band to 
multiole satellites with as many as18'!18 

EO 1 '.o52ti 33(b)l1) 

Chart 4 shows the total number of 
radar locations produced per year as the 
number of collection systems increased and 
became more sophisticated. Advanced 
technioues • 

possible. 

Chart 5 is a comparison of emitter 
location accuracy for the various SIG INT 
systems as they were developed. 

is a far cry from the 400· to 8.000-mi!e 
locations of the first POPPIES or even the 
300-mile accuracy of the first· Project 
698BK satellites. 

Chart 6 reminds us that in addition 
to the digital processing applied to identifi· 
cation and location of SIGINT emitters. 
there was a parallel development in using 
digital techniques to glean the technical 
information from the narrow and wide 
bandwidth analog tapes produced in the 
same timeframe. 

EO' 1. 4. {c) 
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Digital Computer Evolution 

Date 

1935 

1944 

1946 

1950 

1952 

1953 

272 

Event 

IBM 601 Multiplying Card Punch was developed. l These punched-card 
machines were the backbone of the machine support for processing by N'SA's pre
decessor organizations. the Navy's Communications Supplementary Activities. 
Washington <CSAW>, and the Army Security Agency <ASAL 

Mark 1 relay computer was developed at Harvard under direction of Howard 
Aiken.2 

ENIAC, the first large, general-purpose electronic computer, which had 18.000 
vacuum tubes. stored only 20 numbers. and was programmed by plugging large 
cables between registers, was developed by J. Presper Eckert and John Mauchly 
at the Moore School of Electrical, Engineering, Uni\'ersity of Pennsylvania.:! 

Engineering Research Associates. Inc. <ERAl. delivered the first ATLAS computer 
<started in 1948) to CSAW in December 1950. The ATLAS digital computer was a 
large. vacuum-tube machine that used magnetic-drum storage with a capacity of 
16,384 words of 24 bits <binary digits> each and had an access time of 17 mili
seconds.• ATLAS I was the first parallel electronic computer in the US with 
drum memory. i 

\ 
ABNER I, developed by ASA engineers. became operational in 1952. ABNER 1 
used mercury delay lines developed by Technitrol for ASA for memory, digital 
tape drives dev~Ioped by Raytheon. and a unique instruction set developed by 
ASA programmers and engineers, the first of which emphasized upon nonarith· 
metic operations. ABNER was a serial computer similar in logic to SEAC and 
EDVAC. It was the most sophisticated computer of its time and was the first 
computer to perform computations simultaneously with input-output operations 
ABNER had the most complete complement of input-output capabilities of its 
time. including punched cards, punched paper tape, magnetic tape, parallel 
printer. typewriter. and console. ABNER II. built for NSA by Technitrol 
Corporation, became operational in June 1955.5 

'T'he first ATLAS II computer was delivered to NSA (established on 4 November 
1952l in October 1953 by UNIVAC <ERA had been acquired by Remington Rand. 
Inc .. in 1952, and UNIVAC was formedl. The first ATLAS II computer used elec· 
trostatic tubes for high-speed memory. 

--~- . , ...... --~ 
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1954 The second ATLAS II computer delivered to NSA in November 1954 is believed 
to be the first magnetic-core-memory computer delivered. ATLAS II was 1.000 
times faster than ATLAS 1, with the new magnetic-core memory. i 

1956 IBM 703 and UNIVAC 1103 are the firs~'CQmmercial digital computers to use 
magnetic-core storage.8 The UNIVAC Scientific 1103 was the commercial ver
sion of the ATLAS II.9 

1957 The first of five BOGART computers, built by Sperry Rand lRemington Rand 
and Sperry Corporation combin.ed in 1955 to form Sperry Rand.l, St. Paul. 
Minnesota. to specifications provided by NSA to provide data conversion. format· 
ting, and other special functions; was delivered to NSA, Fort Meade, in July 
1957. Work started on BOGART in July 1954. The BOGART computer used 
diode and magnetic-core logic with a 24-bit word size and had the capability to 
select any of three 8-bit portions of the word. The cycle time of the magnetic 
core memory was 20 microseconds. IBM 727 magnetic tape drives. which were 
becomi11g the industry standard. were also used. BOGART was probably the 
first US computer that was built using "design automation'' techniques. Many 
features of BOGART were carried over into the family of Navy Tactical Data 
System computers.10 The BOGART computer was the first computer used by NSA 
in 1961 to procei>s ELINT data collected by the Navy program (see Chapter 3l 

1958 SOLO. the first operational digital computer using transistors, was deli\'ered to 
NSA in March 1958. NSA recognized in January 1955 the potential for transis- \ 
tnr" tn r<>nl::ar<> v::11cuum tubes and formed a small group of engineers (including 

EO 13526 3 5(c) and Raymond Potts) to lead efforts using transistors and to 
form the nucleus of what. became the transistor generation. In June 1955 Philco 
Corpor~tion was awarded a contract to build a transistor machine using surface
borner transistors {a technology that was superseded by ji.lnction transistors I to 
duplicate the design of the ATLAS II computer. The SOLO transistor version of 
the ATLAS II computer operated with a clock speed of l megacycle and was con
tained in a desk. compared to the 400 square feet of space required for ATLAS II. 
Philco marketed a commercial version of SOLO as the TRAN SAC 1000. A 
larger, improved computer, the TRANSAC S-2000, based on the Navy CXPQ 
computer and later called Philco S-2000, was marketed with more success.11 

1960 The first Control Data Corporation CCDC) 1604A computer was delivered. CDC 
was formed by William Norris and a small group of engineers from Remington 
Rand in 1957. These engineers included Seymore Cray as the chief computer 
designer. Cray later formed Cray Research where he designed, built, and deliv
ered the very large scientific CRAY computers. 
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1962 HARVEST. the most sophisticated model of the STRETCH series of computers 
built by IBM. was delivered to NSA in February 1962.12 Construction of the IBM 
STRETCH series of computers started in 1955 with the design for the more 
capable HARVEST version to meet NSA requirements submitted in May 1957. 
The proposed HARVEST system was estimated to be. 100 to 200 times faster 
than current equipment. The HARVEST system for NSA was basically the same 
as other STRETCH systems. with the.following major additions: two additional 
banks of high-speed memory, with a 0.9-microsecond access time; a high-speed 
streaming unit to perform special statistical calculations; and the TRACTOR 
automatic, high-speed, high.-capacity data storage system. TRACTOR consisted 
of three automatic tape-cartridge handling units, each capable of automatic~lly 
seeking and extracting data under program control. The 160 tape cartridges, 
each using l. 75-inch-wide tape with 3,000 ~its per inch, co.uld store 88-billion 
characters, with an instantaneous information-transfer rate of 1,280,000 charac
ters per second. The TRACTOR tape system was the first completely automated 
tape library. The system also pioneered the use of error-correcting codes a~d de
skewing buffers. 

The Joiictechnology use~ in IBM's 7000-series and subsequent models followed 
the STRETCH and HARVEST foundation. The 2-microsecond magnetic-core 
memory technology was used in IBM's 7090 ar:id other computers.13 

.................... 
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Chart 1 
Processing capacity increases applied to satellite ELINT dat~ 
at NSA, Fort Meade, Maryland. 
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Chart 3 
POPPY tapes processing. 
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Chart 4 
Number of radar locations produced per year. 
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Chart 6 
Volume of HINT analo2 taoes orocessed bv NSA at Fort Meade. Marvland. 
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SIG INT Satellite Contributions to Understanding Soviet An ti ballistic Missile/ 
Anti-Earth Satellite (ABM/AES) Radar System Capabilities · 
Date Mission ABM/AES Information Developed 

Ap~60 U-2 photography 

1961 Sa.tellite photo 

i Aug &1 GRAB/DYNO 2 

28 Oct .62 
EO 13526 3 3(b)(1J>25 

26 Jun 63 WlLOBILL J, 
Mission 7207: 
and POPPY -l. 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )> 

27 Nov 63 LONG IOHN 2., 
Mission 7219 

11 Ian 64 POPPY 5. 
EO 13526 3 3(b)(1) 

27 Jan 64 MOON BOUNCE 

•ppporogram 
25 Dec 64 POPPY 5. 

EO 13526 3 3(b)( 

Two HEN ROOST rad.us. one HEN HOUSE radar, J HEr-.: NEST 
rJdar. and two HEN EGG rad<1rs, Jll 1.hought to be fr<ick•ng r.Jd.ir>. 
were phorowaphed .:it !he research and deveJopmen1 compJe, 
under construc11on .lt Sary Shagan.' 

BIG SCREEN construction detected.! 

EO 13526 1 4(c)<2 Using a. series of int"rcepts in the h,m;i mddP 

dum1g POPPY 5 aper.wons, Naiio""' .>~ur11v "<:t:'PILI' 1NSA1 ,inaiv<I<, 
EO 13526 1 4\r)<25Yrs EO 13526 3 5(r:) 

Satellites provided the only signal collection of Soviet ABM radars 
umil the MOON BOUNCE intercepr arranged by NSA and 1he 
Naval Research Laboratory (NRLJ. 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1)>25Yrs, EO 135261 4(c)<25Yrs EO 13526 3 5(c) 
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SIG INT Satellite Contributions to Understanding Soviet Antiballistic Missile/ 
Anti-Earth Satellite !ABM/AES) Radar System Capabilities 

2 Feb 65 

9 Mar 65 POPPY 6, .,_,. 

EO 13526 3 J(b)i 

21 Dec 66 

.:!8 Dec 66 MUL TIGROUP I. 
Mission 7161 

, Ta hie co-1 I; nurS' 
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SIGINT Satellite Contributions to Understanding Soviet Antiballistic Missile/ 
Anti-Earth Satellite (ABM/AES) Radar System Capabilities 
D;itl' Mission ABM/AES Information Developed 

31 May 67 POPPY 7, 

24 Jul 67 

28 Sep 6;' 

9 Apr 68 

5 Oct bB 

EO 13526 3 '.l(b)( 1 )"2SYrs 

MUL TIGROUP 2, 
Mission 7162 

MUL TICROUP 2, 
Mission 7162 

NI ission 716 3 

THRESHER 1, 
Mission 7164 

..... -., ...... 
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SIGil'l'T Satellite Contribution.s to Understanding Soviet Antiballistic Missile/ 
Anti-Earth Satellite (ABM/AES) Radar System Capabilities 
Datt' Mission AllM/AES Information Developed 

5 Oct 68 CONVOY. 
Mission 7238 

EO 13526 3.3(b)(1 )>25Yrs 

31Jul69 

31 lul 69-

THRESHER 2. 
· Mission 71 &5 

CONVOY:!. 
Mi~sion 7:!39 

:!fl Aus: 70 REAPER J, 
Mission 7:!35 
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Soviet and Chinese Radar and Communications Signal.s 

Radars 

US/NATO Name 

.IHEN HOUSE fl 
(HEN HOUSE If) 

BACK NET 

BALL GUN 
!JAR LOCK 

Bt:ER CAN 
BIG BAR 

BlG MESH 
BIG NET 

BIG SCREEN 
BUEB !HEN HQUSEl 
BUCH 

-IEN HOUSE} 

HEN HOUSE) 
l..A 1 HOUSE 

CROSS OUT 
DOG HOUSE 
DRUM TILT 
ECG HEAD 

FAN SONG. C-baitd 

f AN SONG. S-band 
tlRE CAN 
flAT FACE 
fLATTWIN 

FULL TIME 
CJN SLING 

.-·· 

Function 

So\/1et ABM. l.lrAt'I <>cquisi1ion .ind trackin1-1 
Soviet ABM, target acquisition and tracking 
SO_\/iE.'t JCquisition radar ior the SA-5 GAMMON l>Ull.1t'l'·Hhlir-. 

missile 1SAM1 systPm 

· SQ"iet shipborne surface search 

Soviet early warm~ 
Soviet early warning, ground<ontrolled i.ntercept 
Soviet earl~: w.lrninp. 
So"iet early warning 
Soviet shipborl"lt' early w;:irning 
So"iet ABM target warning 
Soviet ABM. target acqu1sit1on .inci tracking 

Soviet ABM 
Soviet ABM. target acquisition and tr.acking 

Spviet ABM, target acquisition and tracking 

Soviet target tracking ior the GALOSH .mtiballi~tic missile 
(ABMl system 

Soviet early wamins 
Sov.iet tar~et acquistrion ior the GALOSH.ABM system 

Soviet antiaircraft fire·control 
Soviet. believed sfewable phased array 

Soviet target tracking and missile guidanc:e for SA-2 GUIDELINE 
SAMs also used in the P.eople's Republic of China (PRO 

Soviet target tracking and missile guidance ior SA-2· SAMs 
Soviet antiaircraft fire control 
Soviet early warning for antiaircraft fire control 
Soviet target tracking with coherent radio frequency. believed to 

emit from a· slew~ble phased array 

Sayiet early warning 
fRC. ~arget-tracking radar assodated whh the CSA.: 1 SAM system 

tTable conti11u~s1. 
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Radars 

US/NATO Name 

GUN DISH 
HEAD LIGHTS 

HEAD NET 
HEN EGG 
HEN HOUSE! 

HEN HOUSE II 

HIGH SIEVE 
LONG TRACK 

LOW BLOW 

MOON MAT 

MUFF COB 
NYSA-C 

PART TtME 
PAT HANO 

POP GROUP 

ROCK CAKE 

SHEET BEND 

SHIP WHEEL 

SHOCK SING 
SLIM NET 
SNOOP SLAB 
SNOOP TRAY 

SQUARE PAIR 

STRAIGHT FLUSH 
STRIKE OUT 

STONE CAKE 
TALL KING 

THIN SKIN 
TOKEN 
TOP ROOST 
TOP SAIL 

···~----·------------------

Function 

Sovit'I 'h1phornt1 .rnliJtrr.r.1it 

Soviet shipborne targer tracking and missile guidance ior 

the SA-N-3 missile 

Sovic•t ~hipburnt• ,1ir ~t'Jffh .ind L.1.1rlv w,1rn1ng iw thl' ~ .. \.\;.1 

Soviet ABM 

Sovi"'t AAM 1,ui.:d-tr,1d.ing; !U57Z. iormt'dv tJUEB .1r1cl H\'01 

Soviet ABM target-tracking; B375Z, fonnerly BVFW and TSl 36 

Sovi~·I :-hi1>hmnt• :;uri.1ce ~e.uch 

S.oviet target acquisition radar associated with SA-4 CANEF. 
SA-6 GAINFUL, and SA-8 GECKO SAM systems 

Scll'let tJrgef.lr,1ckin.~ r,ufar .1ss<Ki.11eci wirh 1lw SA- l GOA S·\,\\ 

Early warning copy US SCR-270 
So\·it>t shipborne .intiJircrair iire nmtrol 

Polish early warning 

So\·ie-1 e.irlv w.irning 

Soviet target-tracking for the GANEF SA-4 SAM sys1ern 

Sovit'I shiphornt' SA·N-4 missile guiciJr:ice. 1.iq.,>t>l.lr,1ding 

Soviet height finder 
SO\iiet coastal surveill.10ce r.idar ,\s;ociJted with the SS-28 

~uriace-to-suri.lce _missile svc.lt'm 

Soviet missile beacon-tracking/instrumentation 
PRC early warnin1-: .ls~onated with 1he SA-.1 
Soviet shipborne surface searclv'target acquisition 
Soviet !>ubmarine-horne navigation 
Soviet submarine-borne navigational radar 
T8856 Soviet r.uget-tracking r;uiar ror the SA·5 missile <.~'Stem 

Soviet target-tracking radar associated with the SA-6 missile system 

Soviet early w.irning 

Soviet height finder 
Soviet earlv warning 

Soviet height finder associ11ted with the SA-4. SA-6, and SA-8 

Soviet early warning' 
Soviet ABM target-tracking, can track multiple tareets 

Soviet shipborne ior SA-N-3 

Soviet shipborne early warning TOP TROUGH 
TRY ADD Soviet target-tracking, mi'isile rrackin,;. and guidance ior the 

GALOSH ABM system 

~YO.:::....;Y~O=-~~~~~~~~~~~Sov::.=.;.·~iet~·~:::.:srget~·~k~a~c~ki~nge..:.::ro~r~G~U~ll~O:...:::SA~-~1~SAM~· ~~~~~------
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Communications Signals 

US/Soviet Name Soviet 

Radio Frequency Ranges 

_pe 

HF !hi~h frequency} 

VHF (very hig~ frequency) 

UHF 1vhrJhijlh frequency! 

s.band 
C.band 
X-band 
SHF (su~hii:h irequencvl 

I 

Function 

Range 

3·30 MHz 
30-JOOMHz 
300-3.000 MHz 
2,000-4,000 MHz 
4.000-6.000 MHz 

8,000-10,000 MHz 

3-30 GHz 

R1e11erp sith blarilt 

Top 
H~ndlt! v~ llYE 

COMINT rol Ct.~,,_i• loi,.,lv 
llY(-91.97."1.t 

-- -------------_,,..--------. 

EO 1.4.{c) 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

Frequency-

Wavelength 

1 00-1 0 meters 
10-1 meter 

I m 10 10 CITI 

10cm 
5cm 
3 cm 

10-1 cm 
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b ··-····"1 ... ------~-- ··-··--- -- -·-. ··-------·-----·-"··---------·-----
FL R6-36JSO USC 3605 

_w 1.4 

i 
; 
0 

Frequency 
llange Features, Miuion, 

_ll_a_t_c ___ llt_1_is_· s_·i_on Pa yload ___ l_,u_u_u_c_· h_V_c_·h_i c_l_e __ C_o_n_t_r_o_c-::t::<.1::r=((::.:::1::1::z::)==-L_i f_c ____ A_c_c_o_m_,_p_l_i s_· h_m_e_n_t_s __ 

1%0 
h{il/(oll 

8/IO/h!I 

Hl/11/f,O 

I 111J/lo(I 

1961 
01/(1/hl 

XJtX• 

XX"-X 

X>U<tt.. 

:(1001. 

CRAil/ 
OYNO- l 

SO<: I 01' 1 • 

~M\OSl 

C;flAll/ 
DYNO 

SAMCJS l 
f.IJf-1 

Tr.>nsil UA 
Tl1111/Ahft .. Sl.1r 

Tltot Ai;cn~ 
OISCOVFRER 1 l 

A1l.1<--llH<'fl.'I 
£-1/f.l 

l•.111•il lllA 
Th1•1/Al1l<•·Sl.tr 

All ... ·Ai;c11.1 

NRI. 

All 

All 

N~I 

All 

fit<! SIGIN I tlllN ll 
satdlile 

first ;ill-rack p.iylr1<1d 
vvlncr'1hilily missiun 

f .... "'"'"'"' lhf\il.<i 
l"'""'~iui; 111 INI I 

•Ttu,• St )(lOP µ,,ylo.Hh w.crc th •. lit>I in .1 ~l'lf(.'"\ nr vufnt.•f,1ld1ly fU\./11,1d~ lo fx· fluwn on mu ... 1 plu~n rp( onn.ll".'>'"l!li I' OH',\!lllh 1 !w 

SC lCT()f" Jktl(h.Jdds were inh:mJ1"I tt t 'k.•trrnnnP if ttw St.rvM11s Wt'fL' lr.u \...m1-t <H ttytnu lo intL•rh.•re w11ti tlw l umm.H)(firJt,:. ot !ht.• s,Ht~H1lt•,, 
cilhN .11 l>C,\~On l«-qm,.1des in S-ltJnd 12,5-.1.2 GI Id ur •u>l>t'll<'ll AUM 1,111.ir fn·q111·1uw, lw1wc<'11 ltlU Ml It .u~I l .O Cl II. Tiu"~ 
·W<'fl' fulhrwl~I hy lllT 11 0.1 S[Hl. I lrl GI Ill ,111d IU r ll 111. I ~-0, Hl Cl 111 p,1yl11.1<ls 1f11w11 friHll I '11•4 lu i 'lf1h lo dt1t«<ninc ii the ><>l<"ll1lt» 
were ltcini; lrocked by HEN 111 lUSE r,ul~I>- Anulhcr "'"l'> •,_.,.,to d•:l<''ll•ill~· ii 11.., »lll'llil.-~ '''<'fl' l"'in!l 
cl<.'u.-'<.tNVtrJcked hy 1he HF.N I lOUSE, HEN lCf;/fRY Allll, 01 I)( l(; I Ii )lJSf r.1d.1o, """' di\'itlt'd inlu 1111 IV. HI! V .. llul HIT IX 
p,icka1ies p.1• bfll!li wdt' r!.,vt-1.~""' k1 •k~i;rmiru· if tlw So1>k1> w<'•l' '""'8 • inlwicn.' 
wilti pho10 satcllilt· r~K'<~linns. SflCl<lP 1M<k.11:es Wl'f<~ Rown on 111.11l<li1ion,it n >RONA 111i>'i111is 1hrn11 111i''""* 'm10. '"""' ""' 011 

09/1 J/hO, to mis•iun •J02tl. t,11111d1~il un 11/15/b II and twn SM·tOS 111b,iu1i> 1m1~!oion :uu l. '""'" '"~' m1 I lf!1/'ll, ,11111 """'"" 2lt14. 
l;wnd1ed nn O:JIU7/61L SIT p.1<~Jj,'<'i WCll' fl'"'"" on 411 (OR< INA """MM1' iirrnn n1i,,,.io111w.1, l.1und1<'<f "'' 117/!1/h-1. 1hn1il)lh 1111',inu 
l 1 l 7, l,1umhcd 011 OS/2S/7 21, un JI CMllllT 1uh'""" lfr1wll ""'''"" 40l1l, f,Hlll< ltt<tl rnl lH•/ll l/l,i,, 1h11111i:h 111i"in11 4 IH. l.uu1< h.-11 
on 04/111/75),· and on I I HEXAGON ml>si••"' (Imm 111l»it111 I lll 1, l,111111 IK•I un OC./ I '>/71. lhtou\<h mi»u 111 12 l l, l.1tuu hl'd 1111 

Obi). 7 /77 I. 11 ur li1tlhN tl«t.til' lwt 1111'"' 111i,,;i1111•. "''' >ICIN I ;.11..tllll' """""I\ 
lug. N,1t1011JI ~l.'tt>n11,1is,.mc(• Oiiiu!, W.i>luui:ton, ll(. l'i l"d1m,u1• 1•1111.1 
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Rana:e 
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Oulu Mission Par load l.eunch Vehlelc Con,racl.or <HHzl "i[ 
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Ci 
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smrNT Satellite Mfmon Summary 

'PL et'.1-3('./ so use 3605 
f;·j l, 4. •CI 

Frcquen<:y 
Range ' 

<>•··--------

I .aunch Ve hide Conlruclor ((;ltd Life 
Features, Mlulon, 
Accnmvli~hnu:~ 

1962 (ConO 
!11/!·l/C.J .... 

01/l I/lo 2 7 I 5 I 

01/l7/1.! in.).ll. 

(1-lfJ}/fil io ... w;x 

U4/2'J/hl XX•O, 

Oh/llVt.J 71~1 

Olo/.l4/lo2 )C.X,l(A 

(17{27/h2 )(''JI. 

ll'l/17/ftl Jl.X~l\ 

f'( ~'l'Y I 

l'wjn:I IU'.I 
Grr.up II 

WILD !lilt I 

c;KAl'l JUI< I 

lAKI 1 

f'HJfl"C~I IU1 
( ;ruup J.I) 

I'< 11'1''' l 

N(W jfl.!<;f\' I 

Cl<AJ'l IUllt J 

1 hor/Ahl,,·Sl.tr 

1111>1 lli,'<'11.l H 
!JOI 

Tl"" l\ll""·' 11 
D1SCOVflH.R 

i hut 1\11 .. 11.1 II 
I >IS<'llVl Rl I! 

Thur l\j:1•n.1 fl 

111 

l'I 

IJIS(!lVfJ<LK 411 

fhur~t."tt.tll 

V1·h1t I"! I I.! 

Stuul 

(ll('f'Al;Pl).111 
( < Jl(f>NA 'IO-IO 

lhut~'t.~1.111 
.C()l{()N,\'11111 

NKI 

.... 11. 

Sii. 

1 urn. 
~in.,;t., 

AJI 

Alt 

NRI 

S.u"'ft•f') 

llkll· 
\1 nr~l ( 

F ,1il<'<l In urlut. DYNC l 
pli1> luur p.1ylu.1<fs. 

t UN I 1 l r~adour,; 

'l,hOll """"'"' """d" r ir"l1 tlt~il,11-l't IOlpUfl'f· 

l)fl».1~q"<f hM. .11inn~ of 

\ovh·f rytt-J.th. 

link lwo l,ulo·cL "llM 
ll IN I 111i»irn1 

EO 13526 1 4(c)<25Yrs, 

S.111~11_1~11 /\I I KINI, 
t.sd.tr t·nvirrn11Ht•Jll 

1 ~•1·~ H'1. uuh·t i.tituu· 
on tHl>1t .Ht IJ1H:•l.1I 

fUNl. IOH 

EO 13526 1 4(c)<25 

c i l'\, I:--..., I ,, 1• 1ti11. d 

-~'..!_ .. _1_1. __ .. ~~.~~ I'-~-=-
1l"1tl1/o' 1il./j{fHt'I•"'' 



l'Jf.2 (cont) 

11/l-l/io! llUI 

IJ/I Ul1l 71111 

I J/I J/t.2 7:.!lll 

U!l 4/h~ no-1 

19f>l 
01/\')7/•· l 710~ 

(11/1 h/I, I 71 S.1 
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VIN(} I 

l'(}f'l'Y lA/11 
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Wll.ll 1111 L 2 

f,\l\l l 

NEW lfl<~fY 1 

Pruil<t I h'IH1lK 

f<rnop 1-tl 

V!N(i 2 

P~ 8f-i~/~J V3C 36~S 

EO l. 4. I 

Frequency 
Ranae 

PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

Launch Vehicle Contrnctor !GHz.I Lifo 
Features, Mis.ion, 
Accomplishments 

ll1t• Ah~"•' H 
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All 
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-----~"---
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l11Nlf<lll
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srGiNT SatcfU~ Ml••fon Sununary 

Date Mii;silm Payload 

191. l Cconl) 
Oh/I l/fo I 7lfl7 WILD 1111 l I 

OtJI ~/fol lltll l'<ll'l'Y4. 
l l ~.tldhle>) 

()(,JI~/(,] 7J 11. Wll l> IHLI ~ 
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Ofo/2'!/ld 721111 · 

Frequen~y 
Hanjte 

La1Jnch Vehicle Contractor mHzl Life 

ll•u AJ;t'1M I J Alt 
CORONA 111154 

1ho1 Al(.:•i.tO NIH 
v.~1id1· ns ·1 

Tho1 A~t·IM I) ATI 
l'Of'l'Y 7 ICll 

1A£ Ai:t""' ll /\II 
Vd•itklll·I 

'f Al r,r;r·11.1 ll Afl 

Featuree, Misaion, 
Accom_pllahments 

f1.1tl orl1i1 !'lh hy .f<JS 
mil1.,J fl.INl <S 
CunlintM~l I ltN 11( lllSl 

(l INl. ABM r;tcl,ir 

""'" h. Mn<<: HfN 
I ioll~I inleu """' 

fu,.1 l1'r-1~1u\h1t 

SICIN I "'~""" [UN L 
c;s.11111t.rm 
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Full· Text References 

Explanatory note to full-text docu
ments: National Security Council 
Intelligence Directive 6 <NSCID 61, dated 
IS September 1958. delegated to NSA the 
authority to organize and control all US 
electronic intelligence CELINT) intercept 
and processing. The 1958 version ofthis 
NSCID added ELINT to NSA's responsibil
ities, and since this directive was written 
before SIG INT began to use space vehicles, 
references to "satellites" are neither specif. 
ically included nor excluded. As a result of 
a Presidential reorganization in 1971, 
NSCID 6 was rewritten; the 1972 revision 
of the directive delineates NSA's responsi· 
bilities on control of the intercept payload 
and processing of data· col1ected by SIGINT 
satellites. This appendix contains both an 
extract from the original NSCID 6 on the 
mission, administration, and specific · 
responsibilities ofNSA and its director and 
a copy of the 17 February 1972 directive. 
IRef: Page 60. NSA in Space.I 

The following documents are repro
duced here in full text: 

Extract from National Security 
Council lntelli~ence Directive 6, dated 15 
September 1958. paragraphs 6 and 7. 
!Ref: Appendix N, NSA in Space.) 

Full text of National Security Council 
Directive 6. dated 17 February 1972. tRef: 
Appendix N. NSA in Space.1 

Memorandum signed by Secretary or 
Defense Robert S. McNamara. dated 6 
September 1961, attaching letter from 
Deputy Secretary of Defense Roswel I L.. 
Gilpatric to Director of Central Intelligence 
Allen W. Dulles. dated 6 September 196L 
subject: Management of the National 
Reconnaissance Program. <Ref: Appcn· 
dix P. NSA in Space.) 

Memorandum from the Secretary of 
Defense. subject: Space Vehicle 
Electronics Intelligence Program. dated 20 
October 1961. <Ref: Appendix Q;NSA in 

Space.) 

Tordella-Scoville-Chary k agreement. 
·dated 25 May i 962. (Ref: Appendix R. 
NSA in Space.) . 

Agreement for Reorganization of the 
Nationaf Reconnaissance Program. dated 
11 August 1965, .signed by Deputy 
Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance and 
Director of Central Intellige!lce W. F. 
Raborn. <Ref: Appendix S. NSA in Space.) 

M.emorandum from Chief of Naval 
Operations, subject~ System POPPY, reas· 
signment of responsibilities for," dated 21 
January 1963. (Ref: Appendix T, NSA in 
Space.) 
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NRO/NSNCIA/USN Management 
Agreement for the POPPY System. dated 5 
November 1971. (Ref: Appendix U, NSA 
in Spar:e.) 
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EXTRACT FROM NSCID 6, DATED 15 S~PTEMBER 1958 

11 6. The National Security Ag@ncy 

a. The COMINT and ELINT missions of the National 
Security Agency (NSA) shall. be to provide an effective, unified 
organization and.control of the (1) COMINT and (2) ELINT 
intercept and processing activities of the United States, to 
provide for integrated operational policies and procedures 
pertaining thereto and to produce COMINT information and ELINT 
information in accordance with objectives, rqquirements and 
priorities established by the u.s. Intelligence Board. 

b. NSA shall be administered by a Director, designated 
by the Secretary of Defense after consultation with the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, whose appointment shall be for a term of four 
years. The Director shall be a career commiss.ioned officer 
of the armed services on active or reactivated status, and 
shall enjoy at least 3-star rank during the period of his 
incumbency. The Director shall have a civilian Deputy. 

7. The Director, National Security Agency. 

a. The Director of NSA shall be responsible for 
accomplishing the mis~ion of NSA. For this purpose all 
COMINT and ELINT intercept and processing activities of the 
United States are placed under his operational and technical 
control. When action by the Chiefs of the operating agencies 
of the Services or civilian departments or agencies is required, 
the Director shall normally issue instructions pertaining to 
COMINT and ELINT operations through them. However, because of 
the unique technical character of COMINT and ELINT operations, 
the Director is authori.zed to issue direct to any operating 
elements under his operational control task assignments and 
pertinent instructions which are within the capacity of such 
elements to accomplish. He shall also have direct access to, 
and direct communications with, any elements of the Service 
or civilian COMINT or ELINT agencies on any other matters of 
operational and technical control as may be necessary, and he 
is authorized to obtain such information and intelligence 
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MEMORANDUM. FOR 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 
Washington, D.C. 20505 

The Secretary of State 
The Secretary of the Treasury 
The Secretary of Defense 
The Attorney General 
The Director of Central Intelligence 

February 17, 1972 

The Director, Office of Science and Technology 
The Chairman, President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory 

Board 
The Chairman, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 

SUBJECT: Issuance of Revised NSCID's 

In accordance with the President's memorandwn of November 
5, 1971, directing a reorganization of the intelligence 
community, the staffs of the NSC, DCI, and OMB, in consultation 
and coordination with the President's Foreign Intelligence 
Advisory Board, have prepared revisions of National Security 
Council Intelligence Directives l-B. These revisions have 
been approved, and the revised NSCID-6 is attached. This 
supersedes all previous versions of this NSCID. 

The revised NSCID's 1-5.and 7-8· have _been distributed 
separately. 

/S/ 

Henry A. Kissinger 

Attachment 

cc: The Director, Office of Management 
and Budget. 
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TOP SECRET-

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL INTELLIGENCE 
DIRECTIVE NO. 61 

SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE 
(Effective 17 February 1972) 

Signals Intelligence (SIGINT), which comprises Communica
tions Intelligence (~OMINT) and Electronics Intelligence (ELINT) 
and the activities pertaining thereto'are national 
responsibilities and must be so orqanized and managed as to 
exploit to the maximum the available resources of the 
Government, to satisfy the intelliqence needs of the National 
Security Council and the departments and agencies of the 
Government, and to provide for.efficiency and economy in the 
use of technical resources. Therefore, pursuant to the 
National Security Act of 1947, as amended, the ~ational Security 
Council authorizes and directs that SIGINT activities shall be 
conducted as prescribed herein. 

l. Definitions 

For the purpose of this directive, the terms "Communica
tions Inte1ligence" or "COMINT" shall be construed to mean 
technical and intelligence information derived from foreign 
communications by other than the intended recipients. 

COMINT activities shall be construed to mean those 
activities that produce COMINT by the collection and processing 
of foreign communications passed by radio, wire or other 
electromagnetic means, with specific exceptions stated below, 
and by the processing of foreiqn encrypted communications, 
however transmitted. Collection comprises search, intercept 
and direction finding. Processing comprises range estimation, 
transmitter/operator identification, signal analysis, traffic 
analysis, cryptanalysis, decryption, study of plain text, the 
'fusion of. these processes, and the reporting of results. 

COMINT and COMINT activities as defined herein shall 
not include. (a) any intercept and processing of unencrypted 
written coinmynications, press and propaganda broadcasts, or 
(b) censorship. 

1 This Directive supersedes NSC!D No. 6 dated 15 September 1958, 
revised 18 January 1961. 
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ELINT activities are defined as the collection (observa
tion and recording) , and the processing for subsequent 
intelligence purposes, of information derived from foreign, 
non-communications, electromagnetic radiations emanating from 
other than atomic detonation or radioactive sources. ELINT 
is the technical and intelligence information product of ELINT 
activities. · 

2. The Director of Central Intelligence 

Consistent with his responsibilities as set forth in 
NSCID Nos. l,· 2 and 3, the Director of Central Intelligence 
shall: 

a. ·Establish with the advice of the United States 
·Intelligence Board and.issue appropriate intelligence 
objectives, requirements and priorities to guide the conduct 
of all Un1ted States SIGINT activities. 

b. Review the needs and performance of United States 
SIGINT activities as a basis for preparing a consolidated 
intelligence program budget. 

c. Establish policies and procedures for the conduct 
of SIGINT arrangements with foreign governments with the 
advice of the United States Intelligence Board. 

d. Develop and establish policies and procedures for 
the protection of SIGINT including,the degree and type of 
security protection to be given SIGINT activities through the 
protection of information about them or derived from them. 

3. The Secretary of Defense 

a. The Secretary of Defense is designated as 
Executive Agent of the Government for the conduct of SIGINT 
activities in accordance with the provisions of this directive 
and for the direction, supervision, funding, maintenance and 
operation of the National Security Agency. The Director of the 
National Security Aqency shall report to the.Secretary of 
Defense and shall be the principal SIGINT advisor to the 
Secretary of Defense, the Director of Central Intelligence, and 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Secretary of Defense may 
delegate in whole or part authority over the Director of the 
National Security Agency within the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense. 
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b. The Secretary of Defense may determine, after 
consultation with the Secretary of State and the Director of 
Central Intelligence, that a SIGINT matter forwarded by the 
Director of Central Intelligence to the National Securi~y 
Council far decision presents a problem of an emergency nature 
and requires immediate action. His action will be ~mplemented 
and will govern, pending a decision by the National Security 
Council. 

4. The National Security Agency 

a. There is established under the Secretary of Defense 
and subject to his authority and control a National Security 
Agency with a Director who shall be head thereof and a Deputy 
Director who shall act for, and exercise the powers of, the 
Drrector during his absence or disability. The Director and 
Deputy Director shall be designated by the Secretary of 
Defense subject to the approval of the President. The duration 
of their appointments shall be at the pleasur~ of ·the President. 
The Director shall be a commissioned officer of the armed 
services, on active or reactivated status and. shall enjoy not 
less than three star rank during the period of his incumbency. 
The Director shall have a Deputy who shall be a career civilian 
with SIGINT experience. 

b. It shall Be the duty of the Director of the 
National Security Agency to provide for the SIGINT mission of 
the United States, to establish an effective unified 
organization and control of all SIGINT collection and process
ing activities of the United States, and to produce SIGINT 
in accordance with objectives, requirements and. priorities 
established by the Director of Central Intelligence with the 
advice of the United States Intelligence Board. No other 
organization shall engage .in S.IGINT activities except as 
provided for in this directive. 

c. Except as provided in paragraphs 5 and 6 of this 
directive, the Director of the National Security Agency shall 
exercise full control over all s·IGINT collection and processing 
activities, except the operation of mobile SIGINT platforms 
which will normally be exercised through appropriate elements 
of the military command structure. Th.e Director of the 
National Security Aqency is authorized to issue direct to any 
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operating elements engaged in SICINT operations such instruc
tions issued by the Director under the authority provided in 
this paragraph shall be mandatory, subject only to appeal to 
the Secretary of .Defense. 

d. In consonance with the aims of maximum overall 
efficiency, economy and effectiveness, and to the extent he 
deems necessary a.rid desirable, the Director shall centralize 
and consolidate the performance of SIGINT fWlctions for which 
he is responsible. To this end, there is established a Central 
Security service under the Director of the National Security 
Aqency, which shall be organized in accordance with. a plan 
approved by the Secretary of Defense. It shall be principally 
collection oriented and shall include SIGINT functions 
previously performed by various Military Department and other 
united States qovernmental elements engaged in SIGINT activities. 
The Director of the National Security Agency Bhall determine 
the appropriate division of responsibilities among the elements 
under his direction. 

e. The Armed Forces and other departments and agencies 
often require timely and effective SIGINT. The Director of 
the National Security Agency shall provide information requesteq 
taking all necessary measures to facilitate its maximum 
utility. As determined by the Director of the National 
security Agency or as directed by the Secretary of Defense,. 
the Director of the National Security .Agency shall provide 
such SIGINT either through the direction of activities under 
his control or through the delegation to an appropriate agent 
of specified SIGINT facilities and resources from among the 
elements under his direction for such periods and for such 
tasks as appropriate. 

f. Specific responsibilities of the Director of the 
National Security Agency include the following: 

(1) Formulating necessary operational plans, 
policies and procedures to provide for integrated operations. 

(2) Managing SIGINT resources, personnel and 
programs. 

(3) Conducting research and development to meet 
the needs of the United States for SIGINT. 
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(4) Determining and submitting to the authorities 
responsible for l'ogistic support for activities under his 
control requirements together with specific recommendations as 
to what each of the responsible departments and agencies of the 
Government should supply. 

(5) Prescribing within his field of authorized 
operations requisite security regulations covering operating 
practices, including the transmission, handling and 
distribution of SIGINT material within and among the elements 
under his control; and exercising the necessary monitoring 
and supervisory control to ensure compliance with the 
regulations. 

(6) Providing the Director of Central Intelligence 
with such information as he may require on the past, current 
and proposed plans, programs and costs of the SIGINT activities 
under the control of the Director of the National Security 
Agency. 

g. The intelligence components of individual 
departments and agencies may continue to conduct direct liaison 
with the National Security Agency in the interpretation and 
amplification of requirements and priorities within the 
framework of objectives, requirements and priorities established 
by the Director of Central Intelligence. 

h. It is.the intent of this directive that the 
National Security Aqency not engaqe in the production and 
dissemination of finished intelligence, but be limited to the 
production and dissemination of COMINT and ELINT. 

5. Relationship to other SIGINT Activities 

a. The Director of Central Intelligence with the 
advice of the United States Intelligence Board shall determine 
the requirements and priorities for collection by SIGINT 
satellites tha·t shall be developed, launched and maintained 
in operation by the National Reconnaissance Office. The 
Director of the Nat.ional Security Agency, with respect to hi.s 
technical and operational control of the intercept payload, 
and the Director of the National Reconnaissance Office, with 
respect to his control of spacecraft operations, shall provide 
for the tasking of these satellites based on guidance provided 
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by the Oir.ector of Central Intelligence. The National Security 
Agency shall process the collected data. 

b. Nothing in this directive shall be construed to 
encroach upon or interfere with the unique requirements for 
clandestine operations covered under NSCID No. 5. Those 
SIGINT collection and processing activities (other than 
cryptanalysis) that are specifically designated by the Director 
of Central Intelligence.to be essential and integral to the 
operation of clandestine espionage and counterlntelligence 
activities abroad, including arrangements with foreign 
clandestine services, shall be conducted under the provisions 
of that directive. To the extent practicable, however, 
information pertaining to the activities and derived therefrom 
shall be handled so as to give suitable protection to related 
SIGINT activities. Material collected under these circumstances 
that would have been considered COMINT or ELINT will be passed 
to the National Security Agency to the extent desired by the 
Director of the National Security Agency as soon as special 
requirements of the collector have been satisfied. 

c. The Director of the National Security Agency shall 
conduct such COMINT and ELlNT activities as are required to 
support electronic warfare activities. The conduct of such 
search, intercept, direction-f~nding, range-estimation, and 
signal analysis of non-communications electromaqnetics 
radiation as must be undertaken to permit immediate operational 
use of the information in support of electronic measures and 
countermeasures and rescue operations, if delegated by the 
Director of the National Security Agency, shall be the 
responsibility of the Military Departments or Conunands, as 
appropriate. The responsibility for such activities with 
respect to electromagnetic radiations of COM.INT interest shall 
normally not be delegated and shall remain the responsibility 
of the Director of the National Security ~gency. 

6. The Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Nothing in this directive shall be construed to encroach 
upon or interfere with the unique responsibilities of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation in the field of internal 
sec·.irity, including· such intercept and processing activities as 
may be undertaken by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 
connection with its functions. 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Washington 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY 
THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 
THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 

6 September 1961 

THE DI RECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
THE GENERAL COUNSEL 

SUBJECT: ~ Assistant for Reconnaissance 

Reference the attached Agreement between the Secretary 
of Defense and the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency 
entitled Management of the National Reconnaissance Program. 

The under Secretary of the Air Farce is hereby designated 
my Assistant for Reconnaissance, and is delegated full 
authority for management of this proqram. In this regard, he 
will act as my direct. representative both within and outside 
the Department of Defense. He will be given any support 
that he requires from normal staff elements, although these 
staff elements will not participate in program matters 
except as he specifically requests .. He will, however, keep 
pertinent key officials informed on a regular basis on the 
status of these programs. 

Because of the extreme sensitivity of the projects involved 
in the National Reconnaissance Proqram, particular care must 
be taken to protect the Security of the arranqements described 
herein. The existence of the referenced Agreement, its contents 
and the organizational implementation employed for its 
execution are all classified TOP SECRET. This information will 
not be disclosed to anyo~e to whom such disclosure is not 
mandatory in order to carry out actions required by the terms 
of the referenced Agreement or by my Assistant for 
Reconnaissance in carrying out his responsibilities in the 
National Reconnaissance Program. 
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All Department of Defense satellite or overflight 
photographic reconnaissance, mapping, geodesy, and electronic 
signal collection prog~ams will be handled in accordance with 
the re.ference.d Agreement, and existing project assignments 
will be brought into conformity and present directives will be 
revised at the earliest date that such action can be taken 
with plausible overt appearance. 

A new public relations policy for satellite launches ·will 
be announced as a separate action to minimize political 
vulnerability of these programs. 

Robert S. McNamara 

l Att. 
Agreement 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington 

The Honorable Allen w. Dulles 
Director of Central Intelligence 
Washington, D.C. 

6.September 61 

Re: Management of the National Reconnaissance Program 

Dear Mr. Dulles: 

This· letter confirms our agreement with respect to the 
setting up of a National Reconnaissance Program (NRP) , and the 
arrangements for dealinq both with the management and 
operation of this program and the handling of the intelligence 
product of the program on a covert basis. 

L The NRP will consist of all satellite. and overflight 
reconnaissance projects whether overt or covert. It will 
include all photographic projects for intelligence, geodesy 
and mapping purposes, and electronic signal collection projects 
for electronic signal intelligence and communications 
intelligence resulting therefrom. · 

2. There will be established on a covert basis a National 
Reconnaissance Office to manaqe this program. This office will 
be under the direction of the Under Secretary of the Air Force 
and the Deputy Director (Plans) of the Central Intelligence 
Agency acting jointly. It will include a small special staff 
whose personnel will be drawn from the Department of Defense 
and the Central Intelligence Agency. This office will have 
direct control. over all elements of the total program. 

3. Decisions of the National Reconnaissance Office will be 
implemented and its manaqement o~ the National Reconnaissance 
Program made effective:· within the Department of Defense,. by 
the exercise of the authority delegated to the Under Secretary 
of the Air Fqrcet within the Central Intelligence Agency, by 
the Deputy Director (Plans) in the performance of his presently 
assigned duties. The Under Secretary of the Air Force will be 
designated Special Assistant For Reconnaissance to the Secretary 
of Defense and delegated full authority by me in this area. 
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4. Within the Department of Defense, the Department of 
the Air Force will be the operational agency for management 
and conduct of the NRP, and will conduct this program through 
use of streamlined special management procedures involving 
direct control from the office of the Secretary of the 
Air Force to Reconnaissance System Project Directors in the 
field, without intervening reviews or approvals. The 
management and conduct of individual projects or elements 
thereof requiring special covert arrangements may be assigned 
to the Central Intelligence Agency as the operational agency. 

5. A Technical Advisory Group for the National 
Reconnaissance Office will be established. 

6. A uniform security control system will be established 
for the total program by the National Reconnaissance Office. 
Products from the various programs will be available to all 
users as designated by the United States Intelligence Board. 

7. The National Reconnaissance Office will be directly 
responsive to, and only to, the photographic and electronic 
signal ~ollection requirements and priorities as established 
by the United States Intellige~ce Board. 

a. The National Reconnaissance Office will develop 
suitable cover plans and public information plans, in 
conjunction with the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Public 
Affairs, to reduce potential political vulnerability of these 
programs •. In regard to satellite systems, it will be necessary 
to apply the· revised public information policy to other non
sensitive satellite projects in order to insure-maximum 
protection. 

9. The Directors of the National Reconnaissance Office 
will establish detailed working procedures to insure that the 
particular talents, experience and capabilities within the 
Department of Defense and the Central Intelligence Agency are 
fully and most effectively utilized in this program. 

10. Management control of the field operations of various 
elements of the program will be exercised directly, in the 
case. of the Department of Defense, from the Under Secretary 
of the Air Force to the designated project officers for each 
program and, in the case of the Central Intelligence Agency, 
from the Deputy Director (Plans) to appropriate elements of 
the Central Intelligence Agency. Major program elerrents and 
operations of the National Reconnaissance Office will be 
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reviewed on a regular basis and as special circumstances 
require by the· Special Group under NSC 5412. 

If the foreqoinq is in accord with your understanding of 
our agreement, I would appreciate it if you would kindly 
sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter. 

l Atch: 
Chart "Single Mgmt for 
National Reconnaissance 
Programs~ 

CONCUR: 

c. P. Cabell, General, USAF 
Acting Director 
Central Intelligence Agency 

/S/ 

Roswell L. Gilpatric 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 
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MEM:>RANl)(.IM FOR ~ CF '!HE ~ 
~ CF 'IHE NAVY 
SB:RETARY CF THE AIR RlOCE 
D:ou:croR OF DEF:ERiE RESEAICH AND EK;INEER.N; 
OfAilff\N, JOINT Clf.IEFS OF !irN'f' 
GEm.:RAI. CDUNSE:L 
Dirn, NAT.ICNAL SEilJRI'lY 1Q2Cf. 

o::tobe.r 20, 1961 

SPB:IAL ASS:rsrANT FOR ~ 'IO THE ~ 
CF DEFENSE 

suam::T; Space ·vehicle Ele::::t:.ronics Intelligence Pl:ogram 

The attached doct!nent entitled "Space Vehicle.Electrtini.c Signal 
Collection Responsibilities and Resources" is approved and will.be 
irrt>lemented with.in the Department of Defense by all departments, aqeneies, 
and special activities. · 

This documentation is provided as an additional basis for understanding 
the relationships, resp::insibilities·and working arrangements applicclble to 
space vehicle electxatic signal collect.ion and data pra::essin;J that is in 
consonance with the responsibilities set f6rth in my merix:>randun of · 
6 September 1961, subject: "Assistant for Reconnaissance". As used within 
this doc\Jtlent, the te:cn "Department of the Air Force {SAFMS)" specifically 
refers to that activit:y·for which the Chier Secretary of the Air Force 
has been designate:! as my _Assistant for :Aecxrmaissance. 

l Attachmerit 
As stated, w/tabs A and B 

cc: ClSD/tDR&E, Dr. ~ G. Fubini. 
000/CSO, Mr. Clyde W. Elliott 
ACS!, D/A, Maj Abram V. Ri.nearsan, III, USA 
CJU, D/N, capt 0. M. Showers, USN 
SAFMS, D/AF, Lt C.01 aiwin J. -Istvan, USAF 
USA, Mr. Herbert L. o:nley 
CIA, Mr. Harold Willis 

roP·SEcRET 
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SPACE VEHICLE ELS::nnuc SIGW.. ~ 
~SIBILITIES AND .R.t.Sa.Jit:Es 

References: (a) National Security Cbuncil Intelligence ·oirective No. 6 

(b) Natiorlal Security O:luncil Meno, dat.e:i l Sep 60, SUbject: 
Recormaissanoe Satellite Progx:am 

(c) IXD Directive 5160. 32, Devel~t of Space Systens 

(d) IXD Di.nlctive 5160.34, Pa:xlnna.i.ssance ard Gecldetic 
Progx:ams · 

(e) secret.m:y of Defense Maro, dated 6 sep 61, with Inclosures 

l. 'Ibe utilization of space vehicles as a neatlS for collection of 
electronic signal infomation is a special al.XJlt11i!1ltation to other signal 
intelligerx.-e resources of the U.S. Goverr.ment. In order that the present 
arrl future intelligen:e collection capabilities of earth satellites and 
other space vehicles can be vigorously explored and develop:d to ad:l to 
the total U.S. intelligence p:>sture, the procedures used for manaqelElt, 
direction, and technical supervision of this intelligence collection 
rmdium will: . 

a. Assure that appropriate pl.am.in;; takes pl.ace for toth 
collection and processing syStans in a well-<:xxl?:dinated fashion. 

b. Provide a means whereby irmBiiate advantaqe is taken of break 
throughs in either the cx:>lle:::tion or pn::cessing st:at.e-of-the-art.. 

2. Present approved collection and processing ~, through 
CT 1962 are essentially carpla:rent.ary and will not be m:xlified, except 
as supplemnt:ary pn:igra:ms are developed in aax:>::dance wi.tlt the 
resµ:msibilities and procedures contained herein. 

3. Security considerations affecting this medium will provide that 
the sensitivity of the projects can .be protecta:l, and that full 
clissen.ination is made of extracted intelligence information· to elerents 
having a genuine need. · 

4. To provide for accx:11Plistment of management, direction, and 
technical supervision in a.c::cardance with the amve, the followin:J 
resµ:>nsibilities and arranqarents are defined. 

a. The Depart?OOnt of the Air Foroe (SAFMS) will be solely 
re5F0nsible for the research, developnent, planninq, ard operations for 
electronic signal collection by space vehicles, taking into consideration 
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tre effective utilization of all resources avail.able to the u.s. 
Go\lerrm!nt. 'Ibis .resp:nsihility will be inpl~ted in acx::ordance 'With 
Tab A hereto. 

b. 'l1le Depart.nent Of the Air Force (SAFMS) will develop the 
aver-all oolle::tion effort to satisfy electronic signal CDllection 
requirements establiShed by the U.S. Intelligence Boa.rd. The National 
security Aq~ will reliiew usm electronic signal Ca:Mlllr and EI.INT) 
requ.i..n!Dents ard will reo::muerrl to the Department of the Air Force (Sl\FMS) 

those which, in NSA's opinion, can best be fulfilled by means of overhead 
~- '!be aver-all a:>llec:tion proq.ram prepared by the 
Depart:Jtent of the Air Force (SAFt-S) will be subject to approval by the usm. 

c. '1tle National Security 1qercy will ti! solely re.sixinsible for 
the research, develop:ne:nt, planning, and operat.iaus far processing of 
electronic signal data (CXMlNrand ELINI') collected fran space vehicle 
SCJUrQ!S, takinq into o:nsideraticn the effective utilization of all 
processing z:esour:c:es available to the U.S. Goverrnent. 1'le prooessi.n1 will 
i.nclu:ie technical feedback to the Department of the Air Foree (SAn1Sl 
as well as extraction of intelli<JenOE! data, but technical feedback fran 
other sources may be provided. 'l'hi.s re5txlJlSi'>ility will be i.:q:llerrented 
in acx:xJrdance with Tab B hereto. 

d. The Oepartme.nt of the Air Force (S»Ml) will detez:mine the 
data fo:cmat for the elect:ronic sigM.l collec::tim prodtrts in close 
ocnsultat.ion with the National Security h;Jens;zy so as to opt.ilnize the mat.ch 
bebieen collection am processing. 

s. All cq::plicable re5CIU:'ces of the Department of Defense will be 
used in fulfillnent of the aklove responsibilities. 'ft'le resources of all 

. other caufouents of the U.S. Government engaged in electronic signal 
intelligence activity will be utili.%ai as feasible. 

2 Incls: 
1. Tab A - Irrplerrentation of Cbllection Resi:nnsibilities 
2. Tab B - I:rrplsrentation of Processing Resp:msibili ties 
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TAB A --· 

i. The Deparbnent of the Air Force· (SAFMS} oollection resp:msibilities 
in:lude all aspects of the research, 'developtent, pl.annirg am operation 
of electronic signal collection by ea.Ith satellites or other spa.ca craft. 
These resp)nS.ibilities encatpa.Ss all aspects of the collection systemS 
and incl.ude necessary grourrl sµpp:>rt func:ti.oris and equiprent incident 
to the proper operation of the space er-aft arxVor payload and as may be 
required to recover, tranmiif:., cxmvert, refcz:mat and technically c::orrect 
or .reconstl.uct the collecta::1·data in cn:dez:' to yield a usable collection 
product' far exploitation by the processor. 

2.. The Depa.rtment of the Air Force (SAFMS) will utilize all resources 
within the u.s. Goverrment in theaccarplistmant of its oollection 
resp:ltl.Sibilities. 

3. '!be Oepa.rtnent of the Air Force (SAFM.SJ will establish, organize 
· and manage the elECtrPnic signal o::illection effort :in acoomance wi. th 

USIB approved r~ts and priorities, and will exercise technical · 
direction, pxo:JLam plann.ing', funding, security, and ope.rational contzol 
of the collection programs. 

4. 'Ihe Depa.rtment of the Air Ferre (SAFMS) will acxxnrplish payload 
canfiguratien CXJntrol am mission plann.Uxj. In ~lishing these 
functions, the DepartllEnt of the Air Force (SA.FM>) may utilize the services 
of a techni.Cal advisory gmup. 

5. The collect:.ian products of this effort will be placed under. a 
. ! si::lgle unified security control systeu. 

; 

. 1 

6. All original (recx>rd) .copies of t:l)e collection product will be 
maintained :in a re{X>si t:ory designated by the. Department of the Air Force 
(SAFMS). 

7. The collection product of this effort will be made available· 
by .the.Departirent of the Air Force(~) t.o the NSA for fulfillnent 
of prcx::essing resp:msibilities, and to such other activities designated 
by NSA or specifically auth:lri2ed by USIB. 

8. No basic changes t.o exi.stinq collect.ion programs scheduled 
th.rough calendar year 1962 will be made. · lwgrrentations to the oollection . 
effort will be in ac:col:dance with the procedures a.rd resp::ltlSibilities 
outlined herein • 
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9. The Department of the Air Farce (SAFM.5) will cx:nsult with the 
National Security 'ltqe:v::'J, in a tlllely manner, concerning the anticipated 
product and fcmnat frcm each electronic a:illection effort to facilitate 
planning for the exploitation process.in:] in accordance with the 
respons.il:>ilities assigned to the National 5ec::urit:y Jiqercy, and will provide 
technical assist:anee to facilitate acxxrrpl.isment of the exploitation 
processing. 
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1. The Natia'W. Security ~err:y ~sin:J responsibilities .inclme 
all aspects of the .resea.z:ch# developrent, pl.anninq, and operation of the 
processing effort for e~ect:.r:on.i.c signal oollection.products provided by 
the Department of the Air Force (SAt'MS). 'l'he.se resp:msibilities eno::npa.ss 
all aspects of the pro:::iessing of·oollection prcrluct, including the 
distribution of·end prcdoct ,i.nfoz:mation rep::>rts as authlrized by USIB. 

2. '!be National Security Aqercy will establish, organize, and 
supervise the electronic signal pn:x:iessing effort in a.ccx>rdanoe with the 
requirenents ard priorities established by the USIB a.nd will exercise 
technical direction, program planning, security control, and supervision 
of the processing program. 

3. The National Security ~ency will take cn;inizance of .all resources 
within the tl~S. Gove.rment in accarplislmmt of its processing 
responsibilities. Tb achieve max:iJrDJm effeztiveness, the National Security 
Aqency will be resµ:nsible for specifying those u.s. resources to be 
alJPliErl to the processing of space vehicle oollection products. In 
acccnplishing its resp:>nsibility, the Director, National Security Aqency 
.may.utilize the servioes of a technical advisory group. 

4. No basic: charrges to presently existing approved precessing 
programs scheduled·ttu:ough calendar year 1962 will be made • .Additions 
or augnentations to the processing effort will be in accordance with the 
procaiures and resp:msibilities outlined herein. 

S. The National Security Agency will place the end produc::t 
info:anation reports of the ~sing effort urrler a security control 
system t.o safeguard the source of the material. SUch a system will be 
subject to USIB approval. 

6. 'Ille National Security ~ency will provide specified technical 
or o~ feedback as required by. the Department of the Air Force (SAFMS) • 

7. In the exercise of the responsibility for pi:ocessin;J the 
oollect:.i!ln product, the National Security Hlent::'/ shall assiqn tasks to 
appropriate orga.nllations of the United States Goverment. An 
organization within the Oepartrrent of Defense may not refuse to apply 
available resources for the ao:nrpli.sment of a particular task on the 
basis that it.will require the diversion of such resources fn:in the 
acc.x:riplishnent of other missions, unless such refusal is approved by the 
Secretary of the Military Oeparanent or the c.amander of the Unified 
or Specifie:i Cc.mna1'.rl c:xmcerNrl. Assigmient of tasks to OI'9anizations 
outside the Department of Defense will be subject t.o the approval of 
the head of the particular orgnaization concerned. 
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9. In those cases where NSA delegates prooessing resp:msibili ty, the 
NSA will: . 

a. Provide app:ropt iate planning supp:lr't, and will furnish 
requ.ind operational and. technical instructions. 

b. Assure that specified feedback. as required .by the Oepartrrent 
of the Air Force (SAFMS} is provided. ' 

c. Arrange for each processinq elenent to provide results t.O 
NSA, in one of two toms, either (l) as data to be integrated with other 
inf~ into NSA distributed reports, or (2) as a fi.nis.hed .repxt to 
be p:tOVided to all authorized cust:auers. In ei t:her ·case, distribution 
will be made as aut:lDrized by ~IB. 'nle rei:crts of type (2) atx:Jve will be 
clistr.iblted in an NSA report.:ing series b.lt will Gtlrltain a designator 
shcwinq tree ~at.ion of origin. · 

d. As authorized by USIB, provide appropriate processing units 
with inst:l:uct.icns for "sanitizat.ial" in on3er that infox:mation pit:rluoed 
can be pravi.ded unddr appropriat.e classification.to all intelligence 
use.rs, includi.n:J the unifia:i and Spec.ifia:! cxmnands ~ their operating 
~emmt:S- ' 
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MEMJRANl:x..M CF AGREEMENl' ax::ERNil,'(; 

N5A PARTICIPATI~ IN 'IHE 
....eaT NM'ICH\L ~ CFFICE 

1. ln the a:ru.rse of discussions between or. Charyk, Dr. Scoville, 
Adniral Frost a.rd Dr. Toniella an 25 ~y 1962, it was made l<n::Jwn that 
the )Sf National Reca"JMissance Office in its SIGINI' program wl reS'f.'C'OO 
only to requiranents levied by the United States Intelligence Board. 
rurther, that the NRJ will request the USIB to detel:mine which subordinate 
cxmnittee on the Board (CXMJR or SIGINI' Q:mnittee) will be resp:nsible 
for awlicable SIGlNI' requiranents. 

2. During these discussions, it was agreed that; 

. a. NSA will provide advice ard consultation to the NR:> on b:M 
best to nEet requj.ranents ~ are levied by the Board. 

b. NSA ..,ill roninate one of its pers::mnel to becane a full-time 
member of tl'2 NRJ. 

c. After discussion with the NSA the NRO may assign prilrw:y 
resp::m.sibility for developnent of certain aspects of the SIGlNI' collection 
program to NSA.. 

d. NSA will be responsible for advising the NOO on desired 
foxmat of. the SIGlNI' material to be collected. ~will also be responsible 
for accx:mplishing or supervising analysis and rep::lrting.of collected 
SIGIN'I' materials. 

e. Security safeguards required for the )landli.ng of NR:> collected 
SIGINI' materials can be provide:i as described in l't1E!l'ICrandum fran Director, 
NRJ, t.o Chai.orliln USIB; dated 31 May 1962; SUbject: sB:urity Handling 
of SIGlNT Collected by Reoonna.issance Satellite.s. 

Concur. /s/ Herbert Scx1'1ille, Jr. 

O::n:ur. /s/ Joseph V. Charyk 

/SI 
UXJIS W. 'roRDE:LIA 
Acting Director 
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A. The Nat.Ulnal·~ Pfo9!aan 

l. 'l!1e NRP is a single progxwww, nat.i.cna.l Jn c:ha.ract.er, to meet the 
intelligence needs of the GcMm'lment Ur.der' a suaig nat.iooal leadership, 
far the develq:ment, DllllllgElnellt, ca'\trol and operatial of all projects, 
both current and koJ rai'ige far the col.l.ect:.ial of intelll.qence and of 
mapping and cjec:detic infomatia'l cbtainad t:h:rtujh owrfl.ights (ma:::lt.Xil.rxJ 
per~ rea:maiaaance operatiauJ> • 'l'he p:7tentialities of u .s. 
t:.ec:hnology an:! all cperaticnal reaaurces 111¥1 facilities mst be 
~ively and inaqi.nativel.y ·exploited to develop and operate systems 
far the oolleeti.c:l'l of int:el.l.iqenoe Wcll are fully responsive to the 
GaVerment'a ~needs and cbje:t:ives. 

2. 'l!1e National Reoonna.issa.no PrOCJl'.am ahall be resp:::slsive directly 
and sole1y to the inte.l.ligence col.l.ect.ial requ.irerllents am -priorities 
establ.iJJhed by the Ulited States Intell.igerx:e B:liU:d. Targeting 
requirments and priorities and desired frequency of coverage of 1xrt:h 
satellite and manned aizcraft iniaaiaul over denied areas shall cx:ntinue 
to be the respcxisibilit:y of USIB, subject to the operatialal. approval of 
~ 303 CClllD.ittee. . 

l. Eatabliah the NRJ as a 8e'pii11J:1lte aqcw::y of the tl:lO and will have . 
the ultimate ·zeaponsibility for the~ am operatial of the NRJ 
and the NRP: 

2. C'hcoee a nJ..tectar af the ·lR> W1o will xeport to hini and be 
respcxisive to his .imrtl:uCt:.icm: 

3. a:n::ur in the c:b::>ice of tbe DepUty Direr::t:.or of the NR:> \ltlo 
will xep::u;t t.o the mm and be respcr'.l.Sive to his iNrt::ructions; 

. 4. Al!Vi.ew and haw the final power to ~ the NRP Wiget; 

BYE-5678-65 
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S. Sit with nadJers of the Ex:ecuti.ve caimittee, wheri' neces5C1IY to 
reach decisions cm issues cm Web carm:i.ttee agreement c:cUld not .be' 
reached. < • ' • 

c. 'lhe Di.Ita:ar of centtal Intell igenc:e· will: 

l. Establish the c:cJ..lect:ion. priarities an:1 requixamnta far the 
~ of NRP cperaticins am the establ..ist1nen of their frequenc:y of 
CXJVerage; 

2,.. Pevl.ew the results obtained by the NRP arxi reo::mcenr:l, if 
"H"'WP'iate, steps for~ such results; 

3. Sit as a ne•ier of the EXecutive O:mnittee; 

4. leview and appcove the NRP t:u:lqet each year; 

s. PmVide security p:>licy gui.c:Jaooe to maintain a unfam system in 
the 'Whole NRP area. 

1. An NRP Dfecutive O:mnittee,. ccnsi.sti:ng of the Deprty Secretary 
of Defense, the Di%ec::tm of Central Intelligence, and the Special 
ASsistant t.o the PreSident for Science and Tedmology, is tereby, 
established to guide aid. participate in the forn» ation of the_NRP 
through the INR:>. ('lhe l:IR> will ait with the Eleec\:tive CCllmitt.ee bit 
will not be a: voting 11mt.er. ) If the Exeeutive Oamli.ttee c:an not agree 
·al an issue the Sec:retary of Defense will be~ to sit with the 
a:mni.ttee in discussing this issue and v.i.11 arrive at a decision. 'lbe 
NRP· EKec::utive Ccmnittee. will: 

a. .RecXJiilElxl to the Secretary of Defense an afPLOJIJ1 i.at:.e. level 
of effort for the NRP in .respanse to ra:::ama.issa.nce requ.i.nments provided 
by usm am in the light of technical capabilities and fisc:a.l llmitatims. 

b. ApprOW or m:xli.fy the ocms:>lidata:I Natianal RecXnlili.ssano 
Pn:>gum1 arrl its budget. 

c. ~the all~tial of responsibility and the cx:n:xespocdinq 
funds for research ard mrploratoxy developnent for new sy&'t:sJ& •. f\Jrds 
Bha.ll be adeqUate to ensure that a~ reseuch.and exp.loratcry 
develcpnent ef fart is ach.iaYed ard. maintained by the Oepart::1nent of Defense . 
am CIA to de.sign and c:xnst:rut!t. new sensors to neet intel..1ige:nce requirerents 
aimed at the acquisition of intelligen;:e data. 'l!l.ia effart shAll be 
carried·out by both CIA and D:liJ. 

EWmI.£ VIA ~ Ci'MNELS cm.Y BYE-5678-65 
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d. Afpi:OYe the al 1 ocation of deve1q;ment respa 1Si hi l i ties am 
tlE c::arreapcnli.r furl1s for specific Lecx:azr•i •~ PLO;lldlllll Wlith a view 
to e:nsaring that the dave.lqment, t.estinq and ~ of new syStmi 
is d U llt>.liahed with _.,.;mn efficiancy by the oc:q:uieut of t:he Goverme.nt 
.best eqWa:ied with facjlities, experience and t.echnical ~ to . 
urd!Et&la! the aaaigrment. It will a..lm e.stabl..ish guidelines tor 
col 1 atoratial beti men departments aid for DUt:ual support where awropriate. 
Asaligiilelat of reapcuaihil.ity far eagineeri.D:J deve.1opm!nt of ae:n&C.11:' 

8UbsyBtan8 will be mde to either the CIA or Ik:j) COip:)(W!.nts in 
acxxrdance with the abcW criteria. '1be en:iineeri.ng ~t of all 
other aut.ystam, incl\d.ing spacecra.ft, reentry vehicles, txJosters &Xi 
booster interface 9Ubaystms shall in getieral be aaaigned ta an Air Fbroe 
OQt\Xllll!!!nt, ~. hcwew!r, that sensors, spaoecra.ft an:l n!lentry 
vehic::l.es are integral cx:quenta of a syat:aa, the devel..opnent of "'4li.ch 
nust pcooeed ma fully CXJOrd.inated t.aia, vith a view to ensuri.n; 
aptilluD ayatan develqJDent in 9UfPXt of inte1ligence ~ts for 
<M!rhelld nu:t:u•i•Hnce. To q:>t.imize the primary c:t>ject.ive of systans 
devel.apmmt, deai9n zequinaent of the llB'&SZ8 will be qi.Yell priority 
in tbei.r integmtia:\ within the spacecraft and reentry vehicles. 

e. Assiqn aperaticnal respansibility far various types of manned 
ouerflight missions to en ar D.:lD subject to tbe ccncurre.nce of the 303 
Camlittee • 

f. .Periodically review the essential features of the major 
pr;c:qx:a:u el.mlents of the NRP. 

2. 'lbe Executive a:mni.ttae shall meet an the call of either the 
Deputy secretary of Defmwe or the DiJ:ectar of Central Intelligence. All 
meetings will be atterded by the ma> and auc:h staff advisors as the 
Deputy secretary of Defense or the Di.rector of Central Intel 1 i gence 
CDl.Sider desirable. 

E. Naticml ~ Office 

l. 'l'b ;11;11.-nt tbe liRP. the secret:a.ry of DefenE will e&tabl..iJlh 
the tR> u a aepllr&te cperat.inlJ eqertey of the IklD. It shall in::lule the 
so: 'Which ahall be jointly mnned. 

2. '1be Dixe::tar of the NR'> shall be a;p:lintai bY the Secretary of 
Defense. 'Dle Dinctar NII:> will: 

a. SUbject to cliDCt:.icn and c:alt:Xol of the Sec:retary of Defense 
and the guidance of the JJIXeQltiw O:mnitt:ee as set forth in Secticn D 
ab:M!, bllVe th! reap::11aihiUty for Dllni!ll9inr:J the IR> ard executing the NRP. 

BAKlLE VIA BmG\H CB»lmS CllLY BD-5678~5 
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b. SUbject to review by the Exli!lcut.ive O:mni.ttee, and the 
provisiais of Sectim D al:cve, have authority to initiate, appiove 
l1Dlify I ~ Qr teminate all n!9eaJ:Ch and deve.l.opEnt ptOljtam:. in 
the HRP. Ensi.Jre, t:hr:aagb d14'topti.ate reo 111edatiana tc the 2xecut:.ive 
Ccamittee far the asaigment of iesam:::t1 am develcprent respansi.biiit:.ies 
and the all.ocatic:m of funds, that the full p::rt:enti.al.i ties of agenc:ies 
Of the Goverrlllent mxm11Sd with :z:ax:r:iuaissance are realized far the 
invention, .inlpravBmnt. and developDent of rec::auai seance system tc 
meet USIB requi..nDent.s. 

c. Have authority tc nqui.re that he be kept.· fully and 
catpletely informed by All. Agencies and Depa.rt:Dert:s of the Ck1verment 
of all ptop:www and activities undertaken as part of the NRP. 

d. Maintain a:d provide to 'the lllf!lntera of the Elcecutive 
o:mnit:t:ee z:axa:ds of the stab.ls of all projects, pr:QgXams and 
activities of the NRP in the :research, developDent., J;.IC'Oductial ar4f or 
operatialal phases. 

e. Prepille a a:upcehensive ~ for all aspects of the 
Nat.ialal ~ Pl:03raz11. 

f. EStablish a fiscal CXllUUol ard aax:iuntir¥J pt' aadm.l! to 
ensure that all funds expesded in SURXJrt of the Nat.iana.l Rt:can0i saance 
P:ru;µ:an are fully aoccunted far and appruptiately u;ti l ; za:I by the 
agencies ooncex:ned. In pt.rticular, the budget aba.ll &hoof separately 
those rums to be awlied to research ·am explaratm:y de.sign deve.lqrll!nt, 
systems developaent, ~t, and operatialal activities. FUxds 
experided or abl..i.9lt:e4 under the authority of the Di:rect:or of Central 
rntelligerx::e umer Pobl.ic raw 110 shall be aaninistered am accx:iunt.ed 
for by crA and will be repxted to tlR) in acoardance with aqreei upon 
prt:X""'di n-es • 

g. Sit with the USIB far the matters affect.in; the NRP. 

3. '1'he Dep.tty Dinlc:tm NR:> shall be flAX>inted by the OCl with the 
cx:n::urrenoe of the Deplty Sec:ret:ary of Defense and shall serve full 
time in a line p::>Sitim dinl:tly under the Di:r:ectm NR:>. '!be Deputy 
Directar shaJ..i act•{ar an1 e::am::i.se the }XJWlerS of the Direc:.'ttik, NH:I 
durllxj his abae:nce or diMbility. 

4. 'Ibe mo shall be jc;>intly staffed in such a faahi.al as to -xe.fl.ect 
the best ta.lent appz:uptiately available frcm the CIA, the three 
military depaz;tment8 mid other Govmment agencies. '!!le NII) staff will 
report to the [fR) and IDR> and will maintain no allegiance to t.he 
originatin; agency or Department. 

HANOLE VIA BUMAN OfANNEI.S CllLY BYE-5678-65 
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F. Initial Al.l.ocaticm of P1£59!&tl Respon&ihillties 

1. Respotiajbj] ity for" e:x.ist.in:J' ptog:ura .. of the. NRP shall be 
allocated as indicated. in Annex A attached hereto. 

~~· ,_ ...... -.,~ ... 
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ANNEX A 

· ~ follDw:i.nq assigrments for the developnent of new opt.ical aensx
subsyst:.ems are made t.o take full advantage of technical capabiljty and 
exper~ of the aqe.rcies involved. 

l. l'he CIA wiJ.l develcp the ~ in the ~ ga~ 
seami optical sensor subsystems. 

2. Fal.low:i.ng the sel.ectial of a a:aa::;:n:., am a cantractor, for 
full-scale c:Jevel.opaent, in the area of advanced general search, the CIA 
will develop the cptical semm- subsystim far that systm. 

3. The Air Faroe (SAf'SP) will deYe.lap the G-3. opt:JAU sensor 
subsystem for the advan::ed hi.gb-.resoluticn point.in; syst&n • 

.c. SM'SP will develop the opt:.ic:al sen5IOr' . subsystems (manned am 
urmannedl far the K'.lL pco;11am. 

'1he Di.rector I Na'.) will, in managing the aorrespon:iing overall systems 
develq:ments, ensure that: 

l. '1he raanaqenent of an cx:ntr~ far the se:nsors is ananged 
so that the desiqn and enqineering capabi 1 i ties in the var.iowl 
ocntractm:s are m::>St efficiently utUized. . 

· 2. '!be aensar packaqes am otlle:r subsystaDs are integrated in an 
overall syst:en engineering design for each system, with t'NRJ having 
res?lfiSibility for syst;emS integrati.cn of each oVerall systsn. 

BYE-5678-65 
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DEPARDmfr CF 'lllE Nll\'W 
Cft'ICE CF 'DIE am::F CF NAVM.. CFERATic:Ns 

~25, D.C. 

Frail: Director of Naval ~ 
To : Director, Naticnal. Reca1nai.ssance ·.Off.ice !at 

SUbj: systan Pa'PY, reaasigrment of res:pcns:ibilities far ~ 

Ref: (a) Miaa.i.alS qerat.iana Directivelllll (BYE4337-62) ·of 6 Nev 62 
(b) Your uaao subj: ""~ti.on. and Funct.ialS of NAJ ~ • of 

23 July 6:. 
(c) rm: ltr m:abj_: . "Pxoject PCPPY; asaigment of respousihi l ities 

far ('l'S) • of 10 Sept:anbe%' 62 

l. 'lb! resp::insibilities dal.ineated by teference (a) necessitate a nsa.lign
nent of the ~tic:nll infacmaticll requested by referen::e (b) and 
supplied by refceuce (c}. ~ly, referer)Ce (c) i.a hereby c::ancelled 
am superMded. 

2. System PCJ?PY of Project '*is currently the all.y NRP assiqmient 
within Ptocp:au c. · 

3. Qle famal agremeut has been nade l::etllllaen the Oizectx:u: of Na'llal 
Intelligence an:! the Directx:u:, National Security ~ i:egcu:din:J 
int:er.roqatian of. POPPY satellites. 'lhis· a&'JHeDBlt aut:h::1r:izes the RSA to 
direct. POPPY satellite inten:cgati.on and o:>l.l.ect.ia.' ~ "qui.ck-react.ion", 
:resul~ f:ttm atiJrt. tip-off of Soviet splllCe ar udaeile activity·, ia 
requind. AJ.t:hcugh this is the c:nly fcmaal ag:reanent enter:ed into an 
acHi ti.anal infamal urderstanling has. been JDBde with t:he 'Nati.c:r.wll Security 
kJerC'i. 'lhis urdC"Btanding pemit.s the al Jcxatial of a. s. kDtlf, u .s. Air. 
fOXce ud U.S. Na'vy c:rypt.oloJic pet8CllOel to nan 11111 oparata Nll:vy f\lriliahed. 
elect:rcnic eqiJiP'!!!!!t at ngularly 
perilh!tY of the Soviet Bl.a:: • 

.t•U ~~ W.LYI i;;.&__. ~-~ 

respective "'1r:vir:es/aqen:;y 11111n the eqniprent with their ~ly assigned 
persamel wtwn the PCPPY satellites are t.ran-.i.t.tinJ an:l when the stations 
are tape n:a::u:ded an1 exlm"iered to. the ~ for analysis. ~tic:cls 
:resulting from t:heSe infcxaml ~shave pmvat entirely 
satisfacto:ry. 

BXE-10613-63 
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4. 'lbe specific ~ilities of the arqan.ization/irx:lividuals 
associated with the project are as follCMS: 

a. "l'he Projx:an1 Direct:or's Staff ('n!chn.ical cperations Group): 

( 1) 'l'his <p:oUP of specialists provides the Piogram Di.rector, 
thrt:ugh ~ Project Dix:ect:ar, the ~ t.echnical infODDation a.rd 
qui.dance. 'nlis incl\.des advisirq the Di.rector of Intelligence requirBnents, 
satellite i.nstnnent.ation, missile roc.ket:ry, orbital ·requirements, field 
station operatials, aid signal processing. In addition, this g:roup insures 
that overt research ard deve.lopuent ptOJXOdlllS, ~by the Director, 
Program C, are CXJnduct:e::l in a pz:cper manner to support System POPPY. 

(2) Designated members of the Program Di.rectar' s staff C'ltXi) 
shall _meet with the Dep..Jtjl Director for ~tianS, HR>, as requi.nd, 
to prepare routine t.ask:i.nq schedules fer the operational a:1ntzol of the 
POPPY .aatellite after it has ach.i.eved o:cbit~ Activation of the sate r 
lite arrl aan:opd.ate roll.ectian facilities will be a.a:x::nplished ~ this 
staff as directed by the Satellite Oper;a.tians Center (SX) ~ NR>. 'l'he. 
na'l-roJtine int:erxo:Jatian required in the event of irdicatials J:"eqU.i.ring 
quick reaction will be acoccplished. as set forth in para9J2Ph 3 alx:1Ye. 

·(3) '!be Staff will repcrt, as oocurring, any significant changes 
in the 'teChnicd capability of the satellites to the Director, ~am c. 

b. The Dix:ect:ar of Naval lntelligeree is restXJilSihle for: 

( 1) Providing the Project. Director 

(a) 'n1e P.roject Oire:t:or's responsibilities are to supervise 
am admiJ:Ustpr all aSpects of the project subject to the appr.i::1Vill'of the 
Program Director. 

. (2) Providing the Pta1uct Qlntrol Represent.ative 

(a} '!be P.r:oduct Control Repre$entative is normally attached 
to the SCientif ic an1 Technical. lnt.elligence center of WI am is 
resµJnSible for infc:u:miIJJ the Project Dinct.or of intelligence ~· 
Additionally, he is responsible for disseminat:ing quality oouttol technical 
·data to the field stations, for m::mitcring the si<Jna.l. analysis pcogiam, 
am for·supe.rv.isian of in-tnise signal analysis support timere .required. 

c. The Directer, Naval ~ I.ab::xratcry is. responsible far: 

(1) Providing the Project nchnica.l Representative. 

(a) The Project Technical Representative is ~ibl.e for 
establishing such liaison with the Naval Research I.ab:::>ratory as ~11 
provide the following: 

BYE-10613-63 
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aatell.it:e. 
l. OVe:ral.l Inst:Nnentatian ooocept:a, in::l.uding the 

_!. PrOYi.sion of all eqnipta'lts required far coll.e;tian 
am i.nt:er.r:oqatial, incltxlin;J tut D:)t: limited to, the BhiPIBnt and suwly 
of teclm.ica1 experdables and apu:e parts to the field stat.ians. 

3. Q:lordi..natian of vehicle an:! misaicn p:ayload 
i.ntegratia:i, am t:he preparation m:1\Xling the m:nitorin:J ot the laun::h 
thereof. 

•· 'lbe training of all peraome1 :imolvel in collection 
and. interrogatial.-

5. Operatianal m1t:rol of the satellite prior to its 
launch. 

d. '1be Director, HaVal security Group ia responsible far: 

(l) ProvidiB:J the Project ~ticmal !Wpteaentative ~ 
responsihil ities are: 

(a) 'l'be d.in!ct.ion am ccordinaticn of field statial operations. 
'1'hese 1ea1x>ntdbilities irl:la iNWn:J project p.lannin';i an:J operational
d.i.rectives to the field ataticna and Jcaepi:ng each of these stat.ions 
advised of. the taskinr3 nqu.iraalt:s necessary to parfam the project 
miasi.al. 

(2) Acting as the focal point far all electric.al camurU.c.ations 
asacx:i.ated with the project. 'l'his incllx1es all opent.ional, technical 
a.rd logistical traffic. 

(3) Pn:Nid.ing' cipm:ati.ng pera::.u)el at the Navy collect.ion sites. 

e. '1'be Dine~. Haticml Security Aqer:cy ia re:&rp:lNlibl.e for: 

(1) P.rov.i4i.nc] a .r:apn.wentat:.ve "4¥> aball act u an advisor to 
the Project Di.rectm:'a staff. 

(2) .Prooeesi n:J all collect:ed data ard devel.q>ing an EL.INr ~ 
therefrcm. 

(3) ~# tbz.a:agh apcifiec! eecurity channels, any 
i.nt:elligance infm:matim dad.vs! m:m the data u initially aq:r:eed upon 
by the Project Di.reetDr and Dir:ect.ar, Raticnll Security Aqency. 

-TOP SECRET 
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( 4) Interpreting Naticmal Intelligence P.equirelrents .into 
technic:al ELIN'r requirenents aid ma.k:i.nq reo:a111ezd.ati.oos to the si::iuf far 
cperat:imal ta.skinq of the satellite. 

(5) ~ llBgnet::ic: tapes tD f.i.eld col.l.ection sit.es cm a 
cxntinuing ~is. 

f. 'lbe OUef, Bureau of Naval teapau; is resp::msible for: 

(l) Prcwid..inc.r the Project Fiscal ~tive -wtx:ee 
respansibilities are: 

(a) ~ preps.rat.iai end subnissian. Be i.s re.aponaible 
for the disf;m:sement of pcoject fm:ls to the u.s. Naval Re.search 
Llb:>rat:cry am,. further, far the sntmissi.m of expenditure sta.t:smeuts 
to the P1:'C4:am Di.xector. 

q. 1he Air FoJ:X:e Security Service iS responsible for: 

Cl) Providing sites and. the 5UpIXlrt facilities at thiese site& 
for a collecticn hut. 'l'his incl\l:Zs piysical security am utilities. 

(2) Provi.ding qe.rating persanne1. at the Air Force oollec:..ti.cn sites. 

(3) Providing aie qualified individual ....tx> may act with authority 
ard may cooxdinate Air Force opexat.iCX'l.S in ooortlina.tia\ with the Project 
Director. 

h. '!be ADffZ Security Sexvice is n!SpC2lSihle for: 

(1) Prolfid.i.ng sites and the support facD iti.es at t:haae sites 
for a collecticn hut. 'lhis irx::lu3es piysical sec:uri 9" an:l utilities. 

(2) Prori.ding c:perat:ing persanne1. at the A"arfj col.lectian sites. 

(3) Providing one qmli.fieCl individua.l 1Jltl0 may act with. authority 
and may coonlina.te ~ operati.ans in a:xmlinatim with the Project 
Director. 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs 
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NRO/NSA/C.IA,llJSN 

~ AGRW1ENr FUR THE POPPY SYSTEM 

I. pP"RPCSE: 

'Ille ?JI1X)se of this aqr~t is to define the organi:Zational 
responsil:>ilitie5 and the lines of autmrity associated with the 
mana9snent Of the POPPY Syst:an Project. 

II. BACJ<GfOJND: 

'l1le Navy Space Project (PM-16) was established by the Chief of Na.val 
~tions urder the Chief of Naval Material. The Manager, Navy space 
Project, is also the Director of NR:>, PJ:og:ram C. As the Direct.Or, 
Program C, he is supported by elerrents of the National Sf!curity Agency, 
the Central Intelligence k]ency, arrl the United States Navy in fulfilling 
his responsibilitiE!S under the National Reconnai.ssarce Program. 

III. RESPCNSmII.ITIES: 

'l'he Director, Program C, is resp:msible t.o the Director, National 
Pa:::onnaissanc:e Office, for the overall mana9eire.nt of the FOPPY Project. 
The Direct.Or, National Security ~ency, is responsible for the orocess lJ'lO. 

analysis, and reportiJ'XI of FOPPY collected data. 

The Dlrector, Nava: 
Research I..al:X)ra tDry, l.S resp'.)nsl.Ole to t.ne Director, Program C, for the 
en:;iineering and technicAl support in the design, devel~t, . 
fabricat..ian, test, and on-orbit operation of the system. 'Iha c.am.arde.r, 
Naval Security Grcap_ camtard. ·while func:t.ioning in support of the NRJ, 
exercises for the.Direct.or, Proqram C, in flight q:erational control Of the 
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POPPY system, exa;ut..i.n:J the ta.sk..i.nj directions of the NRO and 
processing priorities of NSA. 

/SI 
John L. t-tr.u:as 
DirectDr 
National Recxlnna.issance Off ice 

/S/ 
earl E. Duckett 
Deputy Director for 

science arrl Te::hnology 
16 July 1971 

/S/ 
l'hel Gayle.r 
Vite Admiral, USN 
Director -
National Security ~en;;y 
27 O=tober 1971 

/SI 
Robe.rt A. fie.sch 
Assist.ant Secretary of the Navy 
(Rese.arch,arrl Developtent) 
25 June 1971 

BYE-13192:...71 
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SPD:IFIC RE.SFCNSillll..ITIES IN SUPPORI' CE THE roPPY SYSTEM 

1. n-.e Director, Program C, is resFOnsible to the Directer of the 
National Reconnaissance Office (DNKl) for overall management of the. roPPI' 
Project. In::luded in his resp:insibilities are the follow~: 

a. .E.stabli,shes the policy for the m:maqerent of the POPPY ProJect. 

b. Ca:>rdi.nates all aspects of the project to ensure optim.Jm 
effective erploynwmt of the system. 

c. Develops requirements for POPPY mission o:::mcept.s, personnel, 
groufrl suppJrt equiprent, facilities, etc., arv:1 sutrn.its proposals to 
the _DNRO for approval. 

d. Prepares a c:cordinate:i plan for the design, developnent 1 

const.ruction, and ittplatentation of approved concepts. 

e. Coordinates, prepares, an1 su.tm.its the POPPY budget. 

f. Allocates NKl funds as required for the design, developnent, 
arrl supp:::>rt of the project in accordance with ONro·Program am fund 
approvals. 

g. l-Dnitors the technical· develoµnent, test, prcrluction, quality 
assurarce, maintenance, tra~. arrl other lcqistic supµ::>rt matters 
to rceet system objectives. 

h. Provides qu.idalx:e to W1NiWSEX:xiRU for his responsibilities w 
the exec:Ution of·POPPY operations. 

i. Keeps the DNRO advised of the stat:u..c;, treo.rrls, acCOtplishr?Ents, 
problems, an1 any other inp:)rtant aspectS of the project. 

j. Furnishes requi.re'rents inforTM.tion arv:1 basic pl.a.nnin; data to 
·elerents of the POPPY Project. 

k. Performs continuous evaluation of progress against plans, cost 
against furxis available, and capability against design objectives. 
InitiateS corraCtive actions whenever necessary. 

l. Ensures efficient utilization of~. ne.terials, and turds 
pe.rt:Ai.n.ing to t:he project. . 

m. Provides guidance ani review of security. controls within the 
POPPY Project. 

""TOP SECRET. 
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2 . The Director, Naval Research I.alx:>ratory, is resp:m.sible to the 
Director, Program C, for the engineering a.rd technical supfX>rt in the 
design, developtent, fabrication, test, ard on-orbit ope.ration of the 
FOPP'f .system. His reSIX>nSibilities inclooe the foll~: 

a. Prepares mission concepts for suhni.ssion to the Direct.or, 
Program C. 

b. Initiates syst.en engineering design t.o S'l.Jt¥)rt approved cooc:ept.s 
in the space a!rl ground systems. 

c. Designs, develops, and fabricates satellite vehicles an::l provides 
on-l::XJard equ.i.pnent required to inl;>lE!llent a~roved coocepc.s. 

d. ProVwes ground support equiprent and repair p.:i.rts required in 
the c::ollei:ti.on and interrogation functions of FOP~ grourd sites, 
ensurin} appz;Qpriate interface between collection and prcx::essi.ng ft.J.r¥:::t.ions. 

e. Assures oanplete en;iineerin; coordination bet:ween spacecraft 
and laurx:h vehicle. 

f. ProVides pre-launch technical o:::ordina.tion a.rd rronitoring of the 
POPPY lawcll. 

g .. M:Jnitors satellite teleret..ry to assess on-orbit spacecraft 
systans ard reports as required. 

h. Prepares furm.n:; data as required by the Director, Program C. 

3. The Cc:.mnander, Naval Seeurity Group carmaix:l, while fwx::tio~ in 
supp:>rt of the NRO, exercises for the Director, Program C, in-flight 
ope.rational control of the POPPY systen, e.xecutin;J the tasking 
directions of the NRJ ard prcx:essing prioritie1? of NSA. His 
rt!SfXm.S.i.bilities i.n::lude the follc:Ming: 

a. Exercises rranagement autroricy CJVer POPPY field stations. 

b. Develops, pla.n.s, programs, and coordinates as required for 
current and future requ.iranents for equ.ipnent, materials, supplies, 
facilities, maintenarx:e, and administrative supi:ort services (other 
than that direetly involved in collection and processing functions), 
ta.isinq, barracks, am messi.n; needed for the roPPY operational mission. 

c. Plans arrl programs for ~ requirments at roPPY field 
stations. 

HANDLE VIA BYnWlc;:HANNil.5 CNLY 
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d. Develops procedures for executing the tasking directives of the 
NR) Satellite Operations center and initiates guidance to field Stations 
in response to NSA p:llicy on processing priorities and other matte.rs 
c::aicern.ing field processing functions. 

e. l'bnitors the operations of J:l()PPY field activities to ensu.re ~~ 
ma.inte.nance of high stardards of perfo:mance. 

f. Coordinates with NRL and NSA regardinJ all collection an:: 
processing equipne.nt for POPPY field stations arxi mon.i tors all 
installation plans and schedules for its inpact oo station facilities 
arxi service requ.irerrents. 

g. Provides for routine repair arrl upkeep of POPPY oi:;erations 
equiprent a.rd interfaces with NRL rega.rdi.nq non-~tine rrai.ntenance a.nd 
repair. 

h. Plans and programs for oamunications facilities to ~rt 
POPPY operations. 

i. Provides for the physical security facilities cl1xI services 
required to maintain auth:>rized. SI, Tl<~ and Bm'Q\N control centers at the 
POPPY field stations. 

j. Develops ard aQnini.sters, in ccx:>r:di.nation 'With 01.i.ef of Naval 
PerSIOnnel, the requisite training programs for officer and enlisted 
personnel assigned to POPPY field stations. Mni.nist.ers the personnel 
security program for these personnel. 

4. 'The Director, National Security Agency, has overall resµ:msibilit:r· 
far the processing, analysis, and reporting of roFPY collected data. 
Includej in his resp:msibili ties are the follCM'ing: 

a. Provides SIGOO' technical guidance am feedback to the POPPY 
Processing Systen to ensure its effectiveness in conjunction with at.her 
satellite an:i rx:in-satellite SIGINI' operations. 

b. Plans the technical ard fiscal rnanagBn:!nt of the processing 
and analysis functions of the POPPY systan to i.rx:ll.Xle the man~ 
resources of the POPPY field sites. As such, he determines precessing 
equifl'l2llt requirements at the sites ard coordinates with Nro, NRL, an:i 
NSG in the pnx::urerient, installation. arrl operational ose of the 
equiprent. . 

c. Bl:dgets for the procurenent ard repair parts for POPPY processing 
aro analysis equipnent. 

BYE-13192-71 
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d. Inte.rf aces with the tOO; Director, Program C: NRL: a.rd NSG in 
the developtent of future POPPY concepts as they relate to processing 
aro analysis functions. 

e. Proeesses, analyzes, and p.lblishes data cx:illected fron'the roPPY 
syst:an. 

_......~ ... ~ .. ··-· 
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About the Authors 

David O. Bradburn was born in 
Hollywood, California, on 27 May 1925. 
He attended South Pasadena High School 
and ·the US Military Academy at West 
Point, New York, where he graduated in 
1946. Commissioned a Second Lieutenant 
in the Army Air Corps, he was transferred 
into the US Air Force in 194 7 and advanced 
through the ranks to Major General, US 
Air Force. He holds Master's degrees in 
engine~ring from PurdmrUniversity and 
in international affairs from The George 
Washington University. 

His Air Force assignments included 50 
missions as a B-26 light bomber pilot in 
Korea in 1950 and 1951 and.a tour as a 
research and development rR&m staff offi
cer at Headquarters. Air Research and 
Development Command !ARDC). in 
Baltimore, Maryland, from 1952 to 1957. 
Trained in electrical engineering at Purdue 
and in R&D staff work at ARDC. he mo\•ed 
to California in 1957 to help Col Fritz Oder 
set up the WS-117 L office. In 1960 he was 
among the first to join the SAMOS Project 
Office, again using his R&D and space 
experience to help BGen Robert E. Greer 
organize the new "black" Air Force space 
projects. From 1962 to 1964 Bradburn 
orig1nated and orbited the QUILL Project, 
a satellite-borne synthetic aperture rndor, 
which demonstrated the engineering .. 

feasibility of imaging radars in SJ>:.!I'" 
From 1967 to 1971 he was head ol

during the fer
ment of the ABM problem. and took ;i. ma1or 

EO 13526 3 3ib)(1 \'·25Yrs 

part in the planning a.nd launch 

from 1971 to l973 he was 
Director of the Office of Space Systems tNRO 
Staffi; and from 1973 to 1975. he was 
Director of the Office of Special Projects 
($AFSPl. 

In 1975,just in time for the US Bicenten
nial and a great time to be in New England. 
Bradburn moved to Hanscom Air Farce 
Base. Bedford. Massachusetts. as Vice 
Commander, Air Force Electronic Systems 
Division. When he retired from the Air 
Force in 1976 the Bedford Minutemen. a 
social/historical asso<:iation. came out to 
play with fifes and drums. In 1978 and 
1979, Bradburn was the Representative of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the US team 
negotiating with the Soviet Union on limi
tations on aatisatellite weapons IASATs}. 
At that time, unde.r .the Carter Admini
stration, the United States was opposing 
the development or use of ASATs, a position 
consistent with President Eisenhower's 
Open Skies strategy. 

In 1979 Bradburn joined TRW Defense 
Systems Group in El. Segundo, Califomfa, 
as Director of Engineering, concentrating 
mainly.on TRW's project management 
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methods with Gen Samuel C. Phillips, the 
expert who managed Apollo. Retired from 
TRW in 1987, Bradburn volunteered for 
this assignment as a historian in 1990 and 
has been busy and happy managing this 
smaller project ever since! 

John Copley was born in Bangor, 
Maine, on 26 August 1922 at the height of 
a severe thunderstorm which. some believe. 
may hnve shaped certain events in his 
future. His father was a teacher who. in 
search of greener pastures (or warmer?l, 
made· several career moves in a southerly 
direction. As a result, Copley's early edu
cation was in Massachusetts, but he spent 
his high school years in New Rochelle, 
New York. where he graduated in 1940. 
He attended Williams College; Williams
town. Massachusetts, until November 
1942, when he entered the Aviation Cadet 
Program. eventually piloting a B-24 with · 
.the 15th Air Force in Italy during 1944 
and early 1945. 

The next 12 years were spent in com
munications and electronics assignments 
in such locations as Johnston Island and the 
Korean Peninsula. In 1953 he entered the 
Air Force Institute of Technology, graduat
ing with a degree in electrical engineering 
in August 1955. Following two and a half 
years at Rome Afr Development Center, 
Griffis Air Force Base, New York, in charge 
of the ground qui~k reaction capabilit~ 
<QRCl program at the Intelligence and 
Electronic Warfare Labor.!liory, he found 
himself in Inglewood. California, assigned 
to the Air Force WS-ll 7L Program Office 
<thanks mostly to the launch of Sputnik I 
in October 1957>. His initial assignment 
was development of Subsystem H, the 
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Ground/Space Communications System; 
however, his SIG INT background pre\' ailed 
and in July 1958 he was as.signed to Sub
system F, the ~fen-et" payloads. He continued 
as the SIG INT payload chief for SAl\lOS 

. and then-when the project was classi
fied as BYEMAN in December 196::!. 

In July 1964 he was assigned to the 
Manned Orbiting Laboratory in an attempt 
to expand the mission into the SIG INT 
area. When this attempt wns terminnted 
in 1967, he became the first National 
Reconnaissance Office <NROI assignee to 
the National Security Agency< NSA1. 
While there he was Chief oC K-4.') cha reed 

Copley retired from the Air Force in 
May 1974. The next 15 years were spent 
at Rockwell International Space Division 
where he finally realized a lifelong ambi
tion and was able to actually participate in 
the engineering development of electronic 
systems for spacecraft (including the space 
'shuttle). In February of 1990. MGen David 
D. Bradburn invited him to parti9ipate in 
the writing of this history, after which a 
third retirement should be in order! 

Raymond B. Potts was born in 
Wellsburg, West Virginia, on 15 September 
1931. He graduated from West Virginia 
University in 1954 with a bachelor of sci
ence in electrical engineering, majoring in 
electronics with a mathematics minor. He 
also completed the Modern Engineering 
Management Programat Carnegie Mellon 
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University in 1964.and the Federal Exec
utive Institute, Senior Executive Develop· 
ment. in 1982. He served in the US Air 
Force from 1954to·1956, attaining the 
rank of First Lieutenant and later Captain 
in the US Air Force Reserve in 1957. 

His career at NSA actually began 
while he was in the Air Force. and his first 
work there invqlved research on the use of 
transistors. From 1956 to 1958 he worked 
on some special R&D projects including 
the first computer to use transistor logic. 
SOLO. From 1958 to 1960 he worked on 

EO 13525 3.S(cl ian effort to solve a major 
cryptanarytic problem. From 1960 to 1963 
he was Chief of the Technical Planning 
Staff for equipment that required technol
ogy beyond the state of the art. He started 
into the satellite field in 1963 as task 
leader for the development of the high . 
speed analog-to-digital convert.er.for pro· 
cessing analog data from the Air Force 
prime payloads in. Project 698BK. man
aged by SAFSP From 1966 to 1971 Potts 
was Deputy Cpjef of the Office of ELINT 
and Chief of Special Projects; in these jobs 
he ~as responsible for NSA participation 
in the low-orbit SIGINT satellite projects. 
He managed a·ll the analysis an~ process
ing of SIG INT collected data, made agree· 
rnents with the Stratecic Air Command. 

and started the 

:ictlvlt.V o processing INT data by 
means of a contractar, Lockheed. Missiles 
and Space Company. under ~ri Air Force 
contract. He also represented NSA in 
development of the high-altitude SIG INT 
satellite projects. 

Top 
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After a series of increasi~gly responsi
ble jobs. including Deputy Assistant 
Director NSA for Science and Technology, 
m 1974 Potts became Deputy Director of 
Training, NSA/Central Security Service/ 
Commandant of the National Cryptologic 
School. where he managed courses in 
equipment maintenance through g-rnduate
levet language. computer science. and 
management. From ·1980 to 1985 he was. 
Deputy Chief and Acting Chief. Operations 
and Control. managing SIGINT t:ollection 
operations via satellites. comsal remotes, 
high frequency, and emb'assies. From 1985 
to 1987 he was Deputy Chief. Joint 
Programs. leading the acquisition of major 
collection systems jointly bought by NSA 
and the Service Cryptologic Agencies. 
Potts received the NSA Meritorious 
Civilian Service award in 1980. 

On his retirement in 1987. Potts 
became a Cryptologic Reservist at the 
National Crypt_ologic School at NSA. 
where he prepared a book on "'Lessons 
Lea med in Systems Acquii;ition"' for use in 
systems acquisition training. He also 
organi2:ed the Acquisition Management 
Association to provide a forum to exchange 
information and ideas on acquisition. In 
1990 Potts agreed ta take a leading role in 
writing this SIG INT history, which is 
based to a large degree on his experience 
and interests, which have kept him at the 
center of the satellite SIG INT world. With 
this job done, he plans to spend a !Ot more 
time with his family a'nd keep his hand in 
the SIGTNT busin~ss from time to time. 
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Jomed N!SA as an electronics engineer work
ing on development of microwave antennas 
and over-the-horizon SIG INT ultra-high. 
frequency collection equipment. This 

~gan a lif.,Jnn····r7 "tteer in SIGINT. In 1957 
and 195!-ferved in 'lbkyo as Chief· 
of the R&~nvolved in experimental 
collection systems; from 1958 to 1964 he 
was in the technical planning staff, moni
toring US Air Force and Navy SIG INT 
satellite projects: and in 1964 he joined the 
NRO staff in the Pentagon. helping to tie 
NSA and NRO interests together. In 1967 
he became Chief of R63 at NSA, the office 
ofSIGINT satellite projects; and from 1967 
to 1970 he was ad,-isor to the DirectoT, NSA. 
on SIG INT satellite reconnaissance. From 
191.0 ~ntil 1973 he was Chief of W05, 
responsible for ELINT end product report
ing. From 1973 to 1976 he was Chiefof 
the NSA group of analysts/linguists inte
grated in the Central Intelligence Agency 

Top 
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fCIAl headquarters to evaluate special 
covert SIGINT; from 1976 to 1979 he was 
Scientific Advisor to the Chief. A6. monitor
ing special Navv SIG INT; and from l 9i9 
to 1986 "P'was Scientific Ad\'i:<or to 
the Chiet of A Group, the largest opera
tions group responsible for collection. 
analysis, and planning for 
SIGINT on Soviet and East European 
countries. 

Since his retirement from NSA in 
1986. 'P'tJ;has been a consultant for the 
ClA on aavanced SIGINT and related 
satellite programs. In 1988 he was a vol
unteer at the Smithsonian Museum of 
Natural History as a docent for the water
fowl exhibit. and from 1989 to the present 
he has been a volunteer for Recording for 
the Blind. Inc .. in Washington. DC. read
ing, monitoring other readers. controlling 
the master tape recorder. and duplicating 
tapes on over 100 textbooks for college
level electronics, physics, mathematics. 
and technical trade school courses. He 
was awarded the Air Force Meritorious 
Service Medal in 1966 and the NSA 
Meritorious Service Medal in 1968. In his 
retirement-has had time to' co~
centrate on~g interest in singing. 
Since 1972 he has appeared in over 100 
concerts with the Paul Hill Chorale in the 
Kennedy Center in Washington, DC. He 
volunteered for the assignment as a main 
member of this SIGINT history team in 
1990 and plans to concentrate on singing 
and summers in Martha's Vineyard in the 
future. 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

AAA 
ABM 
ADCS 
ADD/DP 
AD/FO 
ADP 
AES 
AFB 
AFB MC 
AFB MD 
AFC GM 
A.FSA 
AFSC 
AFSCF 
AFSS 
AIL 
AJOY 

AMC 
AMIE 

APE 
APL 
ATIC 
ARDC 
ARPA 
ARS 
ATI 

BUWEPS 

C-band 
CAMS 
CCP 
CDC 
CEP 
CES 
CIA 

antiaircra~ anillery 
antiballistic missile 
analog-to-digital com·ersion system 
Assistant Deputy Director for Data Processindpp 
Assistant Deputy for Field Operations 1SAFSP1 
Assistant Director for Production rNSA> 
anti-Earth satellite 
Air Foi-ce Base 
Air Force Ballistic .Missile Committee 
Air Force Ballistic Missile Division 
Air Force Office of Guided Missiles 
Armed Fortes Security Agency 1 pre-NSAI 
Air Force Systems Command 
Air Force Satellite Control Facility 
Air Force Security Sen•ice 
Airborne Instruments Laboratory 
analog-to-digital convener and computer system provided hy NSA to SAC to 

process ELINT dat.n 
Anny Missile Command 
analog magnetic instrumentation equjpment. a spaceborne. wide-bandwidth. 

helical-scan magnetic·tape recorder used on Program A SIGINT 
reconnaissance satellites 

analog processing equipment 
Applied Physics Laboratory !Johns Hopkins Universityl 
Air Force Technical Intelligence Center, Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohiu 
Air Force Research and Development Command 
Advanced Research Projects Agency 
Advanced Reconnaissance System 
Applied Technology, Inc. 

Bureau of Weapons !Navy> 

radar opeu1.ting frequency, 4 to 8 GHz 
computer-aided manual search 
Consolidated Cryptologic Program 
Control Data Corporation 
circular error probable I locations> 
Communications Equipment Subsystem 
Central Intelligence Agency 
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CJG 
CINCPAC 
CINCPACFLT 
CNO 
CO MINT 
COMNAVINTCOM 
COMOR 
CO MS EC 
CO NUS 
COTR 
CSAW 
CSWG 
CVR 
CW 

DACS 
DAGER 
DAHOPS 
DCI 
DCS/D 
DDC 
ODI 
ODO 
DDR&E 
DDS&T 
DEFSMAC 
DF 
DIA 
DIRNSA 
DNI 
DNRO 
DOD 
DSP 
DSU 

EDL 
ELINT 
ELT 
EMPINT 
EOB 
ERA 
ERP 

EO 13526 3.3(b)( I 10.?SYrs 

t,;:,v 

EW/GCI 
EX COM 

~) ... 

Central Intelligence Group . 
Command.er in Chief. Pacific 1 US military forces) 
Commander in Chief. Pacific Fleec 
Chief of Naval Operations 
communications intelligence 
Commander. ~aval Intelligence Command 
USIB Committ~ on Overhl'ad Rl'tonnaissance 
communications security 
Continental United States 
Contracting Officer's Technical Reprtisentative 
Cornmuni~otioos Supplemt•ritciry Activities. Washington 1Na\·y: 
COI\lOR SlGINT Wurkini.: Gniup 
continuous vidi:>o recording 
continuous wave t ''ersus pulsed> electromagnetic signal 

D~ta Acquisition and Control St!gment 
Director's Advisory Group for EUNT and Reconnaissance l:\SA, 
Data Handling and Opern,tions Plan 
Director of Central lntelligence 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Development I USAF 1 

Onta Distribution Center 
beputy Di~ctor for Intelligence 
Deputy Director for Operations tNSA1 
Deputy SecreL:iry of Defense for Research and Engineering 
Deputy Director for Science a.nd Technology tCIAf 
Defense Special Missiles and Astronautics Center 
direction-finding 
Dt!fense [IJtelligence Agenc~· 
Director, Na~ional Security Agency 
Director ofNa,•al lntelligence 
Director. National Reconnaissance Office 
Department pf Defense 
Defen~ Support Program 
data storage unit 

Electronics Defense Laboratoty 1 Sylvania> 
electronic intelligence·Cprimarily radars1 
ELINT technical I reporting> 
electromagnetic pulse intelligence tnuclear detonation! 
electronic order of battle \radar locations l 
Engineering Research Associates 
effective radiated power 

i:.artn satemte venic1e 
early warning/ground-controlled intercept cradarl 
Executive Committee of the NRO 
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FBI 
FDM 
FIS 
FM 
FMSAC 
FOC 
FOV 
FSK 
FTD 
FY 

GCHQ 
GCI 
GE 
GHz 
GOR 
GPS 
GRAB 
GS 

HF 
HF/D.F 
HUM INT 
Hz 

l&W 
IBM 
ICBM 
IEEE 
IHF 
IMINT 
IOC 
IR 
IRINT 
ITEP 

JAN 
EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs 

kbps 
kHz 

L-band 
LMSC 
LMSD 
LOP 

EO 1352633(b)l1 )>25Yrs 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
frequency-division· multiplex 
foreign instrumentation signal! 
frequency modulation 
Foreign Missile and Space Analysis CentertCIAl 
final operational capability 
field of view 
frequency shift k~y 
Foreign Technology Di~·ision 
fiscal year 

General Communications Headquarters 1 UK1 
ground control intercept tradar1 
General Electric Company 
gigahertz 1one billion cycles per second I 
general operational requirement 
Global Positioning System 
Galactic Radiation and Background 
general search 

high frequency 13 to 30 MHzl 
high·frequency/direction·finding 
human intelligence 
hertz tone cyde per second l 

indications and ~·aming 
International Business Machines. Inc. 
intercontinental ballistic missile 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
Intercept History File 
imagery intelligence 
initial operating capability 
infrared 
infrared intelligence (primarily missile radiation I 
Interim Tactical ELlNT Processing 1Equipmentl 

Joint Army/Navy lpubhcations, nomenclature, etc.J 

kilobits per second 
kilohertz <one thousand cycles per second l 

radar operating frequency, 1 to 2 GHz 
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company 
Lockheed Missiles and Space Division 
line of position 
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MADS 
Mbps 
MCC 
MGS 
MHz 
MOL 

NASA 
NATO 
NA:VSPASPUR 
NIC 
NORAD 
NPlC 
NRL 
NRO 
NRP 
NSA 
NSC 
NSCID 
NSD 
NSG 
NSOC 
NTPC 

OCMC 
OEL 
ONI 
OPELlNT 
OSD 
OSDBMC 
OSI 
OSP 
oss 

EO 13526 3 3(b)l1 )>25Yrs 

PACELINT 
PAM/FM 
PAPS 
PCM 
PDE 
PFIAB 
PPM 
PRC 
PRF 
PRI 
PSAC 
PSK 
PW 

mission and data services 1processing1 
megabits per second 
mission control center · 
mission ground station 
megahertz lone million cycles per secondi 
Manned Orbiting Lnbo~atory 

National Aeronauticli and Space Administration 
North Atlantic Treaty Organizntion 
Na,·al Space Surveillance Center 
Na\' al Intelligence Command 
Nonh American Air Ocfl'l'\!'lt' Command 
National PhotogTnphic lnterprN:uion· Center 
N&\'al Research Laboralor.v 
National Reconnaissance Office 
National Reconnai,;sance PrOJrr..im 
National Security Agency 
National Security Council 
NSC Intelligence Directh·e 
NSA Support Detachment 
Na\'al Security Group 
National $1GINT Operations Center 
National Technical'Proressing Center 

Operations Center for Mission Control 
Office ofELlNT1ClA1 
Office of Naval Intelligence· 
operational ELINT 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
Office of the Secretary of Defense. Ballistic :\lissiie.Committ('e 
Office of Scientific Intelligence 
Office of Special Projects 1CIA> 
Office of Strategic Services 1pre-CIAl 

Pacific ELINT Center 
pulse amplitude modulation/frequency modulation 
POPPY Automated Processing System 
pulse code _modulation 
priority data extractor 
President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board 
pulse position modulation 

·People's Republic of China 
pulse repetition freq1:1ency 
pulse repetition interval 
President's Science Advisory Committee 
ph'-se shift key 
pulsewidth 
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QRC 

R&D 
RAND 
RCA 
RF 
EO 135'.'633(b)(1) ,25Yrs 

RTG 
RTS 
RTTY 

s 
S-band 
SIS E 
SIS.F 
SIS I 
SAC 

. SAFMS 
SAFSP 
SAFSS 
SAFUS 
SALT 
SAM 
SAM OS 
SAMS. 
SAS 
SCA 
SCF 
SDS 
Sec Def 
SEL 

EO 13526 3 3(b)(1 )>25Yrs 

SGLS 
SHAHS 
SIG INT 
SIOP 

soc 
SOCOMM 
SORS 
SP 
SPO 
SR 
SRI 
SSAT 

quick reaction capability 

research and development 
Research for America's National Deferu;e f the' RAND Corpuralion1 
Radio Corporation of America · 
radio frequency 

Keconna1ssance Tecnmcul \.Jroup 
remote tracking station 
radio teletype 

Secret 
radar operating frequency. 2 to 4 GHz 
Subsystem E ISA.l'dOS photo payleadl 

· Subsystem F !SAMOS electronic reconnaissance. or •ferret." syswm• 
Subsystem I IWS-117L processing system• 
Strategic AkCommand 
Office of Missiles and Space 1Air Forcel 
Office of Special Projects 1 NRO Program A> 
Office or Space Systems f NRO Stam 
Under Secretary of the Air Force 1 DNROl 
Strategic Arms Limitations Talks 
surface-to-air missile . 
ARPA unclassified designator for former SENTRY Program 
Signal ActiVity Monitor System (£LINTl 
Signal Analysis Subsystem •COMJNT> 
Signal Analysis Console 
Satel)ite Control Facility . 
Students for Democratic Society. 
Secretary of Pefense 
Stanford University Electronics Laboratory 

space-ground lmK. system 
signal handling and recording segment 
signals intelligence 
Single Integrated Opera.ting Plan 

system requirement 
Stanford Research ~aboratories 
Special Signals Analysis Team 

::,1LiiN'l :::iatemte ;)Upport 1,,enter 11'<'5Al 
State/Anny/Navy Communications Intelligence Board lpre-USCIBl 
Satellite Test Center 
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STIC 
STL 
STRUM 

TAC 
TAT 
TCP 
TCR 

Scientific and T~chnicol lnll>Hii::1mce Ct>ntcr 10~! 1 

Space Technologies l..aboratorit>iJ 
standard technical report u.~ing modules 1 ~SA format 1 

Technical Ad.-1sor=-· Committee 
thrust-augmented Thor 
Technological Capabiliti~,; P<tnt'.} · 
1 imP-rritical rf'nortinc 

PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 
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TUY 
TEBAC 
TECHINS 
TELINT 
THF 
Tl 
TK 
TOA 
TOG 
EU 1 '5 'o 3 Jib)(1) ·.'~>'YI. 

TS 
TV 
TW 

UAR 
UHF 
USA 
USAF 
USCIB 
USIB 
USN 
USSR 

EO 13526 3 3fb)(1)~25Yrco 

VAB 
VAFB 
VCR 
VHF 

WADC 
WDD 
WS-117L 

X-band 

YlG 

temporary Clet:ichl'd C1utv 

Telel'T\€try ond Bl:'uconr~• .-\nal.v,;i:I Communir~· 
technical instructions 
telt'melry inlellig1mn.• 
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